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ements is developed and verified. Adaptation is shown to provide CPU savings of a
factor of 2-16, and biquadratic elements are shown to provide potential savings of a
factor of 2-6. An analysis of the dispersive properties of various discretization methods
for the Euler equations is presented, and results allowing the prediction of dispersive
errors are obtained. The adaptive algorithm is applied to the solution of several flows in
scramjet inlets in two and three dimensions, demonstrating some of the varied physics
associated with these flows. Some issues in the design and implementation of adaptive
finite element algorithms on vector and parallel computers are discussed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Computational methods are playing an ever-increasing role in the design of flight
vehicles [25,62]. With the current computational power available, flow over (or in)
realistic geometries can be calculated, if a computational grid can be generated. This
need for geometric flexibility has given rise to unstructured grid algorithms, called finite
element algorithms in this thesis. This thesis develops a new, adaptive finite element
algorithm for the Euler equations describing the flow of an inviscid, compressible, ideal
gas.
1.1 Research Goals
The research presented here has four main goals. The first goal is the development
of an adaptive finite element solution algorithm for the solution of the steady Euler
equations in two and three dimensions using quadrilateral and hexahedral elements. To
the author's knowledge, this thesis presents the first use of adaptation by grid embedding
using hexahedral elements in three dimensions. Hexahedral elements offer large CPU
and memory reductions over tetrahedral elements, and quadrilateral elements have a
similar, although less marked, advantage in two dimensions. Significant computational
cost reductions for a given level of accuracy are obtained with the adaptive algorithm.
The new features here are the use of a multistage time integration scheme and the
development of the adaptive hexahedral element in three dimensions.
The second goal is the development of a biquadratic finite element for the two-
dimensional Euler equations. A single biquadratic element should be more accurate
than the four bilinear elements it would replace on a grid with a comparable number
of nodes. While quadratic elements have been tried before with only limited success
[12], this thesis develops and demonstrates the utility of the higher-order elements, and
presents results indicating increased accuracy at reduced computational cost.
The third goal is to compare several unstructured grid numerical methods, the
Galerkin method, the cell-vertex method, and the central difference method, and to
show the differences between them. This will (hopefully) end some of the current con-
fusion in the literature by demonstrating that many of the currently used algorithms
are finite element methods in disguise, and allow discussion to be focused on the issues
of structured grid vs. unstructured grid and algorithm selection.
The fourth goal is the explanation of the low wave number numerical errors which
occur near regions of high gradient in many problems. A dispersion analysis is presented
which allows one to predict both the frequency of the oscillations and their location as
a function of physical and computational parameters such as Mach number, grid aspect
ratio and solution algorithm.
1.2 Overview of Thesis
The thesis begins with a brief survey of current research in finite element methods as
applied to the Euler equations. Chapter 2 introduces the governing equations and the
boundary conditions used in this thesis. Chapter 3 presents some fundamental concepts
of finite element methods, and derives the bilinear, biquadratic, and trilinear elements.
Chapter 4 presents a complete description of the solution algorithm, and demonstrates
that many other numerical methods can be cast into a finite element form. Chapter
5 presents some examples to verify the implementation of the numerical solver, and
presents a comparison of three particular computational methods often used to solve
the Euler equations. Two of these methods are shown to be robust, efficient methods
for the solution of the Euler equations. Chapter 6 introduces the idea of adaptation,
and presents examples showing how it can reduce the computational cost for a given
level of accuracy, and how adaptation can reduce the sensitivity of a solution to a poor
initial grid. Chapter 7 presents a dispersion analysis of the numerical methods, and
introduces the concept of spatial group velocity. The spatial group velocity can be used
to predict the location of certain types of low wave-number solution errors. Chapter 8
returns to the physical world and examines some of the interesting features of flows in
scramjet inlets. Chapter 9 draws some conclusions from this research and suggests areas
for future exploration. The thesis is completed with an appendix illustrating some of
the computational issues in finite element methods, followed by appendices containing
the listings of the computer codes.
1.3 Survey of Finite Element Methods for the Euler
Equations
This section provides a brief review of the history of the finite element algorithm
described in this thesis, and indicates other research going on in the field. The survey
paper by Jameson [24] provides a good background for the history of numerical methods
for the Euler equations. In 1954, Lax published a paper on the solution of hyperbolic
equations with weak solutions [351. Several years were spent laying the mathematical
foundations for the solution procedures, and in the late 1960's and early 1970's the
first Euler solvers began to emerge [461. These early solvers were severely limited by
the computational power available in those days. As a result, much of the CFD effort
was based on the solution of the transonic full potential equations. As the 70's turned
into the 80's, computer capabilities increased enough to make the solution of the Euler
equations practical. The finite volume methods of Jameson [281 and Ni [51] date from
this time. About this time, it also became possible to compute the flow over realistic
two-dimensional geometries, and unstructured grid ideas began to migrate from struc-
tural mechanics into fluid mechanics. Much of the pioneering work on unstructured
grids was done by French researchers at INRIA and Dassault [7]. In the mid 1980's,
several unstructured algorithms began to emerge, and as newer computer architectures
with larger memories and hardware scatter/gather became available, more researchers
shifted into the unstructured mesh arena, some with "finite volume" methods, and
others with "finite element" methods. At present, finite element methods are gaining
widespread acceptance in fluid mechanics, and many researchers are investigating the
use of unstructured grids for the solution of realistic problems.
There are many different formulations of the finite element method in the literature.
Finite element algorithms different from the algorithm used in this thesis include the
Petrov-Galerkin method (in which the test functions change with the solution to pro-
duce an oscillation-free solution) [21], the Euler-Taylor-Galerkin method (essentially a
Lax-Wendroff type method with a finite element spatial discretization) [6,13], Clebsch-
transformed variables (corrections to the potential equations) [15] and various direct
methods (Newton solvers) [8,18].
A sampling of other researchers in finite element methods includes Hughes, et al. at
Stanford [22,20], Kennon [30] and Oden [52] at the University of Texas, LShner [43,40,391
at the Naval Research Lab, a group in Virginia at NASA Langley and Old Dominion
University [6,58,71], Jameson from Princeton [27], a group at Swansea [48,53,54], groups
at INRIA and Dassault [3,55,671, and several groups in Japan [50,661. Although the
term finite element is not used, the work of Dannenhoffer [9,11], can also be considered
a finite element method. Many other groups throughout the world are also turning
their attention to the development of unstructured grid methods for the Euler and
Navier-Stokes equations [41]. The current interest in finite element and unstructured
grid computational methods shows no signs of abating, and more researchers enter the
field every year.
Chapter 2
Governing Equations
This chapter introduces the governing equations used throughout the remainder of
the thesis. The non-dimensionalization of the equations is discussed, and the boundary
conditions are described. Finally, some of the limitations of the equations are discussed.
2.1 Euler Equations
The equations solved are the Euler equations describing the flow of a compressible,
inviscid, ideal gas. For these equations to hold, the following assumptions are necessary:
* The fluid is a homogeneous continuum;
* The Reynolds number is infinite (inviscid);
* The Peclet number is infinite (non-conducting);
* The fluid obeys the ideal gas law.
While these assumptions do not hold exactly for any real flow, for a large class
of problems they are a very good approximation. This thesis considers solutions to
the steady-state Euler equations, but since the solution method involves a pseudo-time
marching scheme the unsteady Euler equations are described here. Also, no body forces
are considered in these equations.
The Euler equations in three dimensions can be written in conservation form as
p pu pV pw
pu pua + p put puw
a a a a
F pt + - pus + pv2 +p + p w = 0, (2.1)
pw puw pVw pW2 + p
pe puho pvho pwho
where where e is total energy, p is pressure, p is density, u, v, and w are the flow velocities
in the z, y, and z directions, and ho is the total enthalpy, given by the thermodynamic
relation
ho = e+ . (2.2)
P
In addition, one requires an equation of state in order to complete the set of equations.
For an ideal gas, this can be written
) (7 e I- + , (2.3)P 2
where the specific heat ratio y = 1.4 is constant for all calculations reported.
It is convenient to write the equations in vector form as
dU aF aG 8H
+ a + + + -- = 0, (2.4)
where U is the vector of state variables and F, G, and H are flux vectors in the x,
y, and z directions, corresponding to the vectors in Eq. (2.1) above. To restrict these
equations to two dimensions, drop the z derivatives and the z momentum equation.
The Euler equations described above provide a complete description of the com-
pressible flow of an inviscid, non-conducting, ideal gas in the absence of body forces.
For many problems this is a reasonable set of restrictions, but there are flows of interest
where the Euler equations will not suffice. Each of the assumptions involved in the
formation Euler equations will be examined.
The assumption that the fluid is continuous and homogeneous can break down for
very low density flows, such as flow in the upper atmosphere or flows involving the
mixing of multiple components. The assumption that the fluid is inviscid means that
the Euler equations are inadequate if one is interested in viscous phenomena such as
skin friction, boundary layers, separation and stall, or viscous-inviscid interaction. The
non-conducting assumption means that heat transfer problems cannot be modeled. In
many cases the ideal gas law breaks down. These can include problems in hypersonics in
which the gas can dissociate and/or excite additional internal energy modes, combustion
and other chemically reacting flows, and free-molecule flow (this also violates the first
assumption). Finally, flows in which body forces are important (weather prediction or
magnetohydrodynamics, for example) require the addition of additional terms to the
equations.
2.2 Non-Dimensionalization of the Equations
It is often convenient to non-dimensionalize the governing equations for a problem,
since this clarifies the scales important to a problem, makes solutions independent of
any particular system of units, and often helps reduce the sensitivity of a numerical
solution to round-off errors. Table 2.2 lists the scaling factors for each of the problem
variables. With this non-dimensionalization, the Euler equations become
p' p'· p'v' p'w'
p'u' p'u2 + p' p'lu'' p'I'w'
a9 a a a
Ft p'' + p'u'v' + 4 'u +p' az p'v'w' = 0, (2.5)
p'w' p'u 'w' P'V'w' pw'2 + p'
p'e' p'u'hg p','h6 p'w'hg
where the ' variables are non-dimensional. This non-dimensionalization shows that the
Euler equations have two associated non-dimensional parameters, which enter through
Table 2.1: Scaling Factors for Non-Dimensionalization
the boundary conditions and the state equation: the Mach number M and the ratio of
specific heats y. Note that the non-dimensional parameters associated with the Euler
equations do not appear in Eq. (2.5). Since this is the case, all further discussions will
be based on the non-dimensional variables, and the ' superscript will be dropped.
2.3 Auxiliary Quantities
It is convenient to define a number of auxiliary physical quantities in terms of the
primitive quantities p, u, v, w, and p. These are the following:
Local speed of sound:
Mach Number:
Total Pressure:
Total Pressure Loss:
Entropy:
a
Ploss = Po-PPoo-
AS = log pr
Variable Factor Free Stream Value
, v, aoo M 00 , My 00, Mz 00
P Poo 1
2 l/yP PoaO 1/
e, h a~ M2/2 + 1/7(1 - 1), M2/2 + 1/(y - 1)
z, y, z L --
t L/a 0 --
where the free stream entropy is defined to be 0.
2.4 Boundary Conditions
In order to solve any set of differential equations, boundary conditions need to be
specified. In this thesis, two types of boundaries are defined for the Euler equations:
solid surfaces and "open" boundaries. The implementation of these boundary conditions
is discussed in Section 4.4.
2.4.1 Solid Surface Boundary Conditions
At a solid surface boundary, there is no mass flux normal to the boundary. This is
equivalent to saying
u,* A = 0, (2.6)
where & is the velocity vector and A is the unit normal to the surface.
2.4.2 Open Boundary Conditions
The "open" or far-field boundary conditions are based on quasi-one-dimensional
characteristic theory. The three-dimensional Euler equations are transformed into a
system based on coordinates normal to the boundary, and derivatives tangential to the
boundaries are neglected. The resulting equations are diagonalized assuming locally
isentropic flow, yielding the characteristic equations
a + (u + a) = 0, (2.7)
BR aR+ (aR - a) 0, (2.8)
aut au
a'- • - " = 0, (2.9)5t ae
u + u - = 0, (2.10)
at 8$
as as
-
+ U  = 0, (2.11)
where (t, rl, •) are the transformed directions, with C normal to the boundary, S is the
entropy, u, and ut are the velocities tangential to the boundary, and Q and R are the
Riemann invariants [36]
2aQ = u f+ , (2.12)
R = u - , (2.13)
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derived from the diagonalized system. If there is no entropy variation normal to the
boundary, these invariants are exact, otherwise they are approximate. These equations
are decoupled wave equations, and so these characteristic variables are convected normal
to the boundary in a direction determined by the sign of the associated wave velocity.
For example, if 0 < uE < a, the boundary is a subsonic inflow boundary, so Q, S, u, and
ur propagate into the domain, while R propagates out of the domain.
Chapter 3
Finite Element Fundamentals
This chapter introduces some of the important concepts in finite element methods.
The terms element, node, edge and face are defined, and the transformations between
physical and computational space are described. A discussion of derivative calculation
is given, and the 4-node, 2-D bilinear, the 9-node, 2-D biquadratic, and the 8-node, 3-D
trilinear elements are developed.
3.1 Basic Definitions
The finite element method subdivides the physical domain of interest into small
subdomains called elements, each of which is composed of some number of nodes. Fig-
ure 3.1 shows how a domain might be divided into elements, in this case six. The nodes
are indicated by the black circles. Note that not all the elements are made up of the
same numbers of nodes. For example, the mesh shown has pentagonal, quadrilateral
and triangular elements. The finite element method does not restrict one to identical
elements, in general. Quadrilateral and triangular elements in two dimensions have been
combined in a single problem, by Ramakrishnan, for example [58]. In actual practice
one usually only uses a few different types of elements in a particular problem. For a
real problem, a domain will typically be divided into hundreds, thousands, or hundreds
of thousands of elements.
Elements also have faces, defined to be the structures of dimension one less than the
6 Elements, 10 Nodes
Figure 3.1: Example of a General Finite Element Discretization
element dimension and composed of element intersections. An edge is the intersection
of faces. Note that in two dimensions, an edge and a node are the same thing, but
in three dimensions they are not. Figure 3.2 shows faces and edges in two and three
dimensions.
In this thesis, quadrilateral elements are used in two dimensions and hexahedral
elements are used in three dimensions. The algorithm itself is applicable to arbitrary
polygons and polyhedra. The advantage of quadrilateral and hexahedral elements is that
for a given number of nodes, a triangular mesh will have roughly twice as many elements
as a quadrilateral mesh, and in three dimensions, a tetrahedral mesh will have roughly
five times as many elements as a hexahedral mesh. Since there are many operations
that are performed on elements, there is a significant potential for memory and CPU
savings with reduced numbers of elements. The disadvantages of the quadrilateral and
hexahedral elements are that grid generation may be more difficult for some problems,
and where grid embedding is used, there is the problem of interface treatment. On the
other hand, the formulation of the finite element method permits the use of degenerate
Face
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Node
2-D 3-D
Figure 3.2: Definition of Finite Element Terms
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Figure 3.3: Quadrilateral Element Degenerated into a Triangular Element
elements, that is, elements in which one or more nodes are repeated to form an element
with a smaller effective number of nodes. Figure 3.3 shows how a quadrilateral element
can be degenerated into a triangular element by repeating node 1, for example. At
this point it is important to emphasize the unstructured nature of the finite element
method. In the finite element method, all operations are done at the element level, with
element contributions assembled (distributed) to the nodes. Computationally, there are
no structures such as grid lines, although one may see something that looks like a grid
line in a picture of a mesh. This distinction is what give finite element methods their
flexibility. It is not necessary for each grid point to be indexed by (i, j, k) or by some
similar scheme, and a node may belong to any number of elements.
A vast literature exists describing finite element, finite volume and finite difference
algorithms for various equations. As will be shown in Section 4.3, many of the finite
volume and finite difference algorithms can be viewed as finite element algorithms, so
the real distinction should not be one of name (finite element, volume or difference)
but of substance (structured mesh or unstructured mesh, what the difference stencil
actually looks like, etc.)
3.2 Finite Elements and Natural Coordinates
The finite element method provides a way to make a convenient transformation be-
tween a local, computational space (natural coordinates) and a global, physical space.
The following discussion will emphasize this in two dimensions, but the ideas are iden-
tical in three dimensions (or even in one dimension).
In the finite element discretization one assumes that within each element, some
quantity q(e) is determined by its nodal values qi and a set of shape or interpolation
functions Ni e) so that
q(e) - N(e)qi, (3.1)
i=1
where m is the number of nodes in the element. The elemental shape functions are
summed to give global shape functions Ni, so that globally q can be written
M
q(z, y) = (N-(, y) q, (3.2)
i= 1
where M is the total number of nodes in the mesh.
3.2.1 Properties of Interpolation Functions
The interpolation functions NMe) (also called shape functions or trial functions) must
have certain properties in order for the finite element approximation to be valid. These
properties are as follows:
1. The shape function N"() must be 1 at node i and 0 at all other nodes of the
domain. This is required so that the relation in Eq. (3.2) can hold for each node.
2. The shape function NMe) should be 0 outside of element e. Strictly speaking, this
is only required if one desires a local finite element approximation. All the shape
functions used in this report are local and satisfy this property. A consequence of
this property is that the global shape function Ni at node i is just a union of the
elemental shape functions N( e) for all the elements containing node i.
3. In each element, the sum of all the nodal shape functions Ni() should be identically
1. This is so the constant function can be represented exactly (a requirement for
consistency in the approximation).
There are two things to note about these requirements. First, requirements 2 and
3 imply that constant functions can be represented exactly for all geometries. Second,
these requirements do not force the shape functions to be continuous between the el-
ements, and some researchers have made use of discontinuous trial functions in their
formulations [2,30]. In this report, all interpolation functions will be continuous in the
elements and across the element boundaries.
Typically, interpolation functions are chosen to be polynomials in some natural co-
ordinates (;, r). The degree of the polynomial approximation is related to the accuracy
of the interpolation desired and to the specifics of the problem. For example, this author
has found that for many structural mechanics problems, biquadratic interpolation func-
tions give better results than bilinear interpolation functions [65], but in the solution of
the Euler equations the question of the optimal order of shape function is still an open
one.
3.2.2 Natural Coordinates and Derivative Calculation
Interpolation functions are usually chosen to be polynomials in some natural coor-
dinate system (e, r/). Strang [69] indicates that polynomials are the optimal choice for
interpolation functions in the sense that in order to obtain an kth order accurate ap-
proximation to an sth derivative on a regular mesh, the interpolation functions must be
complete (be able to represent exactly) all polynomials of degree k + 8 - 1. Thus, a set
of polynomials will have the smallest number of elements for a given order of accuracy.
The geometry of the element is interpolated in terms of nodal coordinates. That is,
one states that within an element,
y(e) = NP')(e,9i)yi, (3.4)
where xz and yi are the coordinates of node i in element e. For simplicity, all derivations
are shown in two dimensions, and the extension to three dimensions is straightforward.
It is useful to be able to write the derivative of a quantity in terms of the nodal
values of that quantity. Since the derivatives are usually desired in physical space, we
require the Jacobian of the transformation. One can write:1 a: = J 18 (3.5)
a a
where J is the Jacobian matrix (valid within each element)Sax ay 1aN e) 8N ()
J= a at at at (3.6)
ax ay 8Nr e) aN8 (()
When J is known (and non-singular), J-1 can be calculated, so one can write the
derivatives of a quantity q in each element as follows:
ax =J -1 " a (3.7)
Oq 8 N.( e)
where the q, are the nodal values of q. Note that this requires the Jacobian to be non-
singular for all e and 'i in the element. For the bilinear transformation, this will be
true if, and only if, the element is convex in physical coordinates. To see this, note that
jJj is linear in an element, so if the sign of j J changes between two nodes, IJI will be
zero somewhere in the interior. If the element is non-convex, IJI will have a different
sign at the node where the interior angle exceeds 180*. The complete proof is given by
Strang [69].
If the same shape functions are used to interpolate both the element geometry and
the quantity q, the element is called an isoparametric element. If the shape functions
used to interpolate the geometry are of a lesser degree than the interpolation functions
for the quantity q, the element is termed subparametric. In this thesis, isoparametric
bi- and trilinear elements and subparametric biquadratic elements are used.
3.3 Typical Elements
Figure 3.4 shows the geometry for the 4-node bilinear and 9-node biquadratic ele-
ments in both physical and natural coordinates. This figure also shows the node and
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Figure 3.4: Geometry of Two-Dimensional Element
face numberings used at the element level. The open circles indicate nodes that are
present only in the 9-node element. Figure 3.5 (on page 38) shows the equivalent infor-
mation for the three-dimensional, trilinear element. To help clarify this figure, Table 3.1
lists the nodes making up each face of the element.
3.3.1 Bilinear Element
The section presents the shape functions for the bilinear, 4-node element and gives
the explicit formulas for the Jacobian and its inverse. See Fig. 3.4 for the geometry of
the element. In natural coordinates, the nodal shape functions are
Ni = (1 - C)(1 - rq)/4, (3.8a)
N2 = (1 + C)(1 - 7)/4, (3.8b)
Ns = (1+ C)(1 + l)/4, (3.8c)
N 4 = (1 - C)(1 + q)/4, (3.8d)
c-e
and one can write
4
X(C, ) = (xiNi(, 7), 3.9a)
i=1
4
y(,j ) = yiN(~(, •), (3.9b)
i=1
4
q (, t) = q Ni,1(,7), (3.9c)
i=1
where zx and yi are the coordinates of the nodes and qi are the nodal values of some
quantity q. It will be convenient to expand these quantities:
z(C,r) = aj + a2C+a 3• + a5cs, (3.10a)
y(e,r9) = b + b2 + b3t + bs5&, (3.10b)
q(C,t1) = c1 + c•2+ cs3  + c , (3.10c)
where the coefficients al, a2, as, as are
al = ( z1 + z2 + z3 + - 4 )/4, (3.11a)
a2 = (-z+Z2 z3 - 4 )/4, (3.11b)
as = (-X1 - X2 + Xs + z4)/4, (3.11c)
as = ( zl - z 2 + z3 -- 4)/4, (3.11d)
and similarly for b and c. The er term has the subscript "5" instead of the subscript
"4" to reserve the subscript "4" for the C2 term in the biquadratic expansions following.
Now the Jacobian can be formed. Writing in terms of the a's and b's,
a2 + a5r b2 + b5s (3.12)
as + as5 b3 + bs5
IJI = (a2bsh - as3b2) + (arbs - asbz)C + (asbs - asbs)t7, (3.13)
1 bs sbs+ -(b + b) (3.14)
-(as + as)C a2 + asr
so derivatives (and integrals) of quantities can now be calculated in physical coordinates.
3.3.2 Biquadratic Element
The biquadratic element used is a subparametric, 9-node element. The geometry is
interpolated exactly as the bilinear element just described. This section presents the
analogs to Eqs. (3.8) and (3.11). The biquadratic shape functions are
N1 = C(1 - C)Y(1 - t7)/4, (3.15a)
N2 = -C(1 + C)n(1 -r )/4, (3.15b)
Ns = ((1+ C)q(1+ -)/4, (3.15c)
N4 = -((1 - ()v(1 + r)/4, (3.15d)
N5 = (1 - ( 2)q(1 - t)/2, (3.15e)
N6 = ((1 - )(1 + q2) /2, (3.15f)
N7 = (1 - C2)77(1 + -t)/2, (3.15g)
N8  = (1 - ) (1 + ) /2, (3.15h)
N9 = (1 - C2)(1 - 172), (3.15i)
so that one can write some quantity q as
q = cl + C2C -+ cr + c4( 2 + C5 Cs + c 7t 2 + c- 2t r+ C8 •,12 + cg~ 2t12, (3.16).
where
cl = qg, (3.17a)
c2 = (qe - qs)/2, (3.17b)
cs = (q 7- q)/2, (3.17c)
c4 = (qs + qs - 2q9)/2, (3.17d)
Cs = (ql - q2 + q3 - q4)/4, (3.17e)
t
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Figure 3.5: Geometry of Three-Dimensional Element
= (qs + q7 - 2q9)/2,
= (-ql - q2 + qa + q4 + 2qs - 2q7)/4,
= (-ql + q2 + q3 - q4 - 2qe - 2q8)/4,
= (ql + q2 + + -q4 - 2qs - 2q6 - 2q7 - 2qs + 4q9 )/4,
(3.17f)
(3.17g)
(3.17h)
(3.17i)
and the qi are the nodal values of the quantity q. Since the element is subparametric,
the Jacobians are identical to Eqs. (3.12), (3.13), and (3.14).
3.3.3 Trilinear Element
The 8-node, three-dimensional element shown in Fig. 3.5 is a trilinear element. To
help clarify this figure, Table 3.1 lists the nodes making up each face of the element.
The shape functions are
(3.18a)
(3.18b)
(1,1,1)
'/
(-1,-1,-1)
(I - e)(1 - q)(1 - s)/8,1
(1 + e)(1 - t/)(1 - s)/8,1
V
1 314
j
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Table 3.1: Nodes for Each Face, Trilinear Element
Ns = (1+ )(1+r1)(1-3 )/8,
N 4 = (1 - )(1+ )(1 -)/8,
N5 = (1- )(1- 7)(1 + )/8,
N6  (1= + )(1- t)(1+ -)/8,
N7 = (1 + 0)(1 )(1 /8,
Ns = (1- )(1 + r)( + )/8,
and one can write
q = d, + d2C + dsi7 + d4ý + ds,5e + d6plg + d7Cg + dse%), (3.19)
where
( ql + q2 + q3 + q4 + q5
(-ql + q2 + q3 - q4 -qs
(-ql - q2 + q0 + q4 - qs
(-qi - q2 - q3 - q4 + q5
( ql-q2+q3-q4+-q5
( q+ q2 - q3-q4 - qs
( ql-q2-qs+q4-qs
(-ql + q2 - g + q4 + q5
+ q6 +q7 + q8)/8,
+ q6 + q+ - q8)/8,
- q6 + q7 + q8)/8,
+ 6 + q7 - q8)/8,
- q6 + q7 + q8)/8,
- q6 + q7 + q8)/8,
+ q6 + q7 - q8)/8,
- q6 + q7 - qs)/8.
The Jacobians are calculated in a similar manner as those above. Due to the complex-
ity of the expressions involved, only the Jacobian matrix itself is shown. The three-
Face Nodes on Face Face Nodes on Face
1 1-2-3-4 4 2-3-7-6
2 5-6-7-8 5 4-3-7-8
3 1-2-6-5 6 1-4-8-5
(3.18c)
(3.18d)
(3.18e)
(3.18f)
(3.18g)
(3.18h)
(3.20a)
(3.20b)
(3.20c)
(3.20d)
(3.20e)
(3.20f)
(3.20g)
(3.20h)
dimensional Jacobian J is
a2 + asr + a7ý + a b + 2 b 5 +b 7 + bsrlg C2 + C5 + C7 + C8
S= a+ as + a 6  a 88 ba + bb5 + b6 + b8  c3 + c5 + c 63  + csJ8
a4 +a6t +a7r+ as87 b4 +b 6, 7 +b7+b 8+ b C4 +C6e + C7C+Cs8?7
(3.21)
where ai, bi, and ci are the coefficients in the expansions of x, y, and z in the element.
Chapter 4
Solution Algorithm
This chapter describes in detail the finite element solution algorithm for the Euler
equations. The application of the finite element method to the spatial discretization
is described, and section 4.3 introduces the Galerkin finite element, "cell-vertex" finite
element and "central difference" finite element methods. The implementation of bound-
ary conditions is discussed in section 4.4. All of these methods require added damping
for stability, and this is discussed in section 4.5. Section 4.6 describes the pseudo-time
marching method. Finally, section 4.7 describes the conditions on the test and trial
functions needed to obtain consistency and conservation.
4.1 Overview of Algorithm
This section describes briefly the steps taken in the solution of a problem; each
step is discussed in detail in the following sections. The steady-state Euler equations
are solved using a pseudo-time marching technique. This means that from some initial
condition, the solution is evolved by an iterative technique resembling the solution of the
unsteady problem until it stops changing. This time marching consists of three steps.
First, a residual representative of the difference between the steady solution and the
current solution is calculated. Second some additional damping terms are added to this
residual. Third, the current solution is updated to obtain the next approximation. This
process is repeated until the desired degree of convergence is obtained. Convergence is
signaled when the RMS of all changes divided by the RMS of all the state vectors is
less than some specified number, usually around 10- 5. Other norms are possible, but
the differences in the solutions produced by different indicators are not significant.
A new contribution is the use of the four-step multistage time integration scheme.
Previous work has often used a two-step Lax-Wendroff time integration method [6,43],
but Ramakrishnan, Bey and Thornton have shown that the multistage time integration
method developed herein has better stability properties than the two-step Lax-Wendroff
time integration method when used with adaptive meshes [58].
4.2 Spatial Discretization
The spatial discretization method begins with the Euler equations in conservation
law form ( Eq. (2.4) ) written
aU 8F 8G 8H
+ + + -- = 0, (4.1)at at By 8z
where U is the vector of state variables and F, G, and H are flux vectors in the z, y,
and z directions. Within each element the state vector U(e) and flux vectors F(e), G(e)
and H(C) are written
U ( -) = Z N(e)U-, (4.2)
F(C) = EN()Fi, (4.3)
G(C) = EN(')G-, (4.4)
H(e) = E N(')Hý, (4.5)
where Ui, F,, GC and H% are the nodal values of the state vector and flux vectors, and
NS( ) is the set of interpolation functions for element e.
These expressions can be differentiated to obtain a formula for the derivative in
each element in terms of the nodal values as described in Section 3.2.2. In all the
following steps, the two-dimensional algorithm will be shown for simplicity. The steps
are identical for three dimensions, with the H fluxes and z derivatives included.
The expression for the derivatives is substituted into equation (4.1) and summed
over all elements to obtain
dU_ 8Ni aNiNi = Fi- G• (4.6)dt 49 1y
_11Ni N aNi aNS- ( J +Jj )Fi - (4J"f +J- ) G
where Ni is now a global row vector of interpolation functions, determined by summing
the interpolation functions for each element.
It is impossible to make Equation (4.6) hold for all points in space (since the space
of interpolation functions does not include all solutions to the Euler equations), so some
" average" solution is required. The next step creates a weak form of the equations.
This can be thought of as a projection onto the space spanned by some other row
vector of functions N, called test functions, such that the error in the discretization is
orthogonal to the space spanned by the test functions. In the weak form, the equation
is no longer required to be satisfied pointwise, but instead the equation is required to
hold for each test function. This allows the introduction of discontinuous solutions, as
well as providing some means for obtaining the nodal values of the unknowns. For more
detail on the mathematics involved see Strang's books [68,69]. To create this weak form,
premultiply Eq. (4.6) by N' and integrate over the entire domain. When this is done,
one obtains
dUih _NN
MdU - ( Fi + Wa'N Gi) dV, (4.7)dt ax 1y
M = ff NdV, (4.8)
which results in the semi-discrete equation
dU.M -RFi - RG (4.9)
where M is the consistent mass matrix, and R, and R. are residual matrices. The
matrices M, R. and R
, 
involve the integration of quantities over the domain. These
integrations are done at the element level in natural coordinates, and assembled to give
the global matrices. The selection of N is discussed in detail in section 4.3, but for now it
is sufficient to note that each N is a polynomial in natural coordinates. In the calculation
of the residual matrices, this results in the integration of a polynomial in (C, 1q) over the
domain, because the Jacobian determinant in the denominator of Eq. (3.7) cancels the
Jacobian determinant in the integration. To make this cancellation clear, consider the
calculation of the R, matrix:
RI) = ff 8Nd dy (4.10)
a N
= ffR (J, +1 J-5-Y J Idd
1N aN
= f1fl •,(j•*J•- + J, ) .)dN d,
where J* is the adjoint of J, or the inverse of J multiplied by IJI. For the mass matrix,
all the quantities being integrated are also polynomials. Thus, all the element integrals
can be done analytically, resulting in a significant savings in CPU effort over numerical
integration.
As derived, Eq. (4.9) gives a coupled set of ODE's to solve for the nodal values
of the state vector. The mass matrix M is sparse, positive definite (for the cases in
this thesis), but unstructured, so that its inversion requires considerable computational
effort. If one is only interested in the steady state, M can be replaced by a "lumped"
(diagonal) matrix ML, where each diagonal entry is the sum of all the elements in the
corresponding row of M. This allows Eq. 4.9 to be solved explicitly. If one is interested
in the unsteady Euler equations, it is better to invert the mass matrix with a few
iterations of a preconditioned conjugate-gradient solver [44].
4.3 Choice of Test Functions
This section describes the selection of the test functions N, and discusses the meth-
ods that result from each choice. To give some feel for the different kinds of test
functions used, Fig. 4.1 shows perspective surfaces for the the three methods discussed
below. In this figure, the heavy black line represents the element, and the height of the
surface above the element represents the value of the test function. In all cases, the
test function for the far right node is shown (node 3 in Fig. 3.4). Note especially that,
unlike the interpolation functions, the test functions need not be zero at all other nodes.
Some conditions do exist on these functions, and will be discussed in section 4.7. In two
dimensions, the differences between these methods will be discussed in section 5.2 and
chapter 7. For the biquadratic elements, only the Galerkin method was implemented,
and in three dimensions, only the cell-vertex method was implemented. Other choices
for the test functions are possible. Prozan [57] has shown how to derive upwind meth-
ods and the MacCormack method [45], and Murphy [49] has shown how several other
methods fit into a finite element framework.
4.3.1 Test Functions for Galerkin Method
If one choses each Ni ) to be the corresponding Nie), one obtains the Galerkin
Finite Element approximation, apllied to the Euler eqautions in [13,49,55,64]. This
approximation has two interesting features. First, it gives the minimum steady-state
error (in an energy norm), since there is no component of error in the space of the
interpolation functions. Second, for the steady Euler equations on a uniform mesh of
S=-1 = 4
Galerkin Cell-Vertex Central Difference
R= (1 + )(1 + t)/4 N = 1/4 N = (1+ 3C)(1+ 3t)/4
Figure 4.1: Illustrative Test Functions for Three Methods
bilinear elements, it is a fourth-order accurate approximation. The discussion of these
features is postponed until section 7.2.1. For reference, the elemental consistent mass
matrix M is
4Q - 2Q2 - 2Q3
2Q - Qs
Q
29 - Q2
2Q -Qs
4Q + 2Q 2 - 2Q3
29 + Q2
Q
Q
2Q +Q 2
4Q + 2Q2 + 2Q3
2Q + Qs
2Q - Q2
Q
2Q + Q3
4Q + 2Q2 + 2Q3
(4.11)
where Q, q2 and Qs are
Q = a2b3 -as2,
Q2 = a2b5 -asb,
Qs = asbs - asbs,
(4.12a)
(4.12b)
(4.12c)
and the a's and b's are from Eq. (3.11). It is possible to assign a geometric interpretation
to each of these quantities, in terms of cross products of element sides. That is, one can
also write:
Q = 1,3 x 2,4,
1-.
9 2 = 1,2 x 4,3,8
(4.13a)
(4.13b)
1M= 1
9
1 ,
= 2,3 x 1,4, (4.13c)
where the notation i,j means the vector from node i to node j. Note that Q is 1/8 of
the cross product of the diagonals, so it is 1/4 of the element area. Also note that if
the element is a parallogram, then Q2 and Q3s will be zero. This results in the following
lumped mass matrix (shown as a column vector):
ML=
Also for reference, the x derivative resi
Q2 Qs
Q2 Q3 3
Qsu QasQ+ 3 3
dual matrix is
b2 + 2bs - b5
2(bs + b2)
2b2 + bs + b5
b3 - b2
-2b 2 + b3 + bs
2(bs - b2)
-2b 2 - b3 + bs
-b2 - b3
-b2 - 2bs - bS
2b2 - bs + bs b2 + b3 -b 2 + 2bs - bs -2(b2 + bs)
A careful examination of Eqs. (4.15), (4.17), and (4.24) shows that
2 1
RGalerkin Rcell-vertex + 3 Rcentral difference-
(4.15)
(4.16)
This suggests that it might be possible to derive other schemes as combinations of the
central difference and cell-vertex schemes, although the analysis in chapter 7 indicate
that the Galerkin method results in a higher order of accuracy (for the Euler equations)
than either the central difference or cell-vertex methods alone. The Galerkin method is
the only method implemented for the biquadratic elements.
(4.14)
1
2(b62 - bs)
b2 - 2bs - b5
b2 - bs
4.3.2 Test Functions for Cell-Vertex Method
If one chooses each 151(" ) to be a constant (in this case 1/4), for bilinear shape func-
tions one obtains the cell-vertez finite volume approximation [19,26,56]. In two dimen-
sions, the residual matrices are identical to the equivalent residual matrices produced
by a node-based finite volume method. This will be demonstrated for the z derivatives,
and the proof is identical for the y derivatives. Refer to Fig. 3.4 for a picture of the
element under discussion.
Y2 - Y4
1 Y2 - Y4
Y2 - Y4
Y2 - Y4
so the contribution of the element to
1
RxF = [(y2 - y4)(FC - Fs) + (yr3s - yi)(F2 - F4)],
bs 
-
bs -
bs -
bs -
-bs
-b 3
-bs
-b 3
(4.17)
(4.18)
YS - Y1 Y4 - Y2 Yl - YS
Ys - Y1 Y4 -Y2 Y1 - Y3
Ys - Y1 Y4 - Y2 Yl - Ys
Ys - Y1 Y4 - Y2 Y1 - Ys
all of its nodes is just
(4.19)
where Fi and yi are the flux vector and y coordinate at node i, and the b's are from
Eq. (3.11). The line integral around the cell from the finite volume method is:
Fdy Fx + F Fz + Fsdy= 2 (Y2 - Yl)+ 2 (3 -y 2) (4.20)
+ (Y4 - Y3s) 2 (Y1 - y4)2 2
= ½ [(y, - y4)(F - F) +(y - yl)(Fs - F)],
The residual matrix for
1
4
the z derivative is
b2 - b3 b2 +b 3
b2 -b 3  b2 +bs
b2 -b b2 + bs
bz-bs b2 + bs
- b2
- b2
- b2
- b2
which is identical to the result produced by the finite element approximation.
The consistent mass matrix for the cell-vertex approximation is
Q2  Q3 92 2 s Q2 QQ 92 Q3Q- 2+ 9+ - 9- +-3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Q2 Q3 92 Qs Q2 Q3 Q2 Q3
M= 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 (4.21)
Q2 Qs Q2 Q2 92 G3Q- Q2 + ý+-+- -9 -+2
Q2 Qs Q2 Qs 92 QQ 92 QsQ- _+ 3Q+-+ Q Q--+3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
where q, q2 and Q3 are from Eq. (4.12), so the lumped mass matrix ML is a matrix
with Q along the diagonal. Since Q is one-quarter of the cell area, this results in an
approximation which is identical to the node-based finite volume schemes.
In three dimensions, there may be differences from a node-based finite volume
scheme, because of the way surface integrals are calculated in the finite-volume method.
Many researchers assume the four nodes on a face make up a coplanar surface, but the
finite element method integrates the curved surface exactly. Other properties of the
cell-vertex approximation are discussed in Section 7.2.2.
4.3.3 Test Functions for Central Difference Method
If the 4 e() are chosen to be
I =[ (1-3)(1-3/) (1+3C)(1-3/) (1+ 3t)(1+ 3r) (1 - 3)(1+3rq)
4 4 4 4
(4.22)
one obtains the central difference or collocation approximation [57]. This approximation
can also be obtained by setting N to a series of Dirac delta functions, but this prevents
the application of the conservation proof of section 4.7. For the bilinear elements on
a mesh of parallelograms, this method gives the same spatial derivative as a cell-based
Figure 4.2: Mesh for Central Difference/Cell-Based Finite Volume Comparison
finite volume method [28,601. Figure 4.2 shows a combined cell/node grid for use with
the following proof. The node-based finite element scheme works with the mesh of
dashed elements, and the cell-based scheme works with the solid elements. Using the
finite volume approach, the z derivative at point A is calculated by a line integral around
the cell:
(Are) dF= [(FA + FB)(YS - y2) + (FA + FD)(y4 - y3) (4.23)
+ (FA + FP)(Y1 - Y4) + (FA + FH)(Y2 - Y1)1
= ) [FB(Y~ - y2) + FD(y4 - ys) + FF(y1 - y4) + FRH(y2 - Y1)]
E D C
FF -- A- -- -BI IT I
2
L I
G H I
The central difference finite element method results in the following residual matrix for
the z derivative:
b2 - b3  b3 - bs 0 -b 2 +b 5
1 -bs-b 5 bs+b 2  -b 2 + b5  0
R, = 2 (4.24)0 b2 +b5  b3 - b2  -b 3 - b - 5
b2 + bs 0 bs - b -b 2 - b3
After applying this operator to the four elements surrounding node A, one obtains:
dF(Area) = ¼ [FB(yD - yH) + FD(yp - yB) + FF(yH - yD) + FH(YB - yp)] (4.25)
-= [(FB - FF)(YD - YH) + (FD - FH)(YP - YB)I.
If the mesh is a uniform mesh of parallelograms, then
yD - yH = 2 (y3 - y2) = 2(y4 - yl), (4.26a)
yp - yB = 2 (y4 - ys) = 2(y, - y2), (4.26b)
so the two methods produce exactly the same derivative stencil. On a non-uniform or
non-parallelogram mesh, the two methods differ slightly, but the central difference finite
element method still only makes use of nodes B, D, F and H.
For completeness, the consistent mass matrix for the central difference finite element
method is
1
3Q - 2q, -2Q, -Q2 0 -Q,
Q2 3Q + 2Q2 - 2Q0 -Q3 0
0 Qs 3Q + 2Q 2 + 2Qs Q,
Qs 0 -Q2 3Q -2Q2 + 2Qa
(4.27)
and the lumped mass matrix diagonal entries are
ML = diag [ - Q2 - Q +Q 2 -Q 3 Q+ Q2 + Q - Q + (4.28)
where the Q's are from Eq. (4.12). Note that if the element is a parallelogram, Q2 and
Qs are both zero, so the lumped mass matrix is the same as for the cell-based finite
volume method.
4.4 Boundary Conditions
4.4.1 Solid Surface Boundary Condition
At walls, the portions of the flux vectors representing convection normal to the wall
are set to zero before each iteration, and flow tangency is enforced after each iteration.
The equation for the fluxes is then
pu, Pvm
pu +p pVm
F+ = + P G. P (4.29)
pumV PVVm + P
pumh puvmhr
where un and vm are corrected velocities such that the total convective contribution
normal to the wall is 0. These velocities are the z and y components of the tangential
velocity, given by
Um = u(1 - n.) - vnIn., (4.30)
• = v= (1 - n) - un.n., (4.31)
where n, and ny are the components of the unit normal at the node. This is easily
derived from the vector expression
V,, = '- (An *) &, (4.32)
where A is the unit normal to the wall. This expression is obtained by finding the normal
component of the velocity (V'. fi), and subtracting it from the velocity vector.
At this point some discussion about the calculation of the normal vector is in order.
In two dimensions, a parabola is fitted to the node and the nodes to its left and right,
and the normal to this parabola is used as the normal at the node. In the case where
the node is a corner node and has only one adjacent node, a simple linear fit is used
instead. In three dimensions, the normal vector is simply the normalized sum of the
cross products of the diagonals of all the faces containing that node.
At grid singularities (such as the leading and trailing edges of the scramjet fuel
injector struts), the point is not treated as a boundary point, but the usual interior
node formulation is used instead.
4.4.2 Open Boundary Condition
A one-dimensional characteristic treatment is used on the open or far-field boundary.
From the inward-directed unit normal vector Ai, the unit tangent vector t and the normal
and tangential velocities u, and ut are calculated. The 1-D Riemann invariants (and
the corresponding wave speeds, see Section 2.4.2) are
invariants:
2a
S+ un
2a
un
r-1
pl
ut
r 1
C2
Ca
Lc4
speeds:
un + a
Un - a
Un
(4.33)
At each point on the boundary, the invariants are calculated using the solution state
vector U and the "free stream" state vector U,,. Then, a decision is made based on the
sign of the corresponding wave speed (from the interior u,) whether to use the invariant
based on the current state, or the invariant based on the free stream. If the relevant
wave speed is positive (in supersonic inflow, for example, all 4 characteristic speeds are
positive), then the free stream value is used for that characteristic.
The invariants are transformed back into a set of primitive variables, and these
primitive variables are used to calculate the fluxes at the boundary nodes for use in the
residual calculation. These primitive variables are calculated as follows:
u 1 = (C1 - C2 ), (4.34a)
a = - (C + C2), (4.34b)4
S= -)1/(.a . -.. 1) ,  (4.34c)
p = -, (4.34d)IC3
P pa2  (4.34d)
ut = C4, (4.34e)
pe =- + (U + Ut )  (4.34f)
-1- 2
where C• - C4 are the characteristic variables above. After the complete iteration, the
characteristics are also used to update the state vectors at the boundary. Although
this is not necessary for convergence, updating the state vectors after each iteration
improves the robustness of the algorithm, especially for biquadratic elements.
In some problems with subsonic outflows, evaluating C1 based on the free stream
quantities is not a good boundary condition. For many problems, particularly prob-
lems involving choked flow, specifying exit pressure is a more physical condition. This
characteristic treatment easily allows this. To set a specific exit pressure, the incoming
characteristic (C1) is set to the following value:
C 4 =P P( )1/7 - C2, (4.35)
C1 - - 1 p p,
where p, is the desired exit pressure and p is the pressure at the exit before applying
the boundary condition. When inserted in Eq. (4.34), this results in p = p,.
4.5 Smoothing
To capture shocks and stabilize the scheme, artificial viscosity needs to be added.
The smoothing used consists of a fourth-difference term and a pressure-switched second-
difference term, similar to that discussed by Rizzi and Eriksson [60]. Due to the un-
structured nature of the grids, a Laplacian-type of second-difference is used, instead of
normal and tangential or e and rl differences.
The heart of the smoothing methods is the calculation of an elemental contribution
to a second difference. Two ways were explored for doing this. The first method,
suggested by Ni [511, is relatively fast, conservative and robust (it is dissipative on any
element geometry), but gives a non-zero contribution to the second difference for a linear
function on a non-uniform grid, resulting in first-order accuracy. The second method,
proposed by Lindquist [38] based on the work of Mavriplis [47], is more expensive, non-
conservative for quadrilaterals and less robust (it can be anti-dissipative if the element
is not convex), but always results in zero contribution from linear functions on non-
uniform grids, allowing second-order accuracy. Both methods were implemented in two
dimensions for the bilinear elements, but only the first method was implemented for the
three-dimensional elements and for the biquadratic elements.
4.5.1 Conservative, Low-Accuracy Second Difference
Figure 4.3 shows the contribution of a typical element to the second difference at
node 1. The numbers inside the box are the node numbers, the numbers outside are
the weights. The elemental contribution to a node is obtained by subtracting the value
at the node from the average value in the element. The elemental contributions are
1 1
4 4
4 3
1 2
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Figure 4.3: Two-Dimensional Weights for Second Difference at Node 1
summed to give the second difference at the node. The elemental contributions can
also be multiplied by a scale factor before being summed to the node. That is, the
contribution to the second difference at node 1 from element e is
(V) =(e) UI + U + Us + U (4.36)
where k(0) is some elemental weight (such as a pressure switch). This second difference
method is conservative because the total contribution of each element is zero, but it is of
lower accuracy since, on a non-uniform mesh, a linear function in z and y can produce
a non-zero second difference at each node.
4.5.2 Non-Conservative, High-Accuracy Second Difference
This method divides the element into 4 overlapping triangles, and a line integral
around each triangle is used to calculate an approximation to the first derivative at the
node. Figure 4.4 shows these overlapping triangles, with the element in dashed lines
and the triangle outlined in a solid line. The integration around the triangle is is used
4 3 4 3 4 3
22 4- - I - I
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Figure 4.4: Triangles For Smoothing Calculation
because the stencil that results from an integration around the entire quadrilateral does
not damp the double-sawtooth eigenmode of the residual operator. This first derivative
is integrated again around an appropriate polygon to get the second difference. The
polygon and the integration direction are shown in Fig. 4.5 for a node in the interior
and a node on the boundary.
At node 1, for example, the contribution from an interior element is
+4 - Z2 [U(za - z4) + U2 (Z4 - Z1) + U4 (ZI - z 2)], (4.37)2A
where A is the area of triangle 1-2-4, and (zs, yi) are the coordinates of the ith node. For
an element on the boundary, the term in front corresponding to the second integration
is changed to reflect the different integration path. For example, for an element with
the 1-2 face on a boundary, the terms in front would be X4 - z1 instead of X4 - z2
and Y4 - y1 instead of y4 - y2, corresponding to an integration around two sides of the
triangle instead of one. Note that only one factor of A is used, since a second difference
is desired, not a second derivative.
Interior Node Boundary Node
Figure 4.5: Integration Polygons for Smoothing Calculation
4.5.3 Combined Smoothing
To calculate the complete smoothing for a time step, the nodal second difference of
pressure is calculated by either of the methods described above. This is turned into an
elemental quantity by simple averaging. The elemental second difference is normalized
by an elemental pressure average, and this quantity is scaled so that its maximum over
the entire mesh is 1. That is, the elemental pressure switch S is
S ) 1 (4.38)
i pi Sma x
where D2 is either of the two second difference operators above, pi is the pressure at
node i, the sums are over all nodes in the element, and Smax is chosen so that the
maximum value of S over the entire mesh is 1. The second-difference smoothing term
is the weighted second difference of the state vectors (weighted by the pressure switch
just described) using the conservative method above, multiplied by a constant (Vi)
between 0 and 0.05. The fourth-difference smoothing term is the second difference (by
the conservative method) of the second difference (by either method) of the state vectors
multiplied by a constant (v2) between 0.001 and 0.05. That is,
V = VD SconU u 2Pcon.(D2Ui), (4.39)
where D2,co.n indicates the conservative second difference weighted by the pressure
switch S, D2con, represents the unweighted, conservative second difference operator, D2
represents either the high-accuracy or the low-accuracy second difference operator, and
i denotes a node. The combined term Vi is added directly into the time integration of
Eq. 4.40. The smoothing is globally conservative, i.e., the total contribution over the
entire domain is zero. This results in first differences (when the low-accuracy method
is used throughout) or third differences (when the high-accuracy method is used when
applicable) normal to boundaries, but this does not affect the solutions adversely. The
smoothing of section 4.5.2 is used in all test cases in the following cha 'pters, except
where specifically noted. The high accuracy smoothing tends to be less robust for high
Mach number flows, so it is typically not used in the scramjet calculations. In the
current implementation, the smoothing is computed at the first stage of the multistage
time integration and "frozen" for the remaining stages.
The choice of smoothing method can have a significant effect on the accuracy of a
solution, and often the smoothing error is the primary source of inaccuracy in a problem.
Calculations done by Lindquist and Giles [37] for the cell-vertex method and by this
author for the Galerkin method indicate that, for some problems, the Galerkin and cell-
vertex methods are second-order accurate when the high accuracy smoothing is used
and first-order accurate when the low accuracy smoothing is used. This indicates that
there is a need for further study of artificial viscosity models.
4.5.4 Smoothing on Biquadratic Elements
To calculate smoothing on the biquadratic elements, each element is subdivided into
four smaller elements, and these elements are treated as bilinear elements. The smooth-
ing method implemented in this thesis is the low accuracy smoothing of Section 4.5.1
above. Investigation of other smoothing methods for biquadratic elements is beyond
the scope of the present work.
4.6 Time Integration
To integrate equation (4.9), the following multi-step method is used:
(1) 1 At -U( ) = u, + A(- ~A (Un) + V),
U = Uin + 1 t(- i (U(c))+ V),3 Mui
vU) = U + ,(- _ ti (U(2)) + V"), (4.40)Ui 2 Mui (4.40)
U(4 Uin + A(_ Ati R (U(3)) + Vn),
Uin+l= U(4)+
where A-(U) is the right-hand side of Eq. (4.9) with the fluxes based on state vector U,
Vi is a smoothing term (described above), ML, is the entry in the lumped mass matrix for
node i, and A is the CFL number. Local time stepping is used to accelerate convergence,
with the time step given by
Ati = A (4.41)fuj+a
where Azi is the minimum (over all elements containing the node) of the average lengths
of opposite sides of the element, and u is the flow velocity at the node.
A Von Neumann stability analysis for the one-dimensional linear wave equation
indicates that A must be less than 2VI for stability. In two dimensions, a similar
linear analysis for the wave equation Ut + aU. + bUv = 0, with a = b = 1, yields the
following limits: A must be less than 1.93 for the Galerkin method, less than 2.17 for
the cell-vertex method, and less than 1.41 for the central difference method. This is
a worst-case analysis, because if the ratio a/b is either large or small compared to 1,
the Von Neumann analysis predicts a stability limit closer to the 1-D stability limit. In
actual practice, the stability limits are conservative, since the Azi calculated is often
smaller than the characteristic length limiting the stability, and since the magnitudes
of the equivalents of a and b for the Euler equations (the characteristic velocities) are
often quite different.
4.7 Consistency and Conservation
Consistency and conservation are two desirable properties of an Euler scheme. Con-
sistency means that as the mesh is refined, the discrete equations approach the exact
equations .in some norm. Conservation means that the difference operator will not
produce any spurious contributions to conserved quantities in the interior region. Con-
servation is important when one attempts to capture shocks or other discontinuous
phenomena. This section will present (without rigorous mathematics) some sufficient
conditions for consistency and conservation.
It has been shown [23] that a sufficient condition for consistency of a finite element
approximation is that the element can support a constant value of the state vector (and
represent a state of uniform flow) for all possible element shapes. This is equivalent to
the requirement that
N -=- 1 (4.42)
within each element, where the sum is over all the nodes of the element.
For conservation, it is sufficient to show that the sum of each column in the assem-
bled residual matrices R. and Ry is zero at all interior points. This means that the
contribution from each interior point is zero. The condition for conservation is that
NE ' = 1, (4.43)
i
where i ranges over the nodes in the element. A proof for the z derivatives is given, and
the y (and z) derivatives follow similar arguments. For an interior node j, each entry
in R. is of the form
-f N NidV, (4.44)
so that the column sum is
J % dV. (4.45)
Integrate Eq. (4.45) once by parts to obtain
fC dV = f NNIA l dS - fNZ dV. (4.46)
The first term on the right hand side is zero because Nj is zero on the boundary (by a
property of the interpolation functions), since j is an interior node. The second term
will be zero if Eq. (4.43) holds, because
fNi la dV f= Ny a , dV (4.47)
= Njy dV
= 0.
Thus, for interior nodes the column sum is zero, as desired. For the Galerkin, cell-vertex,
and central difference approximations, E Nj = 1 and E N,() = 1 in each element, so
the schemes are consistent and conservative.
Chapter 5
Algorithm Verification and Comparisons
5.1 Introduction
This chapter contains four sections to verify the correct implementation of the finite
element method. The first section examines the accuracy of the bilinear Galerkin,
cell-vertex, and central difference methods in two dimensions for four model problems:
M,, = 2 flow in a converging channel with a 5* convergence angle, M. = 4 flow in
a 15* converging channel, M,, = 1.4 flow in a channel over a 4% circular arc bump,
and M, = 0.68 flow in a channel over a 10% circular arc bump. The first two cases
were chosen since an exact solution can be calculated for comparison purposes, and
the second two were chosen since they illustrate some interesting fluid mechanics at
lower Mach numbers, and since they have become traditional test cases at the MIT
Computational Fluid Dynamics Laboratory. In the first test cases, comparisons with
the exact solution will be presented, demonstrating the validity of the method. In all
four cases, the three methods (Galerkin, cell-vertex, central difference) will be compared
to see if there is any reason to choose one over the other. It will be demonstrated that
the Galerkin and cell-vertex methods are better methods than the central difference
method. Finally, some numerical demonstrations of conservation will be presented.
The next section examines the effect of artificial viscosity on a model problem-the 5*
channel flow. The results of the test problems examined indicate that one should use the
smallest coefficient of fourth difference viscosity practical, while the second difference
coefficient is not as critical.
In the third section, a comparison of the bilinear and biquadratic elements is made.
The test cases used are the 5* channel flow, the Mo, = 1.4, 4% bump, and Mo, = 0.5 flow
over a 10% cosine-squared bump. The first two test cases demonstrate the ability of the
biquadratic elements to handle shocks, while the last case demonstrates the biquadratic
element for smooth flows.
In the final section, two examples demonstrating the extension of the cell-vertex
method to three dimensions are presented.
5.2 Verification and Comparison of Methods
This section compares and verifies the Galerkin, cell-vertex, and central difference
finite element methods. Except where noted, the high-accuracy damping method was
used, with a fourth difference coefficient of 0.015 and a second difference coefficient of
0.03.
5.2.1 5* Converging Channel
This test case is the flow through a channel with Mo = 2 and the bottom wall sloped
at 5*. Figure 5.3 shows the geometry of the channel. This problem was computed using
the three methods on a coarse and fine grid. The coarse grid is shown in Fig. 5.4, and is
40x10 elements. The fine grid is 80x20 elements. Table 5.1 shows the values of pressure,
density and Mach number for the exact solution in each of the five regions of the flow.
To get a picture of the overall flow, contours of Mach number for the Galerkin method
are presented in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6. Note that the multiple reflections are captured
Table 5.1: Exact Solution for 5* Channel Flow
clearly, and also note that the shocks pass cleanly through the downstream boundary.
In this problem, the normal Mach number at the first shock is 1.127. The contours
ahead of the first shock are all M = 2 contours, and represent noise.
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the surface Mach numbers for the coarse and fine grids for
the Galerkin method. The dotted lines represent the exact solution from oblique shock
theory. Note that in the regions in between the shocks, the computed solution lies on
top of the exact solution.
The next set of data presents the values of density on a slice through the grid at
y = 0.6, for all three methods. Here, y represents the ordinary Cartesian y coordinate,
with the upper wall at y = 1. Figure 5.9 shows the density for the coarse grid using all
three methods, and Fig. 5.10 shows the same results for the fine grid. Again, the dotted
line represents the exact solution. Note that all three methods give essentially the same
answer for this problem. This similarity occurs for all the test problems computed in
this chapter. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show the contours of constant percentage error in
density for the cell-vertex method, with the lowest contour level plotted the 1% contour.
This shows that over most of the field, the solution is accurate to within 1%, and that
Region Pressure Density Mach Number
I .714 1.000 2.000
II .940 1.216 1.821
III 1.218 1.463 1.649
IV 1.563 1.747 1.478
V 1.998 2.081 1.302
Grid Method % Error in p % Error in p Iterations CPU (seconds)
Galerkin 1.9 2.6 113 19
40x10 Cell-Vertex 1.9 2.7 117 16
Cent. Diff. 2.0 2.9 139 25
Galerkin 1.1 1.5 197 126
80x20 Cell-Vertex 1.1 1.5 197 101
Cent. Diff. 1.1 1.6 240 161
Table 5.2: Summary of Computed Solutions to 5* Wedge Problem
most of the remaining error is due to the finite width of the shocks. Figures 5.13 and 5.14
show all the points where the density error is greater than 5%. This shows again that
the errors are mainly confined to the shocks. Table 5.2 shows the average percent error
in pressure and density, the number of iteration required for convergence, and the total
CPU time on a 3-processor, Alliant FX/8 (in seconds) for all three methods and both
grid sizes. Note that the error is approximately halved as the grid is refined. The scheme
should be second-order, but only in smooth regions of the flow, and since the error here
is dominated by errors at the shocks, it is only first-order. The CPU time and iteration
count comparisons will be discussed further in Section 5.2.5.
5.2.2 15* Converging Channel
This test case is the Moo = 4 flow through a channel with the bottom wall sloped
at 150. Figure 5.15 shows the geometry of the channel. This problem was computed
using the three methods on a coarse and fine grid, and required the use of larger artficial
viscosity coefficients in order to obtain convergence with the central difference method.
Table 5.3: Exact Solution for 15* Channel Flow
The coarse grid is shown in Fig. 5.16, and is 33 elements by 12 elements. The fine grid
is 66 elements by 24 elements. In order to correctly calculate this flow, some elements
must be placed upstream of the wedge. If these upstream elements are not present,
the flow quantities on the lower surface are incorrectly calculated. This is due to the
treatment of the leading edge point. At all inflow boundaries, the flow is forced to be
parallel to the z axis, and this results in an error which is proportional to the actual flow
angle at the inflow. To get a picture of the overall flow, contours of Mach number for
the Galerkin method are presented in Fig. 5.17. Table 5.3 shows the values of pressure,
density and Mach number for the exact solution in each of the three regions of the flow.
In this problem, the normal Mach number at the first shock is 1.82.
Figures 5.18 and 5.19 show the surface Mach numbers for the coarse and fine grids
for the cell-vertex method. The dotted lines represent the exact solution from oblique
shock theory. Note that there is a small error on the lower surface, but that the upper
surface is correct. The next set of data presents the values of density on a slice through
the grid at y = 0.9, for all three methods. Figure 5.20 shows the density for the coarse
grid using all three methods, and Fig. 5.21 shows the same results for the fine grid.
Again, the dotted line represents the exact solution. Note that all methods again give
essentially the same answer. Figures 5.22 and 5.23 show all the points where the density
Region Pressure Density Mach Number
I .714 1.000 4.000
II 2.641 2.391 2.929
III 7.309 4.801 2.203
Grid Method % Error in p % Error in p Iterations CPU (seconds)
Galerkin 5.7 7.9 138 24
33x12 Cell-Vertex 5.7 7.9 127 17
Cent. Diff. 6.2 8.8 249 43
Galerkin 3.2 4.2 204 130
66x24 Cell-Vertex 3.2 4.1 202 104
Cent. Diff. 3.4 4.6 327 222
Table 5.4: Summary of Computed Solutions to 15* Wedge Problem
percent error is greater than 5% for the cell-vertex method. This shows that the errors
are mainly confined to the shocks. Table 5.4 shows the average percent error in pressure
and density, the number of iteration required for convergence, and the total CPU time
on a 3-processor, Alliant FX/8 (in seconds). Note the first-order behavior characteristic
of shock-dominated flows. This geometry also provides a test example demonstrating a
robustness problem for the central difference method. If the artificial viscosity is reduced
to the values used for the test cases, the central difference method does not converge,
while the cell-vertex and Galerkin methods do not have any particular problem. This is
apparently due to errors near the shock reflection, which result in a pseudo-unsteadiness
to the problem. Figure 5.1 shows the comparative convergence histories for the three
methods for this failed case. All methods used the same CFL number (equal to 2) and
artificial smoothing parameters.
Cantral Diflffrnc~e
0 50 100 150 200 250
CPU seconds
Figure 5.1: Convergence History for Failed 15* Wedge, Moo = 4
5.2.3 4 % Circular Arc Bump
This test case is Moo = 1.4 flow over a 4% circular arc bump in a channel, calculated
on a 60x20 grid. Figure 5.24 shows the pressure contours calculated by the Galerkin
method, and Fig. 5.25 shows the surface Mach number for the cell-vertex method.
There are two features worthy of special note. First, note the reflection of the leading
edge shock, which results in a small Mach stem and subsonic region on the upper wall.
Second, note the coalescence of the trailing edge shock and the twice-reflected leading
edge shock. These features will be presented in more detail in Section 5.4.2. Finally,
the density at mid-channel is shown for all three methods in Fig. 5.26. The differences
between the methods are not significant here.
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5.2.4 10% Circular Arc Bump
This test case is the M, = 0.68 flow over a 10% circular arc bump in a channel,
calculated on a 60x20 grid. Figure 5.27 shows the pressure contours calculated by
the Galerkin method. This case has a normal shock standing on the bump, with a
maximum Mach number ahead of the shock of about 1.5. Figure 5.28 shows the surface
Mach number for the cell-vertex method. Note that the shock is captured over 3 points,
and note the slight overshoots in the shock. Finally, the density for all three methods
on a slice at y = 0.25 is presented in Fig. 5.29. The three methods are in very close
agreement. The CPU times for the three methods were quite different, however, and
the next section discusses some of these differences.
5.2.5 CPU Comparison and Recommendations
Since the results of the three methods are approximately the same for many practical
problems, the main considerations in selecting a method should be computational cost
and robustness. It has already been demonstrated that the central difference method
is less robust than the Galerkin or cell-vertex methods. Also, the three methods differ
in their stability bounds, and in the amount of effort it takes to calculate the residu-
als. These effects combine to produce a marked difference in CPU work between the
methods. Figure 5.30 shows the residual history plotted against CPU time for the 4%
bump problem. All three methods were run at the maximum experimentally determined
stable CFL number. For further comparison, Table 5.5 shows the CFL number, num-
ber of iterations, and total CPU time for the 4% and 10% bump problems. The codes
for the Galerkin and central difference methods are virtually identical, so CPU differ-
ences are not a result of differences in programming technique. The cell-vertex method
uses an optimized method of calculating residuals not available for the Galerkin and
Table 5.5: Comparison of Computational Effort for Circular Arc Bumps
central difference methods, so its times are improved by the coding techniques. Note
that the central difference method is by far the poorest, while the Galerkin method is
slightly worse than the cell-vertex method. Based on these results, and on the results
of the dispersion analysis in chapter 7, both the cell-vertex and Galerkin methods are
recommended, while it is suggested that the central difference method be rejected.
5.2.6 Verification of Conservation
In order to verify that the schemes are conservative, the total mass flux through the
channel was computed at several stations for a variety of problems. Table 5.6 shows the
total mass flux through the channel at z = -1.4, z = 0, z = 0.5 and z = 1.4 for the
Galerkin, cell-vertex, central difference, and biquadratic methods. The exact mass flux
should be 1.4, and the worst-case error for this problem was only 0.2%. This error is
due to the errors in the calculation of the mass flux and the fact that the solutions had
not reached machine zero, and indicates that the algorithm is conserving mass properly.
For the 60x20, cell-vertex, Mo = 0.68, 10% bump case, the maximum error was 0.14%
Case CFL Iterations CPU seconds
4% Galerkin 2.8 203 97
4% cell-vertex 2.8 204 77
4% central difference 2.2 248 126
10% Galerkin 2.7 500 239
10% cell-vertex 2.7 509 191
10% central difference 2.0 644 325
Case z = -1.4 z = 0 z=.5 z = 1.4 Max. Error
30x10 Biquadratic 1.40021 1.39847 1.40071 1.40106 0.11%
60x20 Cell-Vertex 1.40000 1.40077 1.40281 1.40184 0.19%
60x20 Galerkin 1.40000 1.40095 1.40199 1.40201 0.14%
60x20 Central Diff. 1.40000 1.40138 1.40097 1.40210 0.14%
Table 5.6: Conservation in Mo = 1.4, 4% Bump Case
and for the 80x20 cell-vertex, Mo = 2, 50 wedge case, the maximum error was 0.10%.
This again demonstrates conservation.
5.3 Effects of Added Dissipation
In order to stabilize the computational schemes, artificial dissipation is added. This
dissipation was discussed more fully in section 4.5, but the essentials are repeated here.
The smoothing consists of a pressure-switched second difference to capture shocks, and a
fourth difference background smoothing to stabilize the scheme. Each of these smooth-
ings has an associated coefficient. This section discusses the effects of changing these
coefficients. In all the test examples shown here, the cell-vertex spatial discretization and
the high-accuracy smoothing method are used. For these problems, the low-accuracy
method solutions differ only slightly from the high-accuracy method solutions. The test
case used is M. = 2 flow in the 5* channel. This problem was examined with the coeffi-
cient of the second difference (v1) set to 0.004 and 0.04, and the coefficient of the fourth
difference (vz) set to 0.004 and 0.02. The calculations demonstrated that the amount
of second-difference smoothing is less important than the amount of fourth-difference
smoothing. Figure 5.31 shows the mid-channel density in the case where vj = 0.04 and
P2 = 0.004. Note that the shocks are spread over 5 or 6 points, but that there is almost
no high-frequency overshoot near the shocks. The spreading is still present with the low
value of vl (Fig. 5.32), but there is more overshoot. The spreading is due mainly to the
fact that the shocks are not very strong, so they do not self-steepen (the behavior is only
slightly nonlinear). Also note the small low-frequency oscillation preceding each shock.
This oscillation is due to dispersion, and is explained in detail in chapter 7. Finally, in
the region between the shocks, note that the solution is almost constant. Figure 5.33
shows the mid-channel density in the case where v, = 0.04 and Y2 = 0.02. Note that
in this case, the regions between the shocks exhibit some variation, and the shocks are
spread out even further.
Entropy is a more sensitive measure of the effects of dissipation than density. Fig-
ure 5.34 shows the mid-channel entropy for the case with large Y2 , and Fig. 5.35 shows
the entropy for the case with small v2 . Note that with large v2 there are more oscillations
near the shocks. Also note that the entropy undergoes a non-physical increase between
z = 3 and the outflow boundary. This increase is not as pronounced as Fig. 5.35. These
cases indicate that the amount of the global, fourth difference smoothing is an impor-
tant factor in solution quality, and that one should try to use as little fourth difference
smoothing as possible.
5.4 Biquadratic v8. Bilinear
Biquadratic elements have the potential to produce more accurate solutions on
coarser meshes. The use of coarser meshes may allow the CPU cost for a given accu-
racy to be reduced. On the other hand, biquadratic elements may have problems with
Gibbs' phenomenon, producing unacceptable oscillations near shocks. Furthermore, a
biquadratic element requires more CPU time to calculate element residuals, possibly
resulting in more CPU effort for a given problem. A single biquadratic Galerkin ele-
ment requires a factor of 3.3 more CPU time than a single bilinear Galerkin element, or
about a factor of 4.2 more CPU time than a single cell-vertex element. The purpose of
this section is to demonstrate that the advantages of biquadratic elements outweigh the
disadvantages, resulting in a net CPU savings. Three test problems are used to compare
the bilinear and biquadratic formulations of the Galerkin method in two dimensions.
These problems are the 5* channel flow at Mach 2, the Moo = 1.4 flow over a 4% bump,
and the flow over a 10% cosine-squared bump in a channel at Mach 0.5. The first two
cases demonstrate the ability of the biquadratic elements to handle shocks. Other test
cases presented later have verified that the oscillations produced by shocks are not un-
acceptable for a wide range of problems (see Section 8.2). The third case demonstrates
the biquadratic elements in smooth flows.
5.4.1 5* Channel Flow
The 5* channel flow was computed using biquadratic elements on three different
grids: 12x3, 20x5 and 40x10. The surface densities for the coarsest and finest meshes
are shown in Figs. 5.36 and 5.37. Note the sharpness of the shocks and the lack of oscil-
lations. Also note the near absence of low frequency dispersive error. The comparison
with the exact solution is excellent. Figures 5.38 and 5.39 show the points where the
density error exceeds 5%. Note that the result for the 12x3 mesh compares favorably
with the bilinear 40x10 mesh, and the 40x10 biquadratic mesh is comparable to the
bilinear 80x20 mesh. Table 5.7 shows a comparison of average error and computational
effort for these cases. This table shows some interesting facts. For about half the effort
of the 40x10 bilinear case, one can obtain the same accuracy using a 12x3 biquadratic
mesh. For about the same effort as an 80x20 bilinear mesh, a 40x10 biquadratic mesh
provides better accuracy.
Case % Error in p % Error in p Iterations CPU (seconds)
40x10 Bilinear 1.9 2.6 113 19
80x20 Bilinear 1.1 1.5 197 126
12x3 Biquadratic 2.1 2.9 125 9
20x5 Biquadratic 1.3 1.9 170 26
40x10 Biquadratic 0.7 1.0 297 150
Table 5.7: Comparison of Bilinear and Biquadratic Galerkin Solutions to 50 Wedge
Problem
5.4.2 4% Circular Arc Bump
The 4% bump presented above was computed using biquadratic elements on a 30x10
mesh. Pressure contours for this case are shown in Fig. 5.40, and illustrate the ability
of biquadratic elements to resolve sharp gradients. Compare Fig. 5.40 with Fig. 5.24
and note how much better all the interactions are resolved. Both the 30x10 biquadratic
mesh and the 60x20 bilinear mesh have 1281 nodes, but except for some noise, the
solution on the biquadratic grid is closer to a solution on a 120x40 bilinear grid with
4800 elements and 4961 nodes (see Fig. 5.41) than it is to the 60x20 bilinear solution.
The biquadratic case required 131 seconds on the Alliant, while the 120x40 bilinear case
required 592 seconds.
5.4.3 Subsonic, Smooth Flow
One expects the biquadratic elements to be very good for smooth flows. To verify
this, Moo = 0.5 flow over a 10% cosine-squared bump was computed on a 24x8 bi-
quadratic mesh and a 60x20 bilinear mesh. Figure 5.42 shows contours of density for
the biquadratic elements. The contours are quite symmetric, as one would expect from
YFigure 5.2: Geometry for 10* Double Wedge Flow
a flow which remains completely subsonic. Most of the non-smoothness seen in the con-
tours is introduced by the plot package (which divided each biquadratic element into 32
linear triangles), rather than actual errors in the flow. For comparison, Fig. 5.43 shows
these contours in the bilinear case. The agreement is quite good. A real advantage of the
biquadratic elements is the CPU savings they produce. Figure 5.44 shows the residual
history versus CPU time for both bilinear and biquadratic methods. The biquadratic
method converges somewhat faster, even though more iterations were actually required
in this case.
These test cases demonstrate the potential utility of the higher-order element. The
main area for further research before biquadratic elements can be used routinely is in
the creation of better artificial dissipation formulations, in order to enable one to achieve
the maximum accuracy available from these elements.
5.5 Three Dimensional Verification
To verify the three dimensional code, two test cases were computed. The first test
case is quasi two-dimensional flow in a converging channel with M. = 2. The channel
has one wall sloping at a 5* angle, and all other walls are aligned with the flow. The
second test case is M, = 2.5 flow in a converging channel with both the y and z walls
sloped at 10*. The geometry for this case is shown in Fig. 5.2. This figure also gives
the axis orientations for the first test case.
The M. = 2, 5* flow was computed on a 30x30x30 grid. This should produce a single
shock, with shock jumps identical to those of Section 5.2.1. Figure 5.45 shows density
contours on a slice through the channel perpendicular to the z axis. The curvature of
the contours near the boundaries is due to artificial viscosity. As the artificial viscosity
is increased, the curvature is also increased. Figure 5.46 shows the pressure contours, as
well as a slice of the computational grid. The slice is taken perpendicular to the y axis,
midway into the channel. Note the shock coming up from the bottom wall. Finally,
Fig. 5.47 shows the Mach number on a slice perpendicular to the z axis, at z = 0.7.
The exact shock jump values are shown in Table 5.1. In this case the Mach number
after the shock- was 1.81 (exact 1.82), the pressure was 0.939 (exact 0.940), and the
density was 1.22 (exact 1.22). The agreement is very good, indicating the soundness of
the algorithm. This case required 240 iterations to converge, and took 72 minutes on
the Alliant.
The M., = 2.5, 10* double wedge case was also computed on a 30x30x30 grid. The
double wedge introduces regions in which the flow may have passed through zero, one
or two shocks. In addition, there are other kinds of interactions present, and these
are discussed by Kutler in [34]. In this case, Fig. 5.48 presents the density in a slice
perpendicular to the flow direction. The shocks can be seen clearly, and in the region
where the flow has passed through both shocks (the upper right corner), the results
of the interactions are visible. In particular, note the bending of the shocks as they
pass through each other and interact. This behavior is more pronounced as the shock
strength increases. Figure 5.49 shows the Mach number on the plane y = 0.5. Here, the
bending and interaction is much more pronounced. Finally, Fig. 5.50 demonstrates the
same behavior with pressure on a slice at z = 0.7.
5.6 Summary
This chapter has demonstrated the soundness of the three algorithms in both two
and three dimensions. Results verifying the conservation of mass for all three methods
were presented for a variety of problems. The Galerkin and cell-vertex methods were
shown to require less CPU time than the central difference method, and the central dif-
ference method was demonstrated to be less robust than the other methods. Biquadratic
elements were examined and show promise.
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Figure 5.3: Flow Geometry for 50 Channel
Figure 5.4: Coarse Grid, 5* Channel
Figure 5.5: Mach Number, Galerkin, 50 Channel, M=2, 40x10 Grid
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Figure 5.6: Mach Number, Galerkin, 5* Channel, M=2, 80x20 Grid
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Figure 5.7: Surface Mach Number, Galerkin, 5* Channel, M=2, 40x10 Grid
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Figure 5.8: Surface Mach Number, Galerkin, 50 Channel, M=2, 80x20 Grid
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Figure 5.9: Density Comparison, 50 Channel, M=2, 40x10 Grid, Y=0.6
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Figure 5.10: Density Comparison, 5V Channel, M=2, 80x20 Grid, Y=0.6
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Figure 5.11: Percent Error in Density, 5* Channel, M=2, 40x10 Grid
Figure 5.12: Percent Error in Density, 5* Channel, M=2, 80x20 Grid
Figure 5.13: Points with Density Error > 5%, 5* Channel, M=2, 40x10 Grid
Figure 5.14: Points with Density Error > 5%, 5* Channel, M=2, 80x20 Grid
Figure 5.15: Flow Geometry for 150 Channel
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Figure 5.16: Coarse Grid, 150 Channel
Figure 5.17: Mach Number, Galerkin, 15* Channel, M=4, 66x24 Grid
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Figure 5.19: Surface Mach Number, Cell-Vertex, 15* Channel, M=4, 66x24 Grid
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Figure 5.20: Density Comparison, 15* Channel, M=4, 33x12 Grid, Y=0.9
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Figure 5.21: Density Comparison, 15* Channel, M=4, 66x24 Grid, Y=0.9
Figure 5.22: Points with Density Error > 5%, 15* Channel, M=4, 33x12 Grid
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Figure 5.23: Points with Density Error > 5%, 15* Channel, M=4, 66x24 Grid
Figure 5.24: Pressure Contours, 4% Bump, Moo = 1.4, 60x20 Grid, Galerkin
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Figure 5.25: Surface Mach Number, 4% Bump, Moo = 1.4, 60x20 Grid, Cell-Vertex
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Figure 5.26: Mid-Channel Density, 4% Bump, M,. = 1.4, 60x20 Grid, All Methods
Figure 5.27: Pressure, 10% Bump, Mo = 0.68, 60x20 Grid, Galerkin
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Figure 5.28: Surface Mach Number, 10% Bump, M,, = 0.68, 60x20 Grid, Cell-Vertex
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Figure 5.29: Mid-Channel Density, 10% Bump, M, = 0.68, 60x20 Grid, All Methods
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Figure 5.30: Convergence vs. CPU Time, 4% Bump, All Methods
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Figure 5.31: Mid-channel Density, vj = 0.04, v2 = 0.004, 5* Wedge
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Figure 5.32: Mid-channel Density, vj = 0.004, v2 = 0.004, 50 Wedge
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Figure 5.33: Mid-channel Density, vi = 0.04, '2 = 0.02, 50 Wedge
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Figure 5.34: Mid-channel Entropy, v1 = 0.04, v 2 = 0.02, 50 Wedge
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Figure 5.35: Mid-channel Entropy, vl = 0.04, v2 = 0.004, 5* Wedge
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Figure 5.36: Surface Density, Moo = 2, 5* Wedge, Biquadratic Elements, 12x3 Grid
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Figure 5.37: Surface Density, Moo = 2, 5* Wedge, Biquadratic Elements, 40x10 Grid
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Figure 5.38: Points With p Error > 5%, Moo = 2, 5* Wedge, 12x3 Biquadratic Grid
Figure 5.39: Points With p Error > 5%, Moo = 2, 5* Wedge, 40x10 Biquadratic Grid
Figure 5.40: Pressure Contours, 4% Bump, Moo = 1.4, 30x10 Grid, Biquadratic Ele-
ments
Figure 5.41: Pressure Contours, 4% Bump, Moo = 1.4, 120x40 Grid, Bilinear Elements
Figure 5.42: Density, 10% cos2 Bump, M, = 0.5, 24x8 Grid, Biquadratic Elements
Figure 5.43: Density, 10% cos2 Bump, Mo = 0.5, 60x20 Grid, Bilinear Elements
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Figure 5.45: Density, 5* Wedge, Moo = 2, Y-Z Slice at X = 0.5
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zFigure 5.46: Pressure, 5* Wedge, Moo = 2, X-Z Slice at Y = 0.5
Figure 5.47: Mach Number, 50 Wedge, Moo = 2, X-Y Slice at Z = 0.7
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Figure 5.48: Density, 100 Double Wedge, M, = 2.5, Y-Z Slice at X = 0.67
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Figure 5.49: Mach Number, 10* Double Wedge, Moo = 2.5, X-Z Slice at Y = 0.5
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Figure 5.50: Pressure, 10* Double Wedge, Moo = 2.5, X-Y Slice at Z = 0.7
Chapter 6
Adaptation
6.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on the use of adaptation in solving the Euler equations. Adap-
tation is the process by which some aspect of the solution algorithm changes in response
to an evolving solution. These changes can be in the governing equations [14], in the
computational grid, or in both the equations and the grid [29]. In this thesis, adapta-
tion refers to changes in the computational grid as the solution proceeds. In a prob-
lem, certain regions of a computational domain will have "interesting" features (shocks,
boundary layers, recirculation zones, etc.), while other regions will have smooth and rel-
atively uninteresting flow. The interesting regions are often regions with high gradients
and hence larger numerical errors. The idea behind grid adaptation is to increase the
number of points in the regions of high error (or gradient) to try and increase overall
solution quality at reasonable cost. Several ways of adapting grids are described below.
The grid redistribution method attempts to get to an optimal grid for a given number
of points. The grid regeneration and grid enrichment methods attempt to reduce the
computational cost for a desired level of error.
In the grid redistribution method, the mesh points in an initial computational grid
are allowed to move as the solution proceeds. Survey articles by Thompson [70] and
Eiseman [16] give a good overview of various grid redistribution schemes. There are two
main advantages of grid redistribution. First, one can often align the computational
grid with the interesting flow feature, and second, it is relatively easy to implement these
methods in an existing structured (or unstructured) grid code. The main disadvantages
are that elements tend to become highly distorted, and that it is often difficult to know
a priori how many points are needed in an initial grid.
A second approach sometimes taken is grid regeneration. In this method, either the
entire computational grid or some smaller portion of it is regenerated when adaptation
occurs. The grid point distribution is determined by some error indicator based on the
solution on the previous grid. This method is described in detail in articles by Peraire,
et al. [53,54]. This retains the grid alignment advantages while reducing grid skewness
problems. The main disadvantages are that the cost of grid regeneration is usually fairly
high, the interpolation of the solution from the old grid to the new grid can be difficult,
and the method (so far) has been limited to triangular and tetrahedral elements.
The third approach is grid enrichment. The survey article by Berger [4] presents
a good overview of grid enrichment methods. In this approach, additional nodes and
elements are inserted into the grid. There are two main subclasses of these embedded
mesh methods: those in which the embedded mesh is not aligned with the initial mesh
[5] and those in which the mesh is aligned with the initial mesh [9,40,72,73]. Under
the latter subclass of embedded mesh methods, one can further distinguish between
methods that result in interface regions [10,52,63] and those that have no interfaces
[48,58]. In this thesis, the grids are aligned with the initial mesh and have interfaces
which require special treatment.
The next section of this chapter will present an explanation of the procedure used to
determine where and how to adapt. Then the interface treatment will be discussed, and
some properties of these interfaces examined. Some examples demonstrating the utility
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of adaptation will be presented, and the computational savings produced by adaptation
will be examined.
6.2 Adaptation Procedure
In a typical problem, one starts out with an idea of what the flow will look like,
but one usually does not know exactly where the features lie. The adaptive approach
starts with an initial grid coarse enough to be inexpensive to compute, yet fine enough
so that most of the essential features can appear. The first step in the adaptive solution
procedure is to compute a solution on this coarse grid. It is usually not necessary to
allow this solution to converge completely, and in the method describe here the solution
is allowed to evolve "halfway" to convergence, that is, until the convergence parame-
ter reaches the square root of its converged value. Then, an adaptation parameter is
calculated, and cells are flagged either for refinement or unrefinement. After the initial
flagging, elements adjacent to the cells marked for division are marked for division.
This flagging of adjacent cells can be continued for any number of passes to enlarge the
adapted region. In the test cases computed, only the adjacent cells need to be flagged
to obtain good results. The flagged cells at the coarsest level are divided, then those
at the next coarsest, and so on. After all division is done, unrefinement proceeds from
the finest level to the coarsest. After the initial set of refinements and unrefinements in
performed, the mesh is scanned for "holes". In two dimensions, an element is considered
part of a hole if 3 or more of its faces have been subdivided. In three dimensions, an
element is considered a hole if 4 or more of its faces are subdivided. If an element is
a hole, then it is subdivided to eliminate the hole. This can result in the formation
of more holes, so the process is repeated until the grid stops changing. The analogous
"island" of fine cells in the midst of a region of coarse cells is not treated explicitly
as the adjacent element flagging algorithm prevents the formation of excessively small
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Figure 6.1: Example of Mesh Adaptation
islands in most cases. In any case, islands are less important than holes, since a hole
in a fine region may result in reduced accuracy, but an island in a coarse region should
only increase or not change the accuracy of the algorithm.
After all mesh changes have been made, the grid geometry is recalculated, along
with some quantities used for vectorization. The solution is interpolated onto the new
grid, and the calculation proceeds. In a typical problem, an adaptation take as much
time as several iterations, but since adaptation occurs infrequently, the time involved is
not significant.
Figure 6.1 shows an example of how elements are refined and unrefined in two
dimensions. The elements marked with the * are each subdivided into 4 elements.
The elements marked with the o are fused back to form one element. This figure also
illustrates the main rule about which elements can be refined or unrefined. This rule
is simply that the refining or unrefining of an element cannot result in more than one
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interface node on the face of any element. For example, the element marked with the
x cannot be refined, since this would result in two additional nodes on the face of the
element to its right. The elements marked with the o cannot be unrefined, since the
lower face would then have too many nodes on it. In three dimensions, the comparable
rules are that no edge can have more than one additional node on it, and each face can
have at most one additional mid-face node. A discussion of some of details of the data
structure used to perform cell division and restoration may be found in Section A.4.
6.2.1 Placement of Boundary Nodes
During adaptation, new nodes may be created on boundary surfaces. One of the
problems with this is that one would like to increase the resolution of the body, as well
as the resolution in the interior. If one picks the boundary node coordinates to be the
midpoint of the edge being divided, one can easily obtain a grid which calculates the
flow over a "faceted" body, rather than a smooth body. The approach taken to solve
this problem is to fit a cubic which passes through the two nodes on the face being
divided, with the normal to the curve at those points defined by the normal vector at
the nodes. The new mid-face node is placed on this curve. For certain geometries,
this cubic fitting is undesirable (if all surfaces are straight lines, for example), so it is
possible to disable cubic fitting and use simple linear fitting. In three dimensions, only
linear fitting is used, which is sufficient for the geometries treated in this thesis.
6.2.2 How Much Adaptation?
The decision on how many levels to use and how many times to adapt is completely
in the hands of the user. In principle, the algorithm allows any number of adaptation
levels, but for most problems examined in this thesis either 3 or 4 levels is sufficient.
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In this thesis, the main factor determining the number of levels used in 2-D was the
resolution of the printer, and in 3-D the amount of memory available on the computer.
For practical computations, a more physical criterion such as convergence of lift [9],
might be more useful.
How many times to adapt is a different issue. For steady problems, the number
of elements tends to increase with succeding adaptations until a maximum is reached,
usually at the adaptation in which the finest grid level is first introduced. Succeeding
adaptations tend to remove excess elements (especially near shocks), until some "con-
verged" grid is reached. The grid plots in section 6.5.1 illustrate this convergence of the
adapted grids. Usually, adapting twice after the final grid level is introduced is sufficient
to obtain this convergence.
6.3 Adaptation Criteria
In order to decide which cells to divide or undivide, one needs to define some sort of
adaptation parameter. There is a good amount of literature indicating possible choices
for this adaptation parameter. Dannenhoffer and Baron [10] suggest using the first
difference of density as the criterion for adaptation. Lihner [39] suggests using a more
complex indicator, which is essentially a second difference of density scaled by a first
difference of density. Berger, et al. [5] use Richardson extrapolation to estimate the
truncation error in the solution, and refine to evenly distribute the error. The test cases
presented and others not presented here indicate that the first difference of density
tends to give better grids for transonic flows, while the scaled second difference works
better for supersonic flows. The Richardson extrapolation type indicators were not
implemented in the present study.
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6.8.1 First-Difference Indicator
The first difference indicator is empirically derived [9] and based on the undivided
first difference of density. It is calculated as follows:
1. In each element, calculate the absolute value of the first difference of density. For
bilinear elements, the quantity used is
A, = max(lp2 - plI, Ips - p2 , p4 - ps., IPl - P41) (6.1)
where pi is the density at element node i. For trilinear elements, a similar quantity
is defined.
2. Compute the mean and standard deviation of this quantity.
3. Normalize this quantity by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard
deviation. If the standard deviation is small, use some arbitrary value instead
(currently 0.05 times the mean or .0005, whichever is larger.)
4. Compute the median, and subtract it from the parameter.
5. If the scaled parameter is greater than some threshold value, try to refine that
element. If it less than another threshold value, try to unrefine the element.
Refine thresholds near .3 and unrefine thresholds near -. 3 give good results for many
problems. The shifting by the median is performed after the normalization to make the
calculation of the median easier, and the shifting is necessary because the distribution
of the adaptation parameter can become very skewed as the calculation progresses. In
some problems, this skewness results in over-coarsening of the mesh at later adaptation
cycles.
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6.3.2 Second-Difference Indicator
The second-difference based parameter is computed as follows:
1. Compute a nodal second difference of density using one of the methods outlined
in Section 4.5 above (usually the high-accuracy method).
2. Compute a nodal first difference. For both bilinear and trilinear elements, the
following is used:
First Difference, = 1 IPi - Pil, (6.2)
ni
3
where j ranges over all nodes in all elements containing node i, and ni is the
number of elements containing node i.
3. Compute an average density at the nodes.
4. Compute a nodal adaptation switch:
=Second Difference
IFirst Differencel + E x Average'
where c is a small parameter (of order 0.05) added to "smooth" the switch in
smooth portions of the flow. Without it, small oscillations in the flow tend to
produce large values of the switch.
5. Distribute the nodal switch to the elements.
6. If the switch is greater than some value (usually around 0.15), divide; if it is less
than some value (usually around 0.05), undivide.
This indicator is based on results from interpolation theory which indicate that the
interpolation error in a linear scheme is proportional to the second derivative of the
quantity being interpolated. The first difference is used as a "fudge factor" to reduce the
sensitivity of the switch to greatly differing shock strengths. Without the first difference
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scaling, the stronger shocks in the flow tend to receive most of the adaptation, while
the weaker ones receive very little. Other advantages of this indicator are explained by
Loner in [39].
For this indicator, an automatic threshold method was tried. This sets the unrefine
threshold to be some fraction of the RMS value of the adaptation indicator, and sets
the refine threshold to be some multiple of the RMS value. Experimentally, values of
the fraction and multiple near 0.2 and 1.1 seem to work well.
6.3.3 Two-Dimensional Directional Adaptation
In many cases, the features of interest have strong variations in only one direction. In
these cases, it is wasteful to introduce points in the direction along which little variation
occurs. This leads to the concept of directional adaptation. The original motivation
in [29] was to use this idea for viscous flows with boundary layers. The extension of
these ideas to inviscid flow was attempted. A significant difference between the viscous
and inviscid flows is that in the viscous flows features like boundary layers tend to be
aligned with the grid, while in the inviscid flows, the features (mainly shocks) lie in
all directions. A criterion for determining which way to divide a cell was developed.
The first step is to use some criterion for determining which cells to subdivide. After
this is done, determine whether to divide into four cells or two cells with the following
procedure. Calculate
AH = -P11+ IP -P21, (6.4)
AV = IP2 - P1 + lPs - P41, (6.5)
DH = H (6.6)
AH +AV
Dy = AV (6.7)
AH + AV'
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If DH is greater than some threshold (typically .2-.4), divide the cell horizontally (par-
allel to the 1-2 face). If Dv is greater then some threshold, divide the cell vertically
(parallel to the 2-3 face). If both exceed their thresholds, or neither exceeds its thresh-
old, divide the cell into 4 subcells as for regular embedding.
In practice, the directional embedding has not proven to be very useful for the Euler
equation test cases examined [63]. In order to use directional embedding to the greatest
advantage, the flow features must be aligned with the grid. In inviscid flow, this is
often not the case. In Navier-Stokes calculations, however, directional embedding has
been applied successfully by Kallinderis and Baron [29]. A combination of the grid
redistribution and grid embedding ideas may make directional embedding much more
useful.
6.4 Embedded Interface Treatment
The use of quadrilaterals in two dimensions and hexahedra in three dimensions re-
sults in "hanging" nodes at the interfaces between the coarse and fine regions of the
mesh. For the remainder of this discussion, these nodes will be called virtual nodes.
These virtual nodes must be properly treated to obtain a stable, consistent and con-
servative scheme. It is possible to avoid interfaces altogether by mixing triangular and
quadrilateral elements [58], but that approach is not used here.
6.4.1 Two-Dimensional Interface
In two dimensions, an element face may have at most one additional node on it.
Figure 6.2 shows a typical interface between a locally fine region and a coarser region.
The fluxes at the interface node (node 2) are set to the average of the fluxes at nodes 1
and 3 before residuals are calculated. The state vector at node 2 is set to the average
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Figure 6.2: Detail of Two-Dimensional Interface
of the state vectors at nodes 1 and 3 after each iteration. No other special treatment
is applied at nodes 1,2, or 3. Thus, the overhead involved in having interfaces is very
small, amounting to less than 2% of the total time per iteration for a typical mesh. This
step is also fully vectorized, so it is not a limitation on machines with large vector/scalar
speed ratios.
Conservation can be important in adaptive meshing, since one may have shocks pass-
ing through or near interfaces. Repeating the argument of section 4.7, for an interior,
non-virtual node j, each entry in R, is of the form
J 1 Q&dV, (6.8)
so the column sum (which represents the total contribution of node j) is
Integrate Eq. (6.9) once by parts to obtain
/ Ni 1 x= O NiNi A' dS -Nf dV. (6.10)
The second term on the right-hand side is zero, since the test functions are chosen so
that their sum is 1. The line integral in Eq. (6.9) can be written as the sum of elemental
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Figure 6.3: Line Integrals for Conservation at Interfaces
line integrals, as shown in Fig. 6.3. Since EN1 = 1 in each element, the line integral
simplifies to
SN( e)h dS. (6.11)
On the boundary of the region, NJ = 0, so if all the interior contributions cancel,
the complete integral will be zero. All that is required to get cancellation is that the
interpolation functions in each element are continuous across the element faces. This is
clearly true on all faces except the line jB, and it will be shown that it is true along
this line as well. The trick is to make a proper interpretation of Ni in elements 1 and 2.
Since the flux at node A is the average of the fluxes at nodes j and B, one can
eliminate node A by adding half of its interpolation function to each of nodes B and j,
so that in elements 1 and 2, a new Ni', valid in elements 1 and 2, is defined to be
NA
Ni = NJ + -- , (6.12)
where Ni is the standard interpolation function, non-zero only in element 1. Now it is
only necessary to show that Ni, = N/' along the line jB. Figure 6.4 shows Nis and
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Figure 6.4: Interpolation Function Ni in Elements 1,2 and 3
N/' indicating that this equivalence holds, so the total contribution of any node to the
flux residuals is zero, as required for conservation. This is not the full story, however.
Since after each iteration, the changes at node A are discarded, strict conservation is
no longer maintained. One can remedy this by distributing the residual at node A to
nodes j and B, but for steady problems, the effect of doing this redistribution is slight.
Typical conservation errors introduced by not performing this distribution range from
0.1% to 0.5% for the problems in this thesis.
6.4.2 Three-Dimensional Interface
In three dimensions there are two types of interface nodes: mid-face nodes and mid-
edge nodes. Figure 6.5 shows a cutaway view of the interface between a fine and coarse
region in three dimensions. In this figure, the fine region is to the right, and the coarse
region is to the left. The fluxes and state vectors at a mid-edge node (node 6) are the
averages of the fluxes and state vectors at the ends of the edge (nodes 1 and 4 in the
figure). The fluxes and state vectors at the mid-face node (node 5) are the averages
of the fluxes and state vectors at the corner nodes (nodes 1-4). This procedure is fully
vectorizable, and the overhead in the interfaces is again negligible.
One consequence of the interface treatments used in 2- and 3-dimensions is that
certain plot quantities can be discontinuous across the interface. For example, Mach
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Figure 6.5: Cutaway View of Three-Dimensional Interface
number and pressure are non-linear combinations of the continuous state vectors, so it
is possible for discontinuities to occur. This discontinuity does not appear in the density
contours, since density is a linear combination of the state variables. Figure 6.6 shows
Mach number contours illustrating this kind of discontinuity. Note that in the density
contours of Fig. 6.7 (taken from the same set of data) no discontinuity is present.
6.5 Examples of Adaptation
This section presents some examples of the use of adaptation. The test problems of
the previous chapter will be recomputed using adaptive gridding, and the results will
be compared.
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6.5.1 Multiple Shock Reflections
To verify the accuracy of the adaptive algorithm, the shock reflection cases of Sec-
tion 5.2 were computed using adaptive gridding. For all of these test cases the cell-vertex
method was used.
The 5 degree, Moo = 2 case was computed using the second difference switch and
the automatic thresholding described above, with the unrefine threshold set to 0.25 and
the refine threshold set to 1.15. The initial grid was 32x8 and the grid was adapted
five times. Only three levels of cells were permitted so on the third, fourth and fifth
adaptations no new levels of cell were added. The finest level corresponds to a 128x32
global grid. Figs. 6.8-6.13 show the base grid and the grids after each of the adaptations
steps. Note how the finest region confines itself more and more to the region around the
shocks as the adaptation proceeds. Also note that the grid after the fifth adaptation
is very similar to the grid after the fourth adaptation, indicating that the adaptive
procedure has "converged." The final mesh has about 1600 elements, compared to the
4100 elements of a globally fine grid, for a savings of a factor of 2.6. The savings is
low mainly because so much of the domain is in the vicinity of a shock. The scramjet
calculations of chapter 8 also illustrate this behavior. As the number of adaptation levels
increases, the savings become larger for this type of problem, since the adaptation is
confined to a smaller region of the flow. Figure 6.14 shows the Mach number contours for
this case, with interfaces between coarse and fine regions indicated by the dotted lines.
Note that the shocks are sharper than the shocks in Fig. 5.6 even though both cases
used approximately the same number of elements. Here, sharper means that the feature
is spread out over a smaller region in physical space, even if it take up the same number
of points in computational space. Also note that the fine region just surrounds the
shocks, indicating that the adaptation indicator is correctly responding to the feature.
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Figure 6.15 shows the density on the line y = 0.6, along with the exact solution. Note
the accuracy of the solution and the sharper shocks. This case required 203 seconds to
compute on the Alliant, compared to 375 seconds for a globally fine (128x32) case.
The 15 degree, Moo = 4 test problem was also computed. Three grid levels were
allowed, and the grid was adapted four times, using the second difference adaptation
indicator. Figure 6.16 shows the final grid for this problem. Notice that the grid
surrounds the shock completely. Figure 6.17 shows pressure contours for this problem.
The shock is quite clean and the reflection is captured accurately. Figure 6.18 shows
the density on a slice at y = 0.9 along with the exact solution. The agreement with
the globally fine solution in Fig. 5.21 is very good. This case (with the finest grid the
equivalent of a 88x32 grid) required 84 seconds to compute, compared to 104 seconds
for the the 66x24 global grid.
6.5.2 4% Circular Arc Bump
The 4% circular arc bump with M, = 1.4 was computed using both indicators
discussed above. The final grids for these cases are shown in Fig. 6.19 (first difference
indicator) and Fig. 6.20 (second difference indicator). These grids have 1698 and 1620
elements. Figures 6.21 and 6.22 show the pressure contours for these two cases. Aside
from a small difference in the number of elements, the solutions look approximately the
same, with the reflected shocks in the same positions, etc. The real difference between
the two indicators is only apparent when one looks at the computational time required
to obtain the solution. The second difference indicator case required 448 iterations and
215 CPU seconds to converge, while the first difference indicator required 640 iterations
and 332 second to reach convergence. This discrepancy arises at the intermediate grid
adaptation stages, where the first difference indicator produces grids which do not sur-
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round the shocks adequately. Figure 6.23 shown the convergence histories for the two
cases. Note that in the first difference case, there is a long period of little convergence,
which corresponds to the shocks re-adjusting themselves to a new grid topology. The
second difference indicator captures the shocks immediately, and so converges much
more rapidly. This case illustrates the slight superiority of the second difference in-
dicator over the first difference indicator for supersonic flows. The second difference
indicator is a much sharper shock detector, and is also less sensitive to shock strength.
These two features suggest the use of the second difference indicator for supersonic flows,
while the next example shows that for transonic flows the first difference indicator is
preferable.
6.5.3 10% Circular Arc Bump
The 10% circular arc bump with Ms, = 0.68 was computed using the two indicators
discussed above. The final grids for these cases are shown in Fig. 6.24 (first difference
indicator) and Fig. 6.25 (second difference indicator). These grids have 990 and 1011
elements. Figures 6.26 and 6.27 show pressure contours for the first difference and second
difference indicators. The solutions obtained are both good (compare with Fig. 5.27)
and show the shock in the right place, with relatively smooth contours over the bump.
In this case, the first difference indicator required 469 iterations and 128 seconds to
converge, compared with the 517 iterations and 166 seconds required by the second
difference indicator. In this case, the time discrepancy is due to the fact that the
intermediate grids in the second difference case had more points than the first difference
indicator grids, resulting in more intermediate computation. Since the shock is captured
immediately by both indicators, these additional elements did not contribute to more
rapid convergence as they did for the supersonic bump above.
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8.5.4 3-D Channel
To check the three-dimensional adaptation, the Mo = 2.5, 10* double wedge of the
previous chapter was computed using 3 grid levels. The initial grid was 12x12x12 and
was adapted 4 times, with the final grid containing 57714 elements. A globally fine grid
would contain about 110,592 elements, for a savings of a factor of 2. This small factor is
due to the fact that most of the domain is near a shock, resulting in adaptation nearly
everywhere. Figure 6.28 shows the density on the slice z = 0.67. Note the curvature
of the shock surfaces as they intersect. Figure 6.29 shows the Mach number on a slice
at y = 0.5 and Fig. 6.30 shows pressure on a slice at z = 0.7. These figures illustrate
all the essential features of the flow, and demonstrate the soundness of the algorithm.
Figure 6.30 also shows a slice of the grid. Notice the clustering of the fine cells around
the shock surfaces. Unfortunately, there is a lack of adaptation at the intersection of
the shocks, indicating that the adaptation criterion needs further investigation. This
case required just under 3 hours on a single-processor IBM 3090 with a vector facility.
6.5.5 Distorted Grid
Adaptation can also allow one to obtain good results with poor initial grids. Fig. 6.31
shows a distorted grid for the 10% bump case. The finite element solution was computed
using exactly the same input parameters as for the first difference indicator test case
above. Figure 6.32 shows the final grid containing 1095 elements and Fig. 6.33 shows
pressure contours. The solution compares well with the solutions obtained on non-
distorted grids, illustrating the robustness of the adaptive algorithm. This example
completes the verification of the adaptive algorithm, which will be put to use in the
scramjet solutions of chapter 8.
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Table 6.1: CPU Comparisons for Mo = 1.4, 4% Bump
6.6 CPU Time Comparisons
This section presents a short comparison of the computational work for various
solution approaches (adaptive, biquadratic, etc.) for the M. = 1.4, 4% bump, the
o, = 0.68, 10% bump, and the Moo = 5 two-dimensional scramjet (section 8.2).
Table 6.1 shows the number of elements, number of iterations and total Alliant CPU
time for the Moo = 1.4, 4% bump case. The adapted bilinear case was computed using
the second difference switch described above. The most interesting thing about this set
of data is that the biquadratic elements require the least computational effort, saving
about a factor of 4.5 over the global bilinear mesh. Also of note is the fact that the ratio
of adapted CPU time to globally fine CPU time is only about 1:3. In flows dominated
by shocks, there tends to be so much adaptation that the savings are not that dramatic.
The scramjet example following also illustrates this.
Table 6.2 gives the CPU statistics for the Moo = 5 scramjet example. There are two
globally fine times reported in the table-the 6656 element case represents a two-level
global refinement of the 416 element initial grid used for the adaptive calculations, and
the 26624 element times are estimates for a three-level refinement based on scaling the
number of iterations and the time per iteration. This very fine grid corresponds to the
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Case # Elements Iterations CPU Seconds
120x40 Bilinear 4800 386 592
Adapted Bilinear 1620 448 215
30x10 Biquadratic 300 331 131
Case # Elements Iterations CPU Seconds
Globally Fine (3) 26624 400 (est.) 3000 (est.)
Adapted Bilinear 12998 722 2250
Globally Fine (2) 6656 257 482
Biquadratic 416 140 76
Table 6.2: CPU Comparisons for Mo, = 5 scramjet
Case # Elements Iterations CPU Seconds
120x40 Bilinear 4800 1391 2097
30x10 Biquadratic 300 875 343
Adapted Bilinear 990 469 128
Table 6.3: CPU Comparisons for Mo = 0.68, 10% Bump
finest level in the adapted case. Note again that the biquadratic elements emerge as the
fastest solution technique. The accuracy from the biquadratic elements is comparable
to the 6656 element accuracy, but there is a cost savings of a factor of 6. Again, note
that adaptation does not save as much effort, with a factor of 2 savings in storage and
an estimated CPU savings of only 1.3.
The place where adaptation saves the most time is in transonic calculations. Ta-
ble 6.3 shows the comparison between three test cases used to compute the transonic
bump problem. In this case, adaptation saves a factor of 16 in CPU time over the glob-
ally fine mesh. These results are comparable to the results reported by Dannenhoffer [9].
Surprisingly, the biquadratic elements do not fare as well compared to the adapted case
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as they do above, but the biquadratic elements still provide a CPU savings of a factor
of 6 over the globally fine grid. The primary conclusion from these comparisons is that
adaptation can produce either very large or modest saving, depending on the details
of the problem. For problems with a great deal of structure (such as the scramjet),
adaptation saves the least. For transonic problems, however adaptation is extremely
useful.
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Figure 6.6: Mach Number Contours Showing Interface Discontinuity
Figure 6.7: Density Contours Showing No Interface Discontinuity
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Figure 6.8: Base Grid, 50 Wedge, 256 Elements, 297 Nodes
Figure 6.9: Grid After 1 Adaptation, 937 Elements, 1024 Nodes
Figure 6.10: Grid After 2 Adaptations, 2551 Elements, 2748 Nodes
Figure 6.11: Grid After 3 Adaptations, 1798 Elements, 2005 Nodes
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Figure 6.12: Grid After 4 Adaptations, 1600 Elements, 1808 Nodes
Figure 6.13: Final Grid After 5 Adaptations, 1591 Elements, 1799 Nodes
INC = 0.05
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Figure 6.14: Final Adapted Mach Number with Interfaces Shown, Mo = 2, 50 Wedge,
Cell-Vertex Method
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Figure 6.15: Final Adapted Density at y = 0.6, Moo = 2, 5* Wedge, Cell-Vertex Method
Figure 6.16: Final Grid After 4 Adaptations, 15* Wedge, 1148 Elements, 1274 Nodes
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Figure 6.17: Pressure, M. = 4, 15* Wedge, 4 Adaptations
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Figure 6.18: Density at y = 0.9, *M = 4, 15* Wedge, 4 Adaptations
7
Figure 6.19: Final Grid, Moo = 1.4, 4% Bump, First Difference Indicator, 1698 Elements
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Figure 6.20: Final Grid, M, = 1.4, 4% Bump, Second Difference Indicator, 1620
Elements
Figure 6.21: Pressure, M,o = 1.4, 4% Bump, First Difference Indicator
Figure 6.22: Pressure, M, = 1.4, 4% Bump, Second Difference Indicator
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Figure 6.23: Convergence Histories for Both Indicators, Moo = 1.4, 4% Bump
Figure 6.24: Final Grid, Mo = 0.68, 10% Bump, First Difference Indicator, 990 Ele-
ments
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Figure 6.25: Final Grid, M. = 0.68, 10% Bump, Second Difference Indicator, 1011
Elements
Figure 6.26: Pressure, M. = 0.68, 10% Bump, First Difference Indicator
Figure 6.27: Pressure, M., = 0.68, 10% Bump, Second Difference Indicator
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Figure 6.28: Density at z = .67, Moo = 2.5, 100 Double Wedge, 57714 Elements
z
Figure 6.29: Mach Number y = .5, Moo = 2.5, 10* Double Wedge, 57714 Elements
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Figure 6.30: Pressure at z = .7, MM
Dotted)
= 2.5, 100 Double Wedge, 57714 Elements (Grid
Figure 6.31: Distorted Initial Grid for 10% Bump, M, = 0.68
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Figure 6.32: Final Distorted Grid for 10% Bump, M,, = 0.68, 1095 Elements
Figure 6.33: Pressure, Distorted Grid Solution for 10% Bump, M. = 0.68
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Chapter 7
Dispersion Phenomena and the Euler Equations
7.1 Introduction
In many solutions of the Euler equations, low wave number oscillations have been
observed in the vicinity of rapid flow variations.1 These oscillations cannot be explained
by problems in artificial viscosity formulation, as their frequency is very low, and the
amplitude is relatively insensitive to the amount of artificial dissipation used. Test cases
computed for the author by his colleagues in the MIT Computational Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory using methods ranging from cell-based finite volume schemes to flux vector
split schemes all suffer from this oscillatory behavior. The cause of these oscillations
is dispersion. This chapter analyzes the dispersive properties of the schemes for the
solution of the Euler equations as presented in this thesis.
The approach taken here is to analyze the dispersive properties of the linearized,
steady Euler equations on a regular mesh, using the spatial derivative operator for
each of three methods discussed previously (Galerkin, cell-vertex, central difference).
This analysis is applied to a model problem, and the prediction of the frequency and
location of the dispersive oscillations is demonstrated. Finally, the theory is validated
by comparison with numerical experiments.
1 Kenneth Powell, Ken Morgan, Michael Giles, Robert Haimes, and others have observed these
oscillations in various calculations.
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7.2 Difference Stencils
Figure 7.1 shows the z difference stencils on a uniform mesh for the three methods.
Some properties of the Galerkin and cell-vertex stencils are discussed further in the
following sections.
7.2.1 Some Properties of the Galerkin Stencil
This approximation has several interesting features. First, it gives the minimum
steady-state error in the energy norm of the residuals, since the Galerkin method min-
imizes
(R,R) f R' dV, (7.1)
where
OF OG
R = + , (7.2)
subject to the restriction that F and G are in the space spanned by the interpolation
functions. Vichnevetsky and Bowles [74], and Strang and Fix [69] discuss this in more
detail. Second, for the steady-state Euler equations on a uniform, parallelogram mesh,
it is a fourth-order accurate approximation. This interesting feature was pointed out
by Abarbanel [1] and can be seen by examining the truncation error for the z and y
derivatives. The truncation errors for the derivatives of F and G with respect to z and
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y can be written (with D representing the derivative operator) as
_ Az 2  Ay 2
D,F = F, + F,, + FY, 66 + H.O.T., (7.3)6
DyG = G, + Gvv 6 + Gxx 6 + H.O.T., (7.4)
so the discrete, steady residual DF + DpG can be written
Azx2  AyD3F + DG = F3 + Gy + -X--(F 2 z, + Gzzv) + -- (Fzy, + GyUy) + H.O.T. (7.5)
Now, note that in Eq. (7.5), the coefficients of the Az 2 and Ay2 terms are the derivatives
of the quantity F,+G, twice with respect to z and y. For the steady Euler equations, the
quantity F, + Gy = 0, so these terms will be higher-order. The transformation between
the Cartesian (z, y) space and some other space in which the elements are parallelograms
is a linear transformation, so all the results above also hold in the transformed space.
Thus, on a regular mesh of parallelograms, the Galerkin method is fourth-order accurate.
Note that this cancellation of truncation error fails if the equation is inhomogeneous
(such as the Navier-Stokes or Conical Euler equations), or if the mesh is not composed
of parallelograms (as in most practical problems).
7.2.2 Some Properties of the Cell-Vertex Stencil
The most interesting property of the cell-vertex scheme is that it is second-order
accurate on any mesh of parallelograms, independent of mesh stretching. To see this,
consider the contribution of a single element to the residual at a node. Figure 7.2 shows
the difference stencils for the z and y derivatives at the node denoted by the dot.
Following the approach of the previous section, the truncation errors for the deriva-
tives of F and G with respect to z and y can be written
D,F = F, + F,z,~ + F 2,  + H.O.T., (7.6)
G = G + G, y + G3  - + H.O.T., (7.7)2 2
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Figure 7.2: Difference Stencils For a Single Cell-Vertex Element
so the discrete, steady residual DF + D,G can be written
DF + DG = F, + G, + 2 (F,, + G,,) + j-(F,, + G,,) + H.O.T. (7.8)
Again note that in Eq. (7.8), the coefficients of the Az and Ay terms are the derivatives
of the quantity F, + Gy with respect to x and y. For the steady Euler equations, the
quantity F. + Gy = 0, so these terms will be higher-order. Thus, on any mesh of
parallelograms, the cell-vertex method should be second-order accurate. Note that this
cancellation of truncation error again fails if the equation is inhomogeneous. This seems
to indicate that the cell-vertex method may be superior on highly stretched grids, or on
grids with embedded regions. For most practical problems, however, little difference is
observed between the cell-vertex and Galerkin methods.
7.3 Linearization of the Equations
This section describes the linearizations of the Euler equations, using a method
suggested to the author by Giles. The Euler equations (Eq. 2.1) can be rewritten in
two dimensions as
aU aU BaU+A +B = 0, (7.9)
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where
Su 0 0 V p 0
u 0 1  0 v 0 0
U = , A= , B = (7.10)
S0 0 0 0 0 v
p 0 /p 0 u 0 0 7yp
The equations are linearized by "freezing" the A and B matrices. In the steady state,
the time derivative vanishes, so one can write the linearized Euler equations in operator
form as
(As + Bay) U = 0, (7.11)
where s, and s, are the z and y derivative operators. If non-trivial solutions to this
equation are desired, the operator matrix (As, + Bay) must have zero determinant.
This is the statement that
us, + v8, psa pay 0
870 us, + us8 0
810 0 us: + V8y
P
0 'psI YP8V us8 + V8V
= 0. (7.12)
Define
ar , (7.13)
= 8Y , (7.14)
and Eq. (7.12) can be expanded to
(rU + uS)2 [a•(r + 82) - (rU + sV)2 = 0, (7.15)
where a is the speed of sound. This has solutions
ru + 8 = 0, (7.16)
±a.
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Now, let
i= , t= (7.17)
so that Equation (7.16) becomes
{,
8'. U= (7.18)I±a.
Since ' has unit norm, the non-zero solution will exist only if the flow is supersonic. So
far, no restrictions have been placed on the derivative operators s, and sy. The analysis
above applies to the exact derivative operators as well as any of the discrete operators.
The next section introduces the discrete equations and their solution.
7.4 Fourier Analysis of the Linearized Equations
This section introduces the spatial discretizations of the equations into the linear
model, and discusses the consequences of the truncation error in the approximations.
Many of the ideas used here can be found in [74], but those analyses were performed
for a scalar problem involving only one spatial direction and time.
For purposes of analysis, assume that the equations are discretized on a Cartesian
N, x Ny mesh with grid spacings in the z and y directions of Ax and Ay. Let x = jAz
and y = kAy, then assume the state vector is of the form
N,-1 Ny-1
U(jAz, kAy) = E exp i(j#m + kO,)Utn (7.19)
m=O n=O
where q5 and On are spatial frequencies in the z and y directions and U'n is some
eigenvector. The spatial frequencies are related to m and n by the relations
21rm 2'rn
m= On = (7.20)
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Table 7.1: Spatial Derivative Operators for Various Methods
Next, consider a model problem in which Ax = 1, Ay = A, v < u, and u = Ma.
Equation (7.16) has the solution
= 1 (7.21)
*82 + 89 2 M
For a particular choice of spatial discretization, there is a particular dispersive character
for a given Mach number M. Table 7.1 shows s, and sa for the Galerkin, cell-vertex
and central difference methods, as well as the exact spatial derivative, assuming that
and 0 are continuous rather than discrete. Now introduce sl = s, and 82 = Asy,
square Eq. (7.21), and solve for 81/82 to obtain
_1= AR•/ - 1. (7.22)
82
This representation of the dispersion relation has the properties that sl and s2 are func-
tions only of the non-dimensional spatial frequencies 0 and 0, and that all the problem-
and grid-dependent terms are contained in the quantity /RA-M - 1, which will be
called x. Problems with similar values of re should have similar dispersive behavior.
Dispersion brings in the concept of group velocity. A brief introduction to the concept
of group velocity will be presented here. For a more detailed discussion, any wave
mechanics text (such as [17]) should be sufficient. Consider a one dimensional wavelike
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Method 8/i /As,/i
Exact Derivative 8 0
Galerkin sin (2 + cos 0) sin 0(2 + cos
Cell-Vertex sin q(1+ cos 8) sin 0 (1 + cos k)
Central Difference sin 0 sin 0
disturbance,
q(Z, t) = ei(kx-wt) (7.23)
where k is the wave number and w is the temporal frequency of the wave. The quantity
w/k represents a velocity at which wave "crests" travel, and is called the phase velocity.
Without going into the mathematical details, the quantity dw/dk is another velocity, the
group velocity, and represents the velocity at which a wave packet travels. For example,
deep water waves have a phase velocity which is twice the group velocity. This means
that if one observes a group of deep water waves, the crests will appear to move faster
than the group of waves. In this analysis, identify y with t so that y is treated like
"time," then 0 is like k and 0 is like w. Now one can interpret plots of 0 vs. 0. The
slope of a curve on which i is constant is dO/d4, which is the "spatial group velocity",
or the angle at which wave packets propagate. Waves with large spatial group velocity
(the angle on the 0/0 plot is close to vertical) will travel at a shallow spatial angle (the
wave will move a long way in x for a little change in y). This allows one to predict
where the dispersed waves will appear. Figure 7.3 shows the contours of constant x for
the exact spatial derivative operator. Note that the lines of constant x are straight,
indicating that all frequencies travel at the same angle. Moreover, for AR = 1, the
waves have angle tan-1(1//M - 1) = sin-'(1/M), which is just the Mach angle. This
is expected since the linearized Euler equations were considered.
Figure 7.4 shows the contours for the Galerkin method. Note that the curves are
multiple-valued. For a given x and 4 there may be more than one value of 0, or no
values of 0. The second branch is at a high spatial frequency, which will be attenuated
by the artificial viscosity in the scheme, so this branch does not affect the solutions.
The other noteworthy thing about Fig. 7.4 is that the curves depart from the exact
Euler curves much later than all the other methods. This is due to the fact that on
a uniform, parallelogram mesh, the Galerkin method is fourth-order accurate for the
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linearized Euler equations. In practice, one never sees this fourth-order accuracy, for
three reasons. First, the artificial viscosity introduces some error into the solution
scheme. Lindquist has shown [38] that artificial viscosity can have a dominant effect on
the solution error. Second, the grids used to solve problems are very seldom uniform
parallelograms. On a mesh composed of anything other than congruent parallelograms,
fourth-order accuracy is no longer obtained. Third, the flux calculations for the spatial
discretization introduce some error. Since the fluxes are non-linear functions of the state
variables, the assumption that both the state vectors and flux vectors vary linearly (or
quadratically) within the element introduces an error. Roe [61] has shown that these
errors are usually second order. These effects combine to make the Galerkin scheme
second-order accurate for practical problems.
Figure 7.5 shows the dispersion plot for the central difference method. Note that the
character of the diagram is similar to the Galerkin plot. Also note that the curves depart
from the exact curves at a lower frequency than the Galerkin curves in Fig. 7.4. One
would expect the dispersive behavior to be similar to the Galerkin dispersive behavior,
and to some extent, this is the case.
Figure 7.6 shows the dispersion curves for the cell-vertex scheme. Note that the
curves are single-valued. Also note that the curvature is opposite the curvature for the
Galerkin and central difference methods. For a particular choice of n, the dispersion
curve for the cell-vertex method will lie on the opposite side of the exact dispersion line
than the curves for the Galerkin and central difference methods. This implies that the
oscillations due to dispersion at a feature (a shock, for example) should appear on the
opposite side (ahead or behind) of the feature compared to the Galerkin and central
difference oscillations.
An important application of these curves is the prediction of oscillations due to
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discontinuities such as shocks. In some problems, oscillations before or after a shock
can cause the solution algorithm to diverge. For example, in a strong expansion, a post-
expansion oscillation may drive the pressure negative, while a pre-expansion oscillation
may not be harmful. The dispersion curves allow one to predict the location of these
oscillations and choose a solution algorithm which will put them in a safe place. The
location of oscillations may be predicted by the following rule: If the 0 vs. 0 curve is
concave up, the oscillations will be behind the feature (they travel faster than the exact
solution), and if the curve is concave down, the oscillations will be ahead of the feature.
For the cell-vertex method, this means that one will see pre-feature oscillations for i > 1
and post-feature oscillations for r. < 1. For the Galerkin and central difference methods,
this is reversed: x < 1 implies pre-feature oscillations, and x > 1 implies post-feature
oscillations.
7.5 Numerical Verification
To verify that the theory above is the correct explanation of the oscillations observed
in many problems, several numerical experiments were made. All test problems were
for flow over a wedge in a channel with various wedge angles, inflow Mach numbers and
mesh aspect ratios. Figure 7.7 shows the geometry and flow topology for the 10* wedge,
Moo = 2 case discussed below. All the calculations were performed on 50x20 grids, and
result in similar flow topologies.
The first set of experiments is for a 1/2* wedge angle, with x = 1.732. Figure 7.8
shows the curves for all three numerical methods and the exact spatial derivatives on a
single plot for this value of x. Here it is apparent that the Galerkin curve stays much
closer to the exact curve. Three numerical test cases were run: Mach 2 flow with A = 1;
Mach 1.323 flow with A = 2; and Mach 3.606 flow with A = 1/2. A quick examination
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of the flow geometry gives the physical significance of r. as the ratio of the number of
x grid lines crossed by the feature per y grid line crossed. In the Mach 3.606 flow, the
shock lies at a much shallower angle, so that for a smaller Ay the same crossing ratio
is obtained. A similar argument applies to the Mach 1.323 flow.
Figure 7.9 shows the Mach number at mid-channel for the central difference method,
scaled by the free stream Mach number for the different Mach numbers above. The
central difference method is used here because it exhibits the most oscillation with the
greatest amplitude. The exact Mach number ratios (M/M,) for these shocks are 0.991
for Mw, = 2 and M.0 = 3.606 and 0.986 for M. = 1.323. These compare well with
the actual data, and explain why two of the curves lie on top of each other. Note
that the frequencies of the oscillation are nearly identical. Also note that the frequency
changes slightly as one moves further downstream of the shock. This is as predicted by
the dispersion curve. As one moves downstream, the spatial group velocity increases,
meaning 0 increases slightly. The wavelength predicted by the dispersion relation at
(X, y) = (1.5,0.5) should be about 10.5 points, and the measured wavelength (crest-to-
crest) is either 10 or 11 points, depending on where one defines the crest.
The next set of data shows the location of the oscillations for the Mach number 2
case with the three methods. In all the figures shown, the plot is of Mach number at
mid-channel. Figure 7.10 shows the plot for the Galerkin method, Figure 7.11 for the
central difference method and Figure 7.12 for the cell-vertex method. Note that both
the Galerkin and central difference methods exhibit post-shock oscillation, while the
cell-vertex exhibits pre-shock oscillation. Also note that the frequency of the Galerkin
oscillations is much higher, and has a lower amplitude than the oscillations from central
difference approximation. This is expected since the Galerkin method group velocity
errors occur at higher spatial frequencies (Fig. 7.8). As an interesting aside, note that in
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Fig. 7.12 the pre-shock oscillations from the reflected shock are visible at the right side
of the plot. These figures verify the use of the dispersion curves to predict the location
of dispersive phenomena.
The final test cases show the Mach 2 flow over a 10* wedge, which generates a shock
wave with a normal Mach number of 1.27 and a density ratio of 1.46. This case was
chosen because the problem starts to become significantly nonlinear. Figure 7.13 shows
Mach number on a slice at a 5* angle to the z axis for the Galerkin method and Fig. 7.14
shows the same data for the cell-vertex method. In these cases, C is about 1.7 ahead of
the first shock, and x is about 0.6 behind the reflected shock (due to the lower Mach
number of 1.28 and the changing aspect ratio of the cells). In between the shocks, r is
about 1.04. Note that the oscillation positions in Fig. 7.14 are correctly predicted to be
before the first shock, where Pc > 1, and after the second (reflected) shock, where the
x < 1. Note also that the frequency of the oscillations has increased. This may be due
to the tendency of nonlinear shocks to self-steepen. This self-steepening behavior has
almost completely eliminated the dispersive error in the Galerkin case, but in Fig. 7.13
small low-frequency oscillations are still visible after the first shock and before the second
shock. In many practical applications, the analyst is concerned with the location (pre-
or post-shock) more than the frequency, and the linearized analysis is still useful for
those applications.
7.6 Conclusions
The primary conclusion of this study is that the low frequency oscillations some-
times seen near shocks and other discontinuities are due to dispersion in the numerical
scheme. The linearized analysis presented gives one a method for predicting the loca-
tion and frequency of these oscillations. The linear analysis is also effective in predicting
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the location of the oscillations for problems with significant nonlinearity. The central
difference finite element method is demonstrated to be inferior to the Galerkin and
cell-vertex methods due to its poor dispersive behavior. The Galerkin finite element
is fourth-order accurate for uniform meshes and has the lowest dispersive error. The
cell-vertex method is second-order accurate for any parallelogram mesh and has moder-
ate dispersive error. Either of the Galerkin or cell-vertex methods provides acceptable
dispersive performance.
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Figure 7.7: Geometry for Numerical Test Cases, 10 Degree wedge, A pR 1
Figure 7.8: Lines of x = 1.732 for All Methods
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Chapter 8
Scramjet Inlets
8.1 Introduction
The current National Aerospace Plane program (NASP) has sparked renewed inter-
est in hypersonic flow. One particular aspect of this project attracting much attention
is the proposed supersonic combustion ramjet or scramfet propulsion system. Scramjets
pose an interesting (and difficult) problem due to the complex physics occurring in the
engine. A survey article by White [75] discusses some of the issues involved in comput-
ing scramjet flows. This chapter focuses on the flows in the scramjet inlets. Although
the physical model used here (the Euler equations) lacks many of the features needed
for anything but preliminary design (such as viscosity, chemistry and heat transfer), the
physics of flows in scramjets is complicated enough that the inviscid model can provide
some useful insights into these flows.
The model geometry used in this chapter is based on a two-strut design published
in a paper by A. Kumar [31]. The three dimensional design is a modified version of
the models presented in [32] and [33]. The geometry was modified slightly for ease of
grid generation. No attempt was made to produce an accurate copy of any preliminary
design, but merely to demonstrate some of the physics of these flows, and the ability of
the finite element algorithm to capture these physics. These examples also demonstrate
the utility of unstructured grid methods. The two-dimensional scramjet grid in this
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Figure 8.1: Two-Dimensional Scramjet Inlet Initial Grid, 416 Elements
chapter required about two hours of real time to generate, from the time this author
sat down with Kumar's paper to the time the computational grid was generated. The
extension of this grid to include the inflow region only took an additional half hour. The
computer code used to generate these test results is identical to the code used in the
previous chapters to generate the bump and wedge solutions. The three-dimensional
grid required about two hours to generate, not counting the time it took to debug the
grid generator program. For reference, the complete geometry specification for the two
and three dimensional models is presented in appendix B.
8.2 Two-Dimensional Test Cases
Several representative test cases were computed in two dimensions. The cases were
chosen because they illustrate a wide variety of intersting physical features. Figure 8.1
shows the geometry and initial grid for all test cases. This geometry is a slice of the
three-dimensional inlet taken roughly parallel to the wings, and the two struts in the
middle are used to inject fuel. The initial compression surfaces slope at 6.7* and the
strut compression surfaces slope at 11.90.
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The test conditions used were M. = 5, M, = 3, and M. = 2 at 0* yaw, M~, = 5
at 50 yaw, and M, = 3 at 70 yaw. Since the slice is taken parallel to the wings,
the angle of yaw corresponds to the flow angle at the inlet. The M. = 2 case was
chosen to illustrate choked flow, and the Moo = 3 cases were chosen because they
illustrate a situation in which yaw causes the flow to choke, unstarting the inlet. The
Moo = 5 cases demonstrate that the yaw problem decreases at higher Mach numbers.
All of these except the Mo = 3, 7* angle of attack case were computed using the
cell-vertex method, with 4 levels of grid embedding and 5 adaptations using the second
difference indicator. The M• = 3, 70 angle of attack case required special treatment
to prevent the pseudo-unsteady behavior of the algorithm from causing divergence, and
used only 2 adaptations. The final grids for these cases are not presented here because
at the resolution of the printer, they tend to print as black blobs and convey no useful
information.
8.2.1 Moo = 5, 0 Yaw
The M,oo = 5 case illustrates the complexity of these inlet flows. Fig. 8.3 shows
density contours in the inlet. Several features of this flow are worth noting. Near
x = 1.7, y = 0 the strut leading edge shocks intersect, and both bend toward the
flow direction. Notice the two expansion fans from the flat throat area near z = 2.1,
and observe the bending of the strut shocks toward the walls as they pass through the
expansion. In particular, note that the reflection of the strut shock curves toward the
centerline, and that the curvature changes as the downwind expansion fan interacts with
the shock. Following along the shock, notice that at z = 2.7, y = -0.1 , the expansion
fans from the top wall begin to weaken this shock, so that near z = 3, the shocks
have practically vanished. Shifting to the side passages, the leading edge shock reflects
twice, strengthening (and steepening) each time, and then near z = 3 passes through an
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expansion fan and weakens. Finally, the shock strikes the trailing edge and reflects out
of the domain, with the reflection of the expansion fan weakening the shock still further
as it goes. A consequence of the differences in flow between the two passages is that a
slip line and shock form off the strut trailing edge. Returning to the central passage,
the very weak strut leading edge shock strikes the strut trailing edge shock, causing
both to bend slightly and strengthening the very weak shock. As Fig. 8.4 shows, the
pressure contours tell a similar tale, but note that the slip line off the trailing edge does
not appear. This case has 12998 elements and required 37 minutes to compute on the
Alliant.
These same features can also be seen in the unadapted biquadratic test case in
Fig. 8.5. This case was computed using 416 biquadratic elements (the equivalent of the
initial bilinear mesh). The resolution of shocks is poorer, but this is to be expected since
the equivalent globally fine bilinear mesh for these cases would have 26624 elements.
Also, this biquadratic test case only took 1.25 minutes to compute on the Alliant, for a
savings of a factor of 30. To be fair to the bilinear elements, a 416 element biquadratic
mesh gives approximately the same accuracy as a 6656 element bilinear mesh, which
requires about 8 minutes to compute, reducing these savings to a factor of 6.
8.2.2 Mo = 5, 5* Yaw
The next case examined was the same inlet with Moo = 5 at 5* yaw. Contours
of pressure are shown in Fig. 8.6. There are several differences between this flow and
the previous flow. First, note the presence of two shocks on the lower strut and of a
shock and an expansion on the upper strut. In particular, note the interaction between
the strut expansion and the inlet leading edge shock near z = 1.5. Second, follow
the inlet leading edge shock through this expansion, then through the reflection of the
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expansion, then through the expansion at z = 2.8, then finally through the reflection
of this expansion and out the domain. The reflected strut leading edge expansion is
visible (barely) as far downstream as z = 3 (Fig. 8.7). Third, note the differences in
bending between the two strut shocks in the central passage, and note that the shock
from the lower strut weakens and nearly vanishes by the time it reaches the exit, while
the shock from the upper strut is strengthened by the passage through the trailing edge
shock near x = 3.6. A close examination of this shock reveals a mysterious bending
and strengthening of this shock near z = 3.8. This is not mysterious when one looks
at the density contours in Fig. 8.7, which clearly show the interaction of the slip line
and the shock. This close-up also shows a weak expansion fan coming off the trailing
edge between the slip line and the third reflection of the inlet leading edge shock, due
to the difference in angle between the slip surface and the upper surface of the strut.
This expansion further weakens the reflected inlet leading edge shock.
8.2.3 Mo = 2, 0* Yaw
The Moo = 2 test case is interesting because the flow chokes in the inlet, resulting
in a solution that depends on the exit pressure. This choking is highly undesirable, as
the engine would "unstart." In this case, the exit pressure was arbitrarily set to 2.5,
corresponding to 3.5 times free-stream pressure. In order to correctly compute the flow,
the computational grid must be extended in front of the inlet to capture the bow shock.
No adaptation was allowed at the bow shock, since the region of interest is inside the
inlet. Figure 8.8 shows the density contours in the inlet. Note the presence of the strong
normal shock (M, = 1.8) in the center passage. The differing flow conditions in the
passages produce a slip line, as seen in the figure. The pressure contours in Fig. 8.9
shows the same flow features, with the slip line clearly absent. Finally, Fig. 8.10 shows
the Mach number in the middle of the channel. Note that the Mach number is 1 at
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the throat, as expected for choked flow. This case used 2568 elements and required 9.5
minutes of Alliant CPU time.
8.2.4 Moo = 3, 0* Yaw
The flow topology for the Moo = 3 case is shown in the density contours of Fig. 8.11.
There are several interesting features to observe here. Note that the shock off the inlet
entrance reflects six times, and in particular note that near z = 3.7, y = 0.3 , the
shock bends slightly toward the center line. Now look at the strut leading edge shocks,
and note that the third reflection of the shocks (starting near z = 2.8, y = ±0.3, and
barely visible as "dents" in the contour lines) passes through the sixth reflection of the
entrance shock where the entrance shock experiences the bend. Another cause of the
bending is the interaction with the slip line off the trailing edge. This slip line is not
readily apparent in Fig. 8.11, but the plot of total pressure loss at the exit in Fig. 8.12
clearly indicates its presence. Note the jumps due to the reflected inlet entrance shock
and the trailing edge shocks as well.
Another interesting portion of the flow, highlighted in the Mach number contours of
Fig. 8.13, is the flow near the throat. In this region, the strut shocks interact with each
other and with the expansion fans off the throat in a very small region. An interesting
characteristic of this interaction is that, at the intersection of the two strut shocks, the
flow reaches Mach 1. If the Mach number is reduced further, a small region of subsonic
flow is produced behind these shocks, and at about Mach 2.85, the center passage chokes
and the inlet unstarts. Figure 8.14 shows the Mach number in the center of the channel,
verifying that the Mach number drops to 1 just before the throat. Also note that in
this figure, near x = 3.9, two shock jumps are visible, corresponding to the trailing edge
strut shocks and the inlet entrance shocks, respectively.
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The biquadratic elements were also applied to this case, and density contours are
shown in Fig. 8.15. The resolution is not as good as Fig. 8.11, but the bilinear case
used 14648 elements and required 51 minutes to compute, while the biquadratic case
used 416 elements and required 2 minutes to compute. This case further verifies the
usefulness of the biquadratic elements.
8.2.5 Moo = 3, 70 Yaw
The final two-dimensional problem examined is the inlet with Moo = 3 at 7* yaw.
Under these conditions, the inlet actually unstarts. Figure 8.16 shows the Mach number
in the unstarted inlet. As in the Moo = 2 case, the grid must be extended in order to
capture the bow shock. In this case the exit pressure was set to 5.75, corresponding to
8 times the free stream pressure. The flow topology is very similar to the flow topology
in the Moo = 2 case above, but there is asymmetry due to the angle of attack. As
Fig. 8.16 shows, the bow shock has a large amount of asymmetry, while the flow in the
inlet is only slightly asymmetrical. Figure 8.17 shows the Mach numbers in the upper,
middle and lower channels. The asymmetry is so small in the inlet because most of the
asymmetrical effects are buffered out in the bow shock. Coincidentally, the mid-channel
shock has M,, = 1.8 in this case as well.
8.2.6 Inlet Performance and Total Pressure Loss
An important measure of inlet performance is the total pressure loss in the inlet.
The scramjet inlets calculated above all have significant losses due to the compressions
through the multiple shock systems. It is desirable to design the inlet so that these shock
losses are minimized at the cruising Mach number, while still maintaining adequate loss
at off-design points. Figure 8.18 shows the mid-channel total pressure loss in the inlet
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for the five cases discussed above. This figure indicates the very large losses which occur
when the inlet unstarts. For example, in the M, = 3, a = 0* case, the maximum total
pressure loss in the mid-channel is only 26%, while in the M. = 3, a = 7* case, the
mid-channel total pressure is 75%. The negative undershoots occuring at the shocks
are due to numerical error, and have no physical significance. Viscosity and chemistry
also play major roles in the engine, limiting the applicability of the inviscid simulation.
However, the inviscid simulations presented here allow the designer to get a rough idea
of the flow physics, and provide insight into the potential problems associated with these
engines.
8.3 Three-Dimensional Results
A three-dimensional test case with M, = 5 was computed to examine the effects
of the third dimension on these flows. The geometry of the three-dimensional inlet is
shown in Fig. 8.2, and is based on the two-dimensional geometry above. The leading
edge sweep angle is 30*. A slice at z = 0 is identical to the two-dimensional geometry,
and the slice at z = 1 has the portion of the struts and compression surfaces forward of
the throat extended to give a 30* leading edge sweep. This weakens the compressions
near z = 1, and forces the flow to turn down. Although the actual inlet proposed for the
NASP project has a cowl plate which extends back from the throat, for the purposes
of this study the cowl plate will be assumed to extend to the inlet mouth. For this
case, contours of density at three z locations are shown in Fig. 8.19. Compare the
3-D contours with the 2-D, M,, = 5 density contours shown in Fig. 8.3, and note the
differences introduced by the third dimension. Unfortunately, due to problems with the
adaptation indicator, the side passages did not receive enough adaptation in the 3-D
case, but the central passage indicates many of the important differences. At z = 0.5
and z = 0.87, note that the strut leading edge shocks reflect multiple times in the throat
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Top View
z=1
Side View (y = 0) Bottom View
Figure 8.2: Geometry of Three-Dimensional Inlet
area, resulting in a significantly different flow in the expansion region. Also note the
differences in the slip line positions for the three z slices. In the z = 0.13 slice, the slip
line and the trailing edge shock are nearly on top of one another, while at z = 0.87 they
are quite distinct. Figure 8.20 shows a density slice at y = 0. Features to note here
are the coalescences of the multiple reflections in the throat area near z = 1.2, z = 0.2,
and also a very faint, 3-D reflection extending from about x = 1, z = 0 to about
z = 2, z = 1, due to the turning produced by the 30* strut sweep. This case was
computed adaptively on the IBM 3090 at Cornell, had 188692 elements on the final grid
and took over 12 hours of CPU time. Unfortunately, the mesh is not fine enough to
capture many of the interesting interactions. In order to obtain the resolution equivalent
to the resolution in the two dimensional cases above, over 1.3 million elements would be
needed, requiring about 480 megabytes of memory and about 1 week of single-processor
IBM 3090 CPU time.
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Figure 8.16: Mach Number, Moo = 3, a = 7*
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Chapter 9
Summary and Conclusions
This chapter presents a brief summary of the thesis. Following the summary is a
statement of the major contributions of the research. Finally, the conclusions drawn
from the thesis research and some suggestions for further research are presented.
9.1 Summary
This thesis presented a derivation of a finite element strategy for solving the steady
Euler equations. Using bilinear elements in two dimensions, the Galerkin, cell-vertex,
and central difference methods were derived. The general finite element requirements
for consistency and conservation were presented, and the three schemes were shown to
be both consistent and conservative. The formulations were compared for M, = 2 flow
over a 5 degree ramp in a channel, M, = 4 flow over a 15 degree ramp in a channel,
Mo = 1.4 flow over a 4% circular arc bump in a channel and M, = 0.68 flow over a
10% circular arc bump in a channel. The results of these test problems indicated that
the answers from the three methods were almost identical for many practical problems,
but that the computational time required was quite different. The cell-vertex method
was the fastest method, followed by the Galerkin method and the central difference
method. The two-dimensional Galerkin method was extended to biquadratic elements,
and the viability of the biquadratic element was examined. The biquadratic elements
saved from 2-6 times the computational effort for the problems examined, but exhibited
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more high-frequency oscillations near shocks than the bilinear elements. The cell-vertex
method was extended to three dimension, and two channel flow problems were used to
verify the correct implementation of the method.
Next, the thesis explored the use of adaptive grid methods in two and three dimen-
sions. The interface formulations were presented along with a discussion on conservation
for the two-dimensional interface. Two indicators for determining where to adapt were
introduced, one based on a first difference of density and the other based on a second
difference of density scaled by a first difference of density. Test computations in two
and three dimensions verified the use of adaptation and compared the adaptation indi-
cators. For this limited range of problems, the first difference indicator was shown to
be slightly better for transonic flow, while the second difference indicator was shown to
be slightly better for supersonic flow. Examples showing the ability of adaptation to re-
duce the sensitivity of a problem to an initially poor computational grid were presented.
The reductions in computational time obtained by the use of adaptive techniques were
discussed.
Chapter 7 discussed some of the dispersive errors due to the spatial discretization
of the Euler equations. The concept of spatial group velocity was developed and used
to predict the location of low wave number oscillations present near discontinuities
in supersonic flow. The Galerkin method was shown to be fourth-order accurate on
a uniform mesh, and the cell-vertex method was shown to be second-order accurate
on any parallelogram mesh. Some examples demonstrated that the central difference
method produced more dispersive error than the Galerkin and cell-vertex methods.
The next chapter applied the algorithms to a problem of current interest: the flow in
a scramjet inlet. These examples demonstrated the ability of the computational method
to model a highly complex flow at reasonable cost, and illustrated some of the interesting
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inviscid physics present in these inlet flows. For example, one test case illustrated that
it was possible to unstart the inlet by changing the inflow angle.
9.2 Contributions of the Thesis
There are four main contributions from this thesis.
1. An adaptive finite element algorithm for quadrilateral and hexahedral elements
using the multistage time integration method was developed. The algorithm was
demonstrated to be robust, flexible and accurate enough to compute a wide variety
of physical problems. To this author's knowledge this work is the first application
of the multistage time integration scheme to the finite element method, and the
first use of adaptive hexahedral elements. The first is significant because the
multistage time integration method has better stability properties than the two-
step Lax-Wendroff time integration method when used with adaptive meshes [58],
and the second is significant because for a given number of nodes a hexahedral
mesh will have about one-fifth the elements of a tetrahedral mesh. The latter
can result in significant memory and CPU savings, enabling larger problems to be
computed.
2. The biquadratic finite element was introduced, and the ability of this element to
save significant amounts of computational time was demonstrated. The results in
this thesis show that, for some problems, savings of a factor of 6 in computational
effort over bilinear elements can be obtained with biquadratic elements.
3. The Galerkin, cell-vertex, and central difference finite element methods were com-
pared. The cell-vertex approximation is shown equivalent to a node-centered finite
volume approximation, and the central difference approximation is shown equiva-
lent to a cell-based finite volume scheme on a parallelogram mesh. The Galerkin
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and cell-vertex discretizations were demonstrated to be fast and robust, while the
central difference discretization was shown to be inferior. The comparison also
demonstrated that the terms finite element/volume/difference can often be used
interchangeably for unstructured mesh algorithms.
4. The dispersive errors produced by the numerical solution schemes were analyzed.
This analysis explains some of the oscillations seen near shocks in many prob-
lems, and shows that not all oscillations are due to inadequate artificial viscosity.
The analysis allows one to predict the location of the oscillations, giving one a
better idea of what kind of grid to use and which algorithm to choose. This anal-
ysis applies to all discrete approximations of the Euler equations, not just the
three methods described in this thesis. Finally, the analysis gives insight into the
order-of-accuracy issues in the various approximations, showing that the Galerkin
method is fourth order on uniform meshes and that the cell-vertex method is
second-order on any parallelogram mesh, independent of grid stretching.
9.3 Conclusions
There are five major conclusions to be drawn from this research. First, the issue
of structured vs. unstructured grid is more important than the finite element vs. finite
volume vs. finite difference issue, since finite volume and finite difference schemes can
be derived as finite element schemes. Unstructured grid methods allow much greater
flexibility in problem solving, as demonstrated in chapter 8. The disadvantages of the
unstructured grid methods are that they are more difficult to program, they require
more memory, and they often require more computational time due to use of indirect
addressing. The second disadvantage is becoming less important as computer memory
sizes increase, and the third disadvantage should become less important as computer
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architectures are optimized for the scatter/gather operations used by the unstructured
codes.
The second conclusion is that biquadratic elements provide improved accuracy at
lower cost. The test problems computed showed savings of factors of 2 to 6 in CPU over
the bilinear elements. While the solutions obtained tend to be more oscillatory then
the bilinear solutions, for many problems these oscillations are not excessive, especially
if one is interested in integral quantities such as lift, drag or moment.
The third conclusion is that, for bilinear elements, the Galerkin and cell-vertex
methods are good algorithms to use, while the central difference method is not. There
are three reasons for this conclusion. First, the stability limit for the central difference
method is much lower than the stability limits for the other two methods, resulting in
longer computational times. Second, the dispersive properties of the central difference
method are much poorer. The oscillations due to dispersion persist over a much greater
distance and have larger amplitude than either of the other two methods. For some
problems, such spurious oscillations are undesirable, and can lead to divergence. These
two problems are common to all central difference schemes, both cell-based and node-
based. Third, the central difference method is less robust than the cell-vertex and
Galerkin methods. As demonstrated in chapter 5, test cases exist which converge rapidly
using the cell-vertex or Galerkin method but do not converge at all using the central
difference method. The author believes that part of this lack of robustness is due to the
dispersive errors in the solution, since the non-convergence is altered by grid topology.
The fourth conclusion is that dispersion accounts for some of the oscillations seen in
many supersonic problems. The analysis in chapter 7 provides a means of predicting the
location of pre- or post-feature oscillations as a function of Mach number, grid aspect
ratio, and solution method that is verified by numerical experiment. The ability to
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predict the location of these oscillations could be of use in the selection of a solution
algorithm for a particular problem. For example, in a problem with a very strong
expansion, an algorithm with post-feature oscillations may not converge due to negative
overshoot after the expansion, while an algorithm with pre-feature oscillations may
converge.
The final conclusion is that adaptation using quadrilateral and hexahedral elements
is a viable way of reducing computational cost. The results of chapters 6 and 8 indicate
that depending on the problem, savings of factors of 2 to 16 can be obtained through
the use of embedded meshes, with the smaller savings in problems with more flow
structure. These examples also demonstrate that the savings from adaptation increase
as the number of refinement levels is increased. Adaptation still remains more of an
art than a science, however, as indicated by the need for different adaptation indicators
for different problems, and by the use of different thresholds for the same indicator in
different problems.
9.4 Areas for Further Exploration
There are several areas which warrant further investigation. The first area is the
use of biquadratic elements. This thesis has demonstrated the utility of these elements,
but there are problems relating to the numerical dissipation models which need to be
investigated further. Another potential research area is the use of mixed bilinear and
biquadratic elements. The bilinear elements should prove superior near discontinuities,
while the biquadratic elements work best in smooth portions of the flow field. A marriage
of these elements might allow the best features of both elements to be obtained. The
dispersion analysis presented here should be extended to include the artificial dissipation
models, and should be extended to three dimensions. There is room for improvement
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in the selection of indicators for use in adaptation. Since usually an engineer can
look at a solution and see where more resolution is needed, the application of image-
processing techniques may provide new insight into the where's of adaptation. Finally,
the algorithm should be extended to include viscous and chemical effects.
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Appendix A
Computational Issues
A.1 Introduction
This appendix discusses some of the computational issues involved in the implemen-
tation of the finite element algorithm. The first section examines some of the meth-
ods used to implement unstructured grid algorithms on vector-parallel supercomputers.
Next, the issue of computer memory requirements is addressed and ways to reduce the
memory required at any particular time are proposed. Finally, a discussion of some of
the data structures used in the adaptive algorithm is presented.
A.2 Vectorization and Parallelization Issues
This section discusses some of the issues involved in vectorizing/parallelizing the
main solver routine. Since the adaptation routine is executed infrequently, no effort
was made to make it vectorizable or parallelizable. In the finite element method as
implemented, operations can be divided into main three classes: operations on elements,
operations on nodes, and operations distributing information from elements to nodes.
A typical operation on an element involves calculating some quantity in that element
based on the values of some nodal quantity. For example, the calculation of the average
pressure in an element requires the pressure at the nodes of the element. This class of
operations requires that the computer have a fast gather operation. A gather operation
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is one in which an array is used as an index to another array, as in the following example:
DO 10 IEL - 1,NE
TOTAL(IEL) - Q(IC(I,IEL)) + Q(IC(2,IEL))
10 CONTINUE
Here, the array IC is an indexing array containing the nodes which make up element
IEL. On a machine with a hardware gather operation (such as a Cray XMP, Alliant,
IBM 3090, etc.) this class of operation can be computed vector and parallel.
The next class of operation, operations on nodes, occurs in such places as the flux
calculation, in which quantities at a node are used to calculate other quantities at that
node. These operations are the "classic" vector operations, and will vectorize on almost
any machine. A subclass of this operation is a conditional node-to-node operation. For
example, the following fragment from the flux calculation routine checks to make sure
that the pressure is non-negative before updating the nodal pressure:
PRESS - (GAMMA - 1)*(STVEC(I,5) -
& .5*STVEC(I,1)*(UL**2 + VL**2 + WL**2))
C
IF (PRESS.GE.O) THEN
P(I) - PRESS
ELSE
IPRESLIM - I
ENDIF
A(I) - SQRT(GAMMA*P(I)/STVEC(I,1))
This type of operation vectorizes on most recent vector machines, such as the Alliant
and IBM 3090.
The third class of operation, distribution of information from elements to nodes,
is the most difficult operation to perform [42]. In order to avoid the possibility of
element A writing something to node a before element B is finished with node a, certain
precautions need to be taken. To solve this problem, the grid is preprocessed and some
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data structures are set up containing element-node pairs. These pairs are divided up
into large groups such that each node appears only once in a group. The distribution
operation is then performed on each group in succession. As currently implemented, the
mesh is divided into as many groups as there are nodes per element, plus one additional
group which is computed in scalar mode. For all the meshes described used in this thesis,
this final scalar group contained no members, so the code was completely vectorized.
The following code fragment illustrates this process:
C
C Distribute to nodes
C
DO 1 J - I,NNE
DO 2 I - ICINVP(J-1)+1,ICINVP(J)
QNODE(ICINVI(I)) - QNODE(ICINVI(I)) + QELEM(ICINV(I))
2 CONTINUE
I CONTINUE
C
C Exceptions
C
CVD$ novector (no vector operations)
CVD$ noconcur (no parallel operations)
DO I - 1,NUMVEXCEPT
IEL - IVEXE(I)
INN - IVEXN(I)
NODE - IC(INN,IEL)
QNODE(NODE) - QNODE(NODE) + QELEM(IEL)
ENDDO
where the array ICINVI contains the node part of the node/element pairs and ICINV
contains the element part of the pair. ICINVP is an array containing the index of the
last pair in each pass. The scalar exceptions are handled separately, in the arrays IVEXE
and IVEXN. The alternative to taking these precautions is to run this operation as a
scalar operation, however, studies on the Alliant indicate that as much as 14% of the
computational effort is spent in this kind of operation, so that running scalar is not an
acceptable solution. This algorithm is a type of "coloring" algorithm, only the nodes
are colored instead of the more usual element coloring. Other algorithms for performing
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this distribution exist, but their discussion is beyond the scope of this thesis.
There are a few other classes of operations, but all fall into one of the basic ideas
above. For example, the calculation of an average state vector at an interface node
is technically a node-to-node operation, but requires the same kinds of architectural
features as the node-to-element operations above.
A.3 Computer Memory Requirements
This section discusses the memory required by the two and three dimensional adap-
tive finite element codes. Unstructured grid codes tend to use more memory than
structured grid codes, and adaptive codes tend to use more memory than non-adaptive
codes (for the same number of nodes).
One advantage of quadrilateral or hexahedral elements is that the number of ele-
ments is approximately equal to the number of nodes. In the discussions following, a
point will refer to one element or node, depending on which is appropriate. For example,
in three dimensions the element connectivity array IC has 8 entries per element, so IC
will be referred to as requiring 8 words per point.
A.3.1 Two-Dimensional Memory Requirements
The two-dimensional code requires roughly 95 words of memory per point. Of these
95 words, 7 are used only if there is mesh embedding and adaptation. Also, there are
several quantities that are precalculated to save computational time. If all precalculated
quantities are recalculated at every iteration, an additional 14 words of memory can be
saved. Finally, about 11 more words could be eliminated at the expense of code flexibility
and readability. Thus, the memory required for the two dimensional code can range
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from about 63 words per point for a stripped-down program without embedding and
adaptation, to 95 words per point for the full, flexible code. On a 24 megabyte Alliant
with 16 megabytes of free memory, this means that problems as large 42,000 points can
be computed. This is sufficient for most inviscid problems.
A.3.2 Three-Dimensional Memory Requirements
The three-dimensional code requires roughly 118 words of memory per point. Of
these 118 words, 9 are used only if there is mesh embedding and adaptation. Recalculat-
ing all precalculated quantities would save an additional 24 words of memory. Finally,
about 10 more words could be eliminated at the expense of code flexibility and readabil-
ity. Thus, the memory required for the three-dimensional code can range from about
75 words per point for a stripped-down program without embedding and adaptation,
to 118 words per point for the full, flexible code. Although this is more memory than
required by most three-dimensional structured grid codes, it is still much lower than
the 310-610 words per point mentioned by L6hner [41]. On a 24 megabyte Alliant with
16 megabytes of free memory, this means that problems as large 33,000 points can be
computed. This is not sufficient for many three-dimensional problems. A typical three-
dimensional problem might require as many as 250,000 points, and there are examples
in the literature of problems involving well over one million points [59]. The latest gen-
eration machines from IBM and Cray, as well as many new entries into the market, can
handle these large memory requirements.
As a final note on memory requirements, the memory sizes in the latest generation
of supercomputer are becoming large enough so that the class of computable problems
is being determined more by CPU speed than by memory limitations. This is a boon
to the programmer, since it allows one to write in a clear (and hence less error-prone)
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style without worrying much about the memory requirements.
A.4 Data Structures for Adaptation
This section briefly describes the data structures used for mesh adaptation, and
discusses a few of the key operations involved in adapting and unadapting a grid. Much
of this material is common to two and three dimensions; those items that are different
are discussed following the general information about the data structure.
The main arrays in the data structure are the connectivity array IC (NODE, ELEMENT),
which contains the global node number of internal node NODE in element ELEMENT; the
the coordinate array X(COORD, NODE), which contains the coordinates of global node
NODE; and the node information array NINFO(2, NODE) which contains the nodes to the
left and right of node NODE, for use in calculating normal vectors and for calculation
of quantities at interface nodes. In three dimensions, NINFO has four entries per node,
and contains the 4 nodes that are averaged for face interfaces or the two nodes that are
averaged for edge interfaces. In three dimensions NINFO plays no part in the calculation
of surface normals. These three arrays are used by the solver.
The mesh adapter adds four arrays. The first array, IFINFO(FACE, ELEMENT), con-
tains the element adjacent to element ELEMENT on face FACE. If the face is a boundary
face, IFINFO will be less than or equal to zero. If the adjacent element is at a finer level,
then IFINFO contains the element number of the parent (in three dimensions) or either
of the bordering elements (in two dimensions). The second array, IDEPTH(ELEMENT)
contains the adaptation depth of the element. Each time an element is subdivided, its
depth increases by 1. The third array, ICREATE(ELEMENT), contains the depth at which
the element first appeared in the mesh. The fourth array, IPARENT(ELEMENT) contains
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the element from which the element was first created. If the element was on the base
grid IPARENT is zero.
While there are many operations that are performed on the data structure during
mesh adaptation, there are two which are complicated enough to warrant further expla-
nation. These operations are determining what 4 (or 8) fine elements, called children,
make up a coarse element, and determining which elements are adjacent to an element.
The former operation is the same in two and three dimensions, while the latter operation
is handled differently in two and three dimensions.
A.4.1 Finding the Children of an Element
In order to unrefine, it is necessary to.find the children of an element. This requires
one know the element "family", in which the children were all created at a certain level.
The temporary array ICHILD stores the children for a particular element. It is generated
in the following manner:
1. Search through all the elements, looking for elements with ICREATE equal to the
desired child depth.
2. When an element is found, get its parent from IPARENT.
3. Check ICHILD(1 ,PARENT). This contains the number of children of the element
found so far. Put the child element number in the ICHILD array.
4. When all elements have been searched through, go back and check the first element
of ICHILD. If it is non-zero, then set ICHILD (1, ELEMENT) = ELEMENT. The process
is complete, and ICHILD will contain the 4 (or 8) elements that resulted from a
division.
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This process requires one complete sweep through all the elements, so it is only practical
to generate this array once or twice per level. This is not a problem since the adaptation
algorithm only works with refining and unrefining elements of one depth at a time. In the
following discussions, the term "ICHILD generated for a level" means that the children
are of the desired level.
A.4.2 Finding The Adjacent Element
When an element is subdivided, it is necessary to find the elements adjacent to all
the faces in order to keep the face pointer array IFINFO correctly updated. There are
three cases: the adjacent element is at a lower (coarser) level, the adjacent element is at
the same level, or the adjacent element is at a higher (finer) level. The first two cases
are treated identically in two and three dimensions, and are trivial. In both of these
cases, the adjacent element (there is only one) is given directly in IFINFO. The difficult
case is the case in which the adjacent elements are finer.
Three Dimensions
In three dimensions, when one looks for the elements on a particular face, one needs
to know where on that face the elements are (which element on the face shares node i
on that face). As implemented, this search requires that ICHILD be generated for the
finer of the two levels. In three dimensions, IFINFO points to the parent of the adjacent
elements. The following procedure finds the 4 elements on the face FACE of element IEL:
1. Search through the 8 child elements to find the four with their IFINFO pointing
back at IEL.
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2. Once these elements have been found, search through their IC arrays to find which
elements share which nodes on the face of IEL.
3. Return the 4 element numbers.
Two Dimensions
In two dimensions without directional embedding, the same method as used in three
dimensions can be used. As the code currently stands, the hooks for directional embed-
ding are still present, so a more complicated search procedure is used. The procedure
should be amply described in the comments in the code of Appendix C.
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Appendix B
Scramjet Geometry Definition
This appendix presents the exact geometry used for the scramjet calculations of
chapter 8. Figure B.1 gives the geometry of the 2-D scramjet. Figure B.2 gives an z - y
slice of the geometry of the 3-D scramjet at z = 0, Fig. B.3 gives an z - y slice of the
geometry of the 3-D scramjet at z = 1.
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Figure B.1: Geometry of Two-Dimensional Scramjet
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Figure B.2: Geometry of Three-Dimensional Scramjet at z = 0
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Figure B.3: Geometry of Three-Dimensional Scramjet at z = 1
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Appendix C
Two-Dimensional Code Listings
This appendix contains the sources for the programs FE2D (adaptive finite element
solver), GRIDGEN (general-purpose block grid generator), and GRIDCON (4-node to
9-node grid converter). Not included are the listings of the graphics packages used by
these programs.
This program is copyrighted by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and may
not be used without a written license from MIT. For additional information, please
contact:
M.I.T. Software Center
Technology License Office
MIT Room E32-300
77 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02139
Include Files
This section lists all the include files used by the programs.
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COMMONS.INC
PARAMETER (IPROBLEMSIZE - 40000)
C COMIONS
C this is the include file for the common blocks used
C in all programs
C
C Richard Shapiro 24 Oct 1985
C Finite Element Euler code solver
C
C 3 - equation model 17 Mar 1986
C
C grid common block
C X(COORD,NODE) - mesh point coordinate of node
C IC(NODE,ELEMENT) - pointer array containing a list of nodes
C making up each element
C NINFO(INFO,NODE) - information on the particular node
C NODE type 1 or 2 (far field or solid)
C NINFO(1),NINFO(2) - points used to calculate
C inward normal, perpendicular to 1-->2
C NODE type 3 - indicates embedding interface node
C NINFO(1),NINFO(2) - points at which flux should
C be averaged to get the flux at the virtual
C node.
C
C IFINFO(IFACE.IEL) - Adjacent element pointer, 0 for non-plottable
C boundary, negative for plottable surface
C IDEPTH(IEL) - Embedded depth of an element (divided as follows:)
C RDEPTH(I,IEL)
C 1 - Horizontal depth of an element
C 2 - Vertical depth of an element
C 3 - Total depth of an element (Number of times divided)
C 4 - Effective depth of an element (max H and V depths)
C
C ICREATE(IEL) - Embedded depth of an element when it was created
C IPARENT(IEL) - Element from which the element was first derived
C
C IGINF(MAXGIN) - information about the grid
C for optimization purposes it is assumed nodes are ordered
C all nodes of type 0, all nodes of type 1. type 2, type 3
C etc.
C iginf(1) - first node of type 1
C iginf(2) - first node of type 2
C iginf(3) - first node of type 3
C iginf(4) - first node of type 4
C
C IEINF - first element of non-cartesian type
C MAXDEPTH - Maximum depth on the grid
C
C Parameters for depth types
C
INTEGER DHOR.DVER,DEFFDMAX
PARAMETER (DHOR-1)
PARAMETER (DVER-2)
PARAMETER (DMAX-3)
PARAMETER (DEFF-4)
C
C Parameters for node types
C
PARAMETER (NTFAR - 1)
PARAMETER (NTSOL - 2)
PARAMETER (NTVIR - 3)
C
C MAXNE - max nodes/element
C MAXE - max number of elements
C MAXN - max number of nodes, should be the same as MAXE
C MAXINF - max amt of additional information/node
C MAXGIN - size of IGINF
C
C ncn - number of coordinates/node (2 or 3)
C nne - nodes/element
C ne - number of elements
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C nn - number of nodes
C nrn - number of real nodes
C
PARAMETER (MAXGIN - 3)
PARAMETER (MAXINF - 2)
PARAMETER (MAXE - IPROBLEM_SIZE)
PARAMETER (MAXN - MAXE)
PARAMETER (MAXNE - 9)
PARAMETER (MAXEQA - 4)
PARAMETER (NCN - 2)
C
DIMENSION X(NCN.MAXN), IC(MAXNE,MAXE), IGINF(MAXGIN)
DIMENSION NINFO(MAXINF.MAXN),IFINFO(2*NCN,MAXE)
DIMENSION ICREATE(MAXE).IDEPTH(MAXE).IPARENT(MAXE)BYTE RDEPTH(4.MAXE)EQUIVALENCE (RDEPTH.IDEPTH)
COMMON /COORDS/ NNE.NN.NE,NRN,MAXDEPTH.IEINF,IGINF,X,IC.NINFO
COMMON /COORDS/ IPARENT.ICREATE,IDEPTH.IFINFO
C
C state vectors common block
C u(node,MAXEQA) - state vector
C k - 1 is density
C k - 2 is rho*u
C k - 3 is rho*v
C k - 4 is rho*e
C ul(node.MAXEQA) - state vector at intermediate time steps
C p(node) - pressure at node
C a(node) - speed of sound
C deltat(node) - time step used
C vin(node,MAXEQA) - smoothing used
C visl(NODE,MAXEQA) - place to store 4th differences
C resid(node,MAXEQA) - residual at node
C PGRADN(NODE) - pressure gradient switch at nodes
C
DIMENSION U(MAXN.MAXEQA) ,RESID(MAXN,MAXEQA). A(MAXN).P (MAXN)
DIMENSION DELTAT(MAXN).VIS(MAXN,MAXEQA),U1(MAXN,MAXEQA)
DIMENSION PGRADN(MAXN)
COMMON /STATES/ U,UI,P,A,DELTAT,RESID
COMMON /SMTH/ VIS.PGRADN
C
C flux vectors
C F(K.NODE.NCOORD) - flux vector for ncoord direction
C
DIMENSION F(MAXEQA,MAXN.NCN).FX(MAXEQA.MAXN),FY(MAXEQAMAXN)
COMMON /FLUX/ F
EQUIVALENCE (FX.F(1,1,1)),(FY.F(11,.2))
C
C miscellaneous useful stuff
C alpha - angle of attack, measured ccw from + X axis
C amach - inlet mach number
C gamma - ratio of specific heats
C cf 1 - the cfl number
C viscol - viscosity coeff. for pressure gradient switch
C visco2 - viscosity coeff. for 4th difference
C iter - iteration number
C IDIFFTYPE - type of spatial discretization (see CRESID.F)
C converg - convergence criterion
C UVFREE. VFREE - Free stream velocities
C NEQUA - 3 or 4 equation model
C
C FARUP - Update far field
C WALLUP - Update Wall
C AUTOTHRESH - Auto adapt thresholding
C
LOGICAL FARUP .WALLUP,AUTOTHRESH
C
PARAMETER (SQRT2 - 1.4142136)
PARAMETER (GAMMA - 1.4)
INTEGER ISMOOTH(S)
COMMON /MISC/ VISC1, ALPHA,AMACH, ITER,UVFREE,VVFREE. IDIFFTYPE
COMMON /MISC/ CFL.VISCO2.CONVERG.ISMOOTH,NEQUA,FARUP
COMMON /MISC/ WALLUP.AUTOTHRESH. POUTFLOW. SPECPOUTVIRCON
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LOGICAL VIRCON
LOGICAL SPECPOUT
C
C A set of useful quantities to save a bunch of time in the
C solution of the problem. These are quantities which are geometry-
C dependent.
C
C CWGHT(NODE) - the integrated value of the shape functions
C associated with each node over all elements
C (elements of lumped mass matrix)
C A2. A3, AS - the coefficients of r, a and rs in the expansion
C of X in natural coordinates
C B2. B3, B5 - the coefficients of r, s and rs in the expansion
C of Y in natural coordinates
C
C ANVECT(NCN,MAXN) - normal vector at the boundary nodes
C DELTAX(NODE) - geometric length associated with each node
C
DIMENSION CWGHT(MAXN). ANVECT(NCN,MAXN)
DIMENSION A2(MAXE),A3(MAXE) ,A6(MAXE)
DIMENSION B2(MAXE).B3(MAXE).B5(MAXE)
DIMENSION DELTAX(MAXN)
COMMON /GEOM/ CWGHT,ANVECT,DELTAX,A2,A3,A5,B2,B3,B5
C
C The next common block is to keep the times that
C the program spends in various places.
C
COMMON /CPUTIME/ RESIDUAL.TIME, FLUXTIME,UPDATETIME
COMMON /CPUTIME/ SMOOTHTIME.DSMOOTH_TIME.DRESIDUALTIME
C
C To deal with history files, set a maximum IOINC
C
PARAMETER (MAXIOINC=256)
C
C Adaptation stuff
C ADAPTHIGH, ADAPT-LOW - refinement/coarsen indicators
C ADAPTADJACENT - Number of adjacent elements adapt
C NUMADAPT - Number of adaptations taken
C MAXADAPT - Maximum times adaptation performed
C ADAPT_FREQUENCY - number of iteration to elapse before
C adaptation.
C ADAPTDEPTH - Maximum depth allowed
C ADAPTTHRESHOLD - Residual at which to adapt
C Adaptation is performed after every ADAPTFREQUENCY iterations
C and when the RMS residual is < ADAPTTHRESHOLD
C
C REFTHRESH and UREFTHRESH control the auto thresholding
C ADAPTDIRDEPTH is the level at which directional adaptation can
C begin. Defaults to ADAPTDEPTH - 1
C
INTEGER ADAPTADJACENT,ADAPTFREQUENCY,ADAPT_DEPTH, ADAPTSWITCH
INTEGER ADAPTDIRDEPTH
COMMON /ADPT/ ADAPTHIGH,ADAPTLOW.NUMADAPT,MAXADAPT
COMMON /ADPT/ ADAPT_FREQUENCY.ADAPT_ADJACENT.ADAPTDEPTH
COMMON /ADPT/ ADAPTTHRESHOLD.ADAPTSWITCH
COMMON /ADPT/ ADAPT_DIRDEPTH,UREFTHRESH,REFTHRESH
C
C If BDLINFLAG is true, all boundary interpolations will be linear
C otherwise, they will be cubic.
C
COMMON /INTERPOL/ BDLINFLAG
LOGICAL BDLINFLAG
C
C these are arrays used to speed things up on the
C Alliant. The first contains the number of elements
C a node belongs to. The second is a work array of
C size MAXE for some smoothing/other calculations.
C Also here are some works arrays.
C
PARAMETER (MAXLVEXCEPT - MAXN / 20)
COMMON /ALOPT/ NODEINEL (MAXN).EWORK(MAXE),ICINV1 (MAXN*MAXNE)
COMMON /ALOPT/ ICINV(MAXN*MAXNE),ICINVP(0:MAXNE),NUMVEXCEPT
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COMMON /ALOPT/ IVEXE(MAXVEXCEPT),IVEXN(MAXVEXCEPT)
COMMON /ALOPT/ WKARAY(MAXN.MAXNE)
DIMENSION NODEFLAG(MAXN),VIS1(MAXN,MAXEQA)
EQUIVALENCE (VIS1, NODEFLAG.WKARAY)
C
EMBED.INC
C
C This file contains equivalences and parameters for the grid generator
C and mesh adaptor.
C
C The main things in this file that are not in the
C FE2D include are the data structures for the adaptation
C and other working tables.
C
C NDTYP - Temporary storage for node types
C IETYP - Temporary storage for element types
C ICHILD - Temporary storage for element children array
C IADAPT - Storage for adaptation flag
C IADJAC - Storage for adjacent element adaptation
C ICORR, ICORRI - Correspondence tables for GNFIX and GEFIX
C
DIMENSION IETYP(MAXN),NDTYP(MAXN),ICORR(MAXN),ICORRI(MAXN)
DIMENSION ICHILD(2**NCN,MAXN),IADAPT(MAXN),IADJAC(MAXN)
EQUIVALENCE (A2,IETYP),(A3,NDTYP),(A6,ICORR)
EQUIVALENCE (B2,ICORRI),(B3,IADAPT),(B6,IADJAC)
EQUIVALENCE (ICHILD,F)
IOCOMMON.INC
C
C This include file contains all of the variables
C and / or namelists used to get I/O for the Finite
C Element Euler Solver
C
COMMON /FNAMES/ GRIDFILE,INFILE,OUTFILE.HISTFILE
CHARACTER*63 GRIDFILE,INFILE. OUTFILE,HISTFILE
C
C INFILE - contains paraneters for run
C OUTFILE - place to dump all the data
C HISTFILE - place to write convergence history
C GRIDFILE - input file for the grid
C
COMMON /IMISC/ IRUNT.MAXITER,IHINC.IOINC
C
C IRUNT - type of run
C 0 - normal interactive plotting
C 1 - non-interactive start from scratch
C 2 - non-interactive start from output file
C
C MAXITER - maximua number of iterations to go before stopping
C IHINC - increment between writes to history file
C IOINC - increment between writes to output file
C
VCOMMON.INC
PARAMETER (MAXVIR=5000)
COMMON /VCOM/ NVPASS.ICVIRP(0:10).ICVIR(MAXVIR),ICVIR1(MAXVIR)
GENCOM.INC
C
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C Include file for grid generator
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
DIMENSION IEDGE(MAXN-1),NINDEX(MAXN)
EQUIVALENCE (NEDGE,VIS(I1 )),(IEDGE,VIS(2,1)),(NINDEX,VIS(1,2))
Program FE2D
This is the main program for the 2-D finite element code.
C 2-d Finite element code
C
C Richard Shapiro 19 April 1985
C
C definitions of i/o units:
C 1 - input data, see subroutine GETPARMS for format
C 2 - grid file , see subroutine RGRID for format
C 6,.6 - informational i/o and error messages
C 10 - solution output (for post processing)
C 11 - max residuals every iteration (for convergence history)
C
C variables:
C see the file 'COMMONS.INC' for comments about variables used
C see the file 'IOCOMMON.FOR' for information about input
C and output parameters
C
PROGRAM FE2D
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'IOCOMMON.INC'
COMMON /AST$$$/ ASTC,ASTY
LOGICAL ASTC,ASTY
CHARACTER*64 DUMP-FILE
DIMENSION AITER(MAXIOINC), ARES(MAXIOINC),ACPU(MAXIOINC)
C
CALL INITDATA
CALL INITIALIZETIMERS
CALL TIMEIT (START_TIME)
C
C get the input data
C
ITER - 0
CALL GETPARMS
C
C Calculate the grid information, initialize cell-vertex array and
C calculate smoothing weights
C
CALL GEOMETRY
CALL INITCV
CALL CSWEIGHT
C
C See the kind of run we are doing. If a plots-only run, enter the
C plotter here.
C
IF (IRUNT.EQ.4) THEN
CALL PLOTP
STOP
ENDIF
C
IINTER = MOD(IRUNT,2)
IRESTART - IRUNT/2
C
C generate the initial guess it not a restart
C this will be the free stream condition
C
IF (IRESTART.EQ.0) THEN
CALL INIFLW (i.)
ENDIF
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Set the counters for data output. IHCOUNT is the number of
history entries saved. IPROMPT is the next iteration to prompt
after. IHNEXT and IONEXT are the times to do the next output,
IADNEXT is the time to do the next adaptation.
IHCOUNT - 0
IADNEXT - ITER + ADAPTFREQUENCY
IONEXT - ITER + IOINC
IHNEXT - ITER + IHINC
IPROMPT - 0
start the iterations and run until maxiter or convergence
CALL SETASTC
IOEND - 0
CONTINUE
Catch CTRLC and set mode to Interactive if found
IF (ASTC) IINTER - 0
check for interactive operation
IF (IINTER.EQ.O) THEN
IF (ITER.GE.IPROMPT .OR. ASTC) THEN
WRITE (6.*) ' Paused before iteration'.ITER+1
CALL SHOW-TIMES (STARTTIME)
IF (ASTC) CALL SETASTC
prompt user for selection
WRITE (6.*) * Enter selection:'
WRITE (6,*) ' 1 - Enter plot package'
WRITE (6.*) ' 2 - Set next breakpoint'
WRITE (6,*) ' 3 - Dump data'
WRITE (6.*) ' 4 - Load data'
WRITE (6.*) ' 5 - Change parameters'
WRITE (6,*) ' 6 - Re-initialize field'
WRITE (6,*) ' 7 - Show parameters'
WRITE (6,*) ' 8 - Dump primitive variables'
WRITE (6.*) " 9 - Adapt mesh'
WRITE (6.*) ' 0 - quit program'
READ (5,*,IOSTAT=IOSTAT) ISEL
IF (IOSTAT.LT.O) THEN
IOEND - IOEND + 1
IF (IOEND.GT.3) STOP ' Emergency Stop!'
ENDIF
IF (IOSTAT) 200,110,101
IF (ISEL.LT.0 .OR. ISEL .GT. 9) GOTO 101
IOEND - 0
IF (ISEL.EQ.7) CALL SHOPARMS
IF (ISEL.EQ.O) THEN
STOP ' Terminated by user.'
C enter plot packge
ELSE IF (ISEL.EQ.1) THEN
CALL HWRITE (AITER,ARES,ACPU, IHCOUNT)
CALL PLOTP
GOTO 101
C set next breakpoint
ELSE IF (ISEL.EQ.2) THEN
WRITE (6.*) ' Enter iteration
READ (5.6*,.ERR-1O1) IPROMPT
GOTO 100
to stop after:'
C save or load data
ELSE IF (ISEL.EQ.3) THEN
CALL DUMPDATA
CALL HWRITE (AITER,ARES,ACPU, IHCOUNT)
ELSE IF (ISEL .EQ. 4) THEN
CALL LOADDATA
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C
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C
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C
CALL SHOPARMS
ELSE IF (ISEL.EQ.5) THEN
CALL CHANGEPARMS
ELSE IF (ISEL.EQ.6) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter amount of V'
READ (5,*,ERR10O1) UNIFL
CALL INIFLW (UNIFL)
ELSE IF (ISEL.EQ.8) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter dump file name:'
READ (5, (A64)') DUMP.FILE
CALL DPRIMV (DUMPFILE)
ELSE IF (ISEL.EQ.9) THEN
CALL FLUXES(U)
CALL ADAPT
WRITE (6,6010) NN,NE
ENDIF
GOTO 101
ENDIF
ENDIF
C
C Do a time step
C
CALL UPDATE(AMAXR,AMAXR1, NEQM,NRESM)
C
C Save the residuals and iteration number for later write
C to files. IHCOUNT has the number of saved iteration/residual
C pairs to be output to the history file
C
IF (ITER.GE.IHNEXT) THEN
IHCOUNT - IHCOUNT + I
AITER(IHCOUNT) - ITER
ARES(IHCOUNT) - AMAXR
CALL TIMEIT (ENDTIME)
ACPU(IHCOUNT) - ENDTIME - STARTTIME
WRITE (6,6003) ITER,AMAXR,AMAXR1 ,X(I,NRESM),
& X(2,NRESM)
C WRITE (6,6003) ITER,AMAXR,AMAXR1
IHNEXT - IHNEXT + IHINC
ENDIF
IF (ITER.GE.IONEXT) THEN
CALL DUMPDATA
IONEXT = IONEXT + IOINC
CALL HWRITE (AITER,ARES,ACPU, IHCOUNT)
ENDIF
IF (ITER.GE.IADNEXT .AND. MAXADAPT.GT.NUMADAPT
& .AND. AMAXR.LT.ADAPT_THRESHOLD) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' ADAPTING MESH'
CALL ADAPT
WRITE (6.6010) NN,NE
IADNEXT - ITER + ADAPTFREqUENCY
ENDIF
6010 FORMAT (' New mesh has',I6,' nodes and',I6,' elements.')
C6003 FORMAT (' Iteration',I5,', RMS -',G11.3,' MAX -',G11.3)
6003 FORMAT (' Iteration',IS,', RMS -',G11.3,' MAX '
& G11.3,' at (',F7.3,',',F7.3.')')
C
C check for convergence
C
IF (AMAXR.LE.CONVERG) THEN
WRITE (6,6002) ITER
GOTO 200
ENDIF
6002 FORMAT(' Convergence in',I5,' iterations.')
IF (ITER.LE.MAXITER) GOTO 100
C
C note that no convergence
C
WRITE (6,6001) MAXITER
6001 FORMAT (' *** FE2D no convergence in',I5,' iterations.')
C
C write things to the output file
C
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200 CONTINUE
C
CALL DUMPDATA
CALL WRITE (AITER,ARES,ACPU, IHCOUNT)
C
C If we are in interactive mode, return to prompt
C
IF (IINTER.EQ.O) THEN
IPROMPT - 0
GOTO 100
ENDIF
CALL SHOW.TIMES (STARTTIME)
C all done
STOP ' Run completed.'
END
C
C**************************************
C
SUBROUTINE HWRITE (AITER.ARES,ACPU, ICOUNT)
INCLUDE 'IOCOMMON.INC'
DIMENSION AITER(*).ARES(*),ACPU(*)
CALL HISTOPEN ('APPEND'.'OLD')
DO 10 I - 1,ICOUNT
WRITE (11) AITER(I),ARES(I).ACPU(I)
10 CONTINUE
CLOSE (11)
ICOUNT - 0
RETURN
END
Program GRIDGEN2
This is the 2-D grid generator.
C 2-d block grid generator
C Richard Shapiro 18 November 1986
C
C This program is a block grid generator for FE2D. The user
C creates a file which describes the blocks, and assigns the
C file to unit 1.
C
C Format of the input file
C
C The input file is a free-format file with the following rules:
C 1) Each field must be separated by a space, comma or tab
C 2) Any line beginning with a * is a comment line
C 3) Only the first 12 characters of <name> are significant
C 4) Case is not important
C
C The following keywords are available:
C
C SCALE <scale-factor> <Optional X origin> <Optional Y origin>
C A global scale factor for the grid, with re-origin
C
C GRID file-name (64 characters)
C The the grid file name.
C
C TYPE <name> <boundary condition number>
C Assigns type keywords to boundary conditions.
C
C DIVISION <name> <number>
C Assigns name to number for use in division statements
C
C SURFACE <name> <number>
C Assigns surface names to surface numbers. A surface number
C -0 is a non-plottable boundary surface, a surface
C number >0 is a non-boundary surface, and a surface number
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<0 is a plottable boundary surface.
C
C KEYPOINTS / ENDKEYPOINTS
C
C Valid keywords are LINEX, LINEY, LINE for now. All require
C two keypoint names following, and then a real number.
C Also, one can say POLAR r, theta <origin key point>
C
C Begin/End keypoint definitions. A keypoint consists
C of the a name followed by its X and Y coordinates.
C Ex:
C KEYPOINTS
C 1 1. 1. (make keypoint "i" have coordinates (1,1))
C FO0 3. 0. (make keypoint "FOO" have coordinates (3,0))
C ENDKEYPOINTS
C
C BLOCK <name> <x division name> <y division name> 4 <corner names>
C Generate a block. The following modifiers apply to a the
C preceding BLOCK:
C
C CURVE <surface number> <keypoint> <keypoint> ...
C Define a cubic surface.
C FACE <surface number> <surface name> <type name> .....
C Define the block surfaces. Defaults to interior face (1)
C CORNER <corner number> <surface number (1-4)> <type name>
C Makes a corner node lie on a surface and be of type
C <type name>. Defaults to interior surface, normal node.
C
C NOADAPT - Prevent adaptation
C END (optional)
C End of the file.
C
C************
C
C The program first scans the input file and does all SURFACE, TYPE,
C DIVISION, GRID and KEYPOINTS processing. It then reads through
C the file a second time, generating internal arrays for the blocks.
C The blocks are then generated, and the grid is plotted to
C allow interactive modification.
C
PROGRAM GRIDGEN
INCLUDE 'GENCOM.INC'
C
C Arrays for making the blocks
C
PARAMETER (MAXBLOCK-612)
PARAMETER (MAXKEY-1024)
DIMENSION XKEYPOINT(MAXKEY) .YKEYPOINT(MAXKEY) ,KEYPOINT(MAXKEY)
CHARACTER*12 KPNAME(MAXKEY), SURFNAME(100). TYPENAME(25)
CHARACTER*12 DIVNAME(MAXBLOCK)
DIMENSION ISURFNUM(100),ITYPENUM(25) IDIVNUM(MAXBLOCK)
DIMENSION XKEY(12),YKEY(12) ,ICORNERTYPE(4),ISURFNUM(4)
DIMENSION ICORNERSURFACE (4) .ISURFTYPE(4)
CHARACTER*80 INLINE.GRIDFILE,TEMPLINE,PLTI,IL1,INFILE
CHARACTER*1 ANSWER
CHARACTER*12 WORD1.WORD2, BLOCKNAME,WORD3, WORD4,WORD5
C
C Initialize everything that needs it
C
ORGX - 0.
ORGY - 0.
SF - 1.
NUMSURF - 0
NUMKEY - 0
NUMTYPE - 0
NUMDIV - 0
IBLOCKS - 0
NNE - 4
C
C Open the input file
C
WRITE (6,*) Enter input file name:'
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READ (5,'(A)') INFILE
OPEN (,8STATUS-'OLD',FILE-INFILE)
C
C Scan the input file once through, doing any type definitions we
C need to do.
C
REWIND(1)
1001 FORMAT (A)
10 CONTINUE
READ (1,1001,END-100) ILl
C
C Check for comment, echo if found
C
INLINE - ILl
IF (INLINE(1:1) .EQ. '**) THEN
WRITE (6,1001) INLINE
GOTO 10
ENDIF
C
C Check for name definitions like SURFACE, TYPE, DIVISION, or
C GRID
C
CALL STRPREP (INLINE)
C write (6,*) inline
CALL STRWORD (WORD1,.INLINE)
TEMPLINE - INLINE
C
IF (WORDI.EQ.'GRID') THEN
I -5
DO WHILE (ILI(I:I).EQ.' ' .AND. I.LT.LEN(IL1))
I I +1
ENDDO
GRIDFILE = IL1(I:)
GOTO 10
ELSE IF (WORD1.EQ.'SURFACE') THEN
CALL ASSIGNNAMES (TEMPLINE,SURFNAME,ISURFNUM,NUMSURF. 100)
GOTO 10
ELSE IF (WORD1.EQ. 'TYPE') THEN
CALL ASSIGNNAMES (TEMPLINE,TYPENAME, ITYPENUM,NUMTYPE,25)
GOTO 10
ELSE IF (WORD1.EQ.'DIVISION') THEN
CALL ASSIGNNAMES (TEMPLINE,DIVNAME,IDIVNUM,NUMDIV,MAXBLOCK)
GOTO 10
ELSE IF (WORD1.EQ.'SCALE') THEN
SFNEW - STRREAL (INLINE,IERR)
IF (IERR.EQ.0) THEN
SF - SFNEW
OXNEW - STRREAL (INLINE,IERR)
IF (IERR.EQ.0) OYNEW - STRREAL (INLINE,IERR1)
IF (IERR.EQ.0 .AND. IERRI.EQ.0) THEN
ORGX - OXNEW
ORGY - OYNEW
ENDIF
ENDIF
GOTO 10
C
C Check for and do the keypoint definitions
C
ELSE IF (WORDI.EQ. 'KEYPOINTS') THEN
20 READ (1.1001) INLINE
IF (INLINE(1:1) .EQ. '*') THEN
WRITE (6,*) INLINE
GOTO 20
ENDIF
CALL STRPREP (INLINE)
TEMPLINE - INLINE
CALL STRWORD (WORD1,INLINE)
IF (WORDI.EQ.'ENDKEYPOINTS') GOTO 10
C
C Check for number or keyword
C
XC - STRREAL (INLINE,IERRX)
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IF (IERRX.NE.O) CALL STRWORD (WORD2,INLINE)
IF (IERRX.EQ.0) THEN
YC - STRREAL (INLINE,IERRY)
IF (IERRY.NE.O) GOTO 22
C
C Valid keywords are LINEX, LINEY, LINE for now. All require
C two keypoint names following, and then a real number.
C
ELSE IF (WORD2(1:4).EQ.'LINE') THEN
CALL STRWORD (WORD3,INLINE)
CALL STRWORD (WORD4,INLINE)
FRAC - STRREAL (INLINE,IERR)
CALL MATCH_NAME (WORD3,KPNAME,KEYPOINT,
& NUMKEY,KP1,IFOUNDi)
CALL MATCH_NAME (WORD4,KPNAME,KEYPOINT,
& NUMKEY,KP2,IFOUND2)
IF (IFOUND2.NE.O.OR.IFOUND1.NE.O.OR.IE0R. NE.O) GOTO 22
C
C Generate the x and y coordinates
C
IF (WORD2(5:5).EQ.'X') THEN
XC - FRAC
YFRAC - (XC - XKEYPOINT(KP1)) /
& (XKEYPOINT(KP2) - XKEYPOINT(KPI))
YC - (YKEYPOINT(KP2) - YKEYPOINT(KPI))*YFRAC
& + YKEYPOINT(KP1)
ELSE IF (WORD2(5:5).EQ.'Y') THEN
YC - FRAC
XFRAC - (YC - YKEYPOINT(KP2)) /
& (YKEYPOINT(KP2) - YKEYPOINT(KP1))
XC - (XKEYPOINT(KP2) - XKEYPOINT(KPI))*XFRAC
& + XKEYPOINT(KP1)
ELSE
XC - (XKEYPOINT(KP2) - XKEYPOINT(KP1))*FRAC
k + XKEYPOINT(KPI)
YC - (YKEYPOINT(KP2) - YKEYPOINT(KPI))*FRAC
& + YKEYPOINT(KP1)
ENDIF
ELSE IF (WORD2(1:5) .EQ. 'POLAR') THEN
R - STRREAL (INLINE,IERR1)
THETA - STRREAL (INLINE,IERR2)
CALL STRWORD (WORD3,INLINE)
CALL MATCHNAME (WORD3, KPNAME,KEYPOINT,
& NUMKEY,KP1,IFOUND1)
IF (IFOUNDI.NE.O.OR.IERR2.NE.O.OR.IERR1.NE.O) GOTO 22
XC - XKEYPOINT(KP1) + R*COSD(THETA)
YC - YKEYPOINT(KP1) + R*SIND(THETA)
ENDIF
CALL MATCHNAME (WORDI.,KPNAME, KEYPOINT,NUMKEY, IVALUE, IFOUND)
IF (IFOUND.EQ.0) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Warning: attempted redefinition of
a 'keypoint ',WORD1,' ignored'
GOTO 20
ENDIF
NUMKEY - NUMKEY + I
KPNAME(NUMKEY) - WORDI
KEYPOINT(NUMKEY) = NUMKEY
XKEYPOINT(NUMKEY) = XC
YKEYPOINT(NUMKEY) - YC
GOTO 20
C
C Keypoint error
C
22 WRITE (6,*) ' Error reading keypoint values'
WRITE (6,*) TEMPLINE
GOTO 20
ELSE IF (WORDI.EQ. 'END') THEN
GOTO 100
ENDIF
GOTO 10
C
C Start the second pass, looking for BLOCK keywords
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C
100 CONTINUE
C
C First step is to rescale all keypoints
C
DO I - 1.NUMKEY
XKEYPOINT(I) - SF*(XKEYPOINT(I) - ORGX)
YKEYPOINT(I) - SF*(YKEYPOINT(I) - ORGY)
ENDDO
C
NE - 0
NN - 0
DO I - 1,MAXN
NINFO(1,I) - 0
NINFO(2,I) - 0
ENDDO
REWIND (1)
200 CONTINUE
READ (1,1001,END-300) INLINE
IF (INLINE(1:1) .EQ. '*') GOTO 200
C
C The following interesting stuff at lines 200 - 201
C allows re-processing of a line without re-reading it,
C since BACKSPACE is a horribly slow operation.
C
CALL STRPREP(INLINE)
CALL STRWORD(WORDI,INLINE)
201 CONTINUE
C
C BLOCK and END are the only keywords I care about here
C
IF (WORDI.EQ.'END') GOTO 300
IF (WORD1.NE. 'BLOCK') GOTO 200
C
C Begin processing of the BLOCK keyword.
C First, get the divisions and the 4 corner points
C
IBLOCK.TYPE - 1
CALL STRWORD (BLOCKNAME,INLINE)
CALL STRWORD (WORD1,INLINE)
CALL STRWORD (WORD2,INLINE)
CALL MATCH-NAME (WORDI,DIVNAME, IDIVNUM, NUMDIV,NUMX, IFOUNDI)
CALL MATCH_NAME (WORD2,DIVNAME, IDIVNUM,NUMDIV, NUMY, IFOUND2)
IF (IFOUNDI.EQ.I.OR.IFOUND2.EQ.1) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Error: DIVISION name not valid in block
& BLOCK_NAME,' Block not generated.'
GOTO 200
ENDIF
C
DO ICORN - 1,4
CALL STRWORD (WORDI,INLINE)
CALL MATCH.NAME (WORD1,KPNAME,KEYPOINT,NUMKEY,KPNUM, IFOUND)
IF (IFOUND.NE.O) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Error: Missing corner keypoint in block
k BLOCKNAME,' Block not generated.'
GOTO 200
ENDIF
XKEY (ICORN) - XKEYPOINT (KPNUM)
YKEY (ICORN) - YKEYPOINT (KPNUM)
ENDDO
C
C Now generate the default stuff for the block. In particular
C make keypoints 5-12 lie along appropriate straight lines.
C
DO I - 1.4
ICORNERTYPE (I) - -1
ISURFTYPE (I) - 0
ISURFNUM (I) - 1
ICORNERSURFACE(I) - 0
NEXT - I + 1
IF (NEXT.EQ.6) NEXT - 1
XKEY(3 + 2*1) - (2*XKEY(I) + XKEY(NEXT)) / 3.
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YKEY(3 + 2*I) - (2*YKEY(I) + YKEY(NEXT)) / 3.
XKEY(4 + 2*1I) - (XKEY(I) + 2*XKEY(NEXT)) / 3.
YKEY(4 + 2*1) - (YKEY(I) + 2*YKEY(NEXT)) / 3.
ENDDO
C
C Now look for special cases
C
250 READ (1,i001,END-270) INLINE
IF (INLINE(1:1) .EQ. '*') GOTO 250
CALL STRPREP (INLINE)
CALL STRWORD (WORDI,INLINE)
C
C If we find a BLOCK or END keyword, generate the current block
C and continue on.
C
IF (WORD1.EQ.'BLOCK' .OR. WORD1.EQ.'END') GOTO 270
C
C Check for the CURVE, SURFACE or CORNER keywords
C
IF (WORD1.EQ. 'CURVE') THEN
251 ISN - ISTRINT (INLINE,IERR)
IF (IERR.EQ.1) GOTO 250
IF (IERR.EQ.2 .OR. ISN.LT.1 .OR. ISN .GT. 4) THEN
WRITE (6,*) * Warning: Bad CURVE card in block ',BLOCKNAME
GOTO 250
ENDIF
C
C Get the two keypoints following
C
C first point
CALL STRWORD (WORD2,INLINE)
CALL MATCHNAME (WORD2,KPNAME, KEYPOINT,NUMKEY, KPNUM, IFOUND)
IF (IFOUND.NE.0) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Warning: Missing curve keypoint in block
& BLOCKNAME
GOTO 250
ENDIF
XKEY (3+2*ISN) - XKEYPOINT (KPNUM)
YKEY (3+2*ISN) - YKEYPOINT (KPNUM)
C second point
CALL STRWORD (WORD2,INLINE)
CALL MATCHNAME (WORD2,KPNAME, KEYPOINT,NUMKEY, KPNUM, IFOUND)
IF (IFOUND.NE.0) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Warning: Missing curve keypoint in block '
A BLOCKNAME
GOTO 250
ENDIF
XKEY (4+2*ISN) - XKEYPOINT (KPNUM)
YKEY (4+2*ISN) - YKEYPOINT (KPNUM)
C continue along the card
GOTO 251
C
C
ELSE IF (WORD1.EQ.'FACE') THEN
C
C Process name / face / type
C
252 ISN - ISTRINT (INLINE,IERR)
IF (IERR.EQ.1) GOTO 250
IF (IERR.EQ.2 .OR. ISN.LT.1 .OR. ISN .GT. 4) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Warning: Bad FACE card in block ',BLOCKNAME
GOTO 250
ENDIF
C
C Get the surface number following
C
CALL STRWORD (WORD2,INLINE)
CALL MATCHNAME (WORD2 SURFNAME, ISURFNUM,NUMSURF,ISF, IFOUND)
IF (IFOUND.Eq.1) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Warning: Missing face name in block ',
& BLOCKNAME
GOTO 250
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ENDIF
ISURFNUM (ISN) - ISF
C
C Get the type number following
C
CALL STRWORD (WORD2,INLINE)
CALL MATCHNAME (WORD2,TYPENAME, ITYPENUM, NUMTYPE, IST, IFOUND)
IF (IFOUND.EQ.1) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Warning: Missing type name in block ',
k BLOCKNAME
GOTO 250
ENDIF
ISURFTYPE(ISN) - IST
GOTO 252
C
C
C do the corner / surface number / type triples
C
ELSE IF (WORD1.Eq. 'CORNER') THEN
253 ISN - ISTRINT (INLINE,IERR)
IF (IERR.EQ.1) GOTO 250
IF (IERR.EQ.2 .OR. ISN.LT.1 .OR. ISN .GT. 4) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Warning: Bad CORNER card in block ',BLOCK_NAME
GOTO 250
ENDIF
C
C Get the surface number following
C
ISF - ISTRINT (INLINE,IERR)
IF (IERR.NE.O .OR. ISF.GT.4 .OR. ISF.LT.1) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Warning: Missing face number in block '
& BLOCK_NAME
GOTO 250
ENDIF
ICORNERSURFACE (ISN) - ISF
C
C Get the type number following
C
CALL STRWORD (WORD2,INLINE)
CALL MATCHNAME (WORD2,TYPENAME, ITYPENUM,NUMTYPE, IST, IFOUND)
IF (IFOUND.EQ.1) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Warning: Missing type name in block
& BLOCKNAME
GOTO 250
ENDIF
ICORNERTYPE (ISN) - IST
GOTO 253
C
C
ELSE IF (WORDI.EQ. 'NOADAPT') THEN
IBLOCKTYPE - 2
ENDIF
GOTO 250
270 CONTINUE
C
C Generate the block
C
WRITE (6,*) * Generating block ',BLOCKNAME
IF (IBLOCKS.EQ.1) THEN
CALL GENBLOCK (XKEY,YKEY, ISURFNUM, ISURFTYPE,
& ICORNERSURFACEICORNERTYPE, 1,1,BLOCKNAME,IBLOCKTYPE)
ELSE
CALL GENBLOCK (XKEY,YKEY, ISURFNUM, ISURFTYPE,
& ICORNER_SURFACE,ICORNERTYPE, NUMX,NUMY, BLOCKNAME
& IBLOCK.TYPE)
ENDIF
C
GOTO 201
300 CONTINUE
C CLOSE (1)
C
C Set the NINFO for nodes belonging only to 1 block so that
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C the normals are correctly calculated. The mystery node will just be
C the node itself.
DO I - 1,NN
IF (NINFO(1,I).EQ.O .AND. NINFO(2,I).NE.O)
IF (NINFO(2,I).EQ.0 .AND. NINFO(1,I).NE.O)
ENDDO
Grid generated, now post process
CALL GENSURF
WRITE (6,*) ' Surfaces Generated'
CALL CCNVECT
WRITE (PLT1,6006) NE,NN
6006 FORMAT('X'Y"',I6,' ELEMENTS,',I7,' NODES.')
CALL GRINIT (5,6,' 2-D GRID GENERATOR')
999 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,*) ' Main Menu'
WRITE (6,*) ' --------- '
WRITE (6,*) ' I - Write grid and exit'
WRITE (6,*) ' 2 - Generate blocks only'
WRITE (6,*) ' 3 - Alter divisions'
WRITE (6,*) ' 4 - Regenerate grid'
WRITE (6,*) ' 5 - Plot grid'
WRITE (6,*) ' 0 - Quit'
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter number:'
READ (6,*) MENU
IF (MENU.EQ.0) STOP ' Terminated by user'
IF (MENU.EQ.1) THEN
NINFO(1,I) = I
NINFO(2,I) = I
Renumber nodes end elements suitably and write it
CALL GNFIX
CALL GEFIX
CALL WGRID(GRIDFILE)
ELSEIF (MENU.EQ.2) THEN
IBLOCKS - 1
OPEN (I,STATUS-'OLD'.FILE=INFILE)
GOTO 100
ELSEIF (MENU.EQ.3) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter division name (null to end)'
READ (6,1001) WORDI
IF (WORD1.EQ.' ') GOTO 999
CALL STRPREP (WORD1)
DO I - 1,NUMDIV
IF (DIVNAME(I).EQ.WORD1) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Old value:' IDIVNUM(I)
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter new value:'
READ (65,*,ERR=996) NEWVAL
IDIVNUM(I) - NEWVAL
GOTO 996
ENDIF
ENDDO
WRITE (6,*) ' Name not found'
GOTO 9956
ELSEIF (MENU.EQ.4) THEN
IBLOCKS - 0
GOTO 100
ELSEIF (MENU.EQ.5) THEN
CALL GRIDGRAF
ELSE
GOTO 999
ENDIF
GOTO 999
END
C***********************************************************************
C Subroutine to generate a grid in a keypointed block.
C subroutine is passed the following:
C
C ****** INPUTS ******
XKEY(12),YKEY(12) - list of 12 "key points" which
define the sides of the block.
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C NSURF(4) - the surface numbers for the block faces.
C NSURFT(4) - type of nodes to go on a particular surface
C ICNODES(4) - the surface number IN THE BLOCK for each of the
C 4 corner nodes. If this number - 0, the node will be
C a normal node.
C ICTYPE(4) - node type for a corner node. If =-1, node is given type
C of the surface it lies on.
C BLOCKNAME - name of the block
C
C Keypoints and surfaces are numbered as follows:
C
C 3
C 4----10- --9----3
C
C ! !
C 11 8
C 4 !
C 2
C 12 7
C
C !
C 1----- ---- 6--- 2
C 1
C
C NUMX - number of divisions in the X direction
C NUMY - number of divisions in the Y direction
C
C ******** OUTPUTS ********
C
C IC (4,*) - Connectivity matrix created
C X(2,*) - Coordinates of the nodes created
C IFINFO (4,*) - surface pointer (-1 for internal surface)
C NINFO(2,*) - nodes to left and right of a surface node.
C NE - number of elements created
C NN - Number of nodes created
C
SUBROUTINE GENBLOCK (XKEY,YKEY,NSURF, NSURFT,ICNODES,ICTYPE.
& NUMX,NUMY,BLOCK.NAME,IBLOCKTYPE)
C
C
INCLUDE 'GENCOM.INC'
CHARACTER*(*) BLOCK_NAME
DIMENSION XKEY(12).YKEY(12) ,NSURF(4) .NSURFT(4), ICNODES(4)
DIMENSION ICTYPE(4)
C
C generate the points
C
NPX - 1 + NUMX
NPY = 1 + NUMY
C
C First do all the (easy) interior nodes.
C
DO 10 J - 1,NUMY-1
DO 10 I - 1,NUMX-1
R - 2*FLOAT(I)/FLOAT(NUMX) - 1.
S - 2*FLOAT(J)/FLOAT(NUMY) - 1.
CALL GCOORD(R,S,XKEY,YKEY,XNEW,YNEW)
NN - NN + 1
NINDEX(NPX*J + I + 1) = NN
X(1,NN) - XNEW
X(2,NN) - YNEW
NDTYP(NN) - 0
10 CONTINUE
C
C Generate nodes along lower and upper surfaces
C
DO 12 I - O,NUMX
R - 2*FLOAT(I) / FLOAT(NUMX) - 1
CALL GCOORD(R,-.,.XKEY,'YKEY,XNEW,YNEW)
CALL NEWSNODE (XNEW.YNEW.NSURFT(1),NEWNUM)
NINDEX(I+I) - NEWNUM
CALL GCOORD(R,1.,XKEY, YKEY,XNNEW )
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CALL NEWSNODE (XNEW.,YNEW. NSURFT(3),NEWNUM)
NINDEX(NUMY*NPX+I+I) - NEWNUM
CONTINUE
Generate nodes along left and right surfaces
DO 14 I - 1.NUMY-1
S - 2*FLOAT(I) / FLOAT(NUMY) - 1
CALL GCOORD(-1.,S,.XKEY,YKEY,XNEW.YNEW)
CALL NEWSNODE (XNEW,YNEW.NSURFT(4),NEWNUM)
NINDEX(I*NPX+1) - NEWNUM
CALL GCOORD(1..S,XKEY,YKEY,XNEW,YNEW)
CALL NEWSNODE (XNEW,YNEW, NSURFT(2) NEWNUM)
NINDEX((I+1)*NPX) - NEWNUM
CONTINUE
Generate connectivities and clear surface information
DO I - 1,4
RDEPTH(I,1) - 1
ENDDO
ICONSTD = IDEPTH(1)
DO 30 J - 1,NUMY
DO 30 I - 1,NUMX
IEL - I + (J-1)*NUMX
IEL1 - IEL + NE
ISTART - IEL + J - 1
IC(1,IEL1) - NINDEX(ISTARK
IC(2,IEL1) - NINDEX(ISTAR1
IC(3,IEL1) - NINDEX(ISTARW
IC(4.IEL1) - NINDEX(ISTARK
IDEPTH(IEL1) = ICONSTD
ICREATE(IEL1) = I
IPARENT(IELI) - 0
IETYP(IEL1) - IBLOCKTYPE
DO 30 K - 1.4
IFINFO (K.IEL1) - 1
CONTINUE
r)
1)
NPX +
NPX)
Generate surface information
First do the elements along surfaces 1 and 3
DO 40 I - 1.NUMX
IFINFO(1,I+NE) = NSURF(1)
IFINFO(3,I+NE+NUMX*(NUMY - 1)) = NSURF(3)
CONTINUE
Next, do the elements along surfaces 2 and 4
DO 50 I - 1,NUMY
IFINFO(2,I*NUMX + NE) - NSURF(2)
IFINFO(4,1+(I-1)*NUMX + NE) - NSURF(4)
50 CONTINUE
Generate NINFO for all the surface nodes except at the corners.
These are set to make inward pointing normals.
DO 60 I - 2.NUMX
NINFO(I.NINDEX(I)) - NINDEX(I - 1)
NINFO(2.NINDEX(I)) - NINDEX(I + 1)
INODE - NPX*NPY + 1 - I
NINFO(1,NINDEX(INODE)) - NINDEX(INODE + 1)
NINFO(2,NINDEX(INODE)) - NINDEX(INODE - 1)
60 CONTINUE
DO 70 I - 2.NUMY
NNODE1 -= + (I-1)*NPX
NNODE2 - I*NPX
NODE1 - NINDEX(NNODE1)
NODE2 - NINDEX(NNODE2)
NINFO(1,NODE1) - NINDEX(NNODE1 + NPX)
NINFO(2.NODE1) - NINDEX(NNODE1 - NPX)
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NINFO(1,NODE2) - NINDEX(NNODE2 - NPX)
NINFO(2,NODE2) - NINDEX(NNODE2 + NPX)
70 CONTINUE
C
C Do the 4 corner nodes. We only have to do the information in the
C block, since the other information will be generated when the
C rest of the things are done. We also check here to see
C which surface the adjacent node should be from.
C It would be nice to check across blocks,
C but this is not really feasible since at place like a leading
C edge, the node may not belong to the same surface to the left
C and to the right.
C
Ni - 1
N2 - NPX
N3 - NPX*NPY
N4 - NPX*NPY - NPX + 1
C
C Assign nodes to surfaces and assign temporary types as if
C the corner types were unspecified.
C
IF (ICNODES(1) .EQ. 1) THEN
NINFO(2,NINDEX(N1)) - NINDEX(2)
NDTYP(NINDEX(NI)) - NSURFT(1)
ELSE IF (ICNODES(1).EQ.4) THEN
NDTYP(NINDEX(N1)) - NSURFT(4)
NINFO(1,NINDEX(N1)) - NINDEX(NPX + 1)
ELSE IF (ICNODES(1).EQ.O) THEN
c NDTYP(NINDEX(N1)) - 0
ELSE
WRITE (6,6001) 1,BLOCKNAME
ENDIF
6001 FORMAT (' *** Bad surface code for corner',I2,' in block ',A)
C
IF (ICNODES(2) .EQ. 2) THEN
NINFO(2,NINDEX(N2)) - NINDEX(N2 + NPX)
NDTYP(NINDEX(N2)) - NSURFT(2)
ELSE IF (ICNODES(2).EQ.1) THEN
NDTYP(NINDEX(N2)) - NSURFT(1)
NINFO(I,NINDEX(N2)) - NINDEX(N2-1)
ELSE IF (ICNODES(2).EQ.O) THEN
c NDTYP(NINDEX(N2)) - 0
ELSE
WRITE (6,6001) 2,BLOCKNAME
ENDIF
C
IF (ICNODES(3) .EQ. 3) THEN
NDTYP(NINDEX(N3)) - NSURFT(3)
NINFO(2,NINDEX(N3)) - NINDEX(N3-1)
ELSE IF (ICNODES(3).EQ.2) THEN
NDTYP(NINDEX(N3)) - NSURFT(2)
NINFO(1,NINDEX(N3)) - NINDEX(N3-NPX)
ELSE IF (ICNODES(3).EQ.O) THEN
c NDTYP(NINDEX(N3)) - 0
ELSE
WRITE (6,6001) 3,BLOCKNAME
ENDIF
C
IF (ICNODES(4) .EQ. 4) THEN
NDTYP(NINDEX(N4)) - NSURFT(4)
NINFO(2,NINDEX(N4)) - NINDEX(N4 - NPX)
ELSE IF (ICNODES(4).EQ.3) THEN
NDTYP(NINDEX(N4)) - NSURFT(3)
NINFO(1.NINDEX(N4)) - NINDEX(N4+1)
ELSE IF (ICNODES(4).EQ.0) THEN
c NDTYP(NINDEX(N4)) - 0
ELSE
WRITE (6,6001) 4,BLOCKNAME
ENDIF
C
C Do the node types as really assigned
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IF (ICTYPE(1).NE.-1) NDTYP(NINDEX(N1)) - ICTYPE (i)
IF (ICTYPE(2).NE.-I) NDTYP(NINDEX(N2)) - ICTYPE (2)
IF (ICTYPE(3).NE.-1) NDTYP(NINDEX(N3)) - ICTYPE (3)
IF (ICTYPE(4).NE.-1) NDTYP(NINDEX(N4)) - ICTYPE (4)
C
C Update the number of elements
C
NE - NE + NUMX*NUMY
RETURN
END
C
C
C Generate new surface nodes
C
C XNEW,YNEW - coordinates of the new node
C NODETYPE - Type for the node
C NEWNUM - the number of the created node
C
C
SUBROUTINE NEWSNODE (XNEW.YNEW. NODETYPE.NEWNUM)
INCLUDE 'GENCOM.INC'
C
C Check for a new node by searching all previous edge nodes
C
DIST -= .E20
DO 10 I - 1,NEDGE
X1 - X(1,IEDGE(I))
Y1 - X(2,IEDGE(I))
D - (XI-XNEW)**2 + (Y1-YNEW)**2
IF (D.LT.DIST) THEN
NEWNUM - IEDGE(I)
DIST - D
ENDIF
10 CONTINUE
C
C See if this is a close enough for a merge
C
IF (DIST.LT.1.E-9) RETURN
c
C Create a new node
C
NN - NN + 1
NEWNUM - NN
X(1,NN) = XNEW
X(2.NN) - YNEW
NDTYP(NN) - NODETYPE
NEDGE = NEDGE + 1
IEDGE(NEDGE) - NN
RETURN
END
C*********$**************~*$***f**** *•**
C
SUBROUTINE GCOORD(R,S,XKEY,YKEY,XNEW•,YNEW)
C generate coordinates of point (R,S) in the block
DIMENSION SH(12),XKEY(12),YKEY(12)
CALL BICUBIC (R,S,SH)
XNEW - 0.
YNEW - 0.
DO 20 K - 1,12
XNEW - XNEW + SH(K)*XKEY(K)
YNEW - YNEW + SH(K)*YKEY(K)
20 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C Evaluate the bicubic shape functions at the point (r,s)
C in the region [-1,1]x[-1.1]
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SUBROUTINE BICUBIC(R,S, SH)
DIMENSION SH(12)
C
C Compute some useful quantities
C
OMR - 1 - R
OMS - 1 - S
OPR - 1 + R
OPS - 1 + S
C1 - 1. / 32.
C2 - 9. / 32.
C
C Do the 4 corner nodes
C
FACTOR3 = 9*(R**2 + 8**2) - 10
SH(1) - C1*OMR*OMS*FACTOR3
SH(2) - C1*OPR*OMS*FACTOR3
SH(3) - C1*OPR*OPS*FACTOR3
SH(4) - C1*OMR*OPS*FACTOR3
C
C Midsaides 5,6,9,10
C
OMR2 - 1 - R**2
OM3R - 1 - 3*R
OP3R - 1 + 3*R
SH(5) - C2*OMS*OMR2*OM3R
SH(6) - C2*OMS*OMR2*OP3R
SH(9) - C2*OPS*OMR2*OP3R
SH(10) - C2*OPS*OMR2*OM3R
C
C Midaides 7,8,11,12
C
OMS2 - 1 - S**2
OM3S - 1 - 3*S
OP3S - 1 + 3*S
SH(7) - C2*OPR*OMS2*OM3S
SH(8) - C2*OPR*OMS2*OP3S
SH(11) - C2*OMR*OMS2*OP3S
SH(12) - C2*OMR*OMS2*OM3S
RETURN
END
C
Program GRIDCON
This program converts a mesh of 4 node elements into a mesh of 9 node elements.
C
C This program allows the user to change grids interactively
C
PROGRAM GRIDCON
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
CHARACTER*80 GRIDFILE,TITLE,PLT1,GRIDOUT
CHARACTER*1 ANSWER
DATA TITLE /'INTERACTIVE GRID GENERATOR'/
C
C Get the sizing parameters
C
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter grid input file name'
READ (5,'(A80)') GRIDFILE
WRITE (6.*) ' Enter grid output file name (* for same)'
READ (5,'(A80)') GRIDOUT
IF (GRIDOUT.EQ.'*') GRIDOUT - GRIDFILE
CALL GRIDDEFNAME (' ')
CALL RGRID (GRIDFILE)
C
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C Clear out IC
C
DO J = 6,MAXNE
DO I - 1,NE
IC(J,I) - 0
ENDDO
ENDDO
C
C Convert to 8 or 9?
C
C10 WRITE (8,*) ' Convert to 8 or 9 node elements, make virtual'
C READ (5,*,ERR=10) NEWNNE,IVIRTFLAG
C IF (NEWNNE.NE.9 .AND. NEWNNE.NE.8) GOTO 10
NEWNNE - 9
IVIRTFLAG - 0
C
C Generate the tables for the grid
C
CALL GENETYP
CALL GENNTYP
CALL CCNVECT
C
C Here is the main loop
C
DO I - 1,NE
XC - 0.
YC - 0.
IETYP(I) - 2
DO IFACE - 1,4
XC = XC + X(I,IC(IFACE,I))
YC - YC + X(2,IC(IFACE,I))
CALL EMIDFACE (IFACEIIC(IFACE+4,I), IERROR)
IF (IERROR.NE.O) STOP
ENDDO
C
C Do the middle node for the nine node element
C
IF (NEWNNE .EQ. 9) THEN
NN - NN + 1
IC(9,I) - NN
NDTYP(NN) - 0
X(1,NN) - XC / 4.
X(2.NN) - YC / 4.
ENDIF
ENDDO
C
C Write the grid
C
NNE - NEWNNE
C
C See what added nodes should be virtual
C
IF (IVIRTFLAG.EQ.O) GOTO 99
cvd$ novector
cvd$ noconcur
do iface - 1.4
DO I = 1,NE
if (ifinfo(iface.i).1e.0) then
C make far-field midside nodes virtual
if (ndtyp(ic(4+iface,i)).eq.nt_far) then
ndtyp(ic(4+iface,i)) = ntvir
endif
endif
enddo
enddo
C
99 CONTINUE
CALL GNFIX
CALL GEFIX
CALL WGRID (GRIDOUT)
STOP
END
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Subroutines
This section contains all the subroutines used by the above programs.
C C
C Do interpolation at boundary
C C
C
SUBROUTINE BDINTERP (NLEFT. NRIGHT.XNEW,YNEW)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
LOGICAL LINEAR_TEST
C
C NLEFT.NRIGHT - the two points being interpolated
C
C This routine calculates an interpolated point midway between
C NLEFT and NRIGHT. This point is from a cubic spline if the points
C are on the same surface and a linear average if they are not.
C This is done to prevent funny behavior at corners of the mesh.
C We also check to make sure that both left and right nodes
C have fully-defined NINFO's. If they do not, we may be at a corner node.
C
LINEAR-TEST - BDLINFLAG
LINEAR-TEST - LINEAR-TEST .OR. (NINFO(1,NLEFT).EQ.NLEFT)
LINEAR-TEST - LINEARTEST .OR. (NINFO(2,NLEFT) .EQ.NLEFT)
LINEAR-TEST - LINEAR-TEST .OR. (NINFO(1,NRIGHT).EQ.NRIGHT)
LINEAR-TEST - LINEAR_TEST .OR. (NINFO(2,NRIGHT).EQ.NRIGHT)
C
I CONTINUE
C
IF (LINEARTEST) THEN
XNEW - .5* (X(INLEFT) + X(1,NRIGHT))
YNEW - .5* (X(2,NLEFT) + X(2,NRIGHT))
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C Spline interpolation is useable, rotate our coordinate
C system so that the vector NLEFT-NRIGHT lies on the X axis.
C
C
C Calculate the "rotation vector" from point 1 to point 3
C
VX - X(1,NRIGHT) - X(I,NLEFT)
VY - X(2,NRIGHT) - X(2,NLEFT)
DLR - SQRT (VX**2 + VY**2)
RX - VX / DLR
RY - VY / DLR
C
C Rotate normal vectors at NLEFT and NRIGHT
C
ANVLX - ANVECT(I,NLEFT)*RX + ANVECT(2,NLEFT)*RY
ANVLY - -ANVECT(I,NLEFT)*RY + ANVECT(2,NLEFT)*RX
ANVRX - ANVECT(I,NRIGHT)*RX + ANVECT(2,NRIGHT)*RY
ANVRY - -ANVECT(I,NRIGHT)*RY + ANVECT(2,NRIGHT)*RX
C
C Calculate the slopes at left and right points
C
IF (ANVLY.EQ.0 .OR. ANVRY.EQ.O) THEN
LINEAR-TEST - .TRUE.
GOTO 1
ENDIF
SL - -ANVLX/ANVLY
SR - -ANVRX/ANVRY
C
C Now calculate a spline passing through the points (0,0) and
C (DLR,O) with slopes SL at the left and SR at the right.
C After all the work and cancellation is done and the spline
C is evaluated at the midpoint, we get....
C
VX1 - .6 * DLR
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VY1 - .125 * DLR * (SL - SR)
C
C Turn back into real coordinates
C
XNEW - X(1,NLEFT) + VX1*RX - VY1*RY
YNEW - X(2,NLEFT) + VXI*RY + VYI*RX
C
RETURN
END
c BFLUXES (stvec)
c This subroutine calculates the fluxes at the boundaries of
c embedded regions and at the inflow/outflow boundaries. The
c solid wall boundary conditions are calculated from here also.
c
c Richard Shapiro 13 March 1986
c
SUBROUTINE BFLUXES (STVEC)
C
C Calculate the fluxes on the inflow/outflow boundaries
C
IF (NEQUA.EQ.3) THEN
CALL FAR3FLUX (STVEC)
ELSE
CALL FAR4FLUX (STVEC)
ENDIF
C
C Calculate the fluxes on the walls
C
CALL WFLUXES (STVEC)
C
C Do the fluxes for the "virtual" nodes
C
CALL VFLUXES (STVEC)
C
C All nodes now have the correct flux.
C
RETURN
END
C This subroutine calculates the switch for adaptation
C of the mesh.
C
C There are several switch types calculated by the program.
C If ADAPTSWITCH - 0 an elemental switch based on the
C first difference of density is calculated.
C
C If ADAPT-SWITCH has the bit for 32 set, above switch is multiplied
C by element size.
C
C If ADAPT-SWITCH has the bit for 64 set, above switch is scaled
C like a normal distribution
C If ADAPT-SWITCH has the bit for 128 set, above switch is shifted
C by the median
C If ADAPT-SWITCH has the bit for 256 set, above switch is scaled
C by the switch range.
C
C If ADAPTSWITCH >- 10000 the following presets are used:
C 10000 - Element first diff, normalized, shifted
C 10001 - Element first diff, normalized, shifted,scaled
C 10002 - Nodal second diff scaled by nodal first diff.
C 10003 - Nodal first diff scaled by nodal density
C
SUBROUTINE CADAPTSW (SWITCH)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
PARAMETER (MAXBINS-100)
DIMENSION SWITCH(*),IBIN(MAXBINS)
LOGICAL NORMALIZE,SHIFT, RESCALE,SIZEM
C
C Loop over all elements, calculating the average
C density and the max difference between the nodal value and
C the average.
C
IF (ADAPT_SWITCH .LT. 10000) THEN
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SIZEM - MOD(ADAPTSWITCH / 32.2) .EQ. 1
NORMALIZE - MOD(ADAPT_SWITCH / 64,2) .EQ. 1
SHIFT - MOD(ADAPTSWITCH / 128,2) .EQ. 1
RESCALE - MOD(ADAPTSWITCH / 256,2) .EQ. 1
IADSWITCH - MOD(ADAPTSWITCH, 32)
ELSE IF (ADAPTSWITCH .GE. 10000 .AND. ADAPTSWITCH.LE.10001)
& THEN
SIZEM - .FALSE.
NORMALIZE - .TRUE.
SHIFT - .TRUE.
RE-SCALE - MOD(ADAPTSWITCH,2) .EQ. 1
IADSWITCH - 0
ENDIF
IF (ADAPT-SWITCH .EQ. 10002) GOTO 1000
IF (ADAPTSWITCH .EQ. 10003) GOTO 2000
IF (IADSWITCH.NE.0) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' ***** CADAPTSW - bad switch type.'
return
ENDIF
C
SUM - 0.
SUMSQ - 0.
C
C Calculate the first difference of density and put in in SWITCH
C
C DO 10 IEL - I,NE
DO 9 I - I,NE
9 SWITCH(I) - 0
DO 10 IEL - 1,IEINF - 1
C
C Compute the average of the DELTAX's at all nodes and
C the density difference
C
dl - abs(u(ic(1.iel),1) - u(ic(2,iel),1))
d2 - abs(u(ic(2,iel),1) - u(ic(3,iel),1))
d3 - abs(u(ic(3,iel),1) - u(ic(4,iel),1))
d4 - abs(u(ic(4,iel).1) - u(ic(1,iel),1))
switch(iel) - aax(dl,d2,d3,d4)
C
C Compute the element diagonals
C
dxl - (x(l,ic(1,iel)) - x(1,ic(3,iel)))**2
dx2 - (x(1,ic(2,iel)) - x(1,ic(4,iel)))**2
dyl - (x(2,ic(1,iel)) - x(2,ic(3,iel)))**2
dy2 - (x(2,ic(2,iel)) - x(2,ic(4,iel)))**2
size - sqrt(.5*(dxl + dx2 + dyl + dy2))
IF (SIZEM) SWITCH(IEL) - SWITCH(IEL) * SIZE
SUM - SUM + SWITCH(IEL)
SUMSQ - SUMSQ + SWITCH(IEL)**2
10 CONTINUE
C
C Ignore the fact that the standard deviation should be N-1 weighted,
C since N is large. The Max is in to keep SDEV from being too small.
C
INORME - MAX(I,IEINF-1)
IF (NORMALIZE) THEN
XBAR - SUM / INORME
SDEV - MAX(SQRT (SUMSQ / INORME - XBAR**2),.05*XBAR, .0005)
DO I-1,IEINF-1
SWITCH(I) - (SWITCH(I) - XBAR) / SDEV
ENDDO
ENDIF
C
C Should we find the median?
C
IF (SHIFT) THEN
SWMAX - switch(l)
SWMIN - switch(l)
DO I - 2,NE
SWMAX - MAX(SWMAX,SWITCH(I))
SWMIN - MIN(SWMIN,SWITCH(I))
ENDDO
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IF (SWMAX .EQ. SWMIN) RETURN
C
C Figure out how many bins we should use
C
NUMBINS - MIN(MAXBINS,NE/16)
DO I - 1,NUMBINS
IBIN(I) - 0
ENDDO
DO I - 1,NE
BINNO - .9999*(SWITCH(I) - SWMIN) / (SWMAX-SWMIN)
IBINNUM - IFIX(NUMBINS*BINNO) + I
IBIN(IBINNUM) - IBIN(IBINNUM) + I
ENDDO
C
C Find the median
C
ITOT - 0
MEDBIN - 1
DO while (ITOT .LT. NE/2)
ITOT = ITOT + IBIN(MEDBIN)
MEDBIN - MEDBIN + 1
enddo
C
C Find the center of the bin and shift the switch
C
CENTER - (FLOAT(MEDBIN) - .5)*(SWMAX - SWMIN)/NUMBINS
CENTER - CENTER + SWMIN
SCALER - 1.
IF (RE_SCALE) SCALER - SWMAX - SWMIN
DO I - 1,NE
SWITCH(I) - (SWITCH(I) - CENTER) / SCALER
ENDDO
ENDIF
RETURN
C
C Second difference scaled by first
C
1000 CONTINUE
C
C Get a second difference of density at the nodes, and an
C "average" at the nodes.
C
CALL SECDIF (RESID(1,2),U(1,1))
CALL CPAVG (RESID(1,1),U(I.1))
C
C Get the first difference as well
C
CALL FIRSTDIF (RESID(1.3),U(1,1))
C
C Scale things
C
C write (6,*) ' Enter epsilon'
C read (5,*) eps
eps a .05
DO I - 1,NN
RESID(I.2) - ABS(RESID(I.2)/(RESID(I.3) + EPS*RESID(I.1)))
ENDDO
C
C Distribute to elements
C
CALL NODE_TO_ELEM (RESID(1,2).SWITCH)
C
C Do the auto-thresholding if desired
C
IF (AUTOTHRESH) THEN
INORME - MAX(1,IEINF-1)
RMS - 0
DO I - I,IEINF - 1
RMS - RMS + SWITCH(I)**2
ENDDO
RMS - SQRT(RMS/INORME)
ADAPTHIGH - REFTHRESH * RMS
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ADAPTLOW - UREFTHRESH * RMS
ENDIF
RETURN
2000 CONTINUE
C
C Switch based on first diff of density, scaled by density
C Get the first difference
C
CALL FIRSTDIF (PGRADN,U(1,1))
C
C Scale things (factor of three is needed to normalize to 1)
C
DO I - I,NN
PGRADN(I) - .33333333*ABS(PGRADN(I)/U(I,1))
ENDDO
C
C Distribute to elements
C
CALL NODE_TO_ELEM (PGRADN,SWITCH)
RETURN
END
C
C
C This subroutine calculates a first difference-like
C quantity at each node.
C
SUBROUTINE FIRSTDIF (DIFF,VECT)
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION DIFF(*),VECT(*)
C
C Initialize the vector
C
DO 10 I - 1,NN
10 DIFF (I) - 0.
C
C Go over all elements
C
do j - 1,nne
CVD$ NODEPCHK
DO I - ICINVP(J-1)+1,ICINVP(J)
IEL - ICINV(I)
Ti = ABS(VECT(IC(1,IEL)) - VECT(IC(J,IEL)))
T2 - ABS(VECT(IC(2.IEL)) - VECT(IC(J,IEL)))
T3 - ABS(VECT(IC(3,IEL)) - VECT(IC(J,IEL)))
T4 - ABS(VECT(IC(4,IEL)) - VECT(IC(J,IEL)))
DIFF(IC(J,IEL)) - DIFF(IC(J,IEL))+T1+T2+T3+T4
ENDDO
ENDDO
C
C Exceptions
C
CVD$ novector
do i - 1,NUMVEXCEPT
iel - ivexe(i)
inn - ivexn(i)
node - ic(inn,iel)
Ti - ABS(VECT(IC(i.IEL)) - VECT(NODE))
T2 - ABS(VECT(IC(2.IEL)) - VECT(NODE))
T3 - ABS(VECT(IC(3,IEL)) - VECT(NODE))
T4 - ABS(VECT(IC(4,IEL)) - VECT(NODE))
DIFF(NODE) = DIFF(NODE)+T1+T2+T3+T4
enddo
C
C Do the final re-scale
C
DO i - 1,nn
DIFF(I) - DIFF(I) / NODEINEL(I)
ENDDO
RETURN
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END
SUBROUTINE CCSMOO (STVEC,PGRAD. PGRADS)
C
C This subroutine calculate the fully conservative second and
C fourth difference smoothings.
C
C ISMOOTH(I) - Type of smoothing
C = 0 - Fully conservative 2nd and fourth differences
C = 1 - Non-conservative second difference
C
C ISMOOTH(2) - Selects type of fourth difference
C = 0 - Always on (linear)
C = 1 - Switched off near shocks (non-linear)
C = 2 - New smoothing
C
C ISMOOTH(3) - Selects normalization for presure switch
C = 0 - Normalize by local pressures
C - I - Normalize by max value of switch
C = 2 - Normalize by 1 and 2 in that order
C = 3 - Presure switch - 1 everywhere
C
C STVEC(NODE,NEQUA) - state vector to be smoothed
C VIS1(NODE.NEQUA) - the fourth differences
C VIS (NODE.NEQUA) - the combined second and 4th difference
C VISCO2 - coefficient of fourth difference
C VISCOI - coefficient of second difference
C PGRAD (ELEM) - pressure gradient switch for each element
C PGRADS (NODE) - elemental switch for non-linear fourth difference
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'VCOMMON.INC'
DIMENSION STVEC(MAXN,NEQUA)
DIMENSION PGRAD(MAXE),PGRADS(MAXN)
C
C Calculate the pressure switch
C
CALL CPGRAD (P,PGRAD,PGRADS)
C
C Multiply by viscosities here
C
DO 50 I - I,NE
PGRAD(I) - PGRAD(I) * VISCOl
50 CONTINUE
C
C
DO 1000 IEQUA - 1NEQUA
C
C Calculate the second differences of the state vectors
C
CALL SECDIF (VIS(1,IEQUA),STVEC(1,IEQUA))
C
C multiply VIS by VISCO2 to take care of the 4th difference
C and put it in VISI
C
DO 10 I - 1,NN
VIS1(I.IEQUA) - VIS(I,IEQUA) * VISCO2
10 CONTINUE
C
C Calculate the combined second/fourth difference smoothing
C
C IF (ISMOOTH(2) .NE. 1) THEN
CALL SLIN24 (PGRAD,VIS(I,IEQUA).VIS1(1,IEqUA).
a STVEC(I,IEQUA))
C ELSE
C CALL SNLIN24 (PGRAD,PGRADS.VIS(I,IEQUA),VISI(1,IEQUA).
C & STVEC(1.IEQUA))
C ENDIF
IF (VIRCON) CALL VCOND (VIS(1,IEQUA))
1000 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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C
SUBROUTINE SLIN24 (PGRAD,V,V1,ST)
C
C Calculate the linear combined 2nd/4th differences conservatively
C PGRAD - pressure switch
C V - Place to put the answer
C Vi - Previously calculated second difference
C ST - State vector
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION PGRAD(*),V(*),V1(*),ST(*)
DIMENSION ELWG (16)
C
C Take the second difference in V1 and combine it with
C the weighted second difference of ST
C
C Special for 9 node elements
C
IF (NNE.EQ.9) THEN
DO I - 1,NN
EWORK(I) = -VI(I)
ENDDO
CALL SECDIFW9 (V,EWORK,PGRAD,ST)
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C Generate the element weights. This sets the smoothing so that
C the contribution from an element is reduced so that
C the coarsest elements provide roughly the same smoothing
C as the fine elements.
C
C DO 10 I - 1,MAXDEPTH
C ELWG (I) - 4.**(I-MAXDEPTH)
C ELWG (I) - 1.
C10 CONTINUE
DO 11 I = I,NN
11 V(I) - 0.
C
C Calculate the working vector EWORK
C
IF (NNE.EQ.8) THEN
DO 101 I - I,NE
EWORK (I) -. 125*(VI(IC(1,I)) + VI(IC(2,I)) + VI(IC(3,I)) +
& VI(IC(4.I))+V1(IC(5.I)) + VI(IC(6,I)) + VI(IC(7,I)) +
& V1(IC(8,I)) -
S'PGRAD(I)* (ST(IC(1,I)) + ST(IC(2.I)) + ST(IC(3,I)) +
& ST(IC(4.I)) + ST(IC(5,I)) + ST(IC(6,I)) +
& ST(IC(7,I)) + ST(IC(8,I))))
101 CONTINUE
ELSE IF (NNE.EQ.4) THEN
DO 102 I - I,NE
EWORK (I) -.25*(VI(IC(1,I)) + VI(IC(2,I)) + VI(IC(3,I)) +
k V1(IC(4.I)) -
& PGRAD(I)* (ST(IC(1,I)) + ST(IC(2,I)) + ST(IC(3,I)) +
& ST(IC(4,I))))
102 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C
C Distribute to nodes
C
DO J = 1,NNE
CVD$ NODEPCHK
DO I - ICINVP(J-I)+1,ICINVP(J)
IIND - ICINV1(I)
IEIND - ICINV(I)
C IDEP - RDEPTH(DEFF,IEIND)
V(IIND) - V(IIND) +
a (VI(IIND) - PGRAD(IEIND)*ST(IIND)
a - EWORK(IEIND))
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ENDDO
ENDDO
C
C Exceptions
C
CVD* novector
CVD$ noconcur
do i - 1, NUIVEXCEPT
IEIND - ivexe(i)
inn - ivexn(i)
IIND a ic(inn.IEIND)
V(IIND) - V(IIND) + ELWG(IDEPTH(IEIND))*
& (Vl(IIND) - PGRAD(IEIND)*ST(IIND)
& - EWORK(IEIND))
enddo
RETURN
END
C
C
C*********************************************************************
C
SUBROUTINE SNLIN24 (PGRAD,PGRADS,V,V ,ST)
C
C Calculate the non-linear combined 2nd/4th differences conservatively
C PGRAD - pressure switch
C PGRADS - pressure switch for fourth difference
C V - Place to put the answer
C Vi - Previously calculated second difference
C ST - State vector
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION PGRAD(*),V(*).Vl(*),ST(*),PGRADS(*)
C
C Take the second difference of Vi and combine it with
C the weighted second difference of ST
C
DO 100 IEL - 1,NE
PSCALE - PGRAD(IEL)
PSCAL1 - PGRADS(IEL)
ETOT - 0
DO 110 I - 1,NNE
NODE1 = IC(I,IEL)
ETOT - ETOT - (VI(NODE1)*PSCAL1 - ST(NODEI)*PSCALE)
V(NODE1) - V(NODE1)
& + NNE * (VI(NODEi)*PSCALi - ST(NODEI)*PSCALE)
110 CONTINUE
DO 120 I - 1,NNE
120 V(IC(I,IEL)) - V(IC(I,IEL)) + ETOT
100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C
C C
C Calculate INWARD normal vector at a node
C C
C
SUBROUTINE CNVECT (NODE)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
C
C NODE - Node at which to calculate vector
C
C This routine calculates the inward normal vector using
C an algorithm that is second order even with non-uniform
C spacing. In the case of a degeneracy (namely, two of the
C 3 points used to calculate the normal are identical) it
C reverts to a first order scheme. This should only matter
C at the points near the inflow or outflow, where the normal
C vector is known anyway.
C
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Get the other two points used
N1 - NINFO (1,.NODE)
N3 - NINFO (2,NODE)
C
C Calculate the "rotation vector" from point 1 to point 3
C
VA - X(1,N3) -X(I,NI)
VB - X(2,N3) -X(2,N1)
D13 - SQRT (VA**2 + VB**2)
VA - VA / D13
VB - VB / D13
C
C Calculate the projections onto the "rotation vector"
C
DX1 - VA*(X(1,NODE) - X(1,N1)) + VB*(X(2,NODE) - X(2,N1))
DX2 - VA*(X(1.N3) - X(1,NODE)) + VB*(X(2,N3) - X(2,NODE))
DY2 - VA*(X(2,NODE) - X(2,N1)) - VB*(X(1,NODE) - X(1,N1))
C
C Check for non-zero DX1 and DX2
C
IF (DXI*DX2.EQ.O) THEN
C
C Use the first-order method
C
ANVECT (1,NODE) - -VB
ANVECT (2,NODE) = VA
ELSE
C
C Use the second-order method
C
XP - VA*DY2*(DX1-DX2) - VB*DX1*DX2
YP - VB*DY2*(DX1-DX2) + VA*DXI*DX2
SCALE - SQRT (XP**2 + YP**2)
ANVECT(I,NODE) - XP / SCALE
ANVECT(2,NODE) - YP / SCALE
ENDIF
RETURN
END
C CCNVECT just calls CNVECT for all relevant nodes
C
SUBROUTINE CCNVECT
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
DO 10 I = 1,NN
IF (NDTYP(I).EQ.NTFAR .OR. NDTYP(I).EQ.NTSOL)
& CALL CNVECT(I)
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
CVD*G NOLSTVAL
C
C CRESID - calculate residuals based on flux vectors
C currently stored in F vector
C
C
C / T
C I dNi dNi
C RESID - I N (---Ei + ---Fi) IJI dr ds
C I dx dy
c /
C
C There are 3 options for IDIFFTYPE
C 1 - Ntranspose is the shape functions (Galerkin FE)
C 2 - " is 1 (cell-vertex)
C 3 - " is a Delta function (central difference)
C
C Note that the IJI in the
C integral cancels the IJI in the denominator of the calculation
C of the derivatives in physical space, so that the calculation
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C is always well-defined. Also, in a well-constructed grid, the
C Jacobian will never be 0 inside an element (it may be zero at
C a node, however).
C
C In this implementation, exact integration is used for all
C elements.
C
SUBROUTINE CRESID
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE *VCOMMON.INC'
C
CALL TIMEIT (START-TIME)
C
C Loop over the elements and the equations
C
C
DO 101 IEQUA - 1,NEQUA
C
C Calculate the element fluxes
C
IF (IDIFFTYPE .EQ. 1) THEN
CALL CFERESID (IEqUA)
ELSE IF (IDIFFTYPE .EQ. 2) THEN
CALL CCVRESID (IEQUA)
ELSE IF (IDIFFTYPE .EQ. 3) THEN
CALL C_CD_RESID (IEQUA)
ELSE IF (IDIFFTYPE.EQ.4) THEN
IF (MOD(ITER,2) .EQ.1) THEN
CALL CCVRESID(IEqUA)
ELSE
CALL CFERESID(IEQUA)
ENDIF
ELSE
WRITE (6,*) ' Bad difference method'
STOP
ENDIF
C
C Distribute out to nodes
C
CALL ENDISTRIBUTE (NNE,RESID(1,IEQUA) ,WKARAY)
IF (VIRCON) CALL VCOND(RESID(1,IEqUA))
101 CONTINUE
C
C All the residuals are now calculated, return now to do the update
c
CALL TIMEIT(ENDTIME)
DRESIDUALTIME - ENDTIME - STARTTIME
RESIDUAL-TIME - RESIDUALTIME + DRESIDUALTIME
RETURN
END
C
C This file contains subroutines for calculating
C elemental flux residuals. These residuals are put in
C the temporary variable WKARAY(NE,NNE) where WKARAY (*,I)
C is the contribution from an element to it's Ith node.
C
C CCDRESID - Central difference
C
CVD$G NOLSTVAL
C
SUBROUTINE C_CD_RESID (IEQUA)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
C
IF (NNE.EQ.4) THEN
Cvd$ nodepchk
DO 100 IEL - IEINF,NE
C DO 100 IEL - 1,NE
XF1 - FX(IEQUA,IC(1,IEL))
XF2 - FX(IEQUA,IC(2,IEL))
XF3 - FX(IEQUA,IC(3,IEL))
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100 CONTINUE
Cvd$ nodepchk
XF4 - FX(IEQUA,IC(4,IEL))
YF1 - FY(IEQUA,IC(1,IEL))
YF2 - FY(IEQUA,IC(2,IEL))
YF3 - FY(IEQUA,IC(3,IEL))
YF4 - FY(IEQUA,IC(4.IEL))
BB2 - B2(IEL)
BB3 - B3(IEL)
BB5 - BE(IEL)
AA2 - A2(IEL)
AA3 - A3(IEL)
AA5 = A5(IEL)
WKARAY(IEL,1) - .5*(BB2*(XFI-XF4)
BB5*(XF4-XF2) + AA2*(YF4-YFI)
AA5* (YF2-YF4))
WKARAY(IEL,2) - .5*(BB2*(XF2-XF3)
BB5*(XF3-XF1) + AA2*(YF3-YF2)
AA6* (YF1-YF3))
WKARAY(IEL,3) - .5*(BB2*(XF2-XF3)
BB5*(XF2-XF4) + AA2*(YF3-YF2)
AA5* (YF4-YF2))
WKARAY(IEL.4) - .56(BB2*(XF1-XF4)
BB5*(XFI-XF3) + AA2*(YF4-YF1)
AA5*(YF3-YF1))
+ BB3*(XF2-XF1) +
+ AA3*(YF1-YF2) +
+ BB3*(XF2-XF1) +
+ AA3*(YFI-YF2) +
+ BB3*(XF3-XF4) +
+ AA3*(YF4-YF3) +
+ BB3*(XF3-XF4) +
+ AA3*(YF4-YF3) +
cartesian elements (a2 and b3 are non-zero)
DO 200 IEL - 1,IEINF - 1
XF1 - (FX(IEQUA.IC(2.IEL)) -
FX(IEQUA, IC(i, IEL)))*B3(IEL)
XF2 - (FX(IEQUA,IC(3,.IEL)) -
FX(IEQUA.IC(4,IEL)))*B3(IEL)
YF1 - (FY(IEQUA.IC(4,IEL)) -
FY(IEQUA.IC(1, IEL)))*A2(IEL)
YF2 - (FY(IEQUA.IC(3,IEL)) -
FY(IEQUA, IC(2,IEL)))*A2(IEL)
WKARAY(IEL,1) = (XF1 + YF1)/2.
WKARAY(IEL,2) = (XF1 + YF2)/2.
WKARAY(IEL.3) - (XF2 + YF2)/2.
WKARAY(IEL.4) - (XF2 + YF1)/2.
CONTINUE
ELSE IF (NNE.EQ.8) THEN
STOP ' not done yet'
C Do the non-cartesian
ELSE IF (NNE.EQ.9) THEN
DO 300 IEL - IEINF.NE
FX1 - FX(IEQUA,IC(1,IEL))
FX2 - FX(IEQUA.IC(2,IEL))
FX3 - FX(IEQUA.IC(3,IEL))
FX4 - FX(IEQUA.IC(4,IEL))
FX5 - FX(IEQUA,IC(5,IEL))
FX6 - FX(IEQUA.IC(6,.IEL))
FX7 - FX(IEQUA,.IC(7,IEL))
FX8 - FX(IEQUA,IC(8,IEL))
FX9 - FX(IEQUA,IC(9.IEL))
B25M - B2(IEL) - BB(IEL)
B25PM = -( B2(IEL) + BB(IEL) )
B63M - B5(IEL) - B3(IEL)
B36P - B3(IEL) + B5(IEL)
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200
C
C
WKARAY(IEL,1) = .5*(B25M*(3.*FX1 + FX4 - 4.*FX8) +
k B53M*(3.*FX1 + FX2 - 4.*FX6) )
WKARAY(IEL,2) - .5*(B25M*(3.*FX2 + FX3 - 4.*FX6) +
& B35P*(3.*FX2 + FX1 - 4.*FX5) )
WKARAY(IEL.3) - .5*(B25PM*(3.*FX3 + FX2 - 4.*FX6) +
& B35P*(3.*FX3 + FX4 - 4.*FX7) )
WKARAY(IEL,4) - .5*(B25PM*(3.*FX4 + FXI - 4.*FX8) +
& B53M*(3.*FX4 + FX3 - 4.*FX7) )
WKARAY(IEL.5) - .5*(B25M*(3.*FX5 + FX7 - 4.*FX9) +
& B3(IEL)*(FX2 - FXI) )
WKARAY(IEL,6) - .5*(B35P*(3.*FX6 + FX8 - 4.*FX9) +
& B2(IEL)*(FX2 - FX3) )
WKARAY(IEL,7) = .5*(B25PM*(3.*FX7 + FX5 - 4.*FX9) +
& B3(IEL)*(FX3 - FX4) )
WKARAY(IEL,8) - .5*(B53M*(3.*FX8 + FX6 - 4.*FX9) +
& B2(IEL)*(FXI - FX4) )
WKARAY(IEL,9) - .5*(B2(IEL)*(FX5 - FX7) +
& B3(IEL)*(FX6 - FX8) )
C
C Y direction
C
FX1 - FY(IEQUA,IC(I,IEL))
FX2 - FY(IEQUA,IC(2,IEL))
FX3 - FY(IEQUA,IC(3,IEL))
FX4 - FY(IEQUA,IC(4,IEL))
FX5 - FY(IEQUA,IC(5,IEL))
FX6 - FY(IEQUA.IC(6,IEL))
FX7 - FY(IEQUA,IC(7,IEL))
FX8 - FY(IEQUA,IC(8,IEL))
FX9 - FY(IEQUA,IC(9,IEL))
C
A52M - A5(IEL) - A2(IEL)
A25P - A2(IEL) + A5(IEL)
A35M - A3(IEL) - A5(IEL)
A35PM = -( A3(IEL) + A5(IEL) )
C
WKARAY(IEL,1) - .5*(A52M*(3.*FX1 + FX4 - 4.*FX8) +
& A35M*(3.*FX1 + FX2 - 4.*FX5) )
k + WKARAY(IEL,1)
WKARAY(IEL,2) - .5*(A52M*(3.*FX2 + FX3 - 4.*FX6) +
& A35PM*(3.*FX2 + FX1 - 4.*FX5) )
& + WKARAY(IEL,.2)
WKARAY(IEL,3) - .5*(A25P*(3.*FX3 + FX2 - 4.*FX6) +
& A35PM*(3.*FX3 + FX4 - 4.*FX7) )
& + WKARAY(IEL,3)
WKARAY(IEL,4) - .5*(A25P*(3.*FX4 + FXI - 4.*FX8) +
& A35M*(3.*FX4 + FX3 - 4.*FX7) )
k + WKARAY(IEL,4)
WKARAY(IEL,65) - .5*(A2M*(3.*FX5 + FX7 - 4.*FX9) -
& A3(IEL)*(FX2 - FXi) )
& + WKARAY(IEL,5)
WKARAY(IEL,6) - .5*(A35PM*(3.*FX6 + FX8 - 4.*FX9) -
& A2(IEL)*(FX2 - FX3) )
& + WKARAY(IEL,6)
WKARAY(IEL,7) - .5*(A25P*(3.*FX7 + FX5 - 4.*FX9) -
& A3(IEL)*(FX3 - FX4) )
& + WKARAY(IEL,7)
WKARAY(IEL,8) - .5*(A35M*(3.*FX8 + FX6 - 4.*FX9) -
& A2(IEL)*(FX1 - FX4) )
A + WKARAY(IEL,8)
WKARAY(IEL,9) - -.5*(A2(IEL)*(FX5 - FX7) +
k A3(IEL)*(FXO - FX8) )
& + WCARAY(IEL.9)
300 CONTINUE
C
C Do the cartesian
C
DO 400 IEL - 1,IEINF-1
FX1 - FX(IEQUA,IC(i,IEL))
FX2 - FX(IEQUA,IC(2,IEL))
FX3 - FX(IEQUA,IC(3,IEL))
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FX4 - FX(IEQUA,IC(4.IEL))
FX5 - FX(IEQUA,IC(,.IEL))
FXG - FX(IEQUA.IC(6,IEL))
FX7 - FX(IEQUA.IC(7,IEL))
FX8 - FX(IEQUA,IC(8,IEL))
FX9 - FX(IEQUA,IC(9,IEL))
C
WKARAY(IEL,1) - -. 5*B3(IEL)*(3.*FXI + FX2 - 4.*FX5)
KARAY(IEL,2) - .5*B3(IEL)*(3.*FX2 + FX1 - 4.*FX5)
WKARAY(IEL,3) - .5*B3(IEL)*(3.*FX3 + FX4 - 4.*FX7)
WKARAY(IEL,4) - -.6*B3(IEL)*(3.*FX4 + FX3 - 4.*FX7)
WKARAY(IEL,5) - .5*B3(IEL)*(FX2 - FX1)
WKARAY(IEL,6) - .5*B3(IEL)*(3.*FX6 + FX8 - 4.*FX9)
WKARAY(IEL,7) = .5*B3(IEL)*(FX3 - FX4)
WKARAY(IEL,8) - .5*B3(IEL)*(3.*FX8 + FX6 - 4.*FX9)
WKARAY(IEL,9) - .5*B3(IEL)*(FX6 - FX8)
C
C Y direction
C
FX1 - FY(IEQUA,IC(1,IEL))
FX2 - FY(IEQUA,IC(2,IEL))
FX3 - FY(IEQUA,IC(3,IEL))
FX4 - FY(IEQUA,IC(4,IEL))
FX56 FY(IEQUA,IC(5,IEL))
FX6 - FY(IEQUA,IC(6,IEL))
FX7 - FY(IEQUA,IC(7.IEL))
FX8 - FY(IEQUA,IC(8,IEL))
FX9 - FY(IEQUA,IC(9,IEL))
C
WKARAY(IEL,1) - -.5*A2(IEL)*(3.*FX1 + FX4 - 4.*FX8)
& + WKARAY(IEL,1)
WKARAY(IEL,2) - -. 5*A2(IEL)*(3.*FX2 + FX3 - 4.*FX6)
& + WKARAY(IEL,2)
WKARAY(IEL,3) - .5*A2(IEL)*(3.*FX3 + FX2 - 4.*FX6)
& + WKARAY(IEL,3)
WKARAY(IEL.4) = .5*A2(IEL)*(3.*FX4 + FX1 - 4.*FX8)
& + WKARAY(IEL,4)
WKARAY(IEL,5) - -. 5*A2(IEL)*(3.*FX5 + FX7 - 4.*FX9)
& + WKARAY(IEL.6)
WKARAY(IEL,6) - -. 5*A2(IEL)*(FX2 - FX3)
& + WKARAY(IEL,6)
WKARAY(IEL.7) - .5*A2(IEL)*(3.*FX7 + FX5 - 4.*FX9)
k + WKARAY(IEL,7)
WKARAY(IEL,8) - -. 5*A2(IEL)*(FX1 - FX4)
k + WKARAY(IEL,8)
WKARAY(IEL,9) - -. 5*A2(IEL)*(FX5 - FX7)
k + WKARAY(IEL,9)
400 CONTINUE
ENDIF
RETURN
END
C
C This file contains subroutines for calculating
C elemental flux residuals. These residuals are put in
C the temporary variable WKARAY(NE,NNE) where WKARAY (*,I)
C is the contribution from an element to it's Ith node.
C
C CCVRESID - Cell-Vertex
C
CVD$G NOLSTVAL
C
C
subroutine CCVRESID (IEQUA)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
COMMON /CVST/ A23M(MAXE).A23P(MAXE),B23M(MAXE),B23P(MAXE)
C
cvd$ nodepchk
IF (NNE.EQ.4) THEN
DO 100 IEL - 1,NE
C
C Get the fluxes for each element
C
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XF1 - FX(IEQUA,ic(1.iel))
XF2 - FX(IEQUA,ic(2.iel))
XF3 - FX(IEQUA,ic(3,iel))
XF4 - FX(IEQUA,ic(4,iel))
XF - (XF1 - XF3)*B23M(IEL) + (XF2
YF1 - FY(IEQUA,ic(1,iel))
YF2 - FY(IEQUA,ic(2.iel))
YF3 - FY(IEQUA,ic(3,iel))
YF4 - FY(IEQUA,ic(4.1el))
TEMP - (YF3 - YFI)*A23M(IEL) +
(YF4 - YF2)*A23P(IEL) + XF
WKARAY(IEL.1) - TEMP
WKARAY(IEL.2) - TEMP
WKARAY(IEL.3) - TEMP
WKARAY(IEL.4) - TEMP
CONTINUE
ELSE IF (NNE.EQ.8 .OR. NNE.EQ.9) THEN
Cartesian elements
DO 101 IEL - 1,IEINF - 1
Get the fluxes for each element
- XF4)*B23P(IEL)
XF1 - FX(IEQUA,ic(1,iel))
XF2 - FX(IEQUA,ic(2.iel))
XF3 - FX(IEQUA.ic(3,iel))
XF4 - FX(IEQUA,ic(4.iel))
XF6 - FX(IEQUA,ic(6.,iel))
XF8 - FX(IEQUA,ic(8,iel))
XF - (-XF1 + XF2 + XF3 - XF4 + 4*(XF6 - XF8))*B3(IEL)
YF1 - FY(IEQUA,ic(1,iel))
YF2 = FY(IEQUA,ic(2,iel))
YF3 = FY(IEQUA.ic(3,iel))
YF4 = FY(IEQUA,ic(4.iel))
YF5 - FY(IEQUA.ic(5.iel))
YF7 - FY(IEQUA,ic(7,iel))
YF = (YF3 + YF4 - YF1 - YF2 + 4*(YF7 - YF5))*A2(IEL)
TEMP - (XF + YF)*(i. / 3.)
WKARAY(IEL,i) - TEMP
WKARAY(IEL.2) - WKARAY(IEL.1)WKARAY(IEL,3) - WKARAY(IEL,1)WKARAY(IEL.4) - WKARAY(IEL,1)WKARAY(IEL,5) - WKARAY(IEL.1)WKARAY(IEL,.6) - WKARAY(IEL,1)WKARAY(IEL,7) - WKARAY(IEL,1)WKARAY(IEL, 8) - WKARAY(IEL,1)WKARAY(IEL,9) - WKARAY(IEL,I)
CONTINUE
Non-cartesian elements
DO 102 IEL - IEINF,NE
Get the fluxes for each element
XFI - FX(IEqUA,ic(1,iel))
XF2 - FX(IEQUA,ic(2,iel))
XF3 - FX(IEQUA,ic(3,iel))
XF4 - FX(IEQUA.,ic(4,iel))
XF5 - FX(IEQUA.ic(5,iel))
XF6 - FX(IEQUA,ic(6.iel))
XF7 - FX(IEQUA,ic(7,iel))
XF8 - FX(IEQUA.ic(8,iel))
XF - (XF1 - XF3)*(B2(IEL) - B3(IEL)) +
(XF2 - XF4)*(B2(IEL) + B3(IEL)) +
4*((XF5 - XF7)*B2(IEL) +
(XF6 - XF8)*B3(IEL) +
(XF6 + XF8 - XF5 - XF7)*B5(IEL))
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100
C
101
C
C
C
C
C
C
YF1 - FY(IEQUA,ic(1,iel))
YF2 - FY(IEQUA,ic(2,iel))
YF3 - FY(IEQUA,ic(3,iel))
YF4 - FY(IEQUA,ic(4,iel))
YF5 - FY(IEQUA,ic(5,iel))
YF6 - FY(IEQUA,ic(6,iel))
YF7 - FY(IEQUA,ic(7,1el))
YF8 - FY(IEQUA.ic(8,iel))
YF - (YF3 - YFI)*(A2(IEL) - A3(IEL)) +
& (YF4 - YF2)*(A2(IEL) + A3(IEL)) +
& 4*((YF7 - YF5)*A2(IEL) +
& (YF8 - YF6)*A3(IEL) +
& (YF5 + YF7 - YF6 - YF8)*AS(IEL))
WKARAY(IEL,1) - (XF + YF) / 3.WKARAY(IEL,2) - WKARAY(IEL.1)WKARAY(IEL.3) - WKARAY(IEL,1)
WKARAY(IEL,4) - WKARAY(IEL,1)
WKARAY(IEL.5) - WKARAY(IEL.1)
WKARAY(IEL,6) - WKARAY(IEL,1)
WKARAY(IEL,7) - WKARAY(IEL,1)
WKARAY(IEL.8) = WKARAY(IEL.1)
WKARAY(IEL.9) - WKARAY(IEL,1)
102 CONTINUE
ENDIF
RETURN
END
C Initialize some things used in the CV calculations
SUBROUTINE INITCV
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
COMMON /CVST/ A23M(MAXE).A23P(MAXE).B23M(MAXE),B23P(MAXE)
C
C Compute some metrics
C
do iel - 1.ne
b23m(IEL) - (b2(iel) - b3(iel))*.25
b23p(iel) - (b2(iel) + b3(iel))*.25
a23m(iel) - (a2(iel) - a3(iel))*.25
a23p(iel) - (a2(iel) + a3(iel))*.25
enddo
return
end
C
C This file contains subroutines for calculating
C elemental flux residuals. These residuals are put in
C the temporary variable WKARAY(NE,NNE) where WKARAY (*,I)
C is the contribution from an element to it's Ith node.
C
C CFERESID - Finite element Galerkin
C
CVD$G NOLSTVAL
C
SUBROUTINE CFE_RESID (IEQUA)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
PARAMETER (03 - 1./3.)
PARAMETER (04 - 0.25)
PARAMETER (05 - 0.2)
PARAMETER (09 - 1. / 9.)
PARAMETER (015 - 1. / 15.)
C
IF (NNE.EQ.4) THEN
Cvd$ nodepchk
DO 100 IEL - 1,NE
C
C Get the X fluxes for each element
C
XF1 - FX(IEQUA,IC(I,IEL))
XF2 - FX(IEQUA.IC(2.IEL))
XF3 - FX(IEQUA,IC(3,IEL))
XF4 - FX(IEQUA.IC(4,IEL))
C2 - (-XF1 + XF2 + XF3 - XF4)
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C3 - (-XF1 - XF2 + XF3 + XF4)
C5 - (XF1 - XF2 + XF3 - XF4)
YF1 - FY(IEQUA,IC(1,IEL))
YF2 - FY(IEQUA,IC(2,IEL))
YF3 - FY(IEQUA,IC(3,IEL))
YF4 - FY(IEQUA,IC(4,IEL))
D2 - (-YF1 + YF2 + YF3 - YF4)
D3 = (-YF1 - YF2 + YF3 + YF4)
D5 = (YFI - YF2 + YF3 - YF4)
FLUXi = B3(IEL)*C2 - B2(IEL)*C3
+ A2(IEL)*D3 - A3(IEL)*D2
FLUXS - (B3(IEL)*C5 - B5(IEL)*C3
+ A5(IEL)*D3 - A3(IEL)*D5) * 03
FLUXR - (B6(IEL)*C2 - B2(IEL)*C5
+ A2(IEL)*D5 - A5(IEL)*D2) * 03
WKARAY(IEL,1) - (FLUXI - FLUXR - FLUXS)*04
WKARAY(IEL.2) - (FLUXI + FLUXR - FLUXS)*04
WKARAY(IEL,3) - (FLUXI + FLUXR + FLUXS)*04
WKARAY(IEL,4) - (FLUX1 - FLUXR + FLUXS)*04
CONTINUE
ELSE IF (NNE.EQ.8) THEN
DO 300 IEL - 1,NE
Get the X fluxes for each element
XF1
XF2
XF3
XF4
XF5
XF6
XF7
XF8
BB2
BB3
BB5
FX(IEQUA,IC(1,IEL))
FX(IEQUA, IC(2, IEL))
FX(IEQUA, IC(3, IEL))
FX(IEQUA,IC(4,IEL))
FX(IEQUA, IC(5, IEL))
FX(IEQUA,IC(6,IEL))
FX(IEQUA,IC(7,IEL))
FX(IEQUA,IC(8,IEL))
B2(IEL)
B3(IEL)
B5(IEL)
C Calculate some combinations
F2 - 2.*(XF6 - XF8)
F3 - 2.*(XF7 - XF5)
F4 - (XF1 + XF2 + XF3
F5 - (XF1 - XF2 + XF3
F6 - (XF1 + XF2 + XF3
F7 - (-XF1 - XF2 + XF3
F8 - (-XF1 + XF2 + XF3
XF4)
XF4)
XF4)
+ XF4)
- XF4)
Combine with the metrics
S1 - -BB2*(03*F7 + F3)
+ BB3*(F2 + 03*F8)
+ 2*03*BBS*(F4-F6)
S2 - 03*(-BB2*F5 + 2*BB3*F4
S3 - 03*( BB3*F5 - 2*BB2*F6
84 = -BB2*(03*F3+05*F7)
+ BB3*(03*F2+09*F8)
+ 2*BBS*(05*F4-09*F6)
85 - 2*09*(BB3*F7 - BB2*F8)
S6 - BB3*(03*F2+05*F8)
- BB2*(03*F3+09*F7)
- 2*BBS*(05*F6-09*F4)
87 - -2*BB2*09*F6
+ BB3*09*F6
+ BB6*(015*F7-09*F3)
S8 - 2*BB3*09*F4
- BB2*09*F65
- BBS*(015*F8-09*F2)
- 2.*(XF5 + XF7)
- 2.*(XF6 + XF8)
+ 2.*(XF5 - XF7)
+ 2.*(XF8 - XF6)
+ BB5*(F2-03*F8))
- BBB*(F3-03*F7))
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100
Y stuff
Get the Y fluxes for each element
XF1
XF2
XF3
XF4
XF6
XF6
XF7
XF8
AA2
AA3
AA5
FY(IEQUA, IC(I, IEL))
FY(IEQUA. IC(2, IEL))
FY(IEQUA. IC(3, IEL))
FY(IEQUA, IC(4, IEL))
FY(IEQUA, IC(5, IEL))
FY(IEQUA, IC(, IEL))
FY(IEQUA, IC(7, IEL))
FY(IEQUA, IC(8, IEL))
-A2(IEL)
-A3(IEL)
-A6(IEL)
Calculate some combinations
Combine
F2 - 2.*(XF6 - XF8)
F3 - 2.*(XF7 - XF5)
F4 - (XF1 + XF2 + XF3 + XF4)
F5 - (XF1 - XF2 + XF3 - XF4)
F6 - (XF1 + XF2 + XF3 + XF4)
F7 - (-XF1 - XF2 + XF3 + XF4
F8 - (-XF1 + XF2 + XF3 - XF4
with the metrics
Ti - -AA2*(03*F7 + F3)
+ AA3*(F2 + 03*F8)
+ 2*03*AA5*(F4-F6)
T2 - 03*(-AA2*F5 + 2*AA3*F4
T3 - 03*( AA3*F5 - 2*AA2*F6
T4 - -AA2*(03*F3+05*F7)
+ AA3*(03*F2+09*F8)
+ 2*AA5*(05*F4-09*F6)
T5 - 2*09*(AA3*F7 - AA2*F8)
TO = AA3*(03*F2+05*F8)
- AA2*(03*F3+09*F7)
- 2*AA5*(05*F6-09*F4)
T7 - -2*AA2*09*F6
+ AA3*09*F5
+ AA5*(015*F7-09*F3)
T8 - 2*AA3*09*F4
- AA2*09*F5
- AA5*(015*F8-09*F2)
- 2.*(XF5 + XF7)
- 2.*(XF6 + XF8)) + 2.*(XF5 - XF7)
L) + 2.*(XF8 - XF6)
+ AA5*(F2-03*F8))
- AA5*(F3-03*F7))
- S1 + Ti
-= 2 + T2
-= 3 + T3
-= 4 + T4
-= 5 + T5
= 86 + TO
- 87 + T7
= 88 + T8
Calculate a quantity that comes up a lot
SQ = S1 - 54 - SO
Distribute out to the nodes
WKARAY(IEL, i)
WKARAY(IEL,2)
WKARAY(IEL,3)
WKARAY(IEL.4)
WKARAY(IEL,.5)
WKARAY(IEL.6)
WKARAY(IEL,7)
WKARAY(IEL,8)
CONTINUE300
-(SQ -
-(SQ +
-(SQ -
-(SQ +
2.*(S1
2.*(S1
2.*(81
2.*(Si
S8)
88)
S8)
S8)
+ S7)
- s8)
- S7)
+ S8)
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RETURN
C******************************************************
C
ELSE IF (NNE.EQ.9) THEN
DO 500 IEL - 1,NE
C
C Get the X fluxes for each element
C
XF1 - FX(IEQUA,IC(1,IEL))
XF2 - FX(IEQUA,IC(2,IEL))
XF3 = FX(IEQUA,IC(3,IEL))
XF4 - FX(IEQUA,IC(4,IEL))
XF5 - FX(IEQUA,IC(5,IEL))
XF6 - FX(IEQUA.IC(6,IEL))
XF7 - FX(IEQUA,IC(7,IEL))
XF8 - FX(IEQUA,IC(8,IEL))
XF9 - FX(IEQUA,IC(9,IEL))
BB2 - B2(IEL)
BB3 - B3(IEL)
BB5 - B5(IEL)
C
C Calculate some combinations
C
F2 - 2.*(XF6 - XF8)
F3 - 2.*(XF7 - XF5)
F4 - 2.*(XF6 + XF8) - 4.*XF9
F5 - (XFI - XF2 + XF3 - XF4)
F6O 2.*(XF5 + XF7) - 4.*XF9
F7 - (-XF1 - XF2 + XF3 + XF4) + 2.*(XF5 - XF7)
F8S (-XFi + XF2 + XF3 - XF4) + 2.*(XF8 - XF6)
F9 - (XF1 + XF2 + XF3 + XF4) -
& 2.*(XF5 + XF6 + XF7 + XF8) + 4.*XF9
C
C Combine with the metrics
C
S1 - -BB2*(03*F7 + F3)
& + BB3*(F2 + 03*F8)
k + 2*03*BB5*(F4-F6)
82 - 03*(-BB2*F5 + 2*BB3*(F4+03*F9) + BB5*(F2-03*F8))
S3 - 03*( BB3*F5 - 2*BB2*(F6+03*F9) - BB5*(F3-03*F7))
84 - -BB2*(03*F3+05*F7)
k + BB3*(03*F2+09*F8)
& + 2*BB5*(05*F4-09*F6)
S5 - 2*09*(BB3*F7 - BB2*F8)
SO = BB3*(03*F2+05*F8)
& - BB2*(03*F3+09*F7)
& - 2*BB5*(05*F6-09*F4)
87 - -2*BB2*(09*F6+015*F9)
& + BB3*09*F5
& + BB5*(015*F7-09*F3)
S8 - 2*BB3*(09*F4+015*Fg)
& - BB2*09*F5
k - BB5*(015*F8-09*F2)
S9 - -BB2*(09*F3+015*F7)
k + BB3*(09*F2+015*F8)
& + 2*BB5*015*(F4-F6)
C
C...... Y stuff
C
C Get the Y fluxes for each element
C
XF1 - FY(IEQUA,IC(1,IEL))
XF2 - FY(IEQUA,.IC(2,IEL))
XF3 - FY(IEQUA,IC(3,IEL))
XF4 - FY(IEQUA.IC(4.IEL))
XF5 - FY(IEQUA,IC(5,IEL))
XF6 - FY(IEQUA,IC(6,IEL))
XF7 - FY(IEQUA,IC(7.IEL))
XF8 - FY(IEQUA,IC(8,IEL))
XF9 - FY(IEQUA,IC(9,IEL))
AA2 - -A2(IEL)
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AA3 - -A3(IEL)
AA6 = -AS(IEL)
C
C Calculate some combinations
C
F2 - 2.*(XF6 - XF8)
F3 - 2.*(XF7 - XF5)
F4 = 2.*(XF6 + XF8) - 4.*XF9
F5 - (XF1 - XF2 + XF3 - XF4)
FO - 2.*(XF6 + XF7) - 4.*XF9
F7 - (-XF1 - XF2 + XF3 + XF4) + 2.*(XF5 - XF7)
F8 - (-XF1 + XF2 + XF3 - XF4) + 2.*(XF8 - XF6)
F9 - (XF1 + XF2 + XF3 + XF4) -
& 2.*(XF5 + XF6 + XF7 + XF8) + 4.*XF9
C
C Combine with the metrics
C
Ti = -AA2*(03*F7 + F3)
& + AA3*(F2 + 03*F8)
& + 2*03*AA5*(F4-F6)
T2 - 03*(-AA2*F5 + 2*AA3*(F4+O3*F9) + AAM*(F2-03*F8))
T3 - 03*( AA3*F5 - 2*AA2*(F6+03*F9) - AA5*(F3-03*F7))
T4 - -AA2*(03*F3+05*F7)
& + AA3*(03*F2+O9*F8)
& + 2*AA5*(O5*F4-09*F6)
T5 = 2*09*(AA3*F7 - AA2*F8)
TO = AA3*(03*F2+05*F8)
& - AA2*(03*F3+09*F7)
& - 2*AA5*(05*F6-09*F4)
T7 - -2*AA2*(09*F6+015*F9)
& + AA3*09*F5
k + AAS*(015*F7-09*F3)
T8 - 2*AA3*(09*F4+015*F9)
& - AA2*09*F5
& - AA5*(015*F8-09*F2)
T9 - -AA2*(09*F3+015*F7)
& + AA3*(09*F2+015*F8)
k + 2*AA5*015*(F4-F6)
C
81 - 81 + Ti
S2 - 82 + T2
83 - 83 + T3
84 - 84 + T4
85 85 + TS
S6 - 86 + TO
S7 - 87 + T7
88 - 88 + T8
89 - 89 + T9
C
C Distribute out to the nodes
C
WKARAY(IEL,1) - 85 - 87 - S8 + 89
WKARAY(IEL,2) -85 - S7 + 8 + 89
WKARAY(IEL,3) S85 + 87 + 88 + S9
WKARAY(IEL,4) - -85 + 87 - 88 + 89
WKARAY(IEL,5) - (-83 + SO + S7 - 89)*2.
WKARAY(IEL,6) - (S2 + 84 - S8 - S9)*2.
WKARAY(IEL,7) - (83 + S6 - S7 - S9)*2.
WKARAY(IEL,8) - (-82 + S4 + S8 - 89)*2.
WKARAY(IEL,9) - (S1 - S4 - SO + S9)*4.
600 CONTINUE
RETURN
ENDIF
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CRMS (ITEM.THING)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
CHARACTER*20 PLTITLE(7)
DATA PLTITLE /'PRESSURE' ,'DENSITY','MACH NUMBER',
& 'ENTROPY', 'TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS','PRESSURE SWITCH',
k 'ADAPTATION SWITCH'/
DIMENSION ALIMITS(4).THING(*)
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IF (ITEM.EQ.100) THEN
RETURN
ENDIF
WRITE (6,*) ' Information about ',.PLTITLE(ITEM)
CALL GRGETLIMITS (THING,THING,NN,ALIMITS)
WRITE (6,*) ° Range is',ALIMITS(1),' to',ALIMITS(2)
RMS - 0.
RMSINT - 0.
DO I - 1,IGINF(i)-1
RMSINT - RMSINT + THING(I)**2
RMS - RMS + THING(I)**2
ENDDO
DO I - IGINF(1),NN
RMS - RMS + THING(I)**2
ENDDO
RMS - SQRT(RMS/NN)
RMSINT - SQRT(RMSINT/(IGINF(1)-i))
WRITE (6,*) ° RMS value is',RMS,' (all nodes)'
WRITE (6,*) ' ',RMSINT,' (interior nodes)'
9999 RETURN
END
C***********************************************************************
C***********************************************************************
C Subroutine to do adaptation on the mesh after an iteration
C using directional ideas
C
C The following procedure is used to do the adaptation:
C 1) Form an error estimate on the mesh.
C When the elemental value is
C greater then ADAPTHIGH, the element will be refined.
C When it is less than ADAPT_LOW, it will be coarsened.
C 2) Determine all elements to be adapted. This is done by starting with
C the initial list of adapted elements and adding on elements
C that are adjacent to the refined ones. This adjacency addition
C is performed a user-specified number of times.
C 3) Do all refinings, starting with elements at the coarsest level.
C 4) Do all coarsening, starting with elements at the finest level.
C 5) Remove all holes by refining elements as necessary.
C 6) Write the grid and regenerate the geometry.
C
SUBROUTINE ADAPT
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'IOCOMMON.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
LOGICAL PSWTEMP,TEST
CHARACTER*7 NAME
Space for the error indicator
DIMENSION ADSWITCH(MAXE), NEIGHBOR(64)
EQUIVALENCE (ADSWITCH,VIS),(NEIGHBOR,VISI)
Generate the adaptation switch
CALL CADAPTSW (ADSWITCH)
Regenerate element and node types
CALL GENETYP
CALL GENNTYP
Initialize some things.
MAXDEPTH - 0
MAXEFFDEPTH - 0
DO 6 I - 1,NE
IADAPT(I) - 0
MAXDEPTH - MAX(MAXDEPTH. INT(RDEPTH(DMAX. I)))
MAXEFFDEPTH - MAX(MAXEFFDEPTH.INT (RDEPTH(DEFF, I)))
CONTINUE
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C Loop through all the elements and determine what we should do to
C them. If an element should be changed, put a code into IADAPT
C
C If IADAPT - 0, do nothing
C If IADAPT - 1, refine horizontally
C If IADAPT - 2, refine vertically
C If IADAPT - 3, refine both ways
C If IADAPT < 0, unrefine
C
C Directional Refinement is based on the first difference of density
C
DO 10 I - 1,NE
IF (ADSWITCH(I).GT.ADAPTHIGH) IADAPT(I) - IADTYPE(I)
IF (ADSWITCH(I).LT.ADAPTLOW) IADAPT(I) - -1
10 CONTINUE
C
C Do the grid refinements
C
IOLDNE - NE
ITRY - 0
IPROHIB - 0
DO 30 ID - 1,MIN(MAXEFFDEPTH,ADAPTDEPTH)
C
C Flag the adjacent elements according to ADAPTADJACENT
C
DO 20 I - 1,ADAPTADJACENT
20 CALL SETADAPT (IOLDNE,ID,NEIGHBOR)
C
DO 40 IEL - 1,IOLDNE
IF (IADAPT(IEL).LE.O.OR.RDEPTH(DEFF,IEL).NE.ID)GOTO 40
C
C Check on allowable adaptation. First, don't allow
C directional except later than ADAPTDIRDEPTH. Otherwise,
C only allow enough adaptation so that the element will
C be at ADAPTDEPTH in level.
C
IF (ID.LT.ADAPTDIRDEPTH) THEN
IADAPT(IEL) - 3
ENDIF
C
C Don't allow the real depth to get too big.
C In other words, only allow RDEPTH(DEFF) to get to
C ADAPTDEPTH.
C
IF (BTEST(IADAPT(IEL),0).AND.
& RDEPTH(DHOR,IEL). GE.ADAPTDEPTH) THEN
IADAPT(IEL) - IAND (IADAPT(IEL),2)
ENDIF
IF (BTEST(IADAPT(IEL),1) .AND.
& RDEPTH(DVERIEL). GE.ADAPTDEPTH) THEN
IADAPT(IEL) - IAND (IADAPT(IEL),1)
ENDIF
C
C
IERROR - 0
IF (IADAPT(IEL).NE.0) ITRY = ITRY + I
IF (IADAPT(IEL).EQ.1) CALL EDIVIDH (IEL,IERROR)
IF (IADAPT(IEL).EQ.2) CALL EDIVIDV (IEL,IERROR)
IF (IADAPT(IEL).EQ.3) CALL EDIVID (IEL,IERROR)
IF (IERROR.GT.1) THEN
WRITE (6,*) * **** ADAPT - error refining grid,'
WRITE (6,*) * return code',IERROR
ENDIF
IF (IERROR.GE.1) IPROHIB - IPROHIB + 1
IADAPT(IEL) - 0
40 CONTINUE
CALL CCNVECT
30 CONTINUE
C
C Tell about refinements
C
WRITE (6,*) ITRY-IPROHIB,' Elements refined out of',
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t& ITRY,' Elements attempted.'
C
C Do the grid coarsenings
C
IPROHIB - 0
ITRY - 0
DO 60 ID - MAXDEPTH,2,-1
CALL GENCHILD(ID)
DO 70 I - 1.NE
C
C Make sure we are coarsening the parent element.
C
IF (IADAPT(I).GE.O.OR.RDEPTH(DMAX,I).NE.ID) GOTO 70
IEL - I
IF (ICHILD(I.I) .EQ. 0) IEL = IPARENT(I)
IF (RDEPTH(DMAX,IEL).NE.ID) GOTO 70
C
C Coarsen the element
C
ITRY - ITRY + 1
CALL ERESTOR (IEL,IERROR)
IF (IERROR.GT.1) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' **** ADAPT - error coarsening grid,'
WRITE (6,*) a return code',IERROR
ENDIF
IF (IERROR.EQ.i) IPROHIB - IPROHIB + I
IADAPT(IEL) - 0
70 CONTINUE
C
C Get rid of deleted elements and nodes
C
CALL GNFIX
CALL GEFIX
60 CONTINUE
C
C Tell about prohibited coarsenings
C
WRITE (6,*) ITRY-IPROHIB,' Elements unrefined out of',
& ITRY.' Elements attempted.'
C
C Eliminate all holes
C
CALL ELIMINATEHOLES
CALL GNFIX
CALL GEFIX
C
C All adaptation is done, recalculate geometry and write the grid.
C
CALL GEOMETRY
CALL INITCV
CALL CSWEIGHT
C
NUM_ADAPT - NUM_ADAPT + 1
WRITE (NAME. '(H. grid 12.2)') NUMADAPT
CALL GRIDDEFNAME (NAME)
CALL WGRID(GRIDFILE)
C
RETURN
END
C
C
C Set all elements adjacent to currently adapted ones to be adapted
C
SUBROUTINE SETADAPT (IOLDNEMYDEPTH,NEIGHBOR)
C
C MYDEPTH is the depth of elements to check for adaptation
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
DIMENSION NEIGHBOR(*)
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C
DO 10 I - 1,IOLDNE
10 IADJAC(I) = 0
C
DO 20 I - 1,IOLDNE
IF (IADAPT(I).GT.0 .AND. RDEPTH(DEFF,I).EQ.MYDEPTH) THEN
CALL ENEIGHB(I, NEIGHBOR, NUM.NE)
DO 30 J - 1,NUM_NE
IF (RDEPTH(DEFF,NEIGHBOR(J)).EQ.MYDEPTH)
k IADJAC(NEIGHBOR(J)) - IOR (
a IADJAC(NEIGHBOR(J)) IADAPT(I))
30 CONTINUE
ENDIF
20 CONTINUE
C
C Set the adjacent elements into IADAPT
C
DO 40 I - 1.IOLDNE
IF (IADAPT(I).EQ.O) IADAPT(I) - IADJAC(I)
40 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DPRIMV (FILENAME)
C
C Write the primitive variables RHO, U, V and P to a formatted
C output file
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'IOCOMMON.INC'
CHARACTER*64 FILENAME
C
CALL FLUXES(U)
OPEN (UNIT-12,FILE-ILELENAME, STATUS-'UNKNOWN')
WRITE (12,*) ' Iteration:',ITER
WRITE (12,*) ' Node, X, Y, Rho, U, V, P'
DO 10 I = 1,NN
UL = U(I,2) / U(I,1)
VL = U(I,3) / U(I,1)
WRITE (12,*) I,X(1,I),X(2,I),U(I,1),UL,VL,P(I)
10 CONTINUE
C
CLOSE (12)
RETURN
END
C Subroutines to divide elements
C Subroutine to divide an element into 4 elements.
C
C The following algorithm is used:
C
C 1) Check to make sure element is refinable by making sure
C the surrounding elements are at same or greater depth.
C Also check to make sure that none of the corner nodes are
C virtual nodes.
C 2) Generate the new nodes. If the facing element is of the same
C depth, the node created is virtual. If the facing element
C is on the surface, an appropriate boundary node is created
C and NINFO is updated. If the facing element is of greater
C depth, the node is re-used and its type is changed.
C 3) Generate element connectivities and update IDEPTH, IPARENT,
C ICHILD and ICREATE arrays.
C 4) Generate IFINFO codes. If a facing element is of same depth,
C no special work is needed. If it is of a greater depth,
C search through the neighbor to find which surfaces point
C at the element. Update these to the new values, and
C create IFINFO for the element.
C
C IEL - element to divide
C IERROR - return code, 0 for succesful division
C 1 - for division failure due to bad neighbors
C 2 - lack of space
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CSUBROUTINE EDIVID (IEL,IERROR)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
C
C This array is used to form the sequences 1-2-3-4-1
INTEGER NEXT(4)
DATA NEXT /2,3,4,1/
LOGICAL TEST,EDIVCK
C
C These arrays are used to store element information
C
DIMENSION NEWN(5),NEWE(2**NCN),NFACE(2*NCN),NEIGHBOR(64)
DIMENSION IFACEE(2,2*NCN)
C
C IFACEE contains the elements facing the new faces of the divided
C elements. IFACEE(1,FACE) contains the facing information for the
C first element on the face (going counterclockwise), etc.
C This is initialized to point to the same elements as IFINFO,
C but is corrected when we adapt.
C
IERROR - 0
C
C Make sure there is room for new elements/nodes
C
IF (NE+3.GT.MAXE .OR. NN+5 .GT. MAXN) THEN
IERROR - 2
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C Make sure the division is allowable by checking the
C neighbors; initialize some things to keep track of faces.
C
IF (IETYP(IEL).NE.1) THEN
IERROR - 1
RETURN
ENDIF
IF (.NOT.EDIVCK(IEL)) THEN
IERROR - 1
RETURN
ENDIF
C
DO 10 I - 1,2*NCN
NFACE(I) - IFINFO(I,IEL)
IFACEE(1,I) - NFACE(I)
IFACEE(2,I) - NFACE(I)
10 CONTINUE
C
C Create the new element numbers
C
NEWE(1) - IEL
NEWE(2) - NE + 1
NEWE(3) - NE + 2
NEWE(4) - NE + 3
C
C Now create the new nodes. First, do the center node. This willC always be of type 0 (ordinary)
C
NN - NN + 1
NEWN(5) - NN
X(1,NN) - 0
X(2,NN) - 0
DO 20 I - 1,NEQUA
20 U(NN,I) - 0
DO 22 II - 1,4
X(1,NN) - X(1,NN) + .25*X(1,IC(II,IEL))
X(2,NN) - X(2,NN) + .25*X(2,IC(II,IEL))
DO 24 III - 1,NEQUA
24 U(NN,III) - U(NN,III) + .26*U(IC(II,IEL),III)
22 CONTINUE
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NDTYP(NN) - 0
Now loop through the 4 midside nodes, checking to see if they need
to be created or not
DO 100 IFACE - 1,4
CALL EDIVFACE (IFACE,IEL,NEWN(IFACE),NEWE(IFACE),
k NEWE(NEXT(IFACE)),IFACEE(1,IFACE),IFACEE(2,IFACE),
& IERROR)
IF (IERROR.NE.0) RETURN
CONTINUE
All the nodes
New element 2
(1,NE
(2, NE
(3,NE
(4,NE
and face codes are set up, now generate the elements
- NEWN(1)
- IC(2,IEL)
- NEWN(2)
- NEWN(5)
New element 3
(1, NE(2.NE(3,NE
(4,NE
New element 4
(1,NE(2, NE
(3, NE
(4,NE
New element 1
IC (I,IEL)
IC (2,IEL)
IC (3,IEL)
IC (4, IEL)
NE - NE + 3
Generate the face codes for the new elements
DO 200 I - 1,4
IN1 - I
IN2 " NEXT(I)
IN3 - NEXT(IN2)
IN4 , NEXT(IN3)
IFINFO(IN1,NEWE(I))
IFINFO(IN4.NEWE(I))
IFINFO(IN2,NEWE(I))
IFINFO(IN3,NEWE(I))
CONTINUE
IFACEE(I,INI)
IFACEE(2,IN4)
NEWE(IN2)
NEWE(IN4)
Update IDEPTH, IPARENT, and ICREATE arrays
DO I - 1,4
RDEPTH(I,IEL) - RDEPTH(I,IEL) + 1
ENDDO
MYDEPTH - RDEPTH(DMAX,IEL)
DO 220 I 2,4
IETYP(NEWE(I)) - IETYP(IEL)
IADAPT(NEWE(I)) - 0
IPARENT(NEWE(I)) - IEL
IDEPTH(NEWE(I)) - IDEPTH(IEL)
ICREATE(NEWE(I)) - MYDEPTH
CONTINUE
MAXDEPTH - MAX (MAXDEPTH,MYDEPTH)
The division is complete.
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C
C
C
C
100
C
NEWN(5)
NEWN(2)
IC(3,IEL)
NEWN(3)
NEW N(4)
NEWN (5)
NEWN(3)
IC(4,IEL)
IC(1,IEL)
NEW N(1)
NEWN (5)
NEWN (4)
C
C
200
C
C
C
220
C
C
RETURN
END
C
C
C This entry is to divide an element "vertically"
C
SUBROUTINE EDIVIDV(IEL,IERROR)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
C
C This array is used to form the sequences 1-2-3-4-1
INTEGER NEXT(4)
DATA NEXT /2.3,4,1/
LOGICAL TEST,EDIVCK
C
IERROR - 0
C write (6.*) ' Divide vertically'
C
C Make sure there is room for new elements/nodes
C
IF (NE+I.GT.MAXE .OR. NN+2 .GT. MAXN) THEN
IERROR - 2
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C Make sure the division is allowable by checking the
C neighbors; initialize some things to keep track of faces.
C
IF (.NOT.EDIVCK(IEL)) THEN
IERROR - I
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C Create the new nodes. These will be the midsides on
C faces 1 and 3
C
CALL EDIVFACE (1,IEL,NEWN1,IEL,NE+1,
& IFINFO(I,IEL),IFINFO(1,NE+1),IERROR)
IF (IERROR.NE.O) RETURN
CALL EDIVFACE (3,IEL,NEWN2,NE+1, IEL,
& IFINFO(3,NE+I),IFINFO(3,IEL),IERROR)
IF (IERROR.NE.O) RETURN
NE - NE + 1
C
C All the nodes and face codes are set up, now generate the elements
C
C New element 2
C
IC (I.NE) - NEWN1
IC (2,NE) - IC(2,IEL)
IC (3,NE) - IC(3,IEL)
IC (4,NE) - NEWN2
C
C New element 1
C
IC (2,IEL) - NEWN1
IC (3,IEL) - NEWN2
C
C Generate the face codes for the new elements
C
IFINFO(2,NE) - IFINFO(2,IEL)
IFINFO(2,IEL) - NE
IFINFO(4,NE) - IEL
C
C Get the things that point back into face 2. and fix them
C
CALL ELFACE (NE.2.IEL1.IEL2.JFACE)
IF (IEL1.NE.O .AND. JFACE.NE.0) THEN
IF (IFINFO(JFACE,IEL1).NE.IEL) THEN
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WRITE(6,*) " Bad face code in final fixup',IEL
ELSE
IFINFO(JFACE,IELI) - NE
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (IEL2.NE.O .AND. JFACE.NE.O) THEN
IF (IFINFO(JFACE,IEL2).NE.IEL) THEN
WRITE(6,*) ' Bad face code in final fixup',IEL
ELSE
IFINFO(JFACE,IEL2) - NE
ENDIF
ENDIF
C
C Update IDEPTH, IPARENT, and ICREATE arrays
C
MYDEPTH - RDEPTH(DMAX,IEL) + I
RDEPTH(DMAX,IEL) - MYDEPTH
NEWER - RDEPTH(DVER,IEL) + I
RDEPTH(DVER,IEL) - NEWVER
NEWEFF - RDEPTH(DEFF,IEL)NEWEFF - MAX(NEWVER,NEWEFF)
RDEPTH(DEFF.IEL) - NEWEFF
IDEPTH(NE) - IDEPTH(IEL)
C
IETYP(NE) - IETYP(IEL)
IADAPT(NE) - 0
IPARENT(NE) - IEL
ICREATE(NE) - MYDEPTH
MAXDEPTH - MAX (MAXDEPTH,MYDEPTH)
C
C The division is complete.
C
RETURN
END
C
C***************************************************************
C***************************************************************
C This entry is to divide an element "horizontally"
C
SUBROUTINE EDIVIDH(IEL,IERROR)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
C
C This array is used to form the sequences 1-2-3-4-1
INTEGER NEXT(4)
DATA NEXT /2,3.4,1/
LOGICAL TEST,EDIVCK
C
IERROR - 0
C write (6,*) " Divide horizontally'
C
C Make sure there is room for new elements/nodes
C
IF (NE+1.GT.MAXE .OR. NN+2 .GT. MAXN) THEN
IERROR - 2
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C Make sure the division is allowable by checking the
C neighbors; initialize some things to keep track of faces.
C
IF (.NOT.EDIVCK(IEL)) THEN
IERROR - 1
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C Create the new nodes. These will be the midsides on
C faces 2 and 4
C
CALL EDIVFACE (2,IEL,NEWN2,IEL, NE+I,
k IFINFO(2,IEL),IFINFO(2.NE+1),IERROR)
IF (IERROR.NE.O) RETURN
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CALL EDIVFACE (4,IEL.NEWVN1.NE+1, IEL.
& IFINFO(4.NE+1).IFINFO(4.IEL).IERROR)
IF (IERROR.NE.O) RETURN
NE - NE + i
C
C All the nodes and face codes are set up, now generate the elements
C
C New element 2
C
IC (1,NE) - NEWNIIC (2.NE) - NEWN2
IC (3.NE) - IC(3,IEL)
IC (4,NE) - IC(4,IEL)
C
C New element 1
C
IC (3.IEL) - NEWN2
IC (4,IEL) - NEWNI
C
C Generate the face codes for the new elements
C
IFINFO(3,NE) - IFINFO(3.IEL)
IFINFO(3.IEL) - NE
IFINFO(1,NE) - IEL
C
C Get the things that point back into face 3. and fix them
C
CALL ELFACE (NE,3.IEL1,IEL2,JFACE)
IF (IEL1.NE.O .AND. JFACE.NE.O) THEN
IF (IFINFO(JFACE.IEL1).NE.IEL) THEN
WRITE(6.*) * Bad face code in final fixup',IEL
ELSE
IFINFO(JFACE.IEL1) - NE
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (IEL2.NE.O .AND. JFACE.NE.O) THEN
IF (IFINFO(JFACE.IEL2).NE.IEL) THEN
WRITE(6,*) ' Bad face code in final fixup',IEL
ELSE
IFINFO(JFACEIEL2) - NE
ENDIF
ENDIF
C
C Update IDEPTH, IPARENT, and ICREATE arrays
C
MYDEPTH - RDEPTH(DMAX.IEL) + 1
RDEPTH(DMAX.IEL) - MYDEPTH
NEWHOR - RDEPTH(DHOR.IEL) + 1
RDEPTH(DHOR.IEL) - NEWHOR
NEWEFF - RDEPTH(DEFF,IEL)
NEWEFF - MAX(NEWHOR,NEWEFF)
RDEPTH(DEFF,IEL) - NEWEFF
IDEPTH(NE) - IDEPTH(IEL)
C
IETYP(NE) - IETYP(IEL)
IADAPT(NE) - 0
IPARENT(NE) - IEL
ICREATE(NE) - MYDEPTHMAXDEPTH - MAX (MAXDEPTH.MYDEPTH)
C
C The division is complete.
C
RETURN
END
C Here are some utility routines for mesh division.
C NEWVNODE - Create a new virtual node midway between
C nodes NLEFT and NRIGHT. NLEFT is the node to the left.
C NRIGHT the node to the right of the newly created node.
C
SUBROUTINE NEWVNODE (NLEFT.NRIGHT)
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INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
C
C Calculate the new coordinates and state vectors
C
NN - NN + 1
X(1.NN) - .5*(X(1,NLEFT) + X(1,NRIGHT))
X(2,NN) - .5*(X(2,NLEFT) + X(2,NRIGHT))
DO 10 I - 1,NEQUA
10 U(NN,I) - .5*(U(NLEFT,I) + U(NRIGHT,I))
NDTYP(NN) - NTVIR
NINFO(1.NN) - NLEFT
NINFO(2,NN) - NRIGHT
RETURN
END
C***********************************************************************
C***********************************************************************
C NEWBNODE - Create a new boundary node of a type determined
C by nodes NLEFT and NRIGHT. NLEFT is the node to the left,
C NRIGHT the node to the right of the newly created node.
C
SUBROUTINE NEWBNODE (NLEFT,NRIGHT)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
C
C Calculate the new coordinates
C
NN - NN + 1
CALL BDINTERP(NLEFT,NRIGHT,X(I,NN) ,X(2,NN))
DO 10 I - 1,NEQUA
10 U(NN,I) - .5*(U(NLEFT,I) + U(NRIGHT,I))
NINFO(1,NN) - NLEFT
NINFO(2,NN) - NRIGHT
C
C Correct NINFO for the two adjacent nodes. Here we must
C check for corner nodes, and not update them if found.
C
IF (NINFO(2,NLEFT) .NE. NLEFT) NINFO(2,NLEFT) - NN
IF (NINFO(I,NRIGHT) .NE. NRIGHT) NINFO(1,NRIGHT) - NN
C
C Determine the type of the new node
C Create a solid node if either node was solid, otherwise create
C a far node
C
ITI - NDTYP (NRIGHT)
IT2 - NDTYP (NLEFT)
NDTYP(NN) - NTFAR
IF (ITI.EQ.NTSOL .OR. IT2.EQ.NTSOL) NDTYP(NN) - NTSOL
RETURN
END
C
C
C Subroutine to take care of dividing a face and setting the
C new faces up appropriately in adjacent elements.
C
SUBROUTINE EDIVFACE (IFACE,IEL,NEWN, NEWE, NEWE2,
& NF1,NF2,IERROR)
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
C
C IFACE - face to be divided
C IEL - element to be divided
C NEWN - new node on that face
C NEWEl - new element on that face sharing NLEFT
C NEWE2 - new element on that face sharing NRIGHT
C NEWN - new node on that face
C NF1 - element on that face sharing NLEFT
C NF2 - element on that face sharing NRIGHT
C IERROR - error indicator, should be 0
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C
C
C This array is used to form the sequences 1-2-3-4-1
INTEGER NEXT(4)
DATA NEXT /2.3,4,1/
LOGICAL TEST
C
NLEFT - IC(IFACE,IEL)
NRIGHT - IC(NEXT(IFACE),IEL)
IELADJ - IFINFO(IFACE,IEL)
C
C************
C Check for boundary node
C
IF (IELADJ.LE.O) THEN
CALL NEWBNODE (NLEFT,NRIGHT)
NEWN - NN
NF1 - IELADJ
NF2 - IELADJ
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C************
C Here we call ELFACE to determine the element(s) bordering
C This face.... Here IEL1 shares NLEFT,IEL2 shares NRIGHT.
C
CALL ELFACE (IEL,IFACE,IEL1, IEL2,JFACE)
IF (JFACE.EQ.O .OR. IEL1.EQ.0) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' **** EDIVID - Confused faces'
IERROR - 4
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C Check for completely new node
C
IF (IEL2.EQ.O) THEN
CALL NEWVNODE (NLEFT,NRIGHT)
NEWN - NN
NF1 - IEL1
NF2 - IEL1
C
C Readjust IFINFO to point tp an adjacent element
C
IFINFO(JFACE,IEL1) - NEWEl
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C************
C Do the case in which we have a node already created.
C This is the trickiest case.
C
C IEL1 and IEL2 now have the two elements in it of relevance
C JFACE is their face that points into IEL.
C Things are set so that IEL2 shares RIGHT
C
C Check three conditions on connectivity:
C IEL2 (NEXT(JFACE)) - IELI(JFACE)
C IEL2 (JFACE) - NRIGHT
C IEL1 (NEXT(JFACE)) - NLEFT
C
TEST - IC(NEXT(JFACE).IEL2) .EQ. IC(JFACE,IELI)
TEST - TEST .AND. (IC(JFACE,IEL2).EQ.NRIGHT)
TEST - TEST .AND. (IC(NEXT(JFACE),IEL1).EQ.NLEFT)
IF (.NOT. TEST) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' **** EDIVID - Confused connectivity'
IERROR - 5
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C Now we can pick out the new nodes, fix face codes, etc.
C
NEWN - IC(JFACE,IEL1)
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IFINFO (JFACE,IELI) - NEWEl
IFINFO (JFACE,IEL2) - NEWE2
NF1 - IEL1
NF2 - IEL2
NDTYP (NEWN) - 0
DO 140 I - I,NEQUA
140 U(NEWN,I) - .5*(U(NLEFT,I) + U(NRIGHT,I))
C
RETURN
END
C
C Function to see it it's O.K. to divide an element.
C Checks to make sure the depth difference isn't too great
C and also that there are no virtual nodes in the element
C
C Current version actually checks only for virtual nodes in the
C element.
C
LOGICAL FUNCTION EDIVCK (IEL)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
LOGICAL TEST
C DIMENSION NEIGHBOR(64)
C CALL ENEIGHB(IEL,NEIGHBOR,NUMNE)
C MYDEPTH - RDEPTH(DEFF, IEL)
TEST - .FALSE.
C DO I - 1,NUMNE
C TEST - TEST .OR. (RDEPTH(DEFF,NEIGHBOR(I)) .LT.MYDEPTH)
C ENDDO
DO I - 1,4
TEST - TEST .OR. (NDTYP(IC(I,IEL)).EQ.NTVIR)
ENDDO
EDIVCK - .NOT. TEST
END
C ELIMINATE-HOLES searches the mesh for holes and gets rid of them
C
SUBROUTINE ELIMINATE-HOLES
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
LOGICAL DIVIDE
C
C To eliminate holes, we search through the mesh starting at the
C coarsest levels and running to the finest. If an element has
C more than 2/3 fine neighbors, it is considered in the hole.
C
IPASS - 0
1 IHOLES - 0
C
C Loop over all levels
C
DO ILEVEL - 1,MAXDEPTH-1
IOLDNE - NE
DO I - 1,IOLDNE
IF (RDEPTH(DMAX,I).EQ.ILEVEL) THEN
C
C Check for Horizontal hole
C
C CALL ELFACE (I,2,IEL1,IEL2,IFACE)
C CALL ELFACE (I,4.IEL3,IEL4,IFACE)
C IDIVH - 0
C IF (IEL2.NE.0 .OR. IEL1.EQ.0) IDIVH - IDIVH + 1
C IF (IEL4.NE.0 .OR. IEL3.EQ.O) IDIVH - IDIVH + 1
C
C Check for Vertical hole
C
C CALL ELFACE (I,1,IEL1.IEL2.IFACE)
C CALL ELFACE (I,3,IEL3,IEL4, IFACE)
C IDIVVW 0
C IF (IEL2.NE.O .OR. IEL1.EQ.O) IDIVV = IDIVV + 1
C IF (IEL4.NE.0 .OR. IEL3.EQ.O) IDIVV - IDIVV + 1
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C Divide if necessary
C
C IF (IDIW+IDIVH .GE. 3) THEN
C CALL EDIVID(I,IERROR)
C ELSE IF (IDIW .EQ. 2) THEN
C CALL EDIVIDV(I,IERROR)
C ELSE IF (IDIVH .EQ. 2) THEN
C CALL EDIVIDH(I,IERROR)
C ELSE IF (ISHOLE(I)) THEN
IF (ISHOLE(I).EQ.1) THEN
CALL EDIVID(I,IERROR)
ELSE
IERROR - I
ENDIF
IF (IERROR.GT.1) WRITE (6,6001) I,IERROR
IF (IERROR.EQ.0) IHOLES - I
ENDIF
ENDDO
ENDDO
IF (IHOLES.NE.O) THEN
IPASS - IPASS + 1
GOTO 1
ENDIF
WRITE (6,*) ' Hole elimination required',IPASS,' passes.'
RETURN
6001 FORMAT (' **** ELIMINATEHOLES - error refining grid at element',
& I,*', return code',12)
END
C**********************************************************************
C IS_HOLE (IEL) - return 1 if the element is a hole, 0
C otherwise.
C
INTEGER FUNCTION ISHOLE (IEL)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
DIMENSION NEIGHBOR(64),ITHRESH_ARRAY(12)
DATA ITHRESHARRAY /2,2,3,4,4.5,5,6,6,67,8,8/
IS-HOLE - 0
C
C First, find the neighbors
C
CALL ENEIGHB (IEL,NEIGHBOR,NUM_NE)
C
C Find out how many are fine and coarse
C
IFINE - 0
ICOARSE - 0
MYDEPTH - RDEPTH(DEFF,IEL)
DO I - 1,NUM_NE
IF (MYDEPTH.LT.RDEPTH(DEFF,NEIGHBOR(I)))
& IFINE - IFINE + 1
C IF (MYDEPTH.GT.RDEPTH(DEFF,NEIGHBOR(I)))
C & ICOARSE - ICOARSE + 1
ENDDO
C
C Figure out what to do based on this info
C Currently, an empirically derived threshold method
C will be used. It should be obvious how it works from the code
C
ITHRESH - ITHRESH_ARRAY(MIN(NUM_NE,12))
IF (ITHRESH.LE.IFINE) ISHOLE - I
RETURN
END
C these two subroutines turn nodal quantities into elemental
C quantities and vice versa
SUBROUTINE NODETOELEM (QNODE,qELEM)
C
C QNODE - nodal quantity (input)
C QELEM - elemental values of that quantity (output)
C
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INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION QNODE(*).QELEM(*)
C
C Loop over all the elements, accumulating from the nodes
C
IF(NNE.EQ.9) THEN
09 - 1./9.
DO J - 1,NE
QELEM(J) - 09*(QNODE(IC(1,J)) + QNODE(IC(2,J)) +
& QNODE(IC(3,J)) + QNODE(IC(4,J)) +
& QNODE(IC(5,J)) + QNODE(IC(6,J)) +
& QNODE(IC(7.J)) + QNODE(IC(8,J)) +
& QNODE(IC(9,J)))
ENDDO
ELSE IF (NNE.EQ.8) THEN
DO J - 1.NE
QELEM(J) - 0.125*(QNODE(IC(1,J)) + QNODE(IC(2,J)) +
& QNODE(IC(3,J)) + QNODE(IC(4,J)) +
& QNODE(IC(5,J)) + QNODE(IC(6,J)) +
& QNODE(IC(7,J)) + QNODE(IC(8,J)))
ENDDO
ELSE IF (NNE.EQ.4) THEN
DO J - 1,NE
QELEM(J) = 0.25*(QNODE(IC(1.J)) + QNODE(IC(2,J)) +
& QNODE(IC(3,J)) + QNODE(IC(4,J)))
ENDDO
ENDIF
RETURN
END
C
C
C Go from elements to nodes.
C
SUBROUTINE ELEMTONODE (QELEM, QNODE)
C
C QNODE - nodal quantity (Output)
C QELEM - elemental values of that quantity (Input)
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION QNODE(*),QELEM(*)
DO 10 I - 1,NN
10 QNODE(I) - 0
C
C Distribute to nodes
C
DO 1 J - 1,NNE
CVD$ NODEPCHK
DO 2 I - ICINVP(J-1)+1,ICINVP(J)
QNODE(ICINVI(I)) - QNODE(ICINVI(I)) + QELEM(ICINV(I))
2 CONTINUE
1 CONTINUE
C
C Exceptions
C
CVD* novector
CVD$ noconcur
do i 1. NUM_VEXCEPT
iel = ivexe(i)
inn - ivexn(i)
node - ic(inniel)
QNODE(node) - QNODE(NODE) + QELEM(iel)
enddo
DO 30 I - 1,NN
30 QNODE(I) - QNODE(I) / NODEINEL(I)
RETURN
END
C
C
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C This subroutine distributes the elemental residuals out
C to the nodes in a way SIMILAR to ELEM_TO_NODE except that
C the quantity distributed is different for each node in the element.
C For example, in residual calculation, an element will distribute
C a different quantity to each of its nodes.
C
C QNODE - nodal quantity
C QELEM(ELEM,TONODE) - quantity to be added to the node
C NUMNODES - Number of nodes to distribute to.
C
SUBROUTINE ENDISTRIBUTE (NUMNODESQNODE, QELEM)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION QELEM (MAXN.,*).QNODE(*)
C
C Clear out
C
DO 10 I - 1,NN
QNODE(I) - 0.
10 CONTINUE
C
DO 2 J - 1,NUM_NODES
CVD$ nodepchk
DO 1 I - ICINVP(J-i)+1,ICINVP(J)
QNODE(ICINVI(I)) =
& QNODE(ICINV1(I)) + QELEM(ICINV(I),J)
1 CONTINUE
2 CONTINUE
C
C Do the exceptions in scalar mode.
C
CVD$ novector
do i - 1 NUMVEXCEPT
iel - ivexe(i)
inn - ivexn(i)
node = ic(inn,iel)
QNODE(node) - QNODE(node) + QELEM(iel,inn)
enddo
return
end
C
C Distribute virtual node quantities to adjacent nodes
C
SUBROUTINE VCOND (QTY)
DIMENSION QTY(*)
INCLUDE 'VCOMMON.INC'
DO I - 1,NVPASS
CVD$ NODEPCHK
DO J - ICVIRP(I-I)+1,ICVIRP(I)
QTY(ICVIR(J)) - QTY(ICVIR(J)) + .5*QTY(ICVIRi(J))
ENDDO
ENDDO
RETURN
END
C ENEIGHB returns as many neighbors as it can find for an element.C It does this by looking at the 4 faces and returning the elements
C there, then looking at the appropriate faces of the neighbors.
C
C ENEIGHB (IEL,NEIGHBOR.NUM_NE)
C
C IEL - Element whose neighbors we want
C NEIGHBOR - Array of neighbors.
C NUMNE - Number of neighbors found.
C
SUBROUTINE ENEIGHB (IEL.,NEIGHBOR,NUMNE)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE "EMBED.INC'
DIMENSION NEIGHBOR(*)
INTEGER PREV(4).NEXT(4)
DATA NEXT /2,3,4,1/
DATA PREV /4,1.2,3/
C
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C Search the four main faces, then get the neighbors off the
C elements adjacent.
C
NUMNE - 0
C
DO 10 I - 1,4
CALL ELFACE (IEL,I,NEIGHBI, NEIGHB2,IFACEI)
IF (NEIGHB1.EQ.O) GOTO 10
C
C Do the first two of three cases--the adjacent element is coarser
C or the adjacent element is of the same depth.
C
NUMNE - NUMNE + 1
NEIGHBOR(NUMNE) - NEIGHB1
IF (IFACEI.EQ.O) GOTO 10
C
C Do the remainder of cases two and three
C
CALL ELFACE (NEIGHB1, PREV(IFACE1) ,NEIGHB3,NEIGHB4, IFACE2)
C
C We will only use NEIGHB3 in this case
C
IF (NEIGHB3.NE.0) THEN
NUMNE - NUMNE + 1
NEIGHBOR(NUMNE) - NEIGHB3
ENDIF
IF (NEIGHB2.EQ.0) THEN
CALL ELFACE (NEIGHB1,NEXT(IFACEI),NEIGHB3,
& NEIGHB4,IFACE2)
ELSE
NUMNE - NUMNE + I
NEIGHBOR(NUMNE) - NEIGHB2
CALL ELFACE (NEIGHB2,NEXT(IFACEI) ,NEIGHB3,& NEIGHB4,IFACE2)
ENDIF
IF (NEIGHB4.EQ.0) NEIGHB4 - NEIGHB3
C
C Here, we use NEIGHB4
C
IF (NEIGHB4.NE.0) THEN
NUMNE - NUMNE + 1.
NEIGHBOR(NUMNE) - NEIGHB4
ENDIF
10 CONTINUE
C
C We must now go through and eliminate duplications of
C neighbors.
C
DO I - 1,NUMNE
DO J - I+I.NUMNE
IF (NEIGHBOR(J).EQ.NEIGHBOR(I)) NEIGHBOR(J) = 0
ENDDO
ENDDO
NUMNEO - NUMNE
NUMNE - 0
DO 50 I - 1,NUM_NEO
IF (NEIGHBOR(I).NE.0) THEN
NUMNE - NUMNE + 1
NEIGHBOR(NUM...NE) - NEIGHBOR(I)
ENDIF
50 CONTINUE
C
C All duplicates eleminated, so return
C
RETURN
END
C
C This little subroutine returns either the element on a face,
C or the two elements on a face if the thing is adapted.
C
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SUBROUTINE ELFACE (IEL,IFACEI1,NEIGHB1,NEIGHB2,IFACE)
INTEGER NEXT(4).PREV(4)
DATA NEXT /2,3.4,1/
DATA PREV /4,1.2,3/
C
C IEL - the element about which we want the neighbor info
C IFACE1 - the face of the element
C NEIGHB1 - the neighboring element
C NEIGHB2 - the second neighboring element if the thing
C is adapted
C IFACE - the face of NEIGHBI and/or NEIGHB2 that borders IEL
C If this is zero, then the adjecent element is coarser.
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
LOGICAL NODE_ON_FACE
C
C Statement function to see if a node is on a face
C
NODEON.FACE(NI.NL,NR) - (NINFO(1,N1).EQ.NL .AND.
& NINFO(2,NI).EQ.NR) .OR. (NINFO(I,N1).EQ.NR .AND.
& NINFO(2,N1).EQ.NL)
C
C
NEIGHB1 - 0
NEIGHB2 - 0
IFACE - 0
C
C Get the "adjacent" element
C
IELADJ - IFINFO(IFACE1,IEL)
IF (IELADJ.LE.O) RETURN
NLEFT - IC(IFACE1,IEL)
NRIGHT - IC(NEXT(IFACEI),IEL)
C
C There are three cases: If IEL and IELADJ share both NLEFT and NRIGHT,
C life is simplest--just find out which face points back.
C If IELADJ is on a coarser mesh (that is, if either NLEFT of NRIGHT
C is virtual), set the returned face to 0 to
C prohibit any searches from that element. Otherwise, find the
C elements that are REALLY adjacent to the face. NEIGHB1 and
C NEIGHB2 will be picked so that NEIGHB1 shares NLEFT.
C
NEIGHB1 - IELADJ
C
C Check for case 2 (either virtual)
C
IF (NDTYP(NLEFT).EQ.NTVIR.OR.NDTYP(NRIGHT).EQ.NTVIR) RETURN
C
C Check for case 1 (common face)
C
DO I - 1,4
IF (IC(I,IELADJ).EQ.NLEFT
& .AND.IC(NEXT(I). IELADJ).EQ.NRIGHT) THEN
IFACE - I
RETURN
ENDIF
IF (IC(I,IELADJ).EQ.NRIGHT
& .AND.IC(NEXT(I).IELADJ).EQ.NLEFT) THEN
IFACE - I
RETURN
ENDIF
ENDDO
C
C We have to deal with the case in which the neighboring elements
C are finer than the inquiring element. This means we need to find
C which elements we are talking about. The first thing to find is an
C element containing NLEFT or an element containing NRIGHT.
C This is done by trying the adjacent element until we find one or the
C other.
C
CVD$R NOCONCUR
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DO 10 I - 1,4
IF (IC(I,IELADJ).NE.NLEFT) GOTO 10
C
C NLEFT is in the element, now look for which node adjacent
C has NLEFT and NRIGHT in NINFO to indicate virtualness.
C
IFACE - PREV(I)
INODE - IC(IFACE,IELADJ)
IF (NODEONFACE(INODE,NLEFT,NRIGHT)) THEN
NEIGHB2 = IFINFO(PREV(IFACE),NEIGHBI)
IF (IC(IFACE,NEIGHB2).EQ.NRIGHT) RETURN
C.... trace along face one level. This should be the element.
NEIGHB2 - IFINFO(IFACE,NEIGHB2)
IF (IC(IFACE,NEIGHB2).EQ.NRIGHT) RETURN
C.... error, indicate it
iel - iface
ie2 - ifinfo(prev(iface),NEIGHB1)
ie3 - IFINFO(IFACE,IE2)
GOTO 1000
ENDIF
C
C Try the other direction
C
IFACE - I
INEXT - NEXT(IFACE)
INODE - IC(INEXT,IELADJ)
IF (NODE_ONFACE(INODE,NLEFT, NRIGHT)) THEN
NEIGHB2 - IFINFO(INEXT,NEIGHBI)
IF (IC(INEXT,NEIGHB2).EQ.NRIGHT) RETURN
C.... trace along face one level. This should be the element.
NEIGHB2 - IFINFO(IFACE,NEIGHB2)
IF (IC(INEXT,NEIGHB2).EQ.NRIGHT) RETURN
C.... error, indicate it
iel - iface
ie2 - ifinfo(INEXT,NEIGHB1)
ie3 = IFINFO(IFACE,IE2)
GOTO 1000
ENDIF
C If we get here, there is an error
GOTO 1010
10 CONTINUE
C
C Now try looking for an element contating NRIGHT. This is
C almost the same as the above case, with the differences occurring
C only in the fine detail.
C
NEIGHB2 - IELADJ
NEIGHB1 - 0
DO 20 I- 1,4
IF (IC(I,IELADJ).NE.NRIGHT) GOTO 20
C
C NRIGHT is in the element, now look for which node adjacent
C has NLEFT and NRIGHT in NINFO to indicate virtualness.
C
IFACE - I
INEXT - NEXT(IFACE)
INODE - IC(INEXT,IELADJ)
IF (NODEONFACE(INODE,NLEFT,NRIGHT)) THEN
NEIGHBI - IFINFO(INEXT,NEIGHB2)
IF (IC(INEXT,NEIGHB1).EQ.NLEFT) RETURN
C.... trace along face one level. This should be the element.
NEIGHBI - IFINFO(IFACE,NEIGHB1)
IF (IC(INEXT,NEIGHB1).EQ.NLEFT) RETURN
C.... error, indicate it
iel - iface
ie2 - ifinfo(INEXT,NEIGHB2)
ie3 - IFINFO(IFACE,IE2)
GOTO 1000
ENDIF
C
C Try the other direction
C
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IFACE - PREV(I)
INODE - IC(IFACE,IELADJ)
IF (NODEONFACE(INODE,NLEFT,NRIGHT)) THEN
NEIGHBI - IFINFO(PREV(IFACE),NEIGHB2)
IF (IC(IFACE,NEIGHBl).EQ.NLEFT) RETURN
trace along face one level. This should be the element.
NEIGHBI - IFINFO(IFACE,NEIGHB1)
IF (IC(IFACE,NEIGHBI).EQ.NLEFT) RETURN
error, indicate it
iel - iface
ie2 - ifinfo(prev(iface),NEIGHB2)
ie3 - IFINFO(IFACE,IE2)
GOTO 1000
ENDIF
If we get here, there is an error
GOTO 1010
CONTINUE
C....
C ...
C
20
C
C****
C
C
C
C
C
C
1020 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,*) a
GOTO 2000
1010 CONTINUE
WRITE (6.*) '
GOTO 2000
1000 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,*) '
WRITE (6,*) '
CALL ELEMINFO
CALL ELEMINFO
CALL ELEMINFO
2000 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,*)
3 types caught here.
**** ELFACE - left/right not found.'
**** ELFACE - no virtual node found.'
*** ELFACE - bad multiple traverse.'
IFACE -',IE1,' NLEFT,NRIGHT =',NLEFT,NRIGHT
(IEL)
(IE2)
(IE3)
IEL/IFACEI -',IEL,IFACE1
NEIGHBI - 0
NEIGHB2 - 0
IFACE - 0
RETURN
END
NEWMIDBNODE - Create a new boundary node of a type determined
by nodes NLEFT and NRIGHT. NLEFT is the node to the left,
NRIGHT the node to the right of the newly created node.
SUBROUTINE NEWMIDBNODE (NLEFT,NRIGHT)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
Calculate the new coordinates
NI - NN + 1
X(1,NN) - .5 * (X(I,NLEFT) + X(1,NRIGHT))
X(2,NN) - .5 * (X(2,NLEFT) + X(2,NRIGHT))
NINFO(1,NN) - NLEFT
NINFO(2,NN) - NRIGHT
Correct NINFO for the two adjacent nodes. Here we must
check for corner nodes, and not update them if found.
IF (NINFO(2.NLEFT) .NE. NLEFT) NINFO(2,NLEFT) - NN
IF (NINFO(1,NRIGHT) .NE. NRIGHT) NINFO(1,NRIGHT) - NN
C Determine the type of the new node
C Create a solid node it either node was solid, otherwise create
C a far node
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Error in the faces calculation. There are
Line 1000 is for bad multiple traverse.
Line 1010 is for no virtual node found.
Line 1020 is for left/right not found.
ITI - NDTYP (NRIGHT)
IT2 - NDTYP (NLEFT)
NDTYP(NN) - NTFAR
IF (ITI.EQ.NTSOL .OR. IT2.EQ.NTSOL) NDTYP(NN) - NTSOL
RETURN
END
C
C
C Subroutine to take care of dividing a face and setting the
C new faces up appropriately in adjacent elements.
C
SUBROUTINE EMIDFACE (IFACE,IEL, NEWN, IERROR)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
C
C IFACE - face to be divided
C IEL - element to be divided
C NEWN - new node on that face
C IERROR - error indicator, should be 0
C
IERROR , 0
NLEFT - IC(IFACE.IEL)
IFF - IFACE + I
IF (IFF.EQ.5) IFF - I
NRIGHT - IC(IFF,IEL)
IELADJ - IFINFO(IFACE,IEL)
C
C************
C
C Check for boundary node
C
IF (IELADJ.LE.0) THEN
CALL NEWMIDBNODE (NLEFT,NRIGHT)
NEWN - NN
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C************
C Here we call ELFACE to determine the element(s) bordering
C This face.... Here IEL1 shares NLEFT,IEL2 shares NRIGHT.
C
CALL ELFACE (IEL,IFACE,IELI, IEL2,JFACE)
IF (IEL2.NE.O .OR. JFACE.EQ.0) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Error in face codes.'
IERROR - I
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C Check for completely new node
C
IF (IC(JFACE+4,IELI).NE.0) THEN
NEWN - IC(JFACE+4,IEL1)
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C It's a new node. Generate the coordinates and the number
C
NN - NN + 1
NEWN - NN
X(I,NN) - .5 * (X(I.NLEFT) + X(1,.NRIGHT))
X(2,NN) - .5 * (X(2,NLEFT) + X(2.NRIGHT))
NDTYP(NN) - 0
RETURN
END
C Subroutine to restore an element from its 4 children
C
C The following algorithm is used:
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C
C 1) Check to make sure element is restorable by making sure
C the surrounding elements are at same or 1 less depth.
C 2) Correct all NINFO codes pointing to any of the children
C by resetting them to the parent element.
C 3) Delete the center node. Check the mid-side nodes. If they are
C virtual nodes, delete them. Otherwise, make then
C virtual nodes.
C 4) Regenerate connectivity for the old element. Delete children.
C Regenerate face codes for element.
C
C IEL - element to restore
C IERROR - return code, 0 for succesful restore
C 1 - for restore failure due to bad neighbors
C 2 - for failure due to lack of children
C
SUBROUTINE ERESTOR (IEL,IERROR)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE "EMBED.INC'
C
C NEXT is used to form the sequence 1-2-3-4-1
C PREV is used to form the sequence 4-3-2-1-4
INTEGER NEXT(4),PREV(4)
DATA NEXT /2,3,4,1/
DATA PREV /4,1,2,3/
LOGICAL TEST
C
C These arrays are used to store element information
C
DIMENSION NEWFACE(4),IBORDER(2,4),NEIGHBOR(64)
DIMENSION IELS1(4),NODES(16),IELS(4)
C
C IELS and IELS1 contain the smaller elements, with IELS sorted.
C NEWFACE containes the new face codes,
C IBORDER contains the adjacent elements.
C
C Get IELS1 and number of elements we have been divided into
C
IERROR - 0
MYDEPTH = RDEPTH(DEFF,IEL)
IDIVIDED - 0
DO 5 I - 1,4
IELSI(I) - ICHILD(I,IEL)
IF (IELS1(I).EQ.0) GOTO 6
5 CONTINUE
6 IDIVIDED - I - 1
C
C Check for restorability, part 1:
C All elements being restored must be of identical depth
C
DO 10 I - 2,IDIVIDED
IF (IDEPTH(IELS1(I)).NE.IDEPTH(IELS1(1))) THEN
IERROR - 1
RETURN
ENDIF
10 CONTINUE
C
C See if we are working with a 2 element case or a 4 element case.
C
IF (IDIVIDED.EQ.2) GOTO 1000
C
C Now order the children so we
C know what we are working with. This is done by identifying
C the center node.
C
DO 20 I - 1,4
DO 20 J - 1,4
K - J + 4*(I-1)
NODES(K) - IC(J,IELSI(I))
20 CONTINUE
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C
C Count the nodes
C
DO 30 I - 1.16
IF (NODES(I) .NE. 0) THEN
ICOUNT - 1
DO 40 J - I+1,16
IF (NODES(I).EQ.NODES(J)) THEN
NODES(J) - 0
ICOUNT = ICOUNT + 1
ENDIF
40 CONTINUE
IF (ICOUNT.EQ.4) GOTO 31
ENDIF
30 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,*) a **** ERESTOR - Bad ICHILD array'
write (6,*) * IEL ,iel, ICHILD = ',(ichild(ii,iel),ii=1,4)
& a iels,ielsl', iels,ielsl
IERROR - 3
RETURN
31 CONTINUE
ICENTER - NODES(I)
C
C Identify elements. Element n has the center node in the NEXT(NEXT(n))
C position.
C
DO 50 I - 1,4
DO 48 J - 1,4
IF (ICENTER.EQ.IC(J,IELS1(I))) THEN
IELS(PREV(PREV(J))) = IELSI(I)
GOTO 50
ENDIF
48 CONTINUE
50 CONTINUE
IF (IELS(1).NE.IEL) WRITE(6,*) ' IELS and IEL are Different'
C
C Check for restorability, part 2.
C Make sure we have no interface problems.
C This is done by making sure that none of the faces
C we are about to restore is further subdivided.
C
DO II - 1,4
CALL ELFACE (IELS(II),II,NEIGHB1,NEIGHB2,IFACEI)
CALL ELFACE (IELS(NEXT(II)),II,NEIGHB3,NEIGHB4,IFACE1)
IF (NEIGHB2.NE.0 .OR. NEIGHB4.NE.0) THEN
IERROR - 1
RETURN
ENDIF
ENDDO
C
C Now loop through each face and do what needs to be done
C to the mid-side nodes
C
DO 70 I - 1,4
CALL ERESTFACE (IELS(I),IELS(NEXT(I)) ,I,NEWFACE(I) ,IEL,
k IELS,4)
70 CONTINUE
C
C Re-generate the element
C
IOLDCREATE = ICREATE(IEL)
DO 80 I - 1,4
IC(I.IEL) - IC(I,IELS(I))
IFINFO(I,IEL) - NEWFACE(I)
ICHILD(I,IEL) - 0
IETYP(IELS(I)) - 100
ICREATE(IELS(I)) - 100
80 CONTINUE
RDEPTH(DHOR,IEL) - RDEPTH(DHOR,IEL) - 1
RDEPTH(DVER,IEL) - RDEPTH(DVER,IEL) - 1
RDEPTH(DMAX,IEL) - RDEPTH(DMAX,IEL) - I
RDEPTH(DEFF,IEL) - RDEPTH(DEFF,IEL) - 1
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C IDEPTH(IEL) - IDEPTH(IEL) - '1010101'X
IETYP(IEL) - 1
ICREATE(IEL) - IOLDCREATE
c
C Delete the center node
C
NDTYP(ICENTER) - 100
RETURN
C
C
1000 CONTINUE
C write (6,*) ' I should not be here'
C
C Restore an element divided in two
C Find the two element numbers
C
IELI - IELSI(2)
IF (IEL1.EQ.IEL) IELI - IELS1(1)
C
C See how the parent was divided
C
IF (IFINFO(2,IEL).EQ.IEL1) THEN
C
C************* Vertical division *****************
C
C Check for restorability, part 2.
C Make sure we have no interface problems.
C This is done by making sure that none of the faces
C we are about to restore is further subdivided.
C
CALL ELFACE (IEL.1,NDUM,N1,IFACE1)
CALL ELFACE (IEL,3,NDUM,N2,IFACE1)
CALL ELFACE (IEL1,1,NDUM.N3,IFACE1)
CALL ELFACE (IEL1,3,NDUM.N4,IFACE1)
C
C see that all of NI-N4 - 0
C
IF (MAX(N1,N2,N3,N4).NE.0) THEN
IERROR -=
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C Restore the faces
C
CALL ERESTFACE (IEL,IEL.1,1IFINFO(I,IEL) ,IEL,IELS1,2)
CALL ERESTFACE (IEL1,IEL.3,IFINFO(3.IEL),IEL,IELS1,2)
IFINFO(2,IEL) - IFINFO(2,IEL1)
RDEPTH(DVER,IEL) - RDEPTH(DVER,IEL) - 1
C
C Regenerate connectivity
C
IC(2,IEL) - IC(2,IEL1)
IC(3,IEL) - IC(3,IEL1)CALL ELFACE(IEL1,.2.IELP1 IELP2.,JFACE)
ELSE
C
C Horizontal division
C
C Check for restorability, part 2.
C Make sure we have no interface problems.
C This is done by making sure that none of the faces
C we are about to restore is further subdivided.
C
CALL ELFACE (IEL,2,NDUM,N1,IFACEI)
CALL ELFACE (IEL.4,NDUM.N2,IFACE1)
CALL ELFACE (IEL1,2,NDUM,N3, IFACE1)
CALL ELFACE (IEL1,4.NDUM,N4,IFACE1)
C
C see that all of N1-N4 - 0
C
IF (MAX(N1,N2,N3,N4).NE.0) THEN
IERROR - 1
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RETURN
ENDIF
C
C Restore the faces
C
CALL ERESTFACE (IEL,IELI,2,IFINFO(2,IEL),IEL,IELSI,2)
CALL ERESTFACE (IEL, IEL,4,IFINFO(4,IEL),IEL,IELSI,2)
IFINFO(3,IEL) - IFINFO(3,IEL1)
RDEPTH(DHOR,IEL) - RDEPTH(DHOR,IEL) - 1
C
C Regenerate connectivity
C
IC(3,IEL) - IC(3,IELI)
IC(4,IEL) - IC(4,IELI)
CALL ELFACE(IELI,3,IELPI, IELP2,JFACE)
ENDIF
C
C Restore the face pointers into the regenerated element
C
IF (IELPI.NE.0 .AND. JFACE.NE.0) THEN
IF (IFINFO(JFACE,IELP1).NE.IELI) THEN
WRITE(6,*) ' Bad face code in final fixup',IEL
ELSE
IFINFO(JFACE,IELP1) = IEL
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (IELP2.NE.0 .AND. JFACE.NE.0) THEN
IF (IFINFO(JFACE,IELP2).NE.IELi) THEN
WRITE(6,*) ' Bad face code in final fixup',IEL
ELSE
IFINFO(JFACE,IELP2) - IEL
ENDIF
ENDIF
ICHILD(1,IEL) - 0
ICHILD(2,IEL) - 0
IETYP(IELI) - 100
ICREATE(IELI) - 100
RDEPTH(DMAX,IEL) = RDEPTH(DMAX,IEL) - 1
Il - RDEPTH(DVER,IEL)
I2 - RDEPTH(DHOR,IEL)
RDEPTH(DEFF,IEL) - MAX(I1,I2)
IETYP(IEL) - 2
RETURN
END
C
C
C*******************************************************************
C*******************************************************************
C This subroutine restores a face from a pair of elements
C
SUBROUTINE ERESTFACE (IELI,IEL2,IFACE,NEWFACE,NEWE,IELS,NELS)
C
C IEL1,2 - The old elements along the face
C IFACE - The face to be restored
C NEWFACE - The IFINFO to be applied to the face
C NEWE - The IFINFO applied to the adjacent elements
C IELS - The complete list of elements to be restored
C NELS - How many in IELS
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
DIMENSION IELS(*)
C
C Find the adjacent things
C
IELAI - IFINFO(IFACE,IEL1)
IELA2 - IFINFO(IFACE,IEL2)
MIDSIDE - IC(IFACE,IEL2)
NEWFACE - IELA2
C
C See if IELAI - IELA2. If this is the case, we can kill the
C Midside node entirely.
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IF (IELAI.Eq.IELA2) THEN
IF (NDTYP(MIDSIDE).NE.NTVIR) THEN
C
C It the node is a boundary node, the things that refer to it
C in NINFO must be reset.
C
NLEFT - NINFO(1,MIDSIDE)
NRIGHT - NINFO(2,MIDSIDE)
IF (NINFO(2.NLEFT).EQ.MIDSIDE)
& NINFO(2,NLEFT) - NRIGHT
IF (NINFO(I,NRIGHT).EQ.MIDSIDE)
& NINFO(I,NRIGHT) - NLEFT
ENDIF
NDTYP(MIDSIDE) - 100
ELSE
NDTYP(MIDSIDE) - NTVIR
NINFO(I,MIDSIDE) - IC(IFACE,IEL1)
IFACE1 - IFACE + 1
IF (IFACE1.EQ.5) IFACEI -=
NINFO(2,MIDSIDE) - IC(IFACEI,IEL2)
ENDIF
C
C Restore the adjacent element face codes.
C
IF (IELAI.LE.0 .OR. IELA2.LE.O) RETURN
DO I - 1,NELS
DO J = 1,4
IF (IFINFO(J,IELA1) .EQ. IELS(I))
& IFINFO(J,IELA1) - NEWE
IF (IFINFO(J,IELA2) .EQ. IELS(I))
& IFINFO(J,IELA2) - NEWE
ENDDO
ENDDO
RETURN
END
C
C
C This funtion returns the parent element along a face
C
FUNCTION IRPARENT (IEL1, IEL2, IFACE)
C
C IEL 1,2 - Elements along whose face we want the parent element
C IFACE - The face of this element
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
C
IA - IFINFO(IFACE,IELI)
IB - IFINFO(IFACE,IEL2)
C
C There are several cases.
C CASE 1 : If IA - IB, there is no question and we are done.
C
IF (IA.EQ.IB) THEN
IRPARENT - IA
RETURN
ENDIF
C
IPA - IPARENT(IA)
IPB - IPARENT(IB)
C
C CASE 2 : If IPA - IPB then again there is no question, and we
C return IPA.
C
IF (IPA.EQ.IPB) THEN
IRPARENT - IPA
RETURN
ENDIF
C
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C CASE 3 : IF IPA - IB then IB is the parent, and similarly
C IF IPB - IA then IA is the parent.
C
IF (IPA.EQ.IB) THEN
IRPARENT - IB
RETURN
ENDIF
IF (IPB.EQ.IA) THEN
IRPARENT - IB
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C If we get here, there is an error. Flag it.
C
IRPARENT - 0
WRITE (6,*) ' IRPARENT **** Can not figure out the parent.'
RETURN
END
C**********************************************************************
C**********************************************************************
C
C FAR3FLUX - calculate the fluxes at the far field boundaries
C using Riemann invariant characteristic boundary conditions for
C a 1-D Euler equation model. The 3-equation
C charcteristics are used here.
C
C The normal vector has been pre-calculated and is in the
C /GEOM/ common block.
C
C Richard Shapiro 9 SEPT 1987
C
SUBROUTINE FAR3FLUX (STVEC)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION STVEC(MAXN,NEQUA)
C
C loop over inflow and outflow nodes
C
DO 100 I - IGINF(NT_FAR).IGINF(NT_FAR+1) - 1
C
C Calculate the primitive variables
C
RHO - STVEC(I.1)
UV STVEC(I.2) / RHO
WV = STVEC(I,3) / RHO
C
C Calculate normal and tangential velocities
C
UNORM - UV*ANVECT(1,.I) + W*ANVECT(2,I)
UTAN - -UV*ANVECT(2,I) + VV*ANVECT(1,I)
C
C Calculate normal and tangential velocities (free stream)
C
UFNORM - UVFREE*ANVECT(1,I) + VVFREE*ANVECT(2,I)
UFTAN - -UVFREE*ANVECT(2,I) + VVFREE*ANVECT(1,I)
C
C calculate a quantity that shows up a lot in the transformation
C matrix.
C Q - (1./(2.*GAMMA))*
& SQRT( (UNORM*(GAM14A-1))**2 + 4.*A(I)**2*GAMMA)
C
C get the entries of the tranformation matrix that we need
C
CW - A(I)**2/(GAMMA*RHO)
VW - (1-GAMMA)/GAMMA * UTAN
UW - .5*(1-GAMMA)/GAMMA * UNORM
UCVEL - .5*(I+GAMMA)/GAMMA * UNORM
C
C Get the free stream characteristic variables and
C the characteristic variables at the point.
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CHAR1 = UTAN
CHAR2 - CW*RHO + (UW+q)*UNORM + VW*UTAN
CHAR3 - CW*RHO + (UW-Q)*UNORM + VW*UTAN
C
FCHAR1 - UFTAN
FCHAR2 - CV + (UW+Q)*UFNORM + VW*UFTAN
FCHAR3 = CW + (UW-Q)*UFNORM + VW*UFTAN
C
C Third characteristic has direction UCVEL - Q
c
IF (UCVEL - Q .GT. 0) THEN
CHAR3 = FCHAR3
ENDIF
C
C Second characteristic has direction UCVEL + q
C
IF (UCVEL + Q .GT. 0) THEN
CHAR2 - FCHAR2
ENDIF
C
C lit characteristics has direction UNORM
C
IF (UNORM .GT. 0) THEN
CHAR1 - FCHARI
ENDIF
C
C Now we must turn things back into primitive variables
C
RHONEW - (-VW*CHAR1 +
& .5*( (q-UW)*CHAR2 + (q+UW)*CHAR3 )/q )/CW
UNORM - .5*(CHAR2 - CHAR3) / q
UTAN = CHARI
C
AA - 1. + .5*(GAMMA-1)*(AMACH**2 - UTAN**2 - UNORM**2)
UV - UNORM*ANVECT(1,I) - UTAN*ANVECT(2,I)
VV - UNORM*ANVECT(2,I) + UTAN*ANVECT(1,I)
PP - RHONEW*AA/GAMMA
C
RR - RHONEW * UV
F(1,I,1) - RR
F(2,I,) - RR * UV + PP
F(3.I,1) - RR * VV
C
F(1,I,2) - RHONEW * VV
F(2,I.2) - RR * VV
F(3.I,2) - RHONEW * VV * W + PP
C
100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C*********************************************************************
C
C FAR4FLUX - calculate the fluxes at the far field boundaries
C using Riemann invariant characteristic boundary conditions for
C a I-D Euler equation model. The complete 4-equation
C charcteristics are used.
C
C The normal vector has been pre-calculated and is in the
C /GEOM/ common block.
C
C Richard Shapiro 13 MARCH 1986
C
C*********************************************************************
SUBROUTINE FAR4FLUX (STVEC)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
LOGICAL GOOD-INCLINE
DIMENSION STVEC(MAXN,NEQUA)
C
C From free stream P -= /gamma, RHO = 1
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GPOWER - 1/(GAMMA-1)
PFREE - I/GAMMA
RHOFREE - 1.
FCHAR3 - PFREE/RHOFREE**GAMMA
C
C loop over inflow and outflow nodes
C
DO 100 I - IGINF(NT_FAR),IGINF(NTFAR+1) - I
C
C Calculate the primitive variables
C
RHO = STVEC(I,1)
UV = STVEC(I,2) / RHO
WV = STVEC(I,3) / RHO
C
C Calculate normal and tangential velocities
C
UNORM - UV*ANVECT(1,I) + VV*ANVECT(2,I)
CHAR4 - -UV*ANVECT(2,I) + VV*ANVECT(1,I)
C
C Check for very slight flow inclination (<6.7 degrees)
C
GOODINCLINE = .TRUE.
C IF (ABS(UNORM).LT.O. I*ABS(CHAR4)) GOOD-INCLINE = .FALSE.
C
C Calculate the actual characteristics (CHAR4 is
C just the tangential velocity)
C
CHAR1 - UNORM + 2*A(I)*GPOWER
CHAR2 - -UNORM + 2*A(I)*GPOWER
CHAR3 - P(I)/RHO**GAMMA
C
C Calculate the free stream characteristic variables
C
UFNORM - UVFREE*ANVECT(1,I) + VVFREE*ANVECT(2,I)
FCHAR4 - -UVFREE*ANVECT(2,I) + VVFREE*ANVECT(1.I)
FCHAR1 - UFNORM + 2*GPOWER
IF (SPECPOUT .AND. UNORM.LT.0 .AND. X(1,I).gt.3) THEN
FCHAR1 - 4*GPOWER*SqRT(gamma*poutflow/rho*
& (P(I)/POUTFLOW)**(1/GAMMA)) - CHAR2
ENDIF
FCHAR2 - -UFNORM + 2*GPOWER
C
C
C Now we must decide which to use
C First characteristic has direction UNORM - C
C
IF (GOODINCLINE) THEN
IF (UNORM + A(I) .GT. 0) THEN
CHAR1 = FCHAR1
ENDIF
C
C Second characteristic has direction UNORM + C
C
IF (UNORM - A(I) .GT. 0) THEN
CHAR2 = FCHAR2
ENDIF
C
C 3rd and 4th characteristics have direction UNORM
C
IF (UNORM .GT. 0) THEN
CHAR3 - FCHAR3
CHAR4 - FCHAR4
ENDIF
ENDIF
C
UNORM - .5*(CHAR1 - CHAR2)
AA - .25*(GAMMA-1)*(CHARi + CHAR2)
RHONEW - ( AA**2/(GAMMA*CHAR3) )**GPOWER
PP - AA**2*RHONEW/GAMMA
UV - UNORM*ANVECT(I,I) - CHAR4*ANVECT(2,I)
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VY - UNORM*ANVECT(2,I) + CHAR4*ANVECT(1,I)
HNEW - GAMMA*PP/(GAMMA-1) + .5*RHONEW*(UV**2 + W**2)
C
C
RR - RHONEW * UV
F(1,I,1) - RR
F(2,I,1) - RR * UV + PP
F(3,I,1) - RR * VV
F(4,I,1) - UV*HNEW
C
F(1,I,2) - RHONEW * VV
F(2,I,2) - RR * W
F(3,I,2) - RHONEW * VV * W + PP
F(4,I,2) - W*HNEW
C
100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C**********************************************************************
C***********************************************************************
C
C FAR4ST - calculate the state vectors at the far field boundaries
C using Riemann invariant characteristic boundary conditions for
C a 1-D Euler equation model. The complete 4-equation
C charcteristics are used.
C
C The normal vector has been pre-calculated and is in the
C /GEOM/ common block.
C
C
C***********************************************************************
C***********************************************************************
SUBROUTINE FAR4ST (STVEC)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
LOGICAL GOODINCLINE
DIMENSION STVEC(MAXN,NEQUA)
C
C From free stream P - 1/gamma, RHO - 1
C
GPOWER = 1/(GAMMA-1)
PFREE - 1/GAMMA
RHOFREE = 1.
FCHAR3 = PFREE/RHOFREE**GAMMA
C
C loop over inflow and outflow nodes
C
DO 100 I = IGINF(NTFAR).IGINF(NTFAR+1) - 1
C
C Calculate the primitive variables
C
RHO - STVEC(I,1)
UV - STVEC(I.2) / RHO
VV - STVEC(I,3) / RHO
C
C Calculate normal and tangential velocities
C
UNORM - UV*ANVECT(1,I) + VV*ANVECT(2,I)
CHAR4 - -UV*ANVECT(2,I) + W*ANVECT(1,I)
c
C Check for very slight flow inclination (<5.7 degrees)
C
GOODINCLINE - .TRUE.
C IF (ABS(UNORM) .LT.O.1*ABS(CHAR4)) GOODINCLINE - .FALSE.
C
C Calculate the actual characteristics (CHAR4 is
C just the tangential velocity)
C
CHARI - UNORM + 2*A(I)*GPOWER
CHAR2 - -UNORM + 2*A(I)*GPOWER
CHARS - P(I)/RHO**GAMMA
C
C Calculate the free stream characteristic variables
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UFNORM - UVFREE*ANVECT(1,I) + VVFREE*ANVECT(2,I)
FCHAR4 - -UVFREE*ANVECT(2,I) + VVFREE*ANVECT(1,I)
FCHARI - UFNORM + 2*GPOWER
IF (SPECPOUT .AND. UNORM.LT.O .AND. X(I,I).gt.3) THEN
FCHAR1 - 4*GPOWER*SQRT(gamma*poutflow/rho*
a (P(I)/POUTFLOW)**(1/GAMMA)) - CHAR2
ENDIF
FCHAR2 - -UFNORM + 2*GPOWER
C
C
C Now we must decide which to use
C First characteristic has direction UNORM - C
C
IF (GOOD_INCLINE) THEN
IF (UNORM + A(I) .GT. 0) THEN
CHAR1 - FCHAR1
ENDIF
C
C Second characteristic has direction UNORM + C
C
IF (UNORM - A(I) .GT. 0) THEN
CHAR2 - FCHAR2
ENDIF
C
C 3rd and 4th characteristics have direction UNORM
C
IF (UNORM .GT. 0) THEN
CHAR3 - FCHAR3
CHAR4 - FCHAR4
ENDIF
ENDIF
C
UNORM - .5*(CHARI - CHAR2)
AA - .25*(GAMMA-1)*(CHAR1 + CHAR2)
RHONEW - ( AA**2/(GAMMA*CHAR3) )**GPOWER
PP - AA**2*RHONEW/GAMMA
UV - UNORM*ANVECT(1,I) - CHAR4*ANVECT(2,I)
VV - UNORM*ANVECT(2,I) + CHAR4*ANVECT(1,I)
ENEW - PP/(GAMMA-1) + .5*RHONEW*(UV**2 + W**2)
C
STVEC(I,1) - RHONEW
STVEC(I,2) - RHONEW * UV
STVEC(I,3) - RHONEW * W
STVEC(I,4) - ENEW
100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C This contains the routines to do all of the file
C I/O for the Finite Element Program
C
C Richard Shapiro 6 Feb 1986
C
C
SUBROUTINE LOADDATA
C
C Get all data from an output file.
C
PARAMETER (IVERSION - 4)
C
C IVERSION - Indicates which version of LOAD/DUMPDATA is running
C (to make sure that everything is read the same way it was
C written)
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE "IOCOMMON.INC'
CHARACTER*7 GRIDEXTENT
C
OPEN (UNIT=10,FILE=OUTFILE,
a FORM-"UNFORMATTED ',STATUS-'OLD ,ERR-1000)
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READ (10) IVERS,ITER
IF (IVERS.GT.IVERSION) THEN
WRITE (6,*) * Version numbers incompatible'
STOP
ENDIF
C
C Read in everything again, starting with the file names
C
READ (10) HISTFILE,GRIDFILE
READ (10) NUM.ADAPT
IF (NUMADAPT.NE.0) THEN
WRITE (GRIDEXTENT. '(5H.grid, 12.2)') NUMADAPT
CALL GRIDDEFNAME (GRIDEXTENT)
ENDIF
CALL RGRID(GRIDFILE)
C
C Continue reading everything else
C
IF (IVERS .EQ. 3) THEN
READ (10) VISCO1,VISCO2,CFL,MAXITER,
a CONVERG,AMACH,BDLINFLAG,NEQUA,POUTFLOW,SPECPOUT
ELSE IF (IVERS.EQ.4) THEN
READ (10) VISCO1,VISCO2,CFL,MAXITER,
a CONVERG,AMACH BDLINFLAG, NEQUAPOUTFLOW,SPECPOUT,VIRCON
ELSE
READ (10) VISCO1,VISCO2,CFL,MAXITER,& CONVERGAMACH,BDLINFLAG, NEQUA
ENDIF
C
READ (10) IHINC,IOINC,ALPHA,FARUP,WALLUP,AUTOTHRESH,
& ISMOOTH,IDIFFTYPE
READ (10) ADAPTLOWADAPTHIGH,ADAPT_FREQUENCY,MAXADAPT,
& ADAPTADJACENT,ADAPTDEPTH
READ (10) ADAPTTHRESHOLDADAPTSWITCH, REFTHRESH,UREFTHRESH,
& ADAPTDIRDEPTH
READ (10) ((U(I.J),I=1,NN),J=1,NEQUA)
C
CLOSE (10)
RETURN
C
C Error opening output file
C
1000 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,*) ' Restart file not found.'
STOP
RETURN
C
C
ENTRY DUMPDATA
C
C Write all data to the output file.
C
OPEN (UNIT-10,FILE-0UTFILE.DEFAULTFILE-'. DSAV',
& FORM-=UNFORMATTED',STATUS-'UNKNOWN')
WRITE (10) IVERSIONITER
WRITE (10) HISTFILE,GRIDFILE
WRITE (10) NUMADAPT
WRITE (10) VISCO1,VISCO2,CFL,MAXITER,
& CONVERG,AMACH,BDLINFLAG,NEQUA POUTFLOWSPECPOUTVIRCON
WRITE (10) IHINC,IOINCALPHA,FARUP,WALLUP,AUTOTHRESH,
& ISMOOTH,IDIFFTYPE
WRITE (10) ADAPTLOW.ADAPTHIGH ADAPT_FREQUENCY.MAXADAPT.
& ADAPTADJACENT,ADAPTDEPTH
WRITE (10) ADAPTTHRESHOLD, ADAPTSWITCH, REFTHRESH, UREFTHRESH,
& ADAPTDIRDEPTH
WRITE (10) ((U(I,J),I-1.NN),J-1,NEQUA)
C
CLOSE (10)
RETURN
END
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C This file contains the routines that get the initial
C parameters for the run.
C
C Richard Shapiro 7 July 1986
C
C***********************************************************************
subroutine readnal (iunit)
C
C This subroutine gets all of the basic parameters for starting
C a test case.
C
C The following should be in a file assigned to unit 1
C
C amach ;the free stream mach number
C viscol ;viscosity coefficients for 2nd diff
C visco2 ;viscosity coefficients for 4th diff
C converg cfl ;acceptable convergence level, cfl #
C OUTFILE - place to dump all the data
C HISTFILE - place to write convergence history
C GRIDFILE - input file for the grid
C
C IRUNT - type of run
C 0 - normal interactive run
C 1 - non-interactive start from scratch
C 2 - interactive start from output file
C 3 - non-interactive start from output file
C
C MAXITER - maximum number of iterations to go before stopping
C IHINC - increment between writes to history file
C IOINC - increment between writes to output file
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'IOCOMMON.INC'
INCLUDE 'VCOMMON.INC'
NAMELIST /INPUTDATA/ AMACH,VISCOI,VISCO2,CFL,MAXITER,
& OUTFILE,HISTFILE,GRIDFILE,NEQUA,
k CONVERG,IHINC,IOINC,IRUNT,ALPHA,ISMOOTH,
k SMLIN4,SMCONSERVE,SMPRESSURE,FARUP,WALLUP,AUTOTHRESH,
& ADAPTLOW,ADAPTHIGH,ADAPTFREQUENCY,MAXADAPT,
& ADAPTADJACENT,ADAPTDEPTH,BDLINFLAG,ADAPTTHRESHOLD,
& ADAPTSWITCH,REFTHRESH,UREFTHRESH,ADAPTDIRDEPTH,IDIFFTYPE,
& POUTFLOW,SPECPOUT,VIRCON
C
LOGICAL FILE-EXIST
CHARACTER*1 ANSWER,SMLIN4,SMCONSERVE
CHARACTER*1 SMPRESSURECAPS
integer adaptfrequency,adaptadjacent,adaptswitch
integer adaptdepth,adaptdirdepth
EXTERNAL CAPS
C
C Set the defaults
C
DATA SMCONSERVE,SMLIN4,SMPRESSURE /3*' '/
DATA MAXADAPT ,ADAPTLOW,ADAPTHIGH /5,-i.,1./
DATA ADAPTFREQUENCY, NUMADAPT ,ADAPTADJACENT /-1,,01/
DATA ADAPTSWITCH /0/
DATA ADAPTDEPTH /4/
C
C Read the data
C
READ (IUNIT, INPUTDATA)
IF (IRUNT.EQ.1 .OR. IRUNT.EQ.3) WRITE (6,INPUTDATA)
C
C Set the smoothing types. If the string type is set, then change the
C numeric parameter. Otherwise use the numeric parameter.
C
C SMCONSERVE - 'C' conservative, 'N' non-conservative
C
IF (CAPS(SMCONSERVE) .EQ. 'C') ISMOOTH(1) - 0
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IF (CAPS(SMCONSERVE) .EQ. 'N') ISMOOTH(1) = 1
C
C SMLIN4 - 'L' linear, 'N' non-linear, 'H' - High-accuracy
C
IF (CAPS(SMLIN4) .EQ. 'L') ISMOOTH(2) - 0
IF (CAPS(SMLIN4) .EQ. 'N') ISMOOTH(2) = 1
IF (CAPS(SMLIN4) .EQ. 'H') ISMOOTH(2) = 2
C
C SMPRESSURE - 'L' local, 'M' maximum, 'B' both
C
IF (CAPS(SMPRESSURE) .EQ. 'L') ISMOOTH(3) = 0
IF (CAPS(SMPRESSURE) .EQ. 'M') ISMOOTH(3) = 1
IF (CAPS(SMPRESSURE) .EQ. 'B') ISMOOTH(3) = 2
IF (CAPS(SMPRESSURE) .EQ. '0) ISMOOTH(3) - 3
C
C Copy a bunch of names without underscores to
C a bunch with underscores.
C
ADAPT-LOW - ADAPTLOW
ADAPTHIGH - ADAPTHIGH
ADAPT-FREQUENCY - ADAPTFREQUENCY
MAX-ADAPT - MAXADAPT
ADAPTADJACENT - ADAPTADJACENT
ADAPT-DEPTH - ADAPTDEPTH
ADAPTDIRDEPTH - ADAPTDIRDEPTH
ADAPT-THRESHOLD - ADAPTTHRESHOLD
ADAPT-SWITCH = ADAPTSWITCH
RETURN
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE GETPARMS
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'IOCOMMON.INC'
LOGICAL FILE_EXIST
CHARACTER*1 ANSWER
CHARACTER*1 CAPS
EXTERNAL CAPS
C
C Read the initial data
C
call readnul (1)
close (1)
C
C Check if IRUNT was set. If not, terminate
C
IF (IRUNT.EQ.1000) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' IRUNT must be set in order to begin."
STOP
ENDIF
C
C Check some parameters for acceptable values
C and set to acceptable values
C
IOINC = MIN(IOINC,MAXIOINC)
C
C Read in all the data from OUTFILE
C
NEWHIST - I
IF (IRUNT.GE.2 .AND. IRUNT.LE.4) THEN
NEWHIST - 0
CALL LOADDATA
ELSE
CALL RGRID(GRIDFILE)
ENDIF
C
C Input parameters read in, now take appropriate action
C based on IRUNT.
C
C IF (IRUNT.EQ.0) THEN
C WRITE (6,*) ' Re-initialize history file?'
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C READ (6,'(al)') ANSWER
C IF (CAP8(ANSWER).EQ.'N') NEWHIST - 0
C ENDIF
C
IF (NEWHIST.EQ.1) THEN
CALL HISTOPEI ('SEQUENTIAL','NEW')
ELSE
CALL HISTOPEN ('SEQUENTIAL'. 'UNKNOWN')
ENDIF
CLOSE (11)
C
C Calculate adaptation frequency if isn't specified.
C Also, calculate the adaptation threshold and fix default
C for ADAPT.DIRDEPTH.
C
IF (ADAPTFREQUENCY.LT.0) ADAPTFREQUENCY - 2*SQRT(FLOAT(NN))
IF (ADAPTTHRESHOLD.LT.0) ADAPTTHRESHOLD - SQRT(CONVERG)
IF (ADAPTDIRDEPTH.EQ.0) ADAPT_DIRDEPTH - 99
CALL SHOPARMS
RETURN
END
C This subroutine allows interactive alteration of various
C parameters for the run
C
SUBROUTINE CHANGEPARMS
C
CALL SHOPARMS
1 WRITE (6,*) ' Use NAMELIST input to change the values of'
WRITE (6,*) ' any parameters needed. The format of the input'
WRITE (6,*) ' is *_$INPUTDATA <parm - value>$" where the'
WRITE (6,*) ' is a space (required). Each succeding line'
WRITE (6,*) ' must also begin with a space."
CALL READNML(5)
END
C
C SHOPARMS outputs a list of the run time parameters to
C the terminal
C
SUBROUTINE SHOPARMS
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'IOCOMMON.INC'
CHARACTER*20 DIFFTYPE(3)
DATA DIFFTYPE /'Finite Element','Cell-Vertex',
& 'Central Difference'/
WRITE (6,6000) ITER,DIFFTYPE(IDIFFTYPE) ,NEQUA
WRITE (6,6009) OUTFILE,HISTFILE
WRITE (6,6001) GRIDFILE,NE,NN,NNE
WRITE (6,6002) IEINF-1,NE-IEINF+i
WRITE (6.6003) MAXITER,CONVERG
WRITE (6,6006) IHINC.IOINC
IF (AUTOTHRESH) THEN
WRITE (6,5999) REFTHRESH, UREFTHRESH.,ADAPT_DEPTH,ADAPTSWITCH
ELSE
WRITE (6,6050) ADAPTLOW, ADAPTHIGH, ADAPTDEPTH ,ADAPT_SWITCH
ENDIF
WRITE (6.6051) ADAPTFREQUENCY. ADAPTTHRESHOLD, NUMADAPT
WRITE (6,6052) ADAPTDIRDEPTH ,HTHRESH,VTHRESH
WRITE (6,6004) AMACH,ALPHA,CFL
IF (SPECPOUT) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Outflow pressure set to ',POUTFLOW
ENDIF
IF (VIRCON) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Interfaces conservative'
ENDIF
WRITE (6,6006) VISCO1,VISCO2
C
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IF (.NOT.FARUP) THEN
WRITE (6,6007) ' not
ELSE
WRITE (6,6007) ' a
ENDIF
IF (.NOT.WALLUP) THEN
WRITE (6,6008) * not
ELSE
WRITE (6,6008) '
ENDIF
C
C Translate smoothing types into plain English
C
IF (ISMOOTH(2).NE.2) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Second difference is 1st order accurate'
ELSE
WRITE (6.*) * Second difference is 2nd order accurate'
ENDIF
IF (ISMOOTH(3).EQ.0) THEN
WRITE (6,6012) 'local pressure.'
ELSE IF (ISMOOTH(3).EQ.1) THEN
WRITE (6,.6012) 'max. switch value.'
ELSE IF (ISMOOTH(3).EQ.2) THEN
WRITE (6,6012) 'local pressure and max. switch value.'
ELSE
WRITE (6,6012) 'setting all switch values to 1.'
ENDIF
C
C
6000 FORMAT(/' Current parameters at iteration', I5,':'/,5X,A20,
& ' spatial approximation,',i2.' Equation model.')
6001 FORMAT(' Grid from file ',A64,/,I6.' elements,',I6,' nodes,',
& 13.' nodes/element')
6002 FORMAT (16.' adaptable elements,',I6,' non-adaptable elements')
6003 FORMAT (/17,' iterations allowed, convergence at',G11.3)
6004 FORMAT (/' Free stream mach number',F8.4,' Angle of attack',
& F7.2,' CFL number',F5.2)
6005 FORMAT (' Second difference viscosity: ',F8.5,
& ' Fourth difference viscosity: *,F8.5)
6006 FORMAT (' Write to history file every',I3.' iterations.',/,
& ' Write to restart file every',IS,' iterations.'/)
6007 FORMAT(/,1X,' Far field state vectors are',A,
k "reset each iteration.')
6008 FORMAT(IX,' Wall state vectors are',A,
k "reset each iteration.')
6009 FORMAT(' Output data to '.A64/,' History to ',A64)
C6010 FORMAT(1X.A.'onservative smoothing,')
C6011 FORMAT(1X,A, 'inear fourth difference.')
6012 FORMAT(IX,'Pressure normalized by ',A/)
6050 FORMAT(IX,'Adaptation limits: Low -',F8.4,' High =',F8.4,
k ', maximum depth allowed:'",13,'.',/,
k Adaptation switch number:',I6)
5999 FORMAT(1X,'Auto. thresholding at',F7.3,' and',F7.3,
k ', maximum depth allowed:',I3.'.',/,
& k Adaptation switch number:',I6)
6051 FORMAT(IX, 'Adaptation every',I6,' iterations and at residual of,',
S G011.3,/.13,' adaptations performed.')
6052 FORMAT(IX.' Start directional at',i3,/' Vertical Threshold=',
& F8.4,', Horizontal Threshold-",F8.4)
RETURN
END
C*************************************** ** *** ***
C CAPS (L) - returns the capitalization of L
FUNCTION CAPS (L)
CHARACTER*1 CAPS,L
CAPS - L
IF (LLE(L,'z') .AND. LGE(L,'a'))
& CAPS - CHAR(ICHAR(L) + ICHAR('A') - ICHAR('a'))
RETURN
END
C*******************************************************
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C***********************************************************************
C HISTOPEN - Open the history file on unit 11
C ACCESS - variable denoting the access type used, either
C 'SEQUENTIAL' or 'APPEND'
C STATUS - File status, new, old or unknown
C
SUBROUTINE HISTOPEN (ACCESS,STATUS)
INCLUDE 'IOCOMMON.INC'
CHARACTER*(*) ACCESS,STATUS
OPEN (UNIT-11,FILE-HISTFILE,
& ACCESS-ACCESS. STATUS-STATUS,FORM- 'UNFORMATTED')
RETURN
END
C
C
C Initialize things
C
SUBROUTINE INITDATA
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'IOCOMMON.INC'
ALPHA - 0
AMACH - 1.5
CFL - 2.7
ISMOOTH(1) - 0
ISMOOTH(2) - 0
ISMOOTH(3) - 2
MAXITER - 1000
IHINC - I
IOINC - 25
IRUNT - 1000
VISCO1 - .02
VISCO2 - .02
OUTFILE - 'STVEC.DSAV'
HISTFILE - 'HISTORY.HIST'
GRIDFILE - 'GRID'
CONVERG -= .E-5
FARUP - .TRUE.
WALLUP - .TRUE.
AUTOTHRESH - .FALSE.
MAX-ADAPT - 5
ADAPT-LOW = -1
ADAPT-HIGH - 1.
ADAPT-FREQUENCY - -1
NUMADAPT - 0
ADAPT-ADJACENT - 1
ADAPT-SWITCH - 10002
ADAPT-DEPTH - 4
BDLINFLAG - .FALSE.
REFTHRESH - 1.25
UREFTHRESH - .2
ADAPTDIRDEPTH - 99
IDIFFTYPE - 1
NEQUA - 4
SPECPOUT - .FALSE.
POUTFLOW - 1/GAMMA
VIRCON - .FALSE.
END
C
C FFLUXES - calculate the fluxes at the far field boundaries.
C This is done using characteristic boundary conditions for
C a linearized 1-D Euler equation model. The complete 4-equation
C charcteristics are used because they are easier to calculate
C and the energy eqaution is discarded in transforming back to
C conservation variables. The fluxes can also be calculated
C using Riemann invariants. This is selected by setting
C FBCTYP <> 0.
C The normal vector has been pre-calculated and is in the
C /GEOM/ common block.
C
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C Richard Shapiro 13 MARCH 1986
C
SUBROUTINE FFLUXES (STVEC)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
CALL TIMEIT (STARTTIME)
C
C Select boundary condition type
C
IF (NEQUA.EQ.3) THEN
CALL FAR3FLUX (STVEC)
ELSE
CALL FAR4FLUX (STVEC)
ENDIF
C
CALL TIMEIT(ENDTIME)
DFFLUXTIME = ENDTIME - START-TIME
FFLUXTIME - FFLUXTIME + DFFLUXTIME
RETURN
END
C FLUXES (stvec)
C This subroutine calculates the fluxes e and f
C at the node points.
C It also calculates the pressure and speed of sound in each cell
C
C Richard Shapiro 5 November 1985
C
SUBROUTINE FLUXES (STVEC)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
C
C releveant variables:
C stvec (node,nequa) - state vectors at the node
C f - flux vector
C a - local speed of sound
C p - local pressure
C
DIMENSION STVEC(MAXN,NEQUA)
C
C Start timing
C
CALL TIMEIT (START-TIME)
C
C Calculate the free stream velocities
C
UVFREE - AMACH * COSD(ALPHA)
VVFREE - AMACH * SIND(ALPHA)
C
C See if we are to do the 4 or 3 equation model
C
IF (NEQUA.EQ.4) GOTO 4000
C
C************** 3 equation model *******************
C
C Calculate state vectors at virtual nodes
C
cvd$1 nodepchk
DO 5 I - NRN+1,NN
NODE1 - NINFO(1,I)
NODE2 - NINFO(2,I)
STVEC(I,1) - .6*(STVEC(NODE1,I) +
& STVEC(NODE2,1))
STVEC(I,2) - .5*(STVEC(NODEI,2) +
& STVEC(NODE2,2))
STVEC(I,3) - .5*(STVEC(NODE1,3) +
& STVEC(NODE2.3))
5 CONTINUE
C
C loop over all nodes and calculate pressure, speed of sound
C and fluxes. Fluxes for boundary and virtual
C nodes will later be overwritten.
C
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IPRESLIM - 0
DO 10 I - 1,NN
ul, vl - local velocity in x and y directions
UL - STVEC(I.2) / STVEC(I,1)
VL - STVEC(I.3) / STVEC(I.1)
calculate a and p
A(I) - .5*(GAMMA-1)*(AMACH**2 - UL**2 - VL**2) + 1
PRESS - STVEC(I,1)*A(I)/GAMMA
IF (PRESS.GE.0) THEN
P(I) - PRESS
ELSE
IPRESLIM - 1
ENDIF
A(I) - SQRT(GAMMA*P(I)/STVEC(I,1))
calculate X flux
F(1,I,1)
F(2,I,1)
F(3,I.1)
STVEC(I, 2)
STVEC(I, 2)
STVEC(I, 2)
* UL + P(I)
* VL
calculate Y flux
F(1,I,2)
F(2,I,2)
F(3,I,2)
STVEC(I.3)
STVEC(I,2) * VL
STVEC(I,3) * VL + P(I)
C
10 CONTINUE
GOTO 9999
C
4000 CONTINUE
C
C************** 4 equation model *******************
C
C Calculate state vectors at virtual nodes
cvd1l nodepchk
DO 45 I
CONTINUE
- NRN+1,NN
NODE1 - NINFO(1,I)
NODE2 - NINFO(2,I)
STVEC(I,1) - .5*(STVEC(NODE1,1) +
STVEC(NODE2. ))
STVEC(I,2) - .5*(STVEC(NODEI,2) +
STVEC(NODE2,2))
STVEC(I,3) - .5*(STVEC(NODE1,3) +
STVEC(NODE2,3))
STVEC(I.4) = .6*(STVEC(NODE1,4) +
STVEC(NODE2. 4))
loop over all nodes and calculate pressure,
and fluxes. Fluxes for boundary and virtual
nodes will later be overwritten.
speed of sound
IPRESLIM - 0
DO 20 I - 1,NN
ul, vl - local velocity in x and y directions
UL = STVEC(I,2) / STVEC(I.1)
VL - STVEC(I.3) / STVEC(I.1)
calculate a and p
PRESS - (GAMMA - 1)*(STVEC(I.4) -
.5*STVEC(I,1)*(UL**2 + VL**2))
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IF (PRESS.GE.O) THEN
P(I) - PRESS
ELSE
IPRESLIM - 1
ENDIF
A(I) - SQRT(GAMMA*P(I)/STVEC(I,I))
calculate X flux
F(1,I,1) -
F(2,I,1) -
F(3,I,1) -
F(4,I.1) -
calculate Y flu
F(1,I,2) -
F(2,I,2) -
F(3,I.2) -
F(4,I,2) -
CONTINUE
STVEC(I, 2)
STVEC(I,2) * UL + P(I)
STVEC(I,2) * VL
(STVEC(I,4) + P(I)) * UL
LX
STVEC(I .3)
STVEC(I,2) * VL
STVEC(I,3) * VL + P(I)
(STVEC(I,4) + P(I)) * VL
9999 CONTINUE
IF (IPRESLIM.NE.0) WRITE (6,*) ' Pressure limiting occurred'
C calculate the boundary fluxes
C
CALL BFLUXES (STVEC)
CALL TIMEIT (END-TIME)
FLUX-TIME - FLUX-TIME + ENDTIME - STARTTIME
RETURN
END
Set the state vector at the center of the cell to be the
correct average of the border cells (this has the effect of
turning the 9-node into the 8-node element)
SUBROUTINE COR9 (STVEC)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION STVEC(MAXNNEQUA)
DO J - 1,NEQUA
CVD$ NODEPCHK
DO I = 1,NE
NODE9 - IC(9,I)
STVEC(NODE9,J) -
C &
C &
C &
C &
ENDDO
ENDDO
RETURND
END
C
Set the
correct
turning
.25*(STVEC(IC(I1,I),J) +
STVEC(IC(2,I),J) +
STVEC(IC(3,I).J) +
STVEC(IC(4,I),J))
.5*(STVEC(IC(5,I),J) +
STVEC(IC(6,I),J) +
STVEC(IC(7,I),J) +
STVEC(IC(8,I),J))
Flux vector at the center of the cell to be the
average of the border cells (this has the effect of
the 9-node into the 8-node element)
SUBROUTINE COR9F
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
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C
C
C
C
C
C
20
C
C***********************************~***
CS*************Jt***~t*****~*$***~***f**
DO J - 1,NEQUA
CVD$ NODEPCHK
DO I - 1,NE
NODE9 - IC(9,I)
FX(J,NODE9) - .25*(FX(J,IC(1,I)) +
& FX(J,IC(2,I)) +
& FX(J,IC(3,I)) +
& FX(J,IC(4,I)))
C
C & .5*(FX(J,IC(5,I)) +
C & FX(J,IC(6,I)) +
C k FX(J.IC(7,I)) +
C k FX(J,IC(8,I)))
FY(J,NODE9) = .25*(FY(J,IC(1,I)) +
& FY(J,IC(2,I)) +
& FY(J,IC(3,I)) +
& FY(JIC(4.I)))
C k .5*(FY(J,IC(5,I)) +
C k FY(J,IC(6,I)) +
C k FY(J,IC(7,I)) +
C k FY(J,IC(8,I)))
ENDDO
ENDDO
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GEFIX
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
C
C This subroutine takes the mesh and reorders the elements so
C that all adaptable elements proceed all non-adaptable elements
C IETYP stores the element type, 1 for regular 2 for non-adaptable
C
C Figure out which elements are adaptable
C
IEINF - 1
DO 10 I - 1,NE
ICORRI(I) - I
IF (IETYP(I).EQ.1) IEINF - IEINF + I
10 CONTINUE
C
C Now switch the adaptable elements into the low numbered elements
C
IPLACE - 1
DO 90 ITYPE - 1.2
DO 80 I = 1,NE
IF (IETYP(I).EQ.ITYPE) THEN
C
C Switch node I and node IPLACE
C
CALL ELEMSW (I,IPLACE)
IPLACE - IPLACE + I
ENDIF
80 CONTINUE
90 CONTINUE
C
C Invert the correspondence table
C
DO 200 I - I,NE
200 ICORR(ICORRI(I)) - I
C
C Determine new number of elements
C
NEWNE - NE
DO 100 I - I,NE
IF (IETYP(I).EQ.100) THEN
NEWNE - I - 1
GOTO 101
ENDIF
100 CONTINUE
101 NE - NEWNE
C
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C Fix up IFINFO and IPARENT
C
DO 300 IEL - 1,NE
IF (IPARENT(IEL).NE.O) IPARENT(IEL) - ICORR(IPARENT(IEL))
DO 300 IFACE - 1.2*NCN
IF (IFINFO(IFACE,IEL).GT.0)
& IFINFO(IFACE,IEL) - ICORR(IFINFO(IFACE,IEL))
300 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C C
C Switch a pair of elements and all associated things
C
C C
SUBROUTINE ELEMSW (IEL1,IEL2)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
C
C IEL1, IEL2 - The two elements to be switched
C
IF (IEL1.EQ.IEL2) RETURN
DO 10 I - 1,NNE
ICTEMP - IC(I,IEL1)
IC(I,IELI) - IC(I,IEL2)
IC(I,IEL2) - ICTEMP
10 CONTINUE
DO 20 I - 1,2*NCN
ITEMP - IFINFO(I,IEL1)
IFINFO(I.IEL1) - IFINFO(I,IEL2)
IFINFO(IIEL2) - ITEMP
20 CONTINUE
ITEMP - IETYP(IEL1)
IETYP(IELI) - IETYP(IEL2)
IETYP(IEL2) - ITEMP
C
ITEMP - IDEPTH(IELI)
IDEPTH(IELI) - IDEPTH(IEL2)
IDEPTH(IEL2) - ITEMP
C
ITEMP - IPARENT(IEL1)
IPARENT(IELI) - IPARENT(IEL2)
IPARENT(IEL2) - ITEMP
C
ITEMP - ICREATE(IEL1)
ICREATE(IEL1) = ICREATE(IEL2)
ICREATE(IEL2) - ITEMP
C
ITEMP - ICORRI(IELI)
ICORRI(IELI) - ICORRI(IEL2)
ICORRI(IEL2) - ITEMP
C
ITEMP - IADAPT(IEL1)
IADAPT(IEL1) - IADAPT(IEL2)
IADAPT(IEL2) - ITEMP
RETURN
END
C
C This file contains the routines to generate the NDTYP,
C IETYP, and ICHILD tables for a grid.
C
SUBROUTINE GENETYP
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
C
C Generate the IETYP array. This is a trivial routine to
C set IETYP to 1 for all elements.
C
DO 10 I - IEINF,NE
10 IETYP(I) - 2
DO 11 I 1,IEINF-1
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11 IETYP(I) - 1
RETURN
END
C This subroutine generates the initial NODE types.
SUBROUTINE GENNTYP
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
C
DO 10 I - 1,NN
10 NDTYP(I) - 0
DO 20 ITYPE- 1,MAXGIN-1
DO 20 I - IGINF(ITYPE),IGINF(ITYPE+1)-1
20 NDTYP(I) - ITYPE
DO 30 I - IGINF(MAXGIN),NN
30 NDTYP(I) - MAXGIN
RETURN
END
C Generate the ICHILD array. If an element has no children,
C ICHILD (*,IEL) will be 0
C LEVEL indicates the level that all children should be
C
SUBROUTINE GENCHILD (LEVEL)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE "EMBED.INC'
COMMON /CHILD_DEPTH/ MD
C
C Save the depth at which this call was made
C
MD - LEVEL
C
DO 10 I - 1,NE
DO 10 J - 1,2**NCN
10 ICHILD(J,I) - 0
C
C Scan the elements for elements created at level LEVEL
C
DO 100 I - 1,NE
IF (ICREATE(I).EQ.LEVEL) THEN
C
C Check its parent to see if its been used yet
C
IDAD - IPARENT(I)
IPLACE - ICHILD(I,IDAD)
IF (IPLACE.GE.O) THEN
c
C This is really a child of IDAD
C
ICHILD(IPLACE+2,IDAD) - I
ICHILD(I,IDAD) - ICHILD(I,IDAD) + i
ENDIF
ENDIF
100 CONTINUE
C
C Put in the parents
C
DO 200 I - 1,NE
IF (ICHILD(1,I).NE.0) ICHILD(1,I) - I
200 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C
C
C This program generates complete surface codes from minimal grid
C information. The follwing is needed in the IFINFO: IFINFO <- 0 for
C all boundary surfaces, IFINFO >0 for any surfaces to be found.
C It is important that the grid be of one level only for this
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C algorithm to work.
C
SUBROUTINE GENSURF
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
DIMENSION NSCOUNT(MAXN),NSHASH(8,MAXN)
DIMENSION ISURFF(MAXE),NSSURF(8,MAXN),ISURFE(MAXE)
EQUIVALENCE (NSSURF,VISC),(NSCOUNT,A5),(NSHASH,F)
EQUIVALENCE (ISURFE.U1),(ISURFF,UI (I3))
DIMENSION NEXT(4)
DATA NEXT /2,3,4,1/
PARAMETER (IBIGNUM = MAXE + 1)
C
C Initialize tables
C
DO 10 I - I,NN
NSCOUNT(I) - 0
10 CONTINUE
DO 12 I - 1,2*NE
ISURFF(I) - 0
ISURFE(I) - 0
12 CONTINUE
C
C Flag all surface numbers with positive IFINFO to IBIGNUM
C this is so I can tell when surfaces are generated by
C the program and eliminate the "hanging surface" problem for
C uninitialized boundary surfaces
C
DO I - 1,NE
DO J - 1,4
IF (IFINFO (J,I) .GT.0) IFINFO(J,I) = IBIGNUM
ENDDO
ENDDO
C
C Generate the surface numbers
C
NSURF - 0
DO 100 IEL - 1,NE
DO 100 IFACE - 1.4
C
C Find the two nodes on the face
C
NODE1 - IC(IFACE,IEL)
NODE2 - IC(NEXT(IFACE),IEL)
IF (IFINFO(IFACE,IEL).LE.0) GOTO 100
C
C Sort the two nodes
C
IF (NODE1.GT.NODE2) THEN
ITEMP - NODEL
NODE1 - NODE2
NODE2 - ITEMP
ENDIF
ISN - 0
C
C Loop over all previously discovered surfaces to see if it's a
C duplicate.
C
DO 120 I - 1,NSCOUNT(NODE1)
IF (NSHASH(I,NODE1).EQ.NODE2) THEN
ISN - NSSURF(I,NODE1)
GOTO 121
ENDIF
120 CONTINUE
C
C New surface
C
NSURF - NSURF + 1
IF (NSURF.GT.2*MAXE) STOP " Grid too big'
ISN - NSURF
NSCOUNT(NODE1) - NSCOUNT(NODEI) + 1
NSSURF(NSCOUNT(NODE1),NODE1) - NSURF
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C
121
C
DO I - 1,NE
DO J - 1,4
IF (IFINFO (J,I).EQ.IBIGNUM)
ENDDO
ENDDO
RETURN
END
IFINFO(J,I) - 0
This routine calculates some grid geometry parameters
A characteristic length for each node is calculated as
the minimum of all values of EDIM pertaining to that
element. This is used to calculate the time step for that
element.
C Richard Shapiro 9 JUL 1987
SUBROUTINE GEOMETRY
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
relevant variables:
x(ncn.node) - nodal coordinates
ic(nne,.lement) - node list making
cwght(node) - calculated weight
Set number of real nodes
NRN - IGINF(NTVIR) - 1
Calculate the values of deltax for
dummy values.
up an element
each node. First set to
DO 400 I - 1.NN
400 DELTAX(I) - 1.E20
C
C For all elements, calculate the element dimensions and other
C metrics.
DO 300 IEL - 1,NE
CALL CEDIM (IEL,AMDIM)
DO 310 I - 1,NNE
DELTAX(IC(I,IEL)) -
CONTINUE
MIN(AMDIM,DELTAX(IC(I.IEL)))
Calculate vectorization quantities
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NSHASH(NSCOUNT(NODE1),NODE1) - NODE2
CONTINUE
Get the surface number and add the element to its list (if new)
IF (ISURFE(ISN).EQ.0) THEN
ISURFE(ISN) - IEL
ISURFF(ISN) - IFACE
ELSE
Generate IFINFO for the two elements (if old)
IEL1 - ISURFE(ISN)
IFACEI - ISURFF(ISN)
IFINFO(IFACE,IEL) - IELI
IFINFO(IFACE1,IELI) - IEL
ENDIF
Go on and do more surfaces
CONTINUE
Change all uninitialized surfaces to type 0
C
C
100
C
310
300
C
C
C
CALL CVECTPTR
C
C Calculate CWGHT (lumped mass matrix entries)
C
CALL LUMPM (CWGHT)
C
C Finally, calculate the normal vectors at the boundaries
C
C CALL CCNVECT
C
DO 500 I - IGINF(1),NRN
CALL CNVECT(I)
500 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C
C C
C Calculate element dimensions and metrics
C C
C
SUBROUTINE CEDIM (IEL,AMDIM)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION XX(4).YX(4),SL(4)
C
C IEL - element in which to calculate
C AMDIM - Minimum dimension
C
C This routine calculates the side lengths of the elements
C and returns the averages of opposite sides in AMDIM
C It also calculates the metrics used by the residual
C calculation routines.
C
DO 10 I - 1,4
XX(I) - X(1,IC(I,IEL))
YX(I) - X(2.IC(I.IEL))
10 CONTINUE
DO 20 I - 1,4
Ii - MOD (1,4) + I
SL(I) - SQRT ( (XX(I)-XX(I1))**2 + (YX(I)-YX(I1))**2 )
20 CONTINUE
AMDIM - .5 * MIN (SL(1)+SL(3) , SL(2)+SL(4) )
C
C Now calculate metrics.
C
A2(IEL) - ( -XX(1) + XX(2) + XX(3) - XX(4) ) / 4.
A3(IEL) - ( -XX(I) - XX(2) + XX(3) + XX(4) ) / 4.
A5(IEL) - ( XX(1) - XX(2) + XX(3) - XX(4) ) / 4.
B2(IEL) - ( -YX(1) + YX(2) + YX(3) - YX(4) ) / 4.
B3(IEL) - ( -YX(i) - YX(2) + YX(3) + YX(4) ) / 4.
B5(IEL) - ( YX(1) - YX(2) + YX(3) - YX(4) ) / 4.
RETURN
END
C
C C
C Calculate the lumped mass matrix entries (new way)
C (Assumes A2,A3,A5,B2,B3,B5 have been calculated) C
C C
C
SUBROUTINE LUMPM (CC)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'VCOMMON.INC'
DIMENSION CC(*)
C
IF (NNE.EQ.4) THEN
DO IEL - 1.NE
AJ1 = (A2(IEL)*B3(IEL) - A3(IEL)*B2(IEL))
AJ2 = (A2(IEL)*B5(IEL) - AS(IEL)*B2(IEL)) / 3.
AJ3 - (A5(IEL)*B3(IEL) - A3(IEL)*B5(IEL)) / 3.
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WKARAY(IEL,1) - AJ1 - AJ2 - AJ3
WKARAY(IEL,2) - AJ1 + AJ2 - AJ3
WKARAY(IEL,3) = AJ1 + AJ2 + AJ3
WKARAY(IEL,4) = AJ1 - AJ2 + AJ3
ENDDO
C ELSE IF (NNE.EQ.8) THEN
C DO IEL = 1,NE
C AJ1 - (A2(IEL)*B3(IEL) - A3(IEL)*B2(IEL)) / 3.
C AJ2 - (A2(IEL)*B5(IEL) - A5(IEL)*B2(IEL)) / 9.
C AJ3 = (A5(IEL)*B3(IEL) - A3(IEL)*BS(IEL)) / 9.
C WKARAY(IEL,) - -AJI - AJ2 - AJ3
C WKARAY(IEL.2) - -AJ1 + AJ2 - AJ3
C WKARAY(IEL.3) - -AJ1 + AJ2 + AJ3
C WKARAY(IEL,4) - -AJi - AJ2 + AJ3
C WKARAY(IEL,5) - 4*(AJ1 - AJ3)
C WKARAY(IEL.6) - 4*(AJ1 + AJ2)
C WKARAY(IEL.7) - 4*(AJ1 + AJ3)
C WKARAY(IEL,8) - 4*(AJ1 - AJ2)
C ENDDO
ELSE IF (NNE.EQ.9 .or. nne.eq.8) THEN
DO IEL = I,NE
AJ1 = 4.*(A2(IEL)*B3(IEL) - A3(IEL)*B2(IEL)) / 9.
AJ2 - (A2(IEL)*B5(IEL) - A5(IEL)*B2(IEL)) / 9.
AJ3 - (A5(IEL)*B3(IEL) - A3(IEL)*B5(IEL)) / 9.
WKARAY(IEL,t) = AJ1 - AJ2 - AJ3
WKARAY(IEL,2) - AJi + AJ2 - AJ3
WKARAY(IEL,3) - AJ1 + AJ2 + AJ3
WKARAY(IEL,4) AJ - AJ2 + AJ3
WKARAY(IEL,5) - 4*(AJ1 - AJ3)
WKARAY(IEL,6) - 4*(AJ1 + AJ2)
WKARAY(IEL,7) - 4*(AJ1 + AJ3)
WKARAY(IEL,8) = 4*(AJ1 - AJ2)
WKARAY(IEL,9) - 16,AJ1
C WKARAY(IEL,5) - AJ1
C WKARAY(IEL,6) = AJ1
C WKARAY(IEL,7) - AJ1
C WKARAY(IEL,8) - AJ1
C WKARAY(IEL,9) - 1.e35
ENDDO
ENDIF
C
C Distribute to nodes
C
CALL ENDISTRIBUTE (NNE,CC,WKARAY)
IF (VIRCON) CALL VCOND (CC)
C
C Invert to save divides
C
DO I = 1,NN
CC(I) = 1./CC(I)
ENDDO
C
RETURN
END
C This subroutine calculates the pointers for vectorization
C These are the ICINV, ICINVP and NODEINEL arrays. The
C Exception array is also calculated here.
C
C ICINV is an array, the ICINVP(I)-ICINVP(I+I) are the nodes
C which are safely vectorizable and are node I in their particular
C element. If an Exception is found (an element which cannot be put
C into the array) the element,Internal node pair is put into the
C exception array.
C
C NODEINEL is an array indicating how many elements a node is in.
C
SUBROUTINE CVECTPTR
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'VCOMMON.INC'
C
C Zero the arrays
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DO 3 I - 1,NN
NODEINEL(I) - 0
NODEFLAG(I) - 0
DO 3 J - 1,MAXNE
3 ICINV (MAXNE*(I-1)+J) = 0
DO 4 I - O,NNE
4 ICINVP(I) - 0
NUMVEXCEPT - 0
DO 5 I - 1,MAXVEXCEPT
5 IVEXE(I) = 0
C
C Calculate the array by scanning the whole grid.
C
DO 10 J = 1,NNE
ICINVP(J) - ICINVP(J-1)
DO 20 I - 1.NE
NODEINEL(IC(J,I)) - NODEINEL(IC(J,I)) + 1
IF(.NOT.BTEST(NODEFLAG(I),J)) THEN
ICINVP(J) - ICINVP(J) + 1
ICINV(ICINVP(J)) - I
NODEFLAG(I) - IBSET(NODEFLAG(I),J)
ELSE
NUMVEXCEPT - NUMVEXCEPT + 1
IF (NUM_VEXCEPT .GT. MAX_VEXCEPT) THEN
WRITE (6.*)
& 8 Too many grid exceptions, cannot run.'
STOP
ENDIF
IVEXE(NUMVEXCEPT) = I
IVEXN(NUMVEXCEPT) - J
ENDIF
20 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE
C
C Now generate ICINVI, such that ICINVI(I) = IC(J,ICINV(I,J))
C
DO 50 J - 1,NNE
DO 60 I - ICINVP(J-1)+1,ICINVP(J)
60 ICINVI(I) - IC(J,ICINV(I))
50 CONTINUE
C
C Generate the vectorization stuff for the virtual nodes
C
NVPASS - 0
ICVIRP(O) - 0
DO 80 IPASS - 1,10
IDONE - 1
NCOUNT - 0
DO 61 I - 1.NN
61 NODEFLAG(I) - 0
DO 70 I - IGINF(NT-VIR),NN
IF (NODEFLAG(I).EQ.2) GOTO 70
N1 - NINFO(1,I)
N2 - NINFO(2,I)
IF (NODEFLAG(N1).EQ.0) THEN
NCOUNT - NCOUNT + 1
ICVIR(NCOUNT) - NI
ICVIR1(NCOUNT) , I
NODEFLAG(N1) - 1
NODEFLAG(I) - NODEFLAG(I) + I
IDONE - 0
ENDIF
IF (NODEFLAG(N2).EQ.0) THEN
NCOUNT - NCOUNT + 1
ICVIR(NCOUNT) - N2
ICVIRI(NCOUNT) - I
NODEFLAG(N2) = 1
NODEFLAG(I) - NODEFLAG(I) + 1
IDONE - 0
ENDIF
70 CONTINUE
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NVPASS - NVPASS + I
ICVIRP(NVPASS) - ICVIRP(NVPASS-1) + NCOUNT
IF (IDONE.Eq.1) RETURN
80 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GNFIX
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
DIMENSION IGT(MAXGIN+1)
C
C This subroutine takes the mesh and reorders the nodes so
C that all nodes of type N precede all nodes of type N+1
C
C ICORRI(NODE) - generated inverse correspondence table
C ICORR(NODE) - actual correspondence table. ICORR(I) is
C the new node number for node I
C
C Initialize ICORRI array
C
DO 10 I - 1,NN
10 ICORRI(I) - I
C
C Sort the nodes into order by type. MAXGIN is tha largest type
C number sorted. Any node with type > MAXGIN is eleminated
C
IPLACE -=
DO 90 ITYPE - O,MAXGIN
DO 80 I = IPLACE,NN
IF (NDTYP(I).EQ.ITYPE) THEN
c
C Switch node I and node IPLACE
c
CALL NODESW (I,IPLACE)
IPLACE " IPLACE + 1
ENDIF
80 CONTINUE
IGT (ITYPE + 1) IPLACE
90 CONTINUE
C
C Generate IGINF
C
DO 200 I - 1,MAXGIN
200 IGINF(I) - IGT(I)
C
C Invert the correspondence table and update things based on new node
C numberings.
C
CVD$ NODEPCHK
DO 101 I = 1,NN
101 ICORR(ICORRI(I)) - I
C
C Determine new number of nodes
C
INN - NN
DO 300 I - INN,1.-1
IF (NDTYP(I).LE.MAXGIN) THEN
NN - I
GOTO 301
ENDIF
300 CONTINUE
301 CONTINUE
C
C All the information in the coordinate arrays is now sorted, now
C go through and change the node numbers in the NINFO and IC
C arrays using the ICORR array.
C
DO 100 I - I,NNE
DO 100 IEL - I,NE
100 IC(I,IEL) - ICORR(IC(IIEL))
C
C
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C Change things only if we are dealing with nodal types that
C have further information of nodal nature associated with them.
C
DO 110 I - IGINF(1),NN
NINFO(1,I) - ICORR(NINFO(1,I))
NINFO(2,I) - ICORR(NINFO(2,I))
110 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C
C*****************************************
C***********************************************************************
C NODESW (11,12) switch nodes Ii and 12
C
SUBROUTINE NODESW(I1,I2)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
IF (II.EQ.I2) RETURN
C
ITEMP - NDTYP(II)
NDTYP(I1) - NDTYP(12)
NDTYP(I2) - ITEMP
DO 94 II - 1,NCN
TEMP - X(II,II)
X(II,Il) - X(II,I2)
94 X(II,I2) - TEMP
DO 96 II - 1,MAXINF
ITEMP - NINFO(II,II)
NINFO(II,I1) - NINFO(II,I2)
96 NINFO(II,I2) - ITEMP
C
C Switch state vectors. This is here so that this routine
C can be used for adaptive meshing.
C
DO 98 I - 1,NEQUA
TEMP - U(II,I)
U(II,I) - U(I2,I)
U(I2,I) - TEMP
98 CONTINUE
C
ITEMP - ICORRI(Il)
ICORRI(II) - ICORRI(I2)
ICORRI(I2) = ITEMP
RETURN
END
C This file just contains a couple of routines to print out
C some grid information in a nice format.
C
SUBROUTINE ELEMINFOL (IU,IEL)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
C
C Write element information on unit IU
C
WRITE (IU,100) IEL,(IC(I,IEL),I-1,4),(RDEPTH(I,IEL),I-1,4)
100 format (' Element',iO,'. connectivity',4i7,', depth (HVME)',4i2)
IF (NNE.GT.4) THEN
WRITE (IU,103) (IC(I,IEL),I-56,NNE)
ENDIF
103 FORMAT (' Further connectivity:',5i7)
WRITE (IU.101) (IFINFO(IIEL),I-1,4),IPARENT(IEL),ICREATE(IEL)
101 format (' Face info',417,', parent',i6,', created',i2)
XX - 0
YY - 0
DO I - 1,4
XX - XX + X(1,IC(I,IEL))
YY - YY + X(2,IC(I.IEL))
ENDDO
WRITE (IU.102) XX/4,YY/4
102 FORMAT (' Element center at (',g15.6,'
,
',g15.6,')')
DO I - 1.NNE
CALL NODEINFO1 (IU,IC(I,IEL))
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ENDDO
return
END
Node information
SUBROUTINE NODEINFO1 (IU,NODE)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
IF (NDTYP(NODE).NE.O) THEN
WRITE (IU,.200) NODE.X(1,NODE),X(2,NODE). NDTYP(NODE),
& NINFO(1,NODE).NINFO(2,NODE)
ELSE
WRITE (IU.200) NODE,X(1,NODE) ,X(2.NODE)
ENDIF
200 FORMAT (' Node'.i7., at (',g14.5.','.g14.5,')':' type',i2,
& ', Info',2i7)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ELEMINFO(IEL)
CALL ELEMINFOI (6,IEL)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE NODEINFO(NODE)
CALL NODEINFOI (6,NODE)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE RGRID(GRIDFILE)
C Read in the grid for the problem. This is in an unformatted file
C on file GRIDFILE
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
CHARACTER*(*) GRIDFILE
CHARACTER*64 GRIDFL1
CHARACTER*7 GRIDDEFAULT
CHARACTER*7 NAME
DATA GRIDDEFAULT /'.grid
Generate the file name
CALL MAKEFILENAME (GRIDFL1,.GRIDFILE,GRIDDEFAULT)
Get the initial sizing parameters
OPEN (UNIT=2.FILE-GRIDFLI.FORM-'UNFORMATTED'.STATUS='OLD')
READ (2) NE.NN,NNE.MAXINFGR,MAXGINGR,MAXDEPTH
Make sure that NNE for the grid matches NNE for the program
IF (NNE.GT.MAXNE) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Nodes/element in the grid does not'
WRITE (6,*) ' match program. Cannot continue."
STOP
ENDIF
IF (NN.GT.MAXN .OR. NE.GT.MAXE) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Grid too big for program. Recompile'
WRITE (6,*) ' program or fix grid.'
WRITE (6,6001) NE,MAXE,NN,MAXN
STOP
ENDIF
6001 FORMAT (I6,' elements out of a maximum of',I6,/,I6,
k 'nodes out of a maximum of',I6,' used.')
Read in all tha data, starting with the connectivity matrix
and continuing with everything else
READ (2)
READ (2)
READ (2)
READ (2)
(IGINF(I),.I-,MAXGINGR).IEINF
((IC(I,J),I=1,NNE),J-1,NE)
((X(I.J),I=1,NCN),J-1.NN)
((NINFO(I.J).I-=IMAXINFGR).J-I.NN)
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READ (2) ((IFINFO(I,J),I-i,2*NCN),J-1,NE)
READ (2) (IDEPTH(I),I-1,NE)
READ (2) (IPARENT(I),I-1,NE)
READ (2) (ICREATE(I),I-1,NE)
C
CLOSE (2)
RETURN
C
C
ENTRY WGRID(GRIDFILE)
C
C Write the grid for the problem. This is in an unformatted file
C on file GRIDFILE
C
C Get the initial sizing parameters
C
CALL MAKEFILENAME (GRIDFL1,GRIDFILE,GRIDDEFAULT)
OPEN (UNIT2 .FILE=GRIDFLI,FORM-'UNFORMATTED',STATUS-'NEW')
WRITE (2) NE,NN,NNE,MAXINF,MAXGIN,MAXDEPTH
C
C Write out all tha data, starting with the connectivity matrix
C and continuing with everything else
C
WRITE (2) (IGINF(I),I-I.MAXGIN).IEINF
WRITE (2) ((IC(I,J),I-1,NNE),J=1.NE)
WRITE (2) ((X(I,J),I-1.NCN),J-1,NN)
WRITE (2) ((NINFO(I.J), I=1,MAXINF) ,J-1,NN)
WRITE (2) ((IFINFO(I,J) ,I-=12*NCN) .J-1,NE)
WRITE (2) (IDEPTH(I).I-1,NE)
WRITE (2) (IPARENT(I).I-1,NE)
WRITE (2) (ICREATE(I).I-.1NE)
C
CLOSE (2)
RETURN
C Set the file type for a grid file. This is for use in adaptation.
C
ENTRY GRIDDEFNAME (NAME)
GRIDDEFAULT - NAME
RETURN
END
C
C
C This subroutine makes a grid file name out of two parts
C
SUBROUTINE MAKEFILENAME (OUTNAME,INNAME, INEXT)
CHARACTER*(*) OUTNAME.INNAME,INEXT
OUTNAME - INNAME
I - INDEX(INNAME., ')
IF (I.NE.O) OUTNAME INNAME(I:I-1) // INEXT
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GR_CBOX2 (X1.Y1.F1.X2,Y2.F2,X3,Y3,F3.
& X4.Y4,F4,FCONT)
DIMENSION XCR(4).YCR(4)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE DRAWS THE CROSSING OF THE FCONT CONTOUR
C THROUGH THE QUADRILATERAL GIVEN BY THE CORNERS (Xi,Yi,Fi),
C (X2.Y2.F2), (X3,Y3,.F3), (X4.Y4,F4)
C
CALL GRCROSS (F1.F2.FCONT.A1)
CALL GRCROSS (F2.F3,FCONT,A2)
CALL GRCROSS (F3,F4,FCONT.A3)
CALL GRCROSS (F4.FI.FCONT.A4)
C
C RETURN IF NO CROSSES OF QUADRILATERAL SIDES
C
IF(AI.EQ.OO0 .AND. A2.EQ.100 .AND.
& A3.EQ.100 .AND. A4.EQ.100) RETURN
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See how many crosses there are
NCR - 0
IF (AI.LE.1 .AND. A1.GE.O) THEN
NCR - NCR + 1
XCR(NCR) - X1 + A1*(X2-X1)
YCR(NCR) - Y1 + A1*(Y2-Y1)
ENDIF
IF (A2.LE.1 .AND. A2.GE.O) THEN
NCR - NCR + I
XCR(NCR) = X2 + A2*(X3-X2)
YCR(NCR) - Y2 + A2*(Y3-Y2)
ENDIF
IF (A3.LE.1 .AND. A3.GE.O) THEN
NCR - NCR + 1
XCR(NCR) - X3 + A3*(X4-X3)
YCR(NCR) - Y3 + A3*(Y4-Y3)
ENDIF
IF (A4.LE.1 .AND. A4.GE.O) THEN
NCR = NCR + I
XCR(NCR) - X4 + A4*(XI-X4)
YCR(NCR) - Y4 + A4*(Y1-Y4)
ENDIF
NCR should be 2 or 4. If it's 0 re
IF (NCR.EQ.O) RETURN
IF (NCR.EQ.2) THEN
CALL GRMOVE(XCR(1).YCR(1).0)
CALL GRDRAW(XCR(2) ,YCR(2),0)
RETURN
ENDIF
IF (NCR.EQ.4) THEN
CALL GRMOVE(XCR(I). YCR(1),O)
CALL GRDRAW(XCR(2) ,YCR(2),0)
CALL GRDRAW(XCR(3),YCR(3),0)
CALL GRDRAW(XCR(4),YCR(4),0)
CALL GRDRAW(XCR(1).YCR(1),0)
RETURN
ENDIF
RETURN
END
INTEGER FUNCTION IADTYPE (IEL)
Determine what kind of adaptation
IEL - the element to be looked at
If IADTYPE - 0. do nothing
If IADTYPE - 1, refine horizontal]
If IADTYPE - 2, refine vertically
If IADTYPE - 3, refine both ways
to apply to a particular element
C Directional Refinement is based on the first difference of density
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
First thing to do is to get the differences of density across the
cell, thus:
4-------3
S-------
I I
I I
1-------2
dh - abs (4-1) + abs (3-2)
dv - abs (2-1) + abs (3-4)
davg - (dv + dh)
Next compute the quantities
dvs - dv / davg
dhs - dh / davg
so that dvs + dhs = 1.
If dhs > HTHRESH, divide horizontally
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C If dvr > VTHRESH, divide vertically
C Otherwise, divide both ways.
C
C Note: to always get 2-d adaptation, set VTHRESH and HTHRESH to 0.
C
DIMENSION Q(4)
IADTYPE - 0
DO I = 1,4
Q(I) - U(IC(I,IEL),1)
ENDDO
C
DH - ABS(Q(4) - Q(1)) + ABS(Q(3) - Q(2))
DV - ABS(q(2) - q(1)) + ABS(Q(3) - Q(4))
DAVG - DV + DH
IF (DAVG.EQ.O) RETURN
C
DVS - DV / DAVG
DHS - DH / DAVG
ITEMP - 0
C
IF (DVS.GE.VTHRESH) ITEMP - ITEMP + 2
IF (DHS.GE.HTHRESH) ITEMP - ITEMP + 1
IF (ITEMP.NE.O) THEN
IADTYPE - ITEMP
ELSE
IADTYPE - 3
ENDIF
RETURN
END
C***********************************************************************
C Initialize the flow field for the Finite Element Code. This is
C done to a uniform stream of speed AMACH*UNIFLW
C********************************************* *** ********
SUBROUTINE INIFLW (UNIFL)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
C
C UNIFL - parameter to give velocity scale factor
C Calculate the free stream velocities
C
UVFREE = AMACH * COSD(ALPHA)
VVFREE - AMACH * SIND(ALPHA)
C
DO 10 I - 1,NN
U(I,1) = 1.
U(I,2) = UVFREE*UNIFL
U(I,3) = VVFREE*UNIFL
U(I.4) = .5*(AMACH*UNIFL)**2 + 1/(GAMMA*(GAMMA-1))
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE MYCBOX (XIN,YIN,FIN,NNE,CONT,NCONT,IBOXTYPE)
C
C Contour on a biquadratic block with 9 nodes
C XIN,YIN - coordinates of boundary points
C fin9 - contour values at the middle
C NNE - Nodes/element, must be 4,8, or 9
C CONT - Contour levels to draw
C NCONT - Number of levels
C IBOXTYPE - How do do the contours (1-fast, O-slow)
C
DIMENSION XIN(4),YIN(4),FIN(*),X(4,4),Y(4,4),F(9,4),CONT(*)
IC(I) - MOD(I-1,4) + 1
C
C Check for basic 4 node contouring
C
IF (NNE.EQ.4) THEN
IF (IBOXTYPE.EQ.0) THEN
DO I - 1,NCONT
CALL GRCBOX (XIN(1),YIN(1),FIN(1),XIN(2),YIN(2),
& FIN(2),XIN(3),YIN(3),FIN(3),XIN(4).YIN(4),
& FIN(4),CONT(I))
ENDDO
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ELSE
DO I - 1.NCONT
CALL GR_CBOX3 (XIN(1),YIN(1),FIN(1),XIN(2),YIN(2),
FIN(2),XIN(3),YIN(3),FIN(3),XIN(4),YIN(4),
FIN(4),CONT(I))
ENDDO
ENDIF
RETURN
ELSE IF (NNE.EQ.8) THEN
FIN9 - -.25*(FIN(1) + FIN(2) + FIN(3) + FIN(4)) +
& .5*(FIN(5) + FIN(6) + FIN(7) + FIN(8))
ELSE IF (NNE.EQ.9) THEN
FIN9 - FIN(9)
ELSE
RETURN
ENDIF
Define the geometries for the sub-elements
XC - 0
YC - 0
DO I - 1.4
XC - XC + XIN(I)
YC - YC + YIN(I)
ENDDO
xc - xc / 4.
YC - YC / 4.
CVD$ NODEPCHK
DO I 1.4
J - IC(I
K - IC(I
L = IC(I
X(I,I) -
Y(I,I) -
X(JI) -
Y(JI) -
X(K.I) -
Y(K,I) -
X(L,I) -
Y(L.I) -
+ 1)
+ 2)
+ 3)
XIN(I)
YIN(I)
(XIN(I)
(YIN(I)
XC
YC
(XIN(I)
(YIN(I)
+ XIN(J))/2.
+ YIN(J))/2.
+ XIN(L))/2.
+ YIN(L))/2.
Now compute all the F's needed
F(I,I)
F(J,I)
F(K,I)
F(L,I)
FIN(I)
FIN(I + 4)
FIN9
FIN(L + 4)
Next, do the centers of each element, as they are the hardest
F(9,I) - 9./64.*FIN(I) - 3./64.*FIN(J) + 1./64.*FIN(K)
- 3./64.*FIN(L) + 9./32.*FIN(I+4) -3./32.*FIN(J+4)
- 3./32.*FIN(K+4) + 9./32.*FIN(L+4) + 9./16.*FIN9
Now do the two "internal" nodes
F(J+4,I) - 3./4.*FIN9 + 3./8.*FIN(I+4) - 1./8.*FIN(K+4)
F(K+4,I) - 3./4.*FIN9 + 3./8.*FIN(L+4) - 1./8.*FIN(J+4)
Finally, do the two "boundary" nodes
F(I+4,I) - 3./8.*FIN(I) - 1./8.*FIN(J) + .75*FIN(I+4)
F(L+4,I) - 3./8.*FIN(I) - 1./8.*FIN(L) + .75*FIN(L+4)
ENDDO
Finally, call GR_CBOX2 four times.
DO J - 1,NCONT
DO I - 1,4
CALL GRCBOX2 (X(1,I),Y(1,I),F(1,I),CONT(J))
ENDDO
ENDDO
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RETURN
END
C
C
C Do a box on a set of 8 triangles
C
SUBROUTINE GRCBOX2 (X.Y1,.FP,FCONT)
DIMENSION X(9),Y(9),FP(*) .F(9) ,A(16) ,X1(4) ,Y1(4)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE DRAWS THE CROSSING OF THE FCONT CONTOUR
C THROUGH THE QUADRILATERAL WITH THE CORNERS (Xi,Yi),
C (X2,Y2), (X3,Y3), (X4,Y4)
C FP if given as follows:
C FP(1-4) are at X(1-4); FP(5-8) are at the midpoints. etc.
C
X(1) - X1(1)
X(3) - Xi(2)
X(5) - X1(3)
X(7) - X1(4)
x(2) - (x1(i) + X1(2)) / 2.
X(4) - (XI(2) + X1(3)) / 2.
x(G) - (xI(3) + X1(4)) / 2.
X(8) - (X1(4) + X1(1)) / 2.
X(9) - (X(2) + X(6))/ 2.
C
Y(1) - Y1(1)
Y(3) - Y1(2)
Y(5) - Y1(3)
Y(7) - Y1(4)
Y(2) - (Y1(1) + Y1(2)) / 2.
Y(4) - (Yi(2) + Yi(3)) / 2.
Y(6) - (Y1(3) + Y1(4)) / 2.
Y(8) - (Y1(4) + Y1(1)) / 2.
Y(9) - (Y(2) + Y(6)) / 2.
C
C
DO I - 1,4
F(2*I-1) - FP(I)
F(2*I) - FP(I + 4)
ENDDO
F(9) - FP(9)
C
DO I = 1,8
IF (I.EQ.8) THEN
J- 1
ELSE
J I +
ENDIF
CALL GRCROSS(F(I),F(J),FCONT,A(I))
CALL GRCROSS(F(9),F(I) ,FCONT,A(I+8))
ENDDO
C
C DRAW CONTOUR FOR EACH OF (4) TRIANGLES
C
DO I - 1,8
IF (I.Eq.8) THEN
J-1
ELSE
J-I + 1
ENDIF
CALL GRCTRIANGLE (X(I),Y(I),X(J),Y(J),X(9),Y(9),
& A(I+8).A(J+8).A(I))
ENDDO
C
RETURN
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE GRCBOX3 (X1,Y1.F1,X2,Y2,F2,X3,Y3,F3,
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& X4,Y4,F4,FCONT)
DIMENSION XCR(4),YCR(4)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE DRAWS THE CROSSING OF THE FCONT CONTOUR
C THROUGH THE QUADRILATERAL GIVEN BY THE CORNERS (Xi,Y1,F1),
C (X2,Y2,F2), (X3,Y3.F3), (X4,Y4,F4)
C
CALL GRCROSS (F1,F2,FCONT,A1)
CALL GRCROSS (F2,F3,FCONT,A2)
CALL GRCROSS (F3,F4,FCONT,A3)
CALL GR.CROSS (F4,F1,FCONT,A4)
C
C RETURN IF NO CROSSES OF QUADRILATERAL SIDES
C
IF(AI.EQ.100 .AND. A2.EQ.100 .AND.
& A3.EQ.100 .AND. A4.EQ.100) RETURN
C
C See how many crosses there are
C
NCR - 0
IF (A1.LE.1 .AND. A1.GE.O) THEN
NCR - NCR + I
XCR(NCR) - Xi + A1*(X2-XI)
YCR(NCR) - Y1 + A1*(Y2-Y1)
ENDIF
IF (A2.LE.1 .AND. A2.GE.O) THEN
NCR - NCR + 1
XCR(NCR) = X2 + A2*(X3-X2)
YCR(NCR) - Y2 + A2*(Y3-Y2)
ENDIF
IF (A3.LE.1 .AND. A3.GE.O) THEN
NCR - NCR + 1
XCR(NCR) - X3 + A3*(X4-X3)
YCR(NCR) - Y3 + A3*(Y4-Y3)
ENDIF
IF (A4.LE.1 .AND. A4.GE.0) THEN
NCR = NCR + I
XCR(NCR) - X4 + A4*(X1-X4)
YCR(NCR) - Y4 + A4*(Yi-Y4)
ENDIF
C
C NCR should be 2 or 4. It it's 0 return
C
IF (NCR.EQ.O) RETURN
IF (NCR.EQ.2) THEN
CALL GR_MOVE(XCR(1),YCR(1),0)
CALL GRDRAW(XCR(2) ,YCR(2),O)
RETURN
ENDIF
IF (NCR.EQ.4) THEN
CALL GRMOVE(XCR(1).YCR(1).0)
CALL GRDRAW(XCR(2),YCR(2),0)
CALL GRDRAW(XCR(3).YCR(3),0)
CALL GRDRAW(XCR(4) ,YCR(4),O)
CALL GRDRAW(XCR(1) ,YCR(1) ,O)
RETURN
ENDIF
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE MYCNT1(IFUN,INDGR, PLTITL,ALIMITS, INFOSTRING,
& NN,NE,NCONTS,IDUM,F,C,IFINFO,X,IC,ICDIM)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES CONTOUR PLOTS
C
DIMENSION X(2,*),IC(ICDIM,*),F(*),C(*),IDUM(3)
DIMENSION IFINFO(4,*)
CHARACTER*40 INCSTRING
CHARACTER*(*) INFO-STRING
DIMENSION ALIMITS(4)
DIMENSION XC(2,4),FF(9),XX(4),YY(4)
CHARACTER*10 NUMBER
LOGICAL ISEN,ISTR
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C
IBOXTYPE - IDUM(3)
NNE - IDUM(2)
NL - IDUM(1)
GOTO (1.2,3.4),IFUN + 1
1 RETURN
2 CALL GRGETLIMITS1 (X,NN,ALIMITS)
RETURN
3 CONTINUE
C
C See if the point is inside the box
C
VAL - 0
XV - ALIMITS(1)
YV = ALIMITS(2)
DO 1100 IEL - 1,NE
DO 1110 I - 1,4
XC(I,I) - X(I,IC(I,IEL))
XC(2,I) = X(2,IC(I,IEL))
FF(I) - F(IC(I,IEL))
1110 CONTINUE
CALL GRINSIDE (IIN.XC,4,XV.YV)
IF (IIN.EQ.1) THEN
CALL GRCONTOURVALUE (XC.FF,XV,YV.VAL)
GOTO 200
ENDIF
1100 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE
WRITE (INFOSTRING.3030) VAL
3030 FORMAT (' Function value -'.G15.6)
RETURN
C***********************************************************************
C***********************************************************************
C PLOT
4 CONTINUE
C
C Recover NLABEL and ICINC
C
C ICINC - NL / 4096
C NLABEL - MOD (NL,4096)
NLABEL = 0
C
CALL GRGETSCALE (XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX)
C
C IF LABELING IS REQUIRED, DRAW THE KEY
C
IF(NLABEL.EQ.0) GOTO 40
C
ILABEL-0
DO 30 ILABEL-1,NLABEL
C
XX-XMAX - 0.120*(XMAX-XMIN)
YY-YMAX - REAL(ILABEL*3-1)/31.0*(YMAX-YMIN)
CALL GRMOVE(XX,YY,ILABEL)
C
YY-YMAX-REAL(ILABEL*3 )/31.0*(YMAX-YMIN)
WRITE(NUMBER,20) C((ILABEL-I)*ICINC + 1)
20 FORMAT(F1O.4)
CALL GRMOVE(XX,YY, 0)
CALL GRANNOTATE(NUMBER)
C
30 CONTINUE
C
C CHANGE THE CLIPPING PARAMETER FOR THE RIGHT BOUNDARY
C
CALL GRGETCLIP (XMNCGR,XMXCGR. YMNCGR,YMXCGR)
XMXCGR-0. 126*XMIN+0. 875XMAX
CALL GRSETCLIP (XMNCGR,XMXCGR, YMNCGR,YMXCGR)
40 CONTINUE
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C
C DRAW THE BOUNDARY, ADDING CONTOUR MARKINGS IF REQUIRED
C
CALL GRLINETYPE (3,0)
DO 100 IFACE - 1,4
DO 100 IEL - 1,NE
C
IF (IFINFO(IFACE,IEL).LE.0) THEN
C
C FOUND A BOUNDARY FACE, GET THE NODES
C
IN1 = IC(IFACE,IEL)
IN2 - IC(MOD(IFACE,4) + 1,IEL)
CALL GRMOVE(X(1.IN1),X(2,IN1),0)
CALL GRDRAW(X(1,IN2) ,X(2,IN2) .0)
FLEFT - F(IN1)
FRITE - F(IN2)
C
DO 50 ILABEL-1,NLABEL
FCONT-C((ILABEL-I)*ICINC + 1)
CALL GRCROSS(FLEFT, FRITE,FCONT,ALFA)
IF (ALFA.GE.O.0 .AND. ALFA.LE.1.0) THEN
XX-X(1, IN1)*(I.0O-ALFA)+X(I,IN2)*ALFA
YY-X(2,IN1)*(I.0O-ALFA)+X(2,IN2)*ALFA
CALL GRMOVE(XX,YY,-ILABEL)
ENDIF
50 CONTINUE
ENDIF
100 CONTINUE
C
C STEP THROUGH EACH BOX
C
CALL GR_LINETYPE (1,0)
DO 140 IEL - 1,NE
CALL GRCHECKC(ISEN, ISTR)
IF (ISEN.AND.ISTR) RETURN
C
C STORE CORNERS OF BOX
C
DO I - 1,4
XX(I) - X(i.IC(I,IEL))
YY(I) - X(2,IC(I,IEL))
ENDDO
DO I - 1,NNE
FF(I) - F(IC(I.IEL))
ENDDO
C
C DO THE BOX
C
CALL MYCBOX (XX,YY,FF,NNE,C,NCONTS, IBOXTYPE)
C
C GO ON TO NEXT BOX
C
140 CONTINUE
C
C
C Put the increment notation on the plot
C
YANN - .96*YMAX + .05*YMIN
XANN - .03*XMAX + .97*XMIN
WRITE (INC_STRING,150) C(2) - C(1)
150 FORMAT ('INC-',G10.3)
CALL GRMOVE(XANN,YANN.0)
CALL GRANNOTATE(INCSTRING)
IF (NL.NE.0) CALL SHOWINTERFACES
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE MYCONT(X,IC.ICDIM.IFINFO,F.NN,NE,NNE,
& CONT,NCONT,PLTITL,INDGR,IDOINT.IBOXTYPE)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CONTROLS CONTOUR PLOTTING. THE FUNCTION F
C IS DEFINED ON THE GRID GIVEN BY X AND IC
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C
C IFINFO (FACE,ELEM1I) - type of face (1 is boundary)
C ICDIM - ROW SIZE OF CONNECTIVITY
C NN - NUMBER OF NODES
C NE - NUMBER OF ELEMENTS
C NNE - NUMBER OF NODES/ELEMENT
C IBOXTYPE - Type of contour (0 divide into triangles.1 don't)
C
C IF(NCONT.LT.0) THE CONTOURS ARE DEFINED BY:
C CONTOUR(I)-CONT(1)+(I-1)*CONT(2)
C
C IF(NCONT.GT.2000) NCONT-2000 CONTOUR LEVELS ARE PICKED BY THE
C AUTOMATIC SCALING ROUTINE AND CONTOUR LABELS ARE GIVEN
C
C IF(NCONT.GT.1000) NCONT-1000 CONTOUR LEVELS ARE PICKED BY THE
C AUTOMATIC SCALING ROUTINE
C
DIMENSION X(2.*),IC(ICDIM,*),F(*),CONT(*),IDUM(3)
CHARACTER*(*) PLTITL
EXTERNAL MYCNT1
C
NLABEL-O
ICINC - 0
NC1 - ABS (NCONT)
NCONTS - MOD (NC1.1000)
NC2 - NC1 / 1000
IF (NC2.EQ.3) THEN
NLABEL=MIN(10.NCONTS)
ICINC - NCONTS / NLABEL
GOTO 100
ELSE IF(NC2.EQ.2) THEN
NLABEL=MIN(10 ,NCONTS)
ICINC - NCONTS / NLABEL
GOTO 20
ELSEIF(NC2.EQ.1) THEN
GOTO 20
ELSEIF(NCONT.LT.0) THEN
GOTO 10
ENDIF
GOTO 100
C
C INITIAL CONTOUR AND INCREMENT GIVEN
C
10 CBASE-CONT(1)
CSTEP-CONT(2)
GOTO 40
C
C CONTOURS ARE CALCULATED BY SCALING ROUTINE
C
20 FMIN-F(1)
FMAX-F(1)
C
DO 30 I-1,.NN
FMIN - MIN (FMIN,F(I))
FMAX - MAX (FMAX,F(I))
30 CONTINUE
C
CALL GRSCALE (FMIN.FMAX,NCONTS,CBASE,CSTEP)
CBASE - CBASE - O.1*CSTEP
C
C CALCULATE THE CONTOUR LEVELS
C
40 DO 50 IiI,NCONTS
CONT(I)-CBASE+(I-1)*CSTEP
50 CONTINUE
C
C Plot
C
100 CONTINUE
NL - 4096 * ICINC + NLABEL
IDUM(1) - IDOINT
IDUM(2) - NNE
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IDUM(3) - IBOXTYPE
CALL GRCONTROL (MYCNT1,INDGR,PLTITL, NN,NE,NCONTS,
& IDUM,F,CONT,IFINFOX,IC,ICDIM)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE MYFLUX
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE MASS FLUX THROUGH A SLICE
C USING A TRAPEZOIDAL INTEGRATION.
DIMENSION XX(4),FCA(4),FCB(4)
C
ii WRITE (6,*) ' Enter initial point, final point:'
READ (5,*,ERR-9999,END-9999) XA,YA,XB.YB
IF (XA.LT.-99.) RETURN
C
AP - YA - YB
BP - XB - XA
CP - YA*(XA-XB) + XA*(YB-YA)
C
ANORM - SQRT(AP**2 + BP**2)
AP - AP/ANORM
BP - BP/ANORM
Si = BP
S2 - -AP
CP - CP/ANORM
C
FLUXTOT - 0.
C
C Generate the Flux
C
DO IEL - 1. NE
NP - 0
DO IEDGE - 1.4
N1 = IEDGE
N2 - IEDGE + 1
IF (N2.EQ.5) N2 = 1
IPI = IC(NI,IEL)
IP2 - IC(N2,IEL)
C
XXI - X(I,IPI)
XX2 - X(I,IP2)
YY1 - X(2,IP1)
YY2 - X(2,IP2)
C
C Rotate onto line
C
X1 = XX1*81 + YYI*S2
X2 - XX2*81 + YY2*S2
C
F1A - U(IP1,2)
F2A - U(IP2,2)
FIB - U(IP1,.3)
F2B - U(IP2,3)
C
C Compute projection onto the normal
C
AB1 = AP*XX1 + BP*YY1 + CP
AB2 - AP*XX2 + BP*YY2 + CP
C
C Does the edge cross the line?
C
IF ( ABI*AB2 .LT. 0.) THEN
C
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C
C
C
C
C
8001
9999
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
c
C
C
C
C
Yes, it does, figure out its X coordinate and the function magnitude
NP - NP + 1
D - AB1 / (AB1-AB2)
XC - Xi + (X2-X1)*D
FCA(NP) - FlA + (F2A-F1A)*D
FCB(NP) - FIB + (F2B-F1B)*D
XX(NP) - XC
ELSE IF (AB1.EQ.0) THEN
NP - NP + 1
XX(NP) - X1
FCA(NP) - F1A
FCB(NP) - FiB
ENDIF
END DO
Plot the segment
IF (NP.EQ.2) THEN
DIST - .5*ABS(XX(2)-XX(1))
FLUXX - AP*(FCA(1)+FCA(2))
FLUXY - BP*(FCB(1)+FCB(2))
FLUXTOT - FLUXTOT + (FLUXX + FLUXY)*DIST
ENDIF
END DO
WRITE (6,6001) fluxtot
format (' Mass flux through surface - ',g13.8)
GOTO 11
END
Plots a grid in my format
SUBROUTINE MYGRID(X.IC,NE.NN,NNE,PLTITL.INDGR)
CHARACTER*(*) PLTITL
X(2.*) - coordinates of mesh points
IC(NNE.*) - connectivity matrix
NE - number of elements
NN - number of nodes
NNE - nodes/element
PLTITL - plot title
INDGR - plotting type
EXTERNAL MYPLGR
iii - indgr
PASS BOUNDARY ARRAYS AND PLOT
CALL GR_CONTROL(MYPLGR,Indgr,PLTITL.X.,ICNNE,NENN,
k DUMMY.DUMMY,DUMMYDUMMY,DUMMY)
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE MYPLGR(IFUN,INDGR,PLTITL,ALIMITS,INFOSTRING,
& X.IC.NNE.NE.NN.A6,A7,A8,A9,A10)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES GRID PLOTS
C
DIMENSION X(2.*),IC(NNE,*) ,ALIMITS(4) ,XC(2,4)
CHARACTER*(*) INFOSTRING
GOTO (1000,2000,3000,4000),IFUN + I
RETURN
C
C Initialize
1000 RETURN
C
2000 CONTINUE
C Get limits
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CALL GRGETLIMITS1 (X,NN,ALIMITS)
RETURN
C
3000 CONTINUE
C Return information
3 CONTINUE
C
C See if the point is inside a box
c
XV - ALIMITS(1)
YV - ALIMITS(2)
DO 1100 IEL - 1,NE
DO 1110 I - 1,4
XC(1,I) - X(1,IC(I,IEL))
XC(2.,I) - X(2,IC(I,IEL))
1110 CONTINUE
CALL GRINSIDE (IIN,XC,4,XV,YV)
IF (IIN.EQ.1) THEN
IELI - IEL
ENDIF
1100 CONTINUE
INFOSTRING ' '
IF (IELI.EQ.O) RETURN
WRITE (INFOSTRING,3030) IELI,(IC(I,IEL1),I=1,4)
3030 FORMAT (' Inside element',I6,' made up of nodes ',417)
RETURN
C
4000 CONTINUE
C
C Plot
C
DO 10 IEL - 1,NE
Ni - IC(1,IEL)
N2 - IC(2,IEL)
N3 = IC(3,IEL)
N4 = IC(4,IEL)
CALL GRMOVE ( X(I,Ni),X(2,Ni),O )
CALL GRDRAW ( X(1,N2),X(2,N2).0 )
CALL GR.DRAW ( X(i,N3),X(2,N3).0 )
CALL GRDRAW ( X(1,N4).X(2,N4),0 )
CALL GRDRAW ( X(I,N1),X(2,N1),O )
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C
C This subroutine plots the mesh interfaces as a dotted line
C It must be called after the main plot.
C
SUBROUTINE SHOW-INTERFACES
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
C
C Set the line type to dotted
C
CALL GRLINETYPE (1,1)
C
C Look for the virtual nodes, and plot a line between the things
C next to them.
C
DO I - NRN+1,.NN
C
C Get the nodes bordering the virtual node
C
NODE1 - NINFO(1,I)
NODE2 - NINFO(2,I)
CALL GRMOVE (X(1,NODE1),X(2,NODE1) ,0)
CALL GRDRAW (X(I,NODE2),X(2,NODE2) .O)
ENDDO
CALL GR.LINETYPE (2.0)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE MYSLICE (IC.X.THING,MAXNE.NN,NE,XDEF,ISYM,
a PLTITL.INDGR,IDUMP, NNE)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CONTROLS SLICE CONTOUR PLOTTING. THE FUNCTION F
C IS DEFINED ON THE GRID GIVEN BY X AND IC
C
DIMENSION X(2,*),IC(MAXNE,*) ,XDEF(3) .THING(*)
CHARACTER*(*) PLTITL
EXTERNAL SLICEI
C
CALL GRCONTROL (SLICEI,INDGR.PLTITL,IC,X,THING,MAXNE,NN.NE,
k XDEF,ISYM,IDUMP.NNE)
RETURN
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE SLICEI (IFUN.INDGR.PLTITLE.ALIMITS, INFOSTRING,
& IC.X.F.MAXNE.NNNEXDEFISYMIDUMP,NNE)
C
C Plots a slice thru the grid on a line given by the
C Equation AX + BY + C - 0
C
DIMENSION ALIMITS(4) XDEF(3)
CHARACTER*(*) PLTITLE
CHARACTER*80 INFOSTRING,PTEMP
DIMENSION X(2,*),IC(MAXNE,*) ,F(*),XX(2),YY(2)
SAVE AP.BP.SI.S2.XMIN.XMAX.YMIN,YMAX,CP
LOGICAL ISEN.ISTR
C
GOTO (1.2,3.4),IFUN + 1
C
1 CONTINUE
C
C Compute the MAX/MIN of the projected data. Done once to make
C life faster.
C
ANORM - SQRT(XDEF(1)**2 + XDEF(2)**2)AP - XDEF(1)/ANORMBP - XDEF(2)/ANORM
S1 - BP
82 - -AP
CP - XDEF(3)/ANORM
C
PTEMP - PLTITLE
WRITE (PLTITLE,1001) S1,S2,PTEMP(1:64)
1001 FORMAT ('(',F6.2',',F5.2, ')',A)
C
C Generate the slices
C
YMIN - 1.E30
XMIN = 1.E30
XMAX - -1.E30
YMAX - -1.E30
DO IEDGE - 1.4
N1 - IEDGE
N2 - IEDGE + 1
IF (N2.EQ.5) N2 = 1
DO IEL - 1. NE
IP1 - IC(N1.IEL)
IP2 - IC(N2.IEL)
C
XX1 - X(1,IP1)
XX2 - X(1,IP2)
YY1 = X(2,IP1)
YY2 = X(2,IP2)
C
C Rotate onto line
C
X1 - XX1*S1 + YYI*S2
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X2 - XX2*S1 + YY2*S2
Fl = F(IP1)
F2 - F(IP2)
Compute projection onto the normal
AB1 - AP*XX1 + BP*YY1 + CP
AB2 - AP*XX2 + BP*YY2 + CP
Does the edge cross the line?
IF ( AB1*AB2 .LT. 0.) THEN
Yes, it does. figure out its X coordinate and the function magnitude
END
END DO
RETURN
D - AB1 / (AB1-AB2)
XC - X1 + (X2-XI)*D
FC = Fi + (F2-F1)*D
XMAX - MAX (XMAx,xC)
YMAX - MAX(YMAX.FC)
XMIN - MIN(XMIN,XC)
YMIN - MIN(YMIN,FC)
ENDIF
IF (AB1.EQ.O) THEN
XMAX - MAX(XMAX,Xl)
YMAX - MAX(YMAX.F1)
XMIN - MIN(XMIN,X1)
YMIN - MIN(YMIN,F1)
END IF
DO
Compute data extent
CONTINUE
ALIMITS(1)
ALIMITS (2)
ALIMITS (3)
ALIMITS(4)
RETURN
- XMIN
= XMAX
- YMIN
= YMAX
Determine value
CONTINUE
INFO-STRING = ' °
RETURN
Plot
CONTINUE
Generate the slices
DO IEL
NP
DO
- 1. NE
-0
IEDGE - 1.4
N1 - IEDGE
N2 -= EDGE + 1
IF (N2.Eq.5) N2 - 1
IP1 - IC(NI,IEL)
IP2 - IC(N2,IEL)
IF (NNE.EQ.9) IP3 - IC(NI+4,IEL)
XXi - X(1.,IPi)
XX2 - X(1,IP2)
YY1 - X(2.,IP1)
YY2 - X(2,IP2)
C Rotate onto line
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X1 - XX*S81 + YY1*S2
X2 - XX2*S1 + YY2*S2
C
Fl - F(IP-)
F2 - F(IP2)
C
C Compute projection onto the normal
C
AB1 = AP*XX1 + BP*YY1 + CP
AB2 - AP*XX2 + BP*YY2 + CP
C
C Does the edge cross the line?
C
IF ( ABI*AB2 .LT. 0.) THEN
C
C Yes, it does, figure out its X coordinate and the function magnitude
C
NP - NP + I
D - AB1 / (AB1-AB2)
XC - X1 + (X2-X1)*D
IF (NNE.EQ.9) THEN
R - -1. + 2.*D
FC - .5*R*(F(IP1)*(R-1)+F(IP2)*(R+1)) +
k F(IP3)*(1-R**2)
ELSE
FC - F1 + (F2-F1)*D
ENDIF
XX(NP) - XC
YY(NP) - FC
ELSE IF (AB1.EQ.O) THEN
NP - NP + 1
XX(NP) - X1
YY(NP) - Fi
ENDIF
END DO
C
C Plot the segment
C
IF (NP.EQ.2) THEN
CALL GRMOVE(XX(1) ,YY(1),ISYM)
CALL GRDRAW(XX(2),YY(2),ISYM)
IF (IDUMP.NE.0) THEN
WRITE (IDUMP,*) XX(1),YY(1),XX(2),YY(2)
ENDIF
ENDIF
CALL GRCHECKC (ISEN,ISTR)
IF (ISEN.AND.ISTR) RETURN
END DO
RETURN
C
END
SUBROUTINE MYVECT(X,NN,U,V,NE,IC,NNE,PLTITL,INDGR)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CONTROLS VECTOR PLOTTING
C
DIMENSION X(2,*),IC(NNE,*) ,U(*) ,V(*)
CHARACTER*(*) PLTITL
EXTERNAL MYVCT1
CALL GRCONTROL (MYVCT1,INDGR,PLTITL,X,U,V,NN,NE,IC,NNE,
D UMMYDUMMY,DUMMY)
C
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE MYVCT1 (IFUN,INDGR,PLTITL,ALIMITS, INFOSTRING,
& X,U,V,NN,NE.IC,NNE,A8,A9,A1O)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES VECTOR PLOTS
C
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DIMENSION X(2.*),U(*),V(*),IC(NNE,*).ALIMITS(4),FF(4),XC(2,4)
CHARACTER*(*) INFO.STRING,PLTITL
C
C
GOTO (12,.3.4) IFUN + I
1 RETURN
2 CALL GRGETLIMITS1 (X,NN,ALIMITS)
RETURN
C*************************************** ********
C Vector value
3 CONTINUE
DO 3010 IEL - 1.NE
C
C STORE CORNERS OF BOX
C
DO I - 1,4
XC(I,I) - X(1,IC(I,IEL))
XC(2,I) - X(2,IC(I,IEL))
ENDDO
C
CALL GR_INSIDE (IIN,XC,4,ALIMITS(1),ALIMITS(2))
IF (IIN.EQ.1) THEN
DO I = 1.4
FF(I) = U(IC(I,IEL))
ENDDO
CALL GR.CONTOUR_VALUE (XC,FF,
& ALIMITS(1) ALIMITS(2) UVAL)
DO I = 1,4
FF(I) - V(IC(I,IEL))
ENDDO
CALL GRCONTOURVALUE (XC,FF,
& ALIMITS(1),ALIMITS(2) VVAL)
GOTO 3020
ENDIF
3010 CONTINUE
3020 CONTINUE
AMAG - SQRT(UVAL**2 + VVAL**2)
AANG - 0
IF (AMAG.NE.O) AANG = ATAN2D(VVAL.UVAL)
WRITE (INFOSTRING,3030) UVALVVWAL,AMAG,AANG
3030 FORMAT (' U=',G15.6,' V-',G15.6,' MAG=',G15.6,' ANGLE='.F9.3)
RETURN
C PLOT
4 CONTINUE
C
C GET THE REQUIRED SYMBOL SIZE
C
CALL GRGET_IOINF (DUM.DUMDUM,LDEV)
IF (LDEV.NE.41) CALL PLTOFF
CALL GR_REAL('ENTER SYMBOL SIZE',SYMSIZ)
IF (LDEV.NE.41) CALL PLTONSIZE-ABS(SYMSIZ)
C
C Scale size to something related to the drawing scale
C
CALL GRGETSCALE (X1,X2,Y1.Y2)
SZX - SIZE*(X2-XI)
SZY - SIZE*(Y2-YI)
SIZE - MAX(SZX.SZY)
C
C FOR EACH POINT, CALCULATE FLOW ANGLE AND MAGNITUDE
C AND PLOT BODY OF ARROW.
C
DO 20 I = I.NN
C
UU-U(I)
V-V(I)
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CALL GRMOVE(X(1,.I),X(2,I),0)
C
XX-SIZE*UU+X(1, I)
YY-SIZE*VV+X(2. I)
CALL GRDRAW(XX. YY.O)
C
C DRAW THE HEAD OF THE ARROW
C
IF(SYMSIZ.LT.O.0) GOTO 20
C
XX1-XX+SIZE*(-.25*UU-. 15*VW)
YY1-YY+SIZE*(-. 25*W+. 15*UU)
CALL GRDRAW(XX1 .YY1.O)
C
XX2-XX+SIZE*(-. 25*UU+.15*VV)
YY2=YY+SIZE*(- .25*VV-. 15*UU)
CALL GRMOVE(XX2.YY2.0)
C
CALL GRDRAW(XXWYY•0)
C
20 CONTINUE
C
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PLOTBINS(ADAPTSW. NE)
DIMENSION ADAPTSW(*), BINS(400), BINSX(400), BINS1(400)
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter the number of bins:'
READ (5,*,err-1000, end-1000) NUMBINS
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter lower and upper limits:'
READ (5.*,errlOO,endO1000) BINLOW,BINHI
IF (BINLOW.GT.BINHI) GOTO 1000
NUMBINS - MIN(NUMBINS,400)
NUMBINS -MAX(NUMBINS,5)
C
C Put things in the bins
C
BINSCALE - (BINHI - BINLOW) / (NUMBINS-1)
DO I - 1.NUMBINS
BINS(I) - 0
BINSX(I) - BINLOW + (I-I)*BINSCALE
ENDDO
DO I = 1.NE
IBIN - (ADAPTSW(I) - BINLOW)/BINSCALE + 1
IBIN - MIN(IBIN.NUMBINS)
IBIN - MAX(1.IBIN)
BINS(IBIN) - BINS(IBIN) + I
ENDDO
C
C Smooth things out using a simple averaging trick
C
C DO I - 2,NUMBINS-1
C BINSI(I) - .25*(BINS(I-1) + 2*BINS(I) + BINS(I-1))
C ENDDO
CALL GRLINE (12.1.
" 'SWITCH VALUE'PTS .'ADAPTATION SWITCH DISTRIBUTION',
& 21.BINSX.BINS.NUMBINS)
1000 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PLOTCONTOUR (ITEM.THING)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
CHARACTER*20 PLTITLE(7)
DATA PLTITLE /'PRESSURE'.'DENSITY'. 'MACH NUMBER',
& 'ENTROPY' .'TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS' 'PRESSURE SWITCH',
k 'ADAPTATION SWITCH'/
INTEGER CONTGR
DIMENSION CONT(256),ALIMITS(4),THING(*)
DATA CONTGR/23/,NCONT/1030/, IBOXTYPE/O/
SAVE CONTGR.NCONT. IBOXTYPE
LOGICAL SCALESSET
COMMON /FESCALES/ SCALES-SET
C
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C Do the contour submenu it requested
C
IF (ITEM.EQ.100) THEN
WRITE (6,.*) ' Enter number of contours'
READ (6,*,END-9999.ERR-9999) NCONT
IF (NCONT.LE.0) RETURN
NCONT - MIN(NCONT,256)
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter contouring type:'
WRITE (6,*) ' 1 - Specify contour and increment'
WRITE (6,*) ' 2 - Specify contour and increment with symbols'
WRITE (6.*) ' 3 - Auto contour without symbols'
WRITE (6.*) ' 4 - Auto contour with symbols'
WRITE (6.*) ' 5 - Specify contours without symbols'
WRITE (6.*) ' 6 - Specify contours with symbols'
READ (5,*, END-9999. ERR-9999) MENU
IF (MENU.LT.1.OR.MENU.GT.6) GOTO 9999
IF (MENU.EQ.1.OR.MENU.EQ.2) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter first contour and increment:'
READ (5,*.END-9999,ERR-9999) CONT(1) ,CONT(2)
NCONT - - NCONT
IF (MENU.EQ.2) NCONT - NCONT - 2000
ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.3.OR.MENU.EQ.4) THEN
NCONT - NCONT + (MENU-2)*1000
ELSE
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter contour levels:'
DO I - I,NCONT
READ (5,*,END-9999,ERR=9999) CONT(I)
ENDDO
IF (MENU.EQ.5) NCONT - NCONT + 3000
ENDIF
CONTGR - 21
WRITE (6,*) ' Same X and Y scales (1) or different (0)'
READ (6,*, END-9999. ERR=9999) MENU
IF (MENU.EQ.1) CONTGR - CONTGR + 2
WRITE (6,*) ' Show interfaces (1 - yes, O-no)'
READ (5.*.END-9999,ERR-9999) IDOINT
WRITE (6.*) ' Enter IBOXTYPE (1 - new, 0-triangles)'
READ (5,*,END=9999.ERR-9999) IBOXTYPE
GOTO 9999
ENDIF
CONTGR - 2*(CONTGR / 2) + I
IF (SCALESSET) CONTGR - 2*(CONTGR / 2)
CALL MYCONT(X,IC,MAXNE,IFINFO,THING,NN,NE,NNE,CONT,
& NCONT.,'x$-$y$t'//PLTITLE(ITEM),CONTGR, idointIBOXTYPE)
CALL GRGETrLIMITS (THING,THING,NN,ALIMITS)
WRITE (6,*) ' Range is',ALIMITS(1),' to',ALIMITS(2)
9999 RETURN
END
C Finite Element plotting package
C
C First written by Richard Shapiro 5 Feb 1986
C
SUBROUTINE PLOTP
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
C
CRARACTER*80 TITLE, PTITLE
C
C Here are some equivalences to save space. We don't
C need viscosity here, so its place will be taken by
C something else. We also don't need the intermediate
C state vectors.
C
DIMENSION PLOSS(MAXN),CMACH(MAXN),UV(MAXN),WVV(MAXN)
DIMENSION AITER(MAXN) ,RES(MAXN), ENTROPY(MAXN)
DIMENSION ADAPTSW(MAXN),ADAPTSW1(MAXE) ,ACPU(MAXN)
EQUIVALENCE (PLOSS(1),VIS(1,1)),(CMACH(I),VIS(1,2))
EQUIVALENCE (UV(1),VIS(1,3)),(VV(1),VIS1(1,1))
EQUIVALENCE (AITER(1),VISI(1,2)),(RES(1),VISI(1,3))
EQUIVALENCE (ENTROPY(1),U1(1,1)),(ADAPTSW,VISI(I,4))
EQUIVALENCE (ADAPTSW1,VIS(I,4)),(ACPU(I),U(1,2))
EXTERNAL PLOT_SURFACE,PLOTCONTOUR,PLOTSLICE,CRMS
LOGICAL SCALESSET
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COMMON /FESCALES/ SCALESSET
CHARACTER*2 METHOD(3)
DATA METHOD /'FE','CV','CD'/
C
C PLOSS - Total pressure loss
C CMACH - Mach number
C UV,VV - velocities
C
C Calculate pressure, speed of sound and pressure switch.
C Switch is calculated and scaled for nodal values.
C
CALL FLUXES(U)
C
C Check for 0 pressures, set to some small value so we can plot.
C (to take care of pressure limiting problems)
C
DO I - 1,NN
IF (P(I).EQ.0) P(I) = 1./gamma
IF (A(I).EQ.O) A(I) - 1
ENDDO
C
IOLDSM - ISMOOTH(1)
ISMOOTH(1) - 1
CALL CPGRAD (P,VIS1,VIS)
ISMOOTH(1) - IOLDSM
C
C Calculate adaptation switch
C
CALL CADAPTSW (ADAPTSW1)
CALL ELEMTONODE (ADAPTSW1,ADAPTSW)
C
C Calculate UV, VV, PLOSS and CMACH and ENTROPY
C
GPAR - GAMMA/(GAMMA - 1)
TEMPC - (I + .5*(GAMMA-1)*AMACH**2)
PFREE - (TEMPC**GPAR)/GAMMA
FENTROPY - LOG(I/GAMMA)
ALOSSM - 0
CVD$ NODEPCHK
DO 300 I - 1,NN
UV(I) - U(I,2)/U(I.1)
WVV(I) - U(I,3)/U(I.1)
C
CMACH(I) - SQRT(UV(I)**2 + W(I)**2) / A(I)
PLOSS(I) - (PFREE - P(I)*(1 + .6*(GAMMA-1)
& *CMACH(I)**2)**GPAR) / PFREE
ALOSSM - MAX (ABS(PLOSS(I)).ALOSSM)
ENTROPY(I) - LOG (P(I)/U(I,1)**GAMMA) - FENTROPY
300 CONTINUE
C
C Get the convergence history
C
CALL HISTOPEN ('SEQUENTIAL','OLD')
ITERSKIP - 0
306 REWIND (11)
DO 310 I - 1,MAXN
READ (11.END-320) AITER(I),RES(I),ACPU(I)
DO 308 J - 1,ITERSKIP
READ (11,END-320) DUMMY1,DUMMY2
308 CONTINUE
310 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,*) ' Overflow reading convergence history.'
ITERSKIP - ITERSKIP + 1
GOTO 306
320 ITERP - I - 1
CLOSE (11)
DO 330 I - 1,ITERP
330 RES(I) - LOGIO(RES(I))
C
C now everything is calculated, do the plots
C
7070 FORMAT (A,I1,' METHOD,'I6,' ELEM., M -',F5.2,:
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A ' ALPHA -',F7.2)
Initialize
IF (ALPHA.EQ.0.0) THEN
WRITE (TITLE,7070) METHOD(IDIFFTYPE) ,NNE,NE,AMACH
ELSE
WRITE (TITLE,7070) METHOD(IDIFFTYPE) ,NNE,NE,AMACH,ALPHA
ENDIF
CALL GRINIT(5.6,TITLE)
CALL GRENABLEC
IGRIDGR - 23
1000 CONTINUE
C main plot menu
WRITE (6,*) '
WRITE (6,*) *
WRITE (6,*) '
WRITE (6,*) '
WRITE (6,*) °
WRITE (6,*)
WRITE (6.*) *
WRITE (6,*)
WRITE (6,*) *
WRITE (6,*)
WRITE (6,*)
WRITE (6,*)
WRITE (6,*)
WRITE (6,*)
PLOTTING MAIN MENU'
Exit'
Change plot parameters'
Convergence history'
Contour plots'
Surface plots'
Velocity vectors'
Grid plots'
Show parameters'
Plot adaptation switch distribution'
Slice plots'
RMS plots'
Mass Flux'
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter number:'
READ (5,*.END-9990,ERR=1000) MENU
IF (MENU.EQ.0) THEN
CALL GKCLOS (i,i)
CALL SETASTC
RETURN
ENDIF
Change parameters
IF (MENU.EQ.1) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' PARAMETER CHANGE MENU'
WRITE (6,*) ------------------
WRITE (6,*) ' 0 - Exit'
WRITE (6,*) ' I - Change main title'
WRITE (6,*) ' 2 - Change axis ticks'
WRITE (6,*) ' 3 - Enter scales'
WRITE (6.*) ' 4 - Auto scale'
WRITE (6,*) * Enter number:'
READ (5,*,END-=999,ERR-1001) MENU
IF (MENU.EQ.0) GOTO 1000
IF (MENU.EQ.1) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter title (60 char max.):'
READ (5,'(A60)') TITLE
CALL GRSETTITLE (TITLE)
GOTO 1001
ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.2) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter X ticks, Y ticks'
READ (65*,END-9999,ERR-1001) IXTICK,IYTICK
CALL GRSETTICKS(IXTICK,IYTICK)
GOTO 1001
ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.3) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX'
READ (5,*,END-99,9,ERR=1001) XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX
CALL GRSETSCALE (XMIN,XMAX,YMIN.YMAX)
SCALESSET - .TRUE.
IGRIDGR - 22
GOTO 1001
ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.4) THEN
SCALESSET - .FALSE.
IGRIDGR - 23
GOTO 1001
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C
C
C
1001
ENDIF
GOTO 1001
C
C plot convergence history
c
ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.2) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter 1 for vs. iterations, 2 for vs. CPU'
READ (5,*,ERR=1000,END-9999) ITY
IF (ITY.EQ.1) THEN
PTITLE - 'ITERATIONS'LOG RES.'CONVERGENCE HISTORY'
CALL GRLINE (10,1,PTITLE,21,AITER,RES,ITERP)
ELSE
PTITLE - 'CPU TIME-LOG RES.'CONVERGENCE HISTORY'
CALL GRLINE (10,1,PTITLE,21,ACPU,RES,ITERP)
ENDIF
C
C Do contour plots
C
ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.3) THEN
CALL SELECTANDPLOT (PLOTCONTOUR,
& ' Contour plot menu',' ---------------- )
C
C Do surface plots
C
ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.4) THEN
CALL SELECTANDPLOT (PLOTSURFACE,
& ' Surface plot menu',' ----------------
C
C Do slice plots
c
ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.9) THEN
CALL SELECTANDPLOT (PLOTSlice,
& ' Slice plot menu',' ----------------- ')
C
ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.10) THEN
CALL SELECTANDPLOT (CRMS,
& ' RMS Calculation',' ---------------')
ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.11) THEN
CALL MYFLUX
C
C velocity vectors
c
ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.6) THEN
PTITLE - 'X-Y-VELOCITY VECTORS'
CALL MYVECT(X.NN,UVW,VV,NE,IC,MAXNE,PTITLE,IGRIDGR)
C
C grid plots
c
ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.6) THEN
PTITLE(9:16) - 'Y'
PTITLE(1:8) - 'X'
PTITLE(17:80) - 'BASE GRID'
CALL MYGRID(X,IC,NE,NN,MAXNE,PTITLE,IGRIDGR)
ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.7) THEN
CALL SHOPARMS
ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.8) THEN
C
C Distribution for the refinement parameter
C
CALL PLOTBINS(ADAPTSW,NE)
ENDIF
GOTO 1000
9999 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,*) ' Emergency stop!'
STOP
END
C
C SELECT-ITEM prints out a menu, selects an item and calls the plotting
C routine PLOT-ROUTINE
C
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SUBROUTINE SELECTANDPLOT (PLOTROUTINE,TS1, TS2)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION PLOSS(MAXN),CMACH(MAXN),UV(MAXN),VV(MAXN)
DIMENSION AITER(MAXN),RES(MAXN),ENTROPY(MAXN)
DIMENSION ADAPTSW(MAXN) ,ADAPTSW1(MAXE)
EQUIVALENCE (PLOSS(1),VIS(I,l)),(CMACH(1),VIS(1,2))
EQUIVALENCE (UV(1),VIS(1,3)),(VV(1),VIS1(I,1))
EQUIVALENCE (AITER(1),VIS1(1,2)),(RES(1),VISI(1,3))
EQUIVALENCE (ENTROPY(1),Ul(I,1)),(ADAPTSW,VISI(I.4))
EQUIVALENCE (ADAPTSWI,VIS(1,4))
CHARACTER*(*) TS1,TS2
100 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,*) TSi
WRITE (6,*) TS2
WRITE (6,*) ' 0 - Exit'
WRITE (6,*) ' I - Pressure'
WRITE (6,*) ' 2 - Density'
WRITE (6,*) ' 3 - Mach number'
WRITE (6,*) ' 4 - Entropy'
WRITE (6,*) ' 5 - Total pressure loss'
WRITE (6.*) & 6 - Pressure switch'
WRITE (6,*) ' 7 - Adaptation switch'
WRITE (6,*) ' 8 - Change plot options'
99 WRITE (6,*) ' Enter number:'
READ (5,*,END=9999,ERR=99) ITEM
IF (ITEM.LT.0 .OR. ITEM.GT.8) GOTO 99
IF (ITEM.EQ.O) RETURN
GOTO (1,.23,4,56.,7.8).ITEM
RETURN
C
C
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9999
C
C
C
call plot-routine appropriately.
CALL PLOTROUTINE(ITEM,P)
GOTO 100
CALL PLOTROUTINE(ITEM,U(I,1))
GOTO 100
CALL PLOTROUTINE(ITEM,CMACH)
GOTO 100
CALL PLOTROUTINE(ITEM.ENTROPY)
GOTO 100
CALL PLOTROUTINE(ITEM,PLOSS)
GOTO 100
CALL PLOTROUTINE(ITEM,PGRADN)
GOTO 100
CALL PLOTROUTINE(ITEM,ADAPTSW)
GOTO 100
CALL PLOTROUTINE(100,DUMMY)
GOTO 100
CONTINUE
WRITE (6,*) ' Emergency stop!'
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE PLOT-SLICE (ITEM,THING)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
CHARACTER*8 PLTITLE(7)
CHARACTER*80 SUBTITLE,FNAME
DATA PLTITLE /'PRESS.','DENS.','MACH NO.','ENTROPY',
& 'P. LOSS','P. SW.','AD. SW.'/
DIMENSION ALIMITS(4),THING(*),XDEF(3)
DATA LINE_GR/21/
SAVE LINE_GR,ISYM
LOGICAL SCALESSET
COMMON /FESCALES/ SCALES-SET
DATA DIRDEF /.FALSE./
DATA ISYM /-1/,IDUMP /0/
Do the submenu if requested
IF (ITEM.EQ.100) THEN
ISYM - 0
WRITE (6,*) ' Plot symbols (1) or no symbols (0)'
READ (5,*,END=9999,ERR-9999) ITEMI
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IF (ITEM1.EQ.1) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter symbol number:'
READ (5,*,END=9999,ERR=9999) ISYM
WRITE (6.*) ' Large symbols (1) or small symbols (0)'
READ (5,*,END-9999.ERR-9999) ITEM2
IF (ITEM2.NE.1) ISYM = -ABS(ISYM)
WRITE (6,*) ' Dump to file (1) or not (0)'
READ (5,*,END=9999,ERR=9999) ITEM2
IF (ITEM2.EQ.1) THEN
IDUMP - 20
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter file name'
READ (5, '(A)') FNAME
OPEN (IDUMP,FILE=FNAME STATUS-=NEW')
ELSE
IDUMP - 0
ENDIF
ENDIF
RETURN
ENDIF
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter initial point, final point:'
READ (5.*.ERR=9999.END-9999) X1,Y1,X2,Y2
WRITE (SUBTITLE,6000) PLTITLE(ITEM),X1 ,Y1,X2,Y2
6000 FORMAT (A,'-FROM ('.F7.3,',',F7.3,') TO (',
a F7.3,',',F7.3,')')
C
C Compute XDEF
C
XDEF(1) - Y1 -Y2
XDEF(2) - X2 - X1
XDEF(3) - YI*(XI-X2) + X1*(Y2-Y1)
C
LINEGR - 2*(LINEGR / 2) + 1
IF (SCALES-SET) LINEGR - 2*(CONTGR / 2)
CALL MYSLICE (IC,X,THING,MAXNE,NN,NE,XDEF,ISYM,
& SUBTITLE,LINEGR, IDUMP,NNE)
9999 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PLOT-SURFACE (ITEM,THING)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
CHARACTER XAX(2)*2,YAX(7)*9, STIT(7)*20,TITLE*80
INTEGER ITIT(7),ICOO(2)
DATA XAX /'X",'Y''/
DATA YAX /'PRESS.-','DENS.'", 'MACH NO.-','ENTROPY-',
& 'P. LOSS-','P. SW.-','A. SW"'/
DATA STIT /'PRESSURE','DENSITY','MACH NUMBER','ENTROPY',
& 'TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS','PRESSURE SWITCH','ADAPTATION SWITCH'/
DATA ITIT /8,7,11,7,19,15,17/
DATA LINEGR /21/,ISYM /-1/
SAVE LINEGR,LINEOPTION
DIMENSION KSURF(8)
EXTERNAL MYSURF
C
IF (ITEM.EQ.100) THEN
ISYM - 0
WRITE (6,*) ' Plot symbols (1) or no symbols (0)'
READ (5,*,END-9999,ERR=9999) ITEM1
IF (ITEM1.EQ.1) ISYM -=
WRITE (6,*) ' Large symbols (1) or small symbols (0)'
READ (5,*.END=9999,ERR=9999) ITEMI
IF (ITEM1.NE.1) ISYM - -ABS(ISYM)
RETURN
ENDIF
1 WRITE (6,*) ' Enter number of surfaces:'
READ (5. *, ERR=99999 END=9999) NSURF
IF (NSURF.LT.I .OR. NSURF.GT.8) GOTO 1
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter surface numbers:'
READ (5,*,ERR-9999,END-9999) (KSURF(I),I=1,NSURF)
10 WRITE (6,*) ' Enter coordinate (1 or 2):'
READ (5,*,ERR-9999,END-9999) ICOORD
IF (ICOORD.NE.1 .AND. ICOORD.NE.2) GOTO 10
WRITE (TITLE,6000) XAX(ICOORD)//YAX(ITEM)
& //STIT(ITEM)(1:ITIT(ITEM)),(KSURF(I).I-INSURF)
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6000 FORMAT (A,',. SURFACE NUMBERS',83)
ICOO(I) - ICOORD
ICO0(2) - NNE
CALL GRCONTROL (MYSURF,LINEGR, TITLE,
& IC,X,IFINFO,NE,MAXNE,KSURF,NSURF,THING,ISYMICO0)
9999 RETURN
END
C
C***************************$$********** * ** *** •***
C*************************f~******f*****
C
SUBROUTINE MYSURF (IFUN,INDGR,PLTITLE,ALIMITS, INFOSTRING,
& IC,X,IFINFO,NE,MAXNE,KSURF,NSURF,F,ISYM,ICO0)
C
C Plots all the surfaces given in the array KSURF
C
C****************************************************************
DIMENSION ALIMITS(4),KSURF(*)
CHARACTER*(*) PLTITLE
CHARACTER*80 INFO-STRING
DIMENSION X(2,*),IC(MAXNE,*),F(*),IFINFO(4,*),ICOO(2)
LOGICAL ISEN,ISTR
PARAMETER (NSEG-6)
ICOORD - ICOO()
NNE - ICOO(2)
C
GOTO (1.2.3.4).IFUN + 1
C
1 CONTINUE
C
C Compute the MAX/MIN of the surface data.
C
YMIN = 1.E30
XMIN = 1.E30
XMAX - -1.E30
YMAX - -1.E30
DO IISURF = I,NSURF
ISURF = -KSURF(IISURF)
DO IEDGE - 1,4
Ni = IEDGE
N2 = IEDGE + 1
IF (N2.EQ.5) N2 - 1
DO 10 IEL = 1,NE
IF (IFINFO(IEDGE.IEL).NE.ISURF) GOTO 10
IPi - IC(N1,IEL)
IP2 - IC(N2,IEL)
IF (NNE.EQ.9) IP3 - IC(NI+4,IEL)
C
IF (ICOORD.EQ.1) THEN
Xi = X(1.IP1)
X2 - X(1,IP2)
ELSE
Xi - X(2.IPI)
X2 - X(2,IP2)
ENDIF
C
F1 - F(IP1)
F2 - F(IP2)
IF (NNE.EQ.9) THEN
F3 - F(IP3)
ELSE
F3 - F1
ENDIF
XMAX - MAX (XMAX,1,X2)
YMAX - MAX(YMAX,F,F2,F3)
XMIN - MIN(XMIN,X1,X2)
YMIN - MIN(YMIN,F1,F2,F3)
10 CONTINUE
END DO
ENDDO
RETURN
C
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C Compute data extent
C
2 CONTINUE
ALIMITS(1) = XMIN
ALIMITS(2) - XMAX
ALIMITS(3) - YMIN
ALIMITS(4) - YMAX
RETURN
C
C Determine value
C
3 CONTINUE
INFOSTRING = ' '
RETURN
C
C Plot
C
4 CONTINUE
C
DO IISURF = 1,NSURF
ISURF - -KSURF(IISURF)
C
C Get the symbol type
c
IF (ISYM.EQ.O) THEN
ISYMBOL - 0
ELSE IF (ISYM.GT.0) THEN
ISYMBOL = IISURF
ELSE
ISYMBOL - -IISURF
ENDIF
DO IEDGE - 1,4
N1 - IEDGE
N2 - IEDGE + I
IF (N2.EQ.6) N2 - I
DO 40 IEL = I,NE
IF (IFINFO(IEDGE,IEL).NE.ISURF) GOTO 40
IPI - IC(N1,IEL)
IP2 - IC(N2,IEL)
C
IF (ICOORD.EQ.1) THEN
X1 = X(1,IPI)
X2 - X(1,IP2)
ELSE
X1 = X(2,IP1)
X2 = X(2,IP2)
ENDIF
C
IF (NNE.EQ.4) THEN
CALL GRMOVE(X1,F(IP1),ISYMBOL)
CALL GRDRAW(X2,F(IP2),ISYMBOL)
ELSE
IP3 - IC(NI+4,IEL)
CALL GRMOVE((X1+X2)*.5,F(IP3),ISYMBOL)
CALL GR_MOVE(X2,F(IP2),ISYMBOL)
CALL GR_MOVE(XI,F(IPI),ISYMBOL)
DO I = 1,NSEG
RR - FLOAT(I)/FLOAT(NSEG)
R - -1. + 2.*RR
YP - .5*R*(F(IP1)*(R-1)+F(IP2)*(R+1)) +
& F(IP3)*(I-R**2)
XP - X1 + (X2-X1)*RR
CALL GR_DRAW(XP.YP,O)
ENDDO
ENDIF
40 CONTINUE
END DO
ENDDO
RETURN
END
C**********************************************************
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C
SUBROUTINE SECDIF9 (DIFFVECT)
C
C Calculate the second difference of VECT over the mesh,
C putting the result in DIFF.
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION DIFF(*),VECT(*)
C
C The algorithm used is as follows:
C Each element is considered to be 4 smaller elements.
C The smoothing in each of the 4 smaller elements is calculated
C using the same algorithm as SECDIF uses. These are combined
C to give the total.
C
DO IEL = I,NE
C
Fl - VECT(IC(I,IEL))
F2 - VECT(IC(2,IEL))
F3 - VECT(IC(3,IEL))
F4 - VECT(IC(4,IEL))
F5 - VECT(IC(6,IEL))
F6O VECT(IC(6,IEL))
F7 - VECT(IC(7,IEL))
F8 = VECT(IC(8,IEL))
F9 - VECT(IC(9.IEL))
C
C Create the work array
C
wkaray(iel,l) - -3.*fl + f5 + f8 + f9
wkaray(iel,2) - -3.*f2 + f6 + f5 + f9
wkaray(iel,3) - -3.*f3 + f7 + f6 + f9
wkaray(iel,4) = -3.*f4 + f8 + f7 + f9
wkaray(iel,5) - -6.*f5 + 2.*f9 + fl + f2 + f6 + f8
wkaray(iel,6) - -6.*f6 + 2.*f9 + f2 + f3 + f7 + f5
wkaray(iel,7) - -6.*f7 + 2.*f9 + f3 + f4 + f8 + f6
wkaray(iel,8) - -6.*f8 + 2.*f9 + f4 + fl + f5 + f7
wkaray(iel,9) = -12.*f9 + 2.*(f5 + f6 + f7 + f8) +
& fl + f2 + f3 + f4
ENDDO
C
C Distribute to nodes
C
CALL ENDISTRIBUTE (NNE,DIFF,WKARAY)
C
C Scale back by factor of 4
C
DO I = 1,NN
DIFF(I) - .25*DIFF(I)
ENDDO
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE SECDIFW9 (DIFF,VECT,PGRAD,ST)
C
C Calculate the combined,weighted smoothing over a 9 node mesh,
C putting the result in DIFF.
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION DIFF(*),VECT(*),PGRAD(*).ST(*)
C
C PGRAD - Elemental switch
C ST - State vector for the weighted second difference
C
C The algorithm used is as follows:
C Each element is considered to be 4 smaller elements.
C The smoothing in each of the 4 smaller elements is calculated
C using the same algorithm as SECDIF uses. These are combined
C to give the total.
C
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DO IEL - 1.NE
- VECT(IC(I.IEL))
- VECT(IC(2.IEL))
- VECT(IC(3,IEL))
- VECT(IC(4,IEL))
- VECT(IC(5,IEL))
- VECT(IC(6,IEL))
- VECT(IC(7.IEL))
- VECT(IC(8,IEL))
- VECT(IC(9,IEL))
Create the work array
wkaray(iel. 1)
wkaray(iel. 2)
wkaray(iel.3)
wkaray(iel,.4)
wkaray(iel,65)
wkaray(iel,6)
wkaray(iel.7)
wkaray(iel.8)
wkaray(iel,.9)
ENDDO
PGRAD(IEL)*ST(IC(1 IEL))
PGRAD(IEL) *ST(IC(2.IEL))
PGRAD(IEL) *ST(IC(3IEL))
PGRAD(IEL)*ST(IC(4.IEL))
PGRAD(IEL)*ST(IC(5 IEL))
PGRAD(IEL)*ST(IC(6 IEL))
PGRAD(IEL)*ST(IC(7.IEL))
PGRAD(IEL)*ST(IC(8,IEL))
PGRAD(IEL)*ST(IC(9,IEL))
-3.*f1 + f5 + f8 + f9
-3.*f2 + f6 + f5 + f9
-3.*f3 + f7 + f6 + f9
-3.*f4 + f8 + f7 + f9
-6.*f5 + 2.*f9 + fl +
-6.*f6 + 2.*f9 + f2 +
-6.*f7 + 2.*f9 + f3 +
-6.*f8 + 2.*f9 + f4 +
-12.*f9 + 2.*(f5 + f6
fl + f2 + f3 + f4
f2 +
f3 +
f4 +
fi +
+ f7
f6 + f8
f7 + f5
f8 + f6
f5 + f7
+ f8) +
Distribute to nodes
CALL ENDISTRIBUTE (NNE,DIFF,WKARAY)
Scale back by factor of 4
DO I = 1.NN
DIFF(I) - .25*DIFF(I)
ENDDO
RETURN
END
C This subroutine calculates a second difference in a modified
C way that gives no contribution for a linear function on a non-
C uniform mesh. The original algorithm is due to Giles.
C
SUBROUTINE SECDIFA (DIFF,VECT)
DIMENSION DIFF(*).VECT(*)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
COMMON /SDIFF/ SMWGHT (MAXE,4.2)
Calculate the contents of the work array
DO IEL -
DX21
DY21
DX32
DY32
DX43
DY43
DX14
DY14
DX24
DY24
DX31
DY31
1.,NE
= A2(IEL) -
- B2(IEL) -
- A3(IEL) +
- B3(IEL) +
- -(A2(IEL)
- -(B2(IEL)
SA5 (IEL) -
- B5(IEL) -
- A2(IEL) -
SB2 (IEL) -
- A2(IEL) +
- B2(IEL) +
A5 (IEL)
BB(IEL)
A5 (IEL)
BB(IEL)
+ A5(IEL))
+ B5(IEL))
A3(IEL)
B3(IEL)
A3(IEL)
B3(IEL)
A3(IEL)
B3(IEL)
K1 - IC(1,IEL)
K2 - IC(2,IEL)
K3 - IC(3,IEL)
K4 - IC(4,IEL)
SMi = (VECT(K1)*DY24 - VECT(K2)*DY14 + VECT(K4)*DY21) *
SMWGHT(IEL.1,1) +
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& (VECT(K1)*DX24 - VECT(K2)*DX14 + VECT(K4)*DX21) *
& SMWGHT(IEL.,12)
SM2 - (VECT(K2)*DY31 - VECT(K3)*DY21 + VECT(K1)*DY32) *
& SMWGHT(IEL,2,1) +
& (VECT(K2)*DX31 - VECT(K3)*DX21 + VECT(KI)*DX32) *
& SMWGHT(IEL.2,2)
SM3 - (-VECT(K3)*DY24 - VECT(K4)*DY32 + VECT(K2)*DY43) *
k SMWGHT(IEL,3,1) +
k (-VECT(K3)*DX24 - VECT(K4)*DX32 + VECT(K2)*DX43) *
k SMWGHT(IEL,3.2)
SM4 - (-VECT(K4)*DY31 - VECT(K1)*DY43 + VECT(K3)*DY14) *
& SMWGHT(IEL.4.1) +
k (-VECT(K4)*DX31 - VECT(KI)*DX43 + VECT(K3)*DX14) *
k SMWGHT(IEL.4.2)
WKARAY(IEL,1) - SMi
WKARAY(IEL,2) - SM2
WKARAY(IEL.3) - SM3
WKARAY(IEL.4) - SM4
ENDDO
C
C Distribute out to nodes
C
CALL ENDISTRIBUTE (NNE.DIFF.WKARAY)
RETURN
END
C
C
C CSWEIGHT - Calculate the geometric weightings
C in the second diff. calculation. This is to take into account the
C difference in the boundary calculation.
C
SUBROUTINE CSWEIGHT
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
COMMON /SDIFF/ SMWGHT (MAXE.4.2)
C
C SMWGHT(IEL,NODE,COORD) - The weight to be given the first difference
C calculated in element IEL to node NODE in that element, for
C coordinate direction COORD (1-x, 2-y)
C
C Do the usual cases first, the interior nodes/elements
C
DO 10 I = 1,NE
DX24 - A2(IEL) - A3(IEL)
DY24 = B2(IEL) - B3(IEL)
DX31 - A2(IEL) + A3(IEL)
DY31 = B2(IEL) + B3(IEL)
SMWGHT(I.1.1) - -DY24
SMWGHT(I.2.,) - -DY31
SMWGHT(I.3,I) - DY24
SMWGHT(I.4.1) - DY31
SMWGHT(I,1,2) = -DX24
SMWGHT(I.2.2) - -DY31
SMWGHT(I,3,2) - DX24
SMWGHT(I.4,2) = DX31
10 CONTINUE
C
C Now loop through the element faces adding in the appropriate
C contribution for them.
C
DO 30 IFACE - 1.4
IFACE1 - IFACE + I
IF (IFACE1.EQ.5) IFACEI = I
DO 20 IEL - 1.NE
IF (IFINFO(IFACEIEL).LE.0) THEN
SMWGHT(IEL,IFACE,1) - SMWGHT(IEL,IFACE.1) +
k X(2,IC(IFACE1.IEL)) - X(2.IC(IFACEIEL))
SMWGHT(IEL,IFACE,2) - SMWGHT(IEL,IFACE,2) +
k X(1,IC(IFACE1,.IEL)) - X(1.IC(IFACE,IEL))
SMWGHT(IEL.IFACE1.1) - SMWGHT(IEL,IFACE1,1) +
k X(2.IC(IFACE1.IEL)) - X(2,IC(IFACE.IEL))
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SMWGHT(IEL,IFACE1,2) - SMWGHT(IEL.IFACE1,2) +
k X(1,IC(IFACE1,IEL)) - X(1,IC(IFACEIEL))
ENDIF
20 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE
C
C Scale by triangle areas to save time above.
C
DO IEL - 1.NE
DX21 - A2(IEL) - A6(IEL)
DY21 - B2(IEL) - B5(IEL)
DX32 - A3(IEL) + A5(IEL)
DY32 - B3(IEL) + BS(IEL)
DX43 - -(A2(IEL) + A6(IEL))
DY43 = -(B2(IEL) + BB(IEL))
DX14 - A5(IEL) - A3(IEL)
DY14 - B5(IEL) - B3(IEL)
C
C Calculate 1/triangle areas (with a factor of 2 for normalization)
C
A1INV - .5 / (DX14*DY21 - DX21*DY14)
A2INV - .5 / (DX21*DY32 - DX32*DY21)
A3INV - .5 / (DX32*DY43 - DX43*DY32)
A4INV - .6 / (DX43*DY14 - DX14*DY43)
C
C Multiply out
C
SMWGHT(IEL.1,1) = SMWGHT(IEL,1,1) * AIINV
SMWGHT(IEL,1,2) - SMWGHT(IEL.1,2) * AlINV
SMWGHT(IEL.2,1) - SMWGHT(IEL,2,1) * A2INV
SMWGHT(IEL.2,2) - SMWGHT(IEL,2,2) * A2INV
SMWGHT(IEL,3,1) - SMWGHT(IEL,3.1) * A3INV
SMWGHT(IEL,3.2) - SMWGHT(IEL,3.2) * A3INV
SMWGHT(IEL,4,1) - SMWGHT(IEL,4,I) * A4INV
SMWGHT(IEL.4,2) - SMWGHT(IEL,4,2) * A4INV
ENDDO
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SMOOTH (STVEC)
C
C This subroutine directs the smoothing operation to the
C appropriate subroutine based on the setting
C of the smoothing flags ISMOOTH()
C
C ISMOOTH(1) - Type of smoothing
C = 0 - Fully conservative 2nd and fourth differences
C = 1 - Non-conservative second difference
C (Fully conservative is only supported kind now.)
C
C ISMOOTH(2) - Selects type of fourth difference
C = 0 - Always on (linear)
C = 1 - Switched off near shocks (non-linear)
C = 2 - New formulation
C
C ISMOOTH(3) - Selects normalization for presure switch
C = 0 - Normalize by local pressures
C = 1 - Normalize by max value of switch
C = 2 - Normalize by 1 and 2 in that order
C
C STVEC(NODE,NEQUA) - state vector to be smoothed
C VIS1(NODE,NEQUA) - the fourth differences
C VIS (NODE,NEQUA) - the combined second and 4th difference
C VISCO2 - coefficient of fourth difference
C VISCOI - coefficient of second difference
C PGRAD (ELEM) - pressure gradient switch for each element
C PGRADS (NODE) - working array for pressure
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION STVEC(MAXN,NEQUA)
DIMENSION PGRAD(MAXE),PGRADS(MAXN)
CALL TIMEIT (START_TIME)
C
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C See where we should go to calculate the smoothing
C
CALL CCSM00(STVEC,PGRAD,PGRADS)
C
C The smoothing has now been generated, return to add it in
C
CALL TIMEIT(ENDTIME)
DSMOOTHTIME - END-TIME - STARTTIME
SMOOTHTIME - SMOOTH-TIME + DSMOOTHTIME
RETURN
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE SECDIF (DIFF,VECT)
C
C Calculate the second difference of VECT over the mesh,
C putting the result in DIFF.
C
C If ISMOOTH(2) = 2, calculate the second difference the new,
C more accurate way.
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION DIFF(*),VECT(*)
C
IF (ISMOOTH(2).EQ.2 .AND. NNE.EQ.4) THEN
CALL SECDIFA (DIFF,VECT)
RETURN
ELSE IF (NNE.EQ.9) THEN
CALL SECDIF9 (DIFF,VECT)
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C The algorithm used is as follows:
C Each smoothed value is the sum of the difference between
C the value of VECT at each node in the element and the
C value of VECT at the node. A final division by the nodes/
C element is used to scale things properly.
C
C Initialize the vector
C
DO 10 I = 1,NN
10 DIFF (I) - -NODEINEL(I) * VECT(I)
C
C Total element quantities
C
CALL NODETOELEM (VECT,EWORK)
C
C Distribute to nodes
C
DO 1 J - 1,NNE
CVD$ NODEPCHK
DO 2 I - ICINVP(J-1)+1,ICINVP(J)
DIFF(ICINVI(I)) - DIFF(ICINV1(I))
& + EWORK(ICINV(I))
2 CONTINUE
1 CONTINUE
C
C Exceptions
C
CVD* novector
do i - 1,NUM_VEXCEPT
iel - ivexe(i)
inn - ivexn(i)
node - ic(inn,iel)
DIFF(node) - DIFF(NODE) + EWORK(iel)
enddo
C
RETURN
END
C
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C
SUBROUTINE CPGRAD (QTY. PGRADE.PGRADS)
C
C Calculate the second difference switch by taking a second difference
C of QTY optionally scaled by QTY over the mesh. PGRADE
C is the elemental switch, PGRADS is a nodal or elemental switch
C used as a working vector and other things.
C
C ISMOOTH(1) - 0, Conservative, use PGRADE as switch
C ISMOOTH(1) - 1, Non-conservative, use PGRADN as switchC
C ISMOOTH(2) - 0. PGRADS is ignored
C ISMOOTH(2) - 1, PGRADS is a nodal or elemental switch for the
C fourth difference.
C
C ISMOOTH(S) - 0 , normalize by local pressure
C ISMOOTH(3) - 1 , normalize by max value of switch
C ISMOOTH(3) - 2 , normalize by both
C ISMOOTH(3) - 3 , set all values of the switch to IC
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION PGRADE(MAXE),PGRADS(MAXN), QTY(MAXN)C
C IF ISMOOTH(3) is set to 3, then we don't need to calculate
C second differences here.
C
IF (ISMOOTH(3) .EQ. 3) THEN
DO I - 1,NE
PGRADE(I) - 1.0
ENDDO
DO I - 1,NN
PGRADN(I) - 1.0
ENDDO
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C Calculate the second difference
C
CALL SECDIF (PGRADN,QTY)
C
C Normalize the pressure switch by local pressure if needed
C
DO 100 I = I,NN
PGRADN(I) - ABS(PGRADN(I))
100 CONTINUE
C
IF (ISMOOTH(3).EQ.0 .OR. ISMOOTH(3).EQ.2) THEN
CALL CPAVG (PGRADS,QTY)
DO 200 I - 1,NN
PGRADN(I) - PGRADN(I) / PGRADS(I)
200 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C
C Generate the elemental values of the switch and smooth
C
CALL PSSMOO (PGRADE)
C
C Scale switch if needed and generate the fourth difference
C switch if we have to. (ISMOOTH(2) - 1)
C
ISCALE - 0
IF (ISMOOTH(3).EQ.1 .OR. ISMOOTH(3).EQ.2) ISCALE - 1
IF (ISMOOTH(1).EQ.0) THEN
CALL PSNORM (PGRADE.PGRADS.NE. ISMOOTH(2), ISCALE)
ELSE
CALL PSNORM (PGRADN,PGRADS.NN,ISMOOTH(2) ,ISCALE)
ENDIF
RETURN
END
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C************#*********************#************************************
C
SUBROUTINE CPAVG (DIFF,VECT)
C
C Calculate a weighted 'average' of VECT for use in
C scaling the pressure switch.
C The result goes in DIFF.
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION DIFF(*),VECT(*)
C
C Clear out the vector
c
DSCALE = FLOAT(NNE-2)/NNE
DO 10 I - 1,NN
10 DIFF (I) - NODEINEL(I) * VECT(I) * DSCALEC
C Total element quantities
C
CALL NODETO_ELEM (VECT,EWORK)
C
C Distribute to nodes
C
DO 1 J = 1,NNE
CVD$ NODEPCHK
DO 2 I - ICINVP(J-1)+1,ICINVP(J)
DIFF(ICINV1(I)) = DIFF(ICINV1(I))
& + EWORK(ICINV(I))
2 CONTINUE
1 CONTINUE
C
C Exceptions
C
CVD$ novector
do i - 1,NUMVEXCEPT
iel - ivexe(i)
inn - ivexn(i)
node - ic(inn,iel)
DIFF(node) - DIFF(NODE) + EWORK(iel)
enddo
C
C Re-scale everything properly
C
DSCALE - FLOAT(NNE) / (2*NNE - 2)
DO I - 1,NN
DIFF(I) - DIFF(I) * DSCALE / NODEINEL(I)
ENDDO
RETURN
END
C
0**********************************************************************
C PSSMOO - smooth out the pressure switch with an averaging
C over the elements. As a side effect, generate an elementalC switch.
C
C PGRAD - elemental switch generated
C
SUBROUTINE PSSMOO (PGRAD)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION PGRAD(*)
PARAMETER (NUMSMOOTH - 1)
C
C Smooth by converting elem-->node and back again
C Loop over the smoothing routine NUMSMOOTH times
C
DO 1000 I - I,NUMSMOOTH
CALL NODETOELEM (PGRADN,PGRAD)
CALL ELEMTO_NODE (PGRAD,PGRADN)
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1000 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C
C*********************************************************************
C*****••**a * ~*$** ** *
C PSNORM - Normalize the pressure switch as requested and
C the fourth difference switch if needed.
C
C NPOINTS - Number of points to do this to (either NN or NE)
C PSWITCH - The pressure switch vector
C PSW4 - The pressure switch vector for the fourth difference
C IFOURTH - 0 if we do not calculate PSW4
C 1 if we do calculate PSW4
C ISCALE - 0 it we do not normalize switch to 1
C 1 if we do normalize switch to 1
C
SUBROUTINE PSNORM (PSWITCH,PSW4, NPOINTS, IFOURTH, ISCALE)
DIMENSION PSW4(*),PSWITCH(*)
C
C Calculate the maximum of the switch
C
AMAXPG - .001
DO 100 I - 1,NPOINTS
AMAXPG - MAX(AMAXPG,PSWITCH(I))
100 CONTINUE
C
C If we want the switch normalized to 1, do that here
C
IF (ISCALE.EQ.1) THEN
DO 200 I - 1,NPOINTS
PSWITCH(I) - PSWITCH(I)/AMAXPG
200 CONTINUE
AMAXPG - 1.
ENDIF
C
C Calculate the fourth difference switch if needed
C
IF (IFOURTH.EQ.1) THEN
DO 300 I - I,NPOINTS
PSW4(I) - MAX(O.,1 - 2*PSWITCH(I)/AMAXPG)
300 CONTINUE
ENDIF
RETURN
END
C
C**********************************************************************
C This subroutine calculates a second difference in a modified
C way that gives no contribution for a linear function on a non-
C uniform mesh. The original algorithm is due to Giles.
C
SUBROUTINE SECDIFA (DIFF,VECT)
DIMENSION DIFF(*),VECT(*)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
COMMON /SDIFF/ SMWGHT (MAXE.4,2)
C
C Calculate the contents of the work array
C
DO IEL - I,NE
DX21 - A2(IEL) - A6(IEL)
DY21 - B2(IEL) - B5(IEL)
DX32 - A3(IEL) + A5(IEL)
DY32 - B3(IEL) + B5(IEL)
DX43 - -(A2(IEL) + A5(IEL))
DY43 - -(B2(IEL) + B6(IEL))
DX14 - A6(IEL) - A3(IEL)
DY14 - BB(IEL) - B3(IEL)
DX24 - A2(IEL) - A3(IEL)
DY24 - B2(IEL) - B3(IEL)
DX31 - A2(IEL) + A3(IEL)
DY31 - B2(IEL) + B3(IEL)
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Ki = IC(1,IEL)
K2 - IC(2,IEL)
K3 - IC(3.IEL)
K4 - IC(4,IEL)
SM1 - (VECT(K1)*DY24 - VECT(K2)*DY14 - VECT(K4)*DY21) *
& SMWGHT(IEL,1,1) +
k (VECT(K1)*DX24 - VECT(K2)*DX14 - VECT(K4)*DX21) *
& SMWGHT(IEL,1,2)
SM2 - (VECT(K2)*DY31 - VECT(K3)*DY21 - VECT(K1)*DY32) *
& SMWGHT(IEL,2,1) +
& (VECT(K2)*DX31 - VECT(K3)*DX21 - VECT(K1)*DX32) *
& SMWGHT(IEL,2,2)
SM3 - (-VECT(K3)*DY24 - VECT(K4)*DY32 - VECT(K2)*DY43) *
k SMWGHT(IEL,3,1) +
& (-VECT(K3)*DX24 - VECT(K4)*DX32 - VECT(K2)*DX43) *
& SMWGHT(IEL,3,2)
SM4 - (-VECT(K4)*DY31 - VECT(K1)*DY43 - VECT(K3)*DY14) *
k SMWGHT(IEL,4,1) +
k (-VECT(K4)*DX31 - VECT(KI)*DX43 - VECT(K3)*DX14) *
& SMWGHT(IEL,4.2)
WKARAY(IEL,1) - SM1
WKARAY(IEL,2) - SM2
WKARAY(IEL,3) - SM3
WKARAY(IEL.4) - SM4
ENDDO
Distribute out to nodes
CALL ENDISTRIBUTE (NNE,DIFF,WKARAY)
RETURN
END
CSWEIGHT - Calculate the geometric weightings
in the second diff. calculation. This is to take into account the
difference in the boundary calculation.
SUBROUTINE CSWEIGHT
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
COMMON /SDIFF/ SMWGHT (MAXE,4,2)
SMWGHT(IEL,NODE,COORD) - The weight to be given the first difference
calculated in element IEL to node NODE in that element, for
coordinate direction COORD (I-x, 2-y)
Do the usual cases first, the interior nodes/elements
DO 10 IEL - 1,NE
DX24 - A2(IEL) - A3(IEL)
DY24 - B2(IEL) - B3(IEL)
DX31 - A2(IEL) + A3(IEL)
DY31 - B2(IEL) + B3(IEL)
SMWGHT(IEL.1,1) - -DY24
SMWGHT(IEL,2,1) - -DY31
SMWGHT(IEL,3,1) - DY24
SMWGHT(IEL,4,1) = DY31
SMWGHT(IEL,1,2) - -DX24
SMWGHT(IEL,2,2) - -DX31
SMWGHT(IEL,3,2) - DX24
SMWGHT(IEL.4,2) - DX31
CONTINUE
Now loop through the element
contribution for them.
faces adding in the appropriate
DO 30 IFACE - 1.4
IFACEi = IFACE + 1
IF (IFACEI.EQ.5) IFACE1 - I
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DO 20 IEL - 1,NE
IF (IFINFO(IFACE,IEL).LE.O) THEN
DX - .6*( X(1,IC(IFACEI,IEL)) - X(1,IC(IFACE,IEL)))
DY - .5*( X(2,IC(IFACEI,IEL)) - X(2,IC(IFACE,IEL)))
SMWGHT(IEL,IFACE,1) - SMWGHT(IEL,IFACE,1) + DY
SMWGHT(IEL,IFACE,2) - SMWGHT(IEL,IFACE,2) + DX
SMWGHT(IEL,IFACE1.1) - SMWGHT(IEL,IFACEI,1) + DY
SMWGHT(IEL,IFACE1,2) - SMWGHT(IEL,IFACE1,2) + DX
ENDIF
20 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE
C
C Scale by triangle areas to save time above.
C
DO IEL - 1,NE
DX21 - A2(IEL) - A5(IEL)
DY21 - B2(IEL) - B6(IEL)
DX32 - A3(IEL) + AS(IEL)
DY32 - B3(IEL) + BS(IEL)
DX43 - -(A2(IEL) + A5(IEL))
DY43 - -(B2(IEL) + B5(IEL))
DX14 - AS(IEL) - A3(IEL)
DY14 - B5(IEL) - B3(IEL)
C
C Calculate 1/triangle areas (with a factor of 1.5 for normalization)
C
A1INV - .5 / (DX14*DY21 - DX21*DY14)
A2INV - .6 / (DX21*DY32 - DX32*DY21)
A3INV - .5 / (DX32*DY43 - DX43*DY32)
A4INV - .5 / (DX43*DY14 - DX14*DY43)
C
C Multiply out
C
SMWGHT(IEL,1,1) - SMWGHT(IEL,1,1) * A1INV
SMWGHT(IEL,I,2) - SMWGHT(IEL,1,2) * AIINV
SMWGHT(IEL.2,1) - SMWGHT(IEL,2,1) * A2INV
SMWGHT(IEL,2,2) - SMWGHT(IEL,2,2) * A2INV
SMWGHT(IEL,3,1) - SMWGHT(IEL,3,I) * A3INV
SMWGHT(IEL,3,2) - SMWGHT(IEL,3,2) * A3INV
SMWGHT(IEL,4,1) - SMWGHT(IEL,4,1) * A4INV
SMWGHT(IEL,4,2) - SMWGHT(IEL,4,2) * A4INV
ENDDO
RETURN
END
C This subroutine initializes all cumulative cpu times to 0
C
SUBROUTINE INITIALIZE-TIMERS
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
RESIDUALTIME - 0
FLUX-TIME - 0
SMOOTH-TIME - 0
UPDATETIME - 0
RETURN
END
C***********************************************************************
C This subroutine is responsible for printing out cpu statistics
C***********************************************************************
SUBROUTINE SHOWTIMES(STARTTIME)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INTEGER HOURS
IPERC (T) - IFIX(IOO*T/TOTALTIME + .6)
CALL TIMEIT(END_TIME)
TOTAL-TIME - ENDTIME - STARTTIME
C
MINUTES - TOTALTIME / 60
SECONDS - TOTAL-TIME - 60*MINUTES
HOURS - MINUTES / 60
MINUTES - MINUTES - 60*HOURS
IFLUXP - IPERC(FLUXTIME)
IRES_P - IPERC(RESIDUALTIME)
ISMOOTHP - IPERC(SMOOTHTIME)
UPDATETOOK - UPDATE-TIME - RESIDUAL_TIME - SMOOTH_TIME
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& - FLUX-TIME
IUPDP - IPERC (UPDATETOOK)
C
WRITE (6,6001) TOTALTIME,HOURS ,MINUTES,SECONDS
WRITE (6,6002) FLUXTIME.IFLUX...P
WRITE (6,6004) RESIDUALTIME,IRESP
WRITE (6,6005) SMOOTHTIME,ISMOOTHP
WRITE (6,6006) UPDATETOOK, IUPDP
RETURN
6001 FORMAT (' Total CPU time so far:',F9.2,3X,'(',2(I2.2,':'),
k F5.2.,')')
6002 FORMAT (6X,'Flux calculations used:',F9.2,5X,'(',i2,'%)')
6004 FORMAT(6X,'Residual calculation used:',T34,F9.2,5X,'(',i2,'%) ')
6005 FORMAT(6X,'Smoothing calculation used:',T34,F9.2,5X,'(',i2,'%)')
6006 FORMAT(6X,'Update calculation used:',T34,F9.2,5X,'(',i2,'%)')
END
C
C
C
SUBROUTINE TIMEIT (TIME)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE LOOKS UP THE CURRENT CPU TIME IN SECONDS
C
C
DIMENSION UTIME(2)
TTIME - ETIME(UTIME)
TIME - UTIME(1)
RETURN
END
C
C Do the multistage time integration for the FE euler scheme
C This is the routine which calls the subsidiary routines to
C calculate fluxes, etc.
C
C Richard Shapiro 20 January 1986
C
SUBROUTINE UPDATE (AMAXR, AMAXR1, NEQUAMAX, NRESMAX)
C
C AMAXR - Ras of all residuals
C AMAXR1 - Actual maximum residual
C NRESMAX - Node at which AMAXR1 occurs
C NEQUAMAX - Equation at which max occurs
C
C Note: if FARUP is true, the far-field boundaries get their
C state vectors reset after the update.
C
C Note: if WALLUP is true, the wall boundaries get their
C state vectors reset after the update.
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION WEIGHT(4),SFLAG(4)
LOGICAL*1 SFLAG
DATA WEIGHT /.25,.333333333,.5, 1./
DATA SFLAG /.TRUE.,.FALSE.,.FALSE.,.FALSE./
C DATA SFLAG /4*.TRUE./
PARAMETER (NSTEPS-4)
C
C WEIGHT - weights to be use din time stepping
C SFLAG - true if smoothing is to be recalculated at each step
C NSTEPS - number of time integration steps
C
CALL TIMEIT (STARTTIME)
ITER - ITER + 1
C
C First, calculate the fluxes based on the current state vector U
C
CALL FLUXES(U)
C
C Next calculate the residuals and smoothing
C
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IF (SFLAG(1)) CALL SMOOTH (U)
CALL CRESID
C
C Calculate the appropriate time step for all steps
C
CALL CTIME
C
C Weight the residuals with appropriate time step etc.
C
CALL STEPIT (WEIGHT(1))
C
C Continue for the next time steps
C
DO 10 I - 2,NSTEPS
CALL FLUXES(Ul)
IF (SFLAG(I)) CALL SMOOTH(U1)
CALL CRESID
CALL STEPIT (WEIGHT(I))
10 CONTINUE
C
IF (FARUP) CALL FAR4ST (Ul)
IF (WALLUP) CALL WALLST (Ui)
C
C U is now ready to be updated as the next time step.
C
AMAXR = 0
AMAXR1 - 0
ATOTRMS - 0
DO 102 I = 1,NEQUA
C DO 100 NODE - 1,IGINF(1)-i
DO 100 NODE - I,NRN
DELTA - Ui(NODE,I) - U(NODE,I)
AMAXR - AMAXR + DELTA**2
ATOTRMS = ATOTRMS + UI(NODE.I)**2
C AMAXR1 - MAX (AMAXR1,DELTA)
IF (ABS(DELTA).GT.ABS(AMAXR1)) THEN
AMAXR• - DELTA
NRESMAX - NODE
NEQUAMAX - I
ENDIF
U(NODE,I) - Ui(NODE,I)
100 CONTINUE
C
C DO 101 NODE - IGINF(1),NRN
C101 U(NODEI) = U1(NODE,I)
102 CONTINUE
C AMAXR - SQRT(AMAXR / ((IGINF(1)-1)*NEQUA))
C AMAXR - SQRT(AMAXR / (NRN*NEQUA))
AMAXR - SQRT(AMAXR / ATOTRMS)
C
C AMAXR has the RMS residual from the previous steps,
C so we are done.
C
CALL TIMEIT (ENDTIME)
UPDATE_TIME - UPDATE_TIME + ENDTIME - STARTTIME
RETURN
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE STEPIT (WEIGHT)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
C
C Advance one stage in the multistage scheme.
C
C WEIGHT - the total weight to be given the time step
C
TWI - CFL*WEIGHT
IBADFLAG - 0
DO 10 I - 1,NRN
C
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C For each equation, add the contribution of the flux residual
C to the contribution from the smoothing.
C
TV - DELTAT(I) * CWGHT(I)
DELTAU1 = T-i * (VIS(I.1) - RESID(I,1) * TW)
DELTAU2 - TW1 * (VIS(I.2) - RESID(I,2) * TW)
DELTAUS - TWi * (VIS(I,3) - RESID(I,3) * TW)
C
C Update the vector Ul using initial information from U
C
U1(I,2) - U(I,2) + DELTAU2
Ul(I,3) - U(I,3) + DELTAU3
RHONEW - U(I,I) + DELTAU1
C
C Update the vector Ul using initial information from U
c
IF (RHONEW.GT.O) THENUI(I,I) -RHONEW
ELSE
IBADFLAG - 1
U1(I,1) - U(I,1)
ENDIF
C
10 CONTINUE
IF (NEQUA.EQ.4) THEN
DO 20 I - 1,NRN
TW - DELTAT(I) * CWGHT(I)
DELTAU4 - TWi * (VIS(I,4) - RESID(I,4) * TW)
Ul(I,4) - U(I,4) + DELTAU4
20 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF (IBADFLAG.NE.0)
& WRITE (6,*) ' Density limiting occurred'
RETURN
END
C
C******************************************************************
C*******************************************************************
C
SUBROUTINE CTIME
C
C Calculate the local time steps.
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
C
C This routine assumes that the speed of sound etc. have
C already been calculated by the call to FLUXES.
C
IF (NEQUA.EQ.3) THEN
DO 10 I - 1,NRN
UTOT - (U(I,2)**2 + U(I,3)**2) / U(I,1)**2
Q - (I./(2.*GAMMA))*
k SQRT( UTOT*(GAMMA-1)**2 + 4.*A(I)**2*GAMMA)
EIGM - SQRT(UTOT)*((GAMMA-1)/(2*GAMMA)) + Q
DELTAT(I) - DELTAX(I) / (2.*EIGM)
10 CONTINUE
ELSE
DO 20 I - 1.NRN
UTOT - (U(I,2)**2 + U(I,3)**2) / U(I,1)**2
EIGM - SQRT(UTOT) + A(I)
DELTAT(I) - DELTAX(I) / EIGM
20 CONTINUE
ENDIF
RETURN
END
C This set of subroutines is VMS specific, and alows the code
C to be interrupted by an AST (Control-C or Control-Y)
C
C The AST handler is initialized with INITASTC and/or
C INITASTY which set the AST handlers for CTRL-C and CTRL-Y
C
C After a trap is received, the appropriate flag in the
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C common block AST$$$ is set to true. It is up to the
C main program to reset these flags and reinitialize the AST
C
SUBROUTINE SETASTC
INCLUDE '/usr/include/fortran/signal.h'
COMMON /AST$$$/ ASTC$$,ASTY$$
LOGICAL ASTC$$.ASTY$$
EXTERNAL DO$_ASTC
C
ASTC$$ - .FALSE.
CALL SIGVEC (sigint. sigcall, do$_ASTC,idumi, idum2)
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE DO$SASTC(i, J)
COMMON /AST$$$/ ASTC$$,ASTY$$
LOGICAL ASTC$$,ASTY$$
ASTC$$ - .TRUE.
RETURN
END
C
C VFLUXES calculates the fluxes at the embedded nodes, by
C averaging the fluxes at the neighboring nodes.
C Richard Shapiro 7 May 1986
C
SUBROUTINE VFLUXES (STVEC)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION STVEC (MAXN.NEQUA)
CALL TIMEIT (STARTTIME)
cvd$g nodepchk
DO 210 IEQUA - 1,NEQUA
DO 200 I - NRN+I,NN
C
C Average the fluxes
C
FX(IEQUA,I) = .5*(FX(IEQUA,NINFO(I,I)) +& FX(IEQUA,NINFO(2,I)) )
FY(IEQUA,I) - .6*(FY(IEQUA,NINFO(1,I)) +
& FY(IEQUA.NINFO(2,I)) )
200 CONTINUE
210 CONTINUE
CALL TIMEIT(ENDTIME)
DVFLUXTIME - ENDTIME - START-TIME
VFLUXTIME - VFLUXTIME + DVFLUXTIME
RETURN
END
C
C WFLUXES - calculate the fluxes at the solid boundaries
C by setting convetive flux terms through the solid surface
C to zero.
C
C The normal vector has been pre-calculated and is in the
C /GEOM/ common block.
C
C Richard Shapiro 19 MARCH 1986
C
SUBROUTINE WFLUXES (STVEC)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION STVEC(MAXN.MAXEQA)
CALL TIMEIT (START-TIME)
C
DO 200 I - IGINF(NTSOL).IGINF(NTSOL+1) - 1C
C Calculate the primitive variables
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RHO - STVEC(I,1)
UV STVEC(I,2) / RHO
W = STVEC(I,3) / RHO
Calculate the 'convective multipliers' i.e., the corrections
to the convective velocity to make sure that the combined
normal convective flux is 0.
UM - UV*(1-ANVECT(1,I)**2) - VV*ANVECT(I,I)*ANVECT(2,I)
VM - VW*(1-ANVECT(2,I)**2) - UV*ANVECT(I,I)*ANVECT(2,I)
C Calculate the fluxes
F(1.I.1) - UM
F(2.I,1) - UM
F(3.I,1) - UM
F(1.I.2) - VM
F(2.I,2) - VM
F(3,I,2) - VM
IF (NEQUA.EQ.,
F(4.I.2) -
F(4.I.1) -
ENDIF
200 CONTINUE
* RHO
* STVEC(I.2) + P(I)
* STVEC(I,3)
* RHO
* STVEC(I,2)
* STVEC(I.3) + P(I)
4) THEN
VM * (STVEC(I.4) + P(I))
UM * (STVEC(I,4) + P(I))
CALL TIMEIT(ENDTIME)
DWFLUXTIME - ENDTIME - STARTTIME
WFLUXTIME - WFLUX.TIME + DWFLUX_TIME
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE WALLST (STVEC)
This subroutine resets the state vectors on the wall
according to the tangency condition.
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION STVEC(MAXN,MAXEQA)
DO 200 I - IGINF(NTSOL),IGINF(NTSOL+I) - 1
Calculate the primitive variables
RHO - STVEC(I,1)
UV STVEC(I,2) / RHO
VV STVEC(I.3) / RHO
Calculate the 'convective multipliers' i.e., the corrections
to the convective velocity to make sure that the combined
normal convective flux is 0.
UM - UV*(1-ANVECT(1.I)**2) - WVV*ANVECT(1,I)*ANVECT(2,I)
VM - VVW*(-ANVECT(2,I)**2) - UV*ANVECT(1.I)*ANVECT(2.I)
USCALE - SQRT ( (UV**2 + VV**2)/(UM**2 + VM**2) )
UM - UM*USCALE
VM - VM*USCALE
Calculate the new state vectors
STVEC (I,2) - UM * RHO
STVEC (1,3) - VM * RHO
IF (NEQUA.EQ.4) THEN
CONTINUE
ENDIF
CONTINUE
RETURN
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C
200
C
END
C
C This is a set of utility routines to extract things
C from strings.
C
SUBROUTINE STRPREP (STRING)
CHARACTER*(*) STRING
C
C Capitalize and de-tab string
C First capitalize and de-tab
C
DO 10 I - 1,LEN(STRING)
IF (ICHAR(STRING(I:I)) .EQ. 9.OR.STRING(I:I).EQ.',')
& STRING(I:I) - ' °
IF (LLE(STRING(I:I),'z') .AND. LGE(STRING(I:I),'a'))
k STRING(I:I) - CHAR(ICHAR(STRING(I:I)) - 32)
10 CONTINUE
C
C Strip leading spaces
C
DO 20 I - 1,LEN(STRING)
IF (STRING(I:I).NE.' ') GOTO 30
20 CONTINUE
30 STRING - STRING(I:)
C
C Turn all mutiple spaces into single spaces
C
J- 1
I-i
LENS = LEN(STRING)
40 CONTINUE
DO WHILE (STRING(I:I).NE.' ' .AND. I.LE.LENS)
STRING(J:J) - STRING(I:I)
J=J+1
END DO
C
C Copy one space
C
STRING (J:J) - '
J-J+l
I I + 1
DO WHILE (STRING(I:I).EQ.' ' .AND. I.LE.LENS)
I I+1
END DO
C
C Go back and continue
C
IF (I.LE.LENS) GOTO 40
60 CONTINUE
C
C Clear out to the end of the line
C
STRING(J:) - ' "
RETURN
END
C
C
C STRWORD (WORD,STRING) removes the first WORD from STRING
C where a word is defined to be everything up to the first space.
C
SUBROUTINE STRWORD (WORD, STRING)
CHARACTER*(*) WORD, STRING
LASTC - INDEX (STRING,' °)
IF (LASTC.EQ.O) THEN
WORD - STRING
STRING - "
RETURN
ELSE
WORD - STRING(1:LASTC)
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STRING - STRING(LASTC+I:)
RETURN
ENDIF
END
C
c
FUNCTION ISTRINT (STRING,IERR)
c
C strip off an integer from the string
C IERR - 0 if everything is OK
C IERR = 1 if there are no more integers
C IERR - 2 if the first thing is not an integer
C
CHARACTER*(*) STRING
CHARACTER*12 TEMPWORD
IERR - 0
ISTRINT - 0
IF (STRING(1:1).EQ.' ') THEN
IERR - 1
RETURN
ENDIF
II - INDEX(STRING,' ')
if (ii.eq.0) ii - 12
TEMPWORD - STRING(1:II)
READ (TEMPWORD,1O1,ERR=10) ISTRINT
C strip off the number
CALL STRWORD(TEMPWORD,STRING)
RETURN
10 IERR - 2
RETURN
101 format (bn,i)
END
C
C
FUNCTION STRREAL (STRING,IERR)
C
C strip off a real number from the string
C IERR - 0 if everything is OK
C IERR - 1 if there are no more numbers
C IERR - 2 if the first thing is not an real number
C
CHARACTER*(*) STRING
CHARACTER*24 TEMPWORD
IERR - 0
STRREAL - 0
IF (STRING(1:1).EQ.' ") THEN
IERR = 1
RETURN
ENDIF
II - INDEX(STRING,' ')
if (ii.eq.O) ii - 24
TEMPWORD - STRING(I:II)
READ (TEMPWORD,101,ERR-10) STRREAL
C strip off the number
CALL STRWORD(TEMPWORD, STRING)
RETURN
10 IERR - 2
RETURN
101 FORMAT (BN,F24.0)
END
C
C
C
C Here are some utilities for dealing with the name arrays.
C
C ASSIGNNAMES takes a line of name / number pairs and matches
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C enters them into the array.
C
C MATCH-NAME takes a name and produces its matching number,
C or if the name is undefined, produces an equivalent
C integer if the name is a valid integer, otherwise
C produce an error.
C
SUBROUTINE ASSIGN-NAMES (LINE,ARRAY,NARRAY, NUMNAME,MAXNAME)
CHARACTER*(*) LINE
CHARACTER*12 ARRAY(MAXNAME), WORD1
INTEGER NARRAY(MAXNAME)
C
C LINE - the input line to be scanned
C ARRAY - CHARACTER*12 array of names to be added too
C NARRAY - array of integers matching the names
C NUMNAME - total number of matches assigned so far
C MAXNAME - total number of names allowed
C
C Begin chopping up the line
C
10 CONTINUE
IF (LINE(1:1).EQ.' ') RETURN
CALL STRWORD (WORD1,LINE)
NUMBER - ISTRINT (LINE,IERR)
IF (IERR.NE.O) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Missing number in number / name pair,',
& * name = ',WORD1
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C Now NUMBER has the number, WORD1 has the name. See if WORD1
C was already defined.
C
CALL MATCH_NAME (WORDI,ARRAY,NARRAY,NUMNAME, IVALUE,IFOUND)
IF (IFOUND.EQ.O) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Warning: attempted redefinition of
& 'name ',WORD1,' ignored'
GOTO 10
ENDIF
IF (NUMNAME.GE.MAXNAME) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Error: Name storage exceeded, sorry.'
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C Things survived all the error checking, do the assignment
C
NUMNAME - NUMNAME + 1
ARRAY(NUMNAME) - WORDI
NARRAY(NUMNAME) - NUMBER
GOTO 10
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE MATCHNAME (WORD,ARRAY,IARRAY, NUMNAME, IVALUE,IFOUND)
C
C Match things up (translate a name into a number)
C
C WORD - the thing to be matched
C ARRAY - list of names to match against
C IARRAY - list of numbers to match against
C NUMNAME - number of names
C IVALUE - the matched value (or the number in WORD if IFOUND=-I)
C IFOUND - -1 if WORD not found and WORD not a number
C -- 1 if WORD not found and WORD a valid number
C -0 if WORD is matched
C
C
CHARACTER*12 WORD,WORD1,ARRAY(*)
DIMENSION IARRAY(*)
C
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C First check for a perfect match
C
IFOUND - 0
IVALUE - 0
DO 10 I - 1,NUMNAME
IF (WORD.EQ.ARRAY(I)) THEN
IVALUE - IARRAY(I)
RETURN
ENDIF
10 CONTINUE
C
C Check for a valid number
C
WORD1 - WORD
IFOUND - -1
IVALUE - ISTRINT(WORD1,IERR)
IF (IERR.EQ.0) RETURN
C
C Nothing at all found
C
IFOUND - 1
RETURN
END
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Appendix D
Three-Dimensional Code Listings
This appendix contains the sources for the programs FE3D (adaptive finite element
solver) and GRIDGEN3 (general-purpose block grid generator). Not included are the
listings of the graphics packages used by these programs.
This program is copyrighted by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and may
not be used without a written license from MIT. For additional information, please
contact:
M.I.T. Software Center
Technology License Office
MIT Room E32-300
77 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02139
Include Files
This section lists all the include files used by the programs.
COMMONS.INC
PARAMETER (IPROBLEMSIZE - 50000)
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C COMMONS
C this is the include file for the common blocks used
C in all programs
C
C Richard Shapiro 8 Sept 1987
C Finite Element Euler code solver, 3 dimensions
C
C 5 - equation model 17 Mar 1986
C
C grid common block
C X(COORD,NODE) - mesh point coordinate of node
C IC(NODE,ELEMENT) - pointer array containing a list of nodes
C making up each element
C NINFO(INFO,NODE) - information on the particular node
C NODE type 1 or 2 (far field or solid)
C NINFO is not used
C NODE type 3 - indicates embedded edge node
C NINFO(1),NINFO(2) - points at which flux should
C be averaged to get the flux at the virtual
C node.
C NODE type 4 - indicates embedded face node
C NINFO(1)-NINFO(4) - points at which flux should
C be averaged to get the flux at the virtual
C node.
C
C IFINFO(IFACE.IEL) - Adjacent element pointer, 0 for non-plottable
C boundary, negative for plottable surface
C IDEPTH(IEL) - Embedded depth of an element (divided as follows:)
C ICREATE(IEL) - Embedded depth of an element when it was created
C IPARENT(IEL) - Element from which the element was first derived
C
C IGINF(MAXGIN) - information about the grid
C for optimization purposes it is assumed nodes are ordered
C all nodes of type 0, all nodes of type 1, type 2, type 3
C etc.
C iginf(1) - first node of type 1
C iginf(2) - first node of type 2
C iginf(3) - first node of type 3
C iginf(4) - first node of type 4
C
C MAXDEPTH - Maximum depth on the grid
C
C Parameters for depth types
C
C Parameters for node types
C
PARAMETER (NTFAR = 1)
PARAMETER (NTSOL - 2)
PARAMETER (NTVIR - 3)
PARAMETER (NTVIRF - 4)
C
C MAXNE - max nodes/element
C MAXE - max number of elements
C MAXN - max number of nodes, should be the same as MAXE
C MAXINF - max amt of additional information/node
C
C ncn - number of coordinates/node (2 or 3)
C nne - nodes/element
C ne - number of elements
C nn - number of nodes
C nrn - number of real nodes
C
PARAMETER (MAXGIN-5)PARAMETER (MAXINF - 4)
PARAMETER (MAXE - IPROBLEMSIZE)
PARAMETER (MAXN - MAXE)
PARAMETER (MAXNE - 8)
PARAMETER (MAXEQA - 5)
PARAMETER (NCN - 3)
PARAMETER (NNE - 8)
C
DIMENSION X(NCN,MAXN) ,IC(MAXNEMAXE),IGINF(MAXGIN)
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DIMENSION NINFO(MAXINF,MAXN),IFINFO(2*NCN,MAXE)
DIMENSION ICREATE(MAXE) IDEPTH(MAXE).IPARENT(MAXE)
COMMON /COORDS/ NN,NE,NRN,MAXDEPTH,IEINF,IGINF,X,IC,NINFO
COMMON /COORDS/ IPARENT,ICREATE,IDEPTH,IFINFO
PARAMETER (NEQUA - 5)
state vectors common block
u(node.MAXEQA) - state vector
k - 1 is density
k = 2 is rho*u
k - 3 is rho*v
k - 4 is rho*w
k - 6 is rho*e
ul(node,MAXEQA) - state vector at intermediate time steps
p(node) - pressure at node
a(node) - speed of sound
deltat(node) - time step used
vis(node,MAXEQA) - smoothing used
visl(NODE.MAXEQA) - place to store 4th differences
resid(node,MAXEQA) - residual at node
PGRADN(NODE) - pressure gradient switch at nodes
DIMENSION U(MAXN,MAXEQA) ,RESID(MAXN,MAXEQA),A(MAXN) ,P(MAXN)
DIMENSION DELTAT(MAXN),VIS(MAXNMAXEQA),U1(MAXN,MAXEQA)
DIMENSION PGRADN(MAXN)
COMMON /STATES/ U,U1,P,A,DELTAT,RESID
COMMON /SMTH/ VIS,PGRADN
Logical variables for boundary conditions
FARUP - update far field from BC after each iter.
WALLUP - update wall from BC after each iter.
LOGICAL FARUP, WALLUP
COMMON /BCUP/ FARUP,WALLUP
flux vectors
F(K,NODE,NCOORD) - flux vector for ncoord direction
DIMENSION F(MAXEQA,MAXN,NCN) FX(MAXEQA,MAXN),FY(MAXEQAMAXN)
DIMENSION FZ(MAXEQA,MAXN)
COMMON /FLUX/ F
EQUIVALENCE (FX,F(1,1,1)),(FY,F(I,1,2)), (FZ,F(I1,3))
miscellaneous useful stuff
alpha - angle of attack, measured ccw from + X axis
amach - inlet mach number
gamma - ratio of specific heats
cfl - the cfl number
viscol - viscosity coeff. for pressure gradient switch
visco2 - viscosity coeff. for 4th difference
iter - iteration number
IDIFFTYPE - type of spatial discretization (see CRESID.F)
converg - convergence criterion
UVFREE, VVFREE - Free stream velocities
PARAMETER (GAMMA - 1.4)
INTEGER ISMOOTH(3)
COMMON /MISC/ VISC01,ALPHA,AMACH,ITER,UVFREE,VVFREE,WVFREE
COMMON /MISC/ CFL,VISCO2,CONVERG,ISMOOTH,IDIFFTYPE
A set of useful quantities to save a bunch of time in the
solution of the problem. These are quantities which are geometry-
dependent.
CWGHT(NODE) - the integrated value of the shape functions
associated with each node over all elements
(elements of lumped mass matrix)
ANVECT(NCN,MAXN) - normal vector at the boundary nodes
DELTAX(NODE) - geometric length associated with each node
DIMENSION CWGHT(MAXN) ,ANVECT(NCN,MAXN)
DIMENSION DELTAX(MAXN)
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COMMON /GEOM/ CWGHT.ANVECT.DELTAX
C
C The next common block is to keep the times that
C the program spends in various places.
C
COMMON /CPUTIME/ RESIDUALTIME. FLUXTIME,UPDATE_TIME
COMMON /CPUTIME/ SMOOTH_TIMEDSMOOTHTIME,DRESIDUALTIME
C
C To deal with history files, set a maximum IOINC
C
PARAMETER (MAXIOINC-256)
C
C Adaptation stuff
C ADAPTHIGH, ADAPTLOW - refinement/coarsen indicators
C ADAPTADJACENT - Number of adjacent elements adapt
C NUMADAPT - Number of adaptations taken
C MAXADAPT - Maximum times adaptation performed
C ADAPTFREQUENCY - number of iteration to elapse before
C adaptation.
C ADAPTDEPTH - Maximum depth allowed
C ADAPT_THRESHOLD - Residual at which to adapt
C Adaptation is performed after every ADAPT-FREQUENCY iterations
C and when the RMS residual is < ADAPT-THRESHOLD
C
LOGICAL AUTOTHRESH
INTEGER ADAPTADJACENT, ADAPTFREQUENCY, ADAPTDEPTH, ADAPTSWITCH
COMMON /ADPT/ ADAPTHIGH.ADAPTLOW,NUMADAPT,MAX_ADAPT
COMMON /ADPT/ ADAPT_FREQUENCY,ADAPTJADJACENT,ADAPTDEPTH
COMMON /ADPT/ ADAPTTHRESHOLD,ADAPTSWITCH,REFTHRESH
COMMON /ADPT/ UREFTHRESH,AUTOTHRESH
C
C If BDLINFLAG is true, all boundary interpolations will be linear
C otherwise, they will be cubic.
C
COMMON /INTERPOL/ BDLINFLAG
LOGICAL BDLINFLAG
C
C these are arrays used to speed things up on the
C Alliant. The first contains the number of elements
C a node belongs to. The second is a work array of
C size MAXE for some smoothing/other calculations.
C Also here are some works arrays.
C
PARAMETER (MAXVEXCEPT - MAXN / 20)
COMMON /ALOPT/ NODEINEL(MAXN) EWORK(MAXE),ICINVI(MAXN*MAXNE)
COMMON /ALOPT/ ICINV(MAXN*MAXNE),ICINVP(O:MAXNE),NUMVEXCEPT
COMMON /ALOPT/ IVEXE(MAXVEXCEPT),IVEXN(MAXVEXCEPT)
COMMON /ALOPT/ ALM(MAXNE.MAXN)
DIMENSION NODEFLAG(MAXN),VIS1(MAXN,MAXEQA),WKARAY(MAXN,MAXNE)
EQUIVALENCE (VISI.NODEFLAG,.WKARAY.ALM)
C
COMMON /DIFFCOM/ XDIFF(MAXNE,MAXE),YDIFF(MAXNE,MAXE),
& ZDIFF(MAXNE,MAXE)
EMBED.INC
C
C This file contains equivalences and parameters for the grid generator
C and mesh adaptor.
C
C The main things in this file that are not in the
C FE3D include are the data structures for the adaptation
C and other working tables.
C
C NDTYP - Temporary storage for node types
C IETYP - Temporary storage for element types
C ICHILD - Temporary storage for element children array
C IADAPT - Storage for adaptation flag
C IADJAC - Storage for adjacent element adaptation
C ICORR, ICORRI - Correspondence tables for GNFIX and GEFIX
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DIMENSION IETYP(MAXN),NDTYP(MAXN),ICORR(O:MAXN),ICORRI(MAXN)
DIMENSION ICHILD(2**NCN,MAXN),IADAPT(MAXN),IADJAC(MAXN)
INTEGER HASHTAB(4,MAXN) ,IVIRCK(MAXN)
EQUIVALENCE (VIS(1.1),IETYP),(VIS(I,2),NDTYP),(VIS(1,3),ICORR)
EQUIVALENCE (VIS(1,4) ,ICORRI) ,(VIS(1,5), IADAPT)
EQUIVALENCE (ICHILD,F),(HASHTAB,U1),(P.IADJAC,IVIRCK)
IOCOMMON.INC
C
C This include file contains all of the variables
C and / or namelists used to get I/0 for the Finite
C Element Euler Solver
C
COMMON /FNAMES/ GRIDFILE,INFILE, UTFILE,HISTFILE
CHARACTER*63 GRIDFILE,INFILE, OUTFILE,HISTFILE
C
C INFILE - contains parameters for run
C OUTFILE - place to dump all the data
C HISTFILE - place to write convergence history
C GRIDFILE - input file for the grid
C
COMMON /IMISC/ IRUNT,MAXITER,IHINC,IOINC
C
C IRUNT - type of run
C 0 - normal interactive plotting
C 1 - non-interactive start from scratch
C 2 - non-interactive start from output file
C
C MAXITER - maximum number of iterations to go before stopping
C IHINC - increment between writes to history file
C IOINC - increment between writes to output file
C
GENCOM.INC
C
C Include file for grid generator
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
PARAMETER (MAXBLOCK=612)
PARAMETER (MAXKEY-1024)
c
C Keypoints
C
DIMENSION XKEYPOINT(MAXKEY) ,YKEYPOINT(MAXKEY)
DIMENSION ZKEYPOINT(MAXKEY),KEYPOINT(MAXKEY)
COMMON /KPS/ XKEYPOINT,YKEYPOINT,ZKEYPOINT,KEYPOINT
C
C Names
C
CHARACTER*12 KPNAME(MAXKEY) .SURFNAME(512),TYPENAME(25)
CHARACTER*12 DIVNAME(MAXBLOCK),BLOCKNAME(MAXBLOCK)
COMMON /NCOM/ KPNAME,SURFNAME,TYPENAME,DIVNAME,BLOCKNAME
C
C Blocks etc
C
DIMENSION ISURFNUM(512).ITYPENUM(25),IDIVNUM(MAXBLOCK)
DIMENSION XKEY(8,MAXBLOCK) ,YKEY(8,MAXBLOCK) ,ZKEY(8,MAXBLOCK)
DIMENSION ICTYPE(8,MAXBLOCK),ISNUM(6.MAXBLOCK)
DIMENSION ISTYPE(6,MAXBLOCK),IETYPE(12,MAXBLOCK)
DIMENSION IXDIV(MAXBLOCK),IYDIV(MAXBLOCK)
DIMENSION IZDIV(MAXBLOCK),IELBASE(MAXBLOCK)
COMMON /BLOCKS/ ISURFNUM,ITYPENUM.IDIVNUM,XKEY,YKEY.ZKEY
COMMON /BLOCKS/ ICTYPE.ISTYPE, ISUM,IETYPE
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COMMON /BLOCKS/ IXDIV,IYDIV,IZDIV,IELBASE
C Miscellaneous
C
common /genmisc/ nblocks
DIMENSION NDCOR(MAXN)
EQUIVALENCE (NDCOR,A)
Program FE3D
This is the main program for the 3-D finite element code.
C 3-d Finite element code
C
C Richard Shapiro 19 Jan 1988
C
C definitions of i/o units:
C 1 - input data, see subroutine GETPARMS for format
C 2 - grid file . see subroutine RGRID for format
C 5,6 - informational i/o and error messages
C 10 - solution output (for post processing)
C 11 - max residuals every iteration (for convergence history)
C
C variables:
C see the file 'COMMONS.INC' for comments about variables used
C see the file "IOCOMMON.FOR' for information about input
C and output parameters
C
PROGRAM FE3D
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE IOCOMMON.INC'
COMMON /IPL/ IPLIM
COMMON /AST$$$/ ASTC,ASTY
LOGICAL ASTC,ASTY
CHARACTER*64 DUMPFILE
DIMENSION AITER(MAXIOINC) ,ARES(MAXIOINC) ,ACPU(MAXIOINC)
C
CALL INITDATA
CALL INITIALIZETIMERS
CALL TIMEIT (STARTTIME)
C
C get the input data
C
ITER - 0
CALL GETPARMS
C
C Calculate the grid information, initialize cell-vertex array and
C calculate smoothing weights
C
CALL GEOMETRY
CALL GENDIFFS
C
C See the kind of run we are doing. If a plots-only run, enter the
C plotter here.
C
IF (IRUNT.EQ.4) THEN
CALL PLOTP
STOP
ENDIF
C
IINTER - MOD(IRUNT,2)
IRESTART - IRUNT/2
C
C generate the initial guess if not a restart
C this will be the free stream condition
C
IF (IRESTART.EQ.0) THEN
CALL INIFLW (1.)
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ENDIF
C
C Set the counters for data output. IHCOUNT is the number of
C history entries saved, IPROMPT is the next iteration to prompt
C after, IHNEXT and IONEXT are the times to do the next output,
C IADNEXT is the time to do the next adaptation.
C
IHCOUNT - 0
IADNEXT - ITER + ADAPT-FREQUENCY
IONEXT - ITER + IOINC
IHNEXT - ITER + IHINC
IPROMPT - 0
C
C start the iterations and run until maxiter or convergence
C
CALL SETASTC
IOEND - 0
100 CONTINUE
C
C Catch CTRLC and set mode to Interactive if found
C
IF (ASTC) IINTER - 0
C
C check for interactive operation
C
IF (IINTER.EQ.0) THEN
IF (ITER.GE.IPROMPT .OR. ASTC) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Paused before iteration',ITER+1
CALL SHOWTIMES (STARTTIME)
IF (ASTC) CALL SETASTC
C
C prompt user for selection
101 WRITE (6,*) ' Enter selection:'
WRITE (6,*) ' 1 - Enter plot package'
WRITE (6,*) ' 2 - Set next breakpoint'
WRITE (6,*) ' 3 - Dump data'
WRITE (6.,) ' 4 - Load data'
WRITE (6,*) ' 5 - Change parameters'
WRITE (6,*) ' 6 - Re-initialize field'
WRITE (6,*) " 7 - Show parameters'
WRITE (6,*) ' 8 - Dump primitive variables'
WRITE (6,*) ' 9 - Adapt mesh'
WRITE (6,*) ' 0 - quit program'
READ (5,*.IOSTAT-IOSTAT) ISEL
IF (IOSTAT.LT.0) THEN
IOEND = IOEND + I
IF (IOEND.GT.3) STOP ' Emergency Stop!'
ENDIF
IF (IOSTAT) 200,110,101
110 IF (ISEL.LT.O .OR. ISEL .GT. 9) GOTO 101
IOEND - 0
C
IF (ISEL.EQ.7) CALL SHOPARMS
IF (ISEL.EQ.0) THEN
STOP ' Terminated by user.'
C enter plot package
ELSE IF (ISEL.EQ.1) THEN
CALL HWRITE (AITER,ARES,ACPU, IHCOUNT)
CALL PLOTP
GOTO 101
C set next breakpoint
ELSE IF (ISEL.EQ.2) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter iteration to stop after:'
READ (5,*.ERR-101) IPROMPT
GOTO 100
C
C save or load data
C
ELSE IF (ISEL.EQ.3) THEN
CALL DUMPDATA
CALL HWRITE (AITER.ARES,ACPU, IHCOUNT)
ELSE IF (ISEL .EQ. 4) THEN
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CALL LOADDATA
CALL SHOPARMS
ELSE IF (ISEL.EQ.5) THEN
CALL CHANGEPARMS
ELSE IF (ISEL.EQ.6) THEN
C WRITE (6,*) ' Enter amount of V'
C READ (5,*,ERR-101) UNIFL
CALL INIFLW (1.)
ELSE IF (ISEL.EQ.8) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ° Enter dump file name:'
READ (5,'(A64)') DUMPFILE
CALL DPRIMV (DUMP_FILE)
ELSE IF (ISEL.EQ.9) THEN
CALL FLUXES(U)
CALL ADAPT
WRITE (6,6010) NN,NE
ENDIF
GOTO 101
ENDIF
ENDIF
C
C Do a time step
C
CALL UPDATE(AMAXR,AMAXR1, NEQM.NRESM)
IF (IPLIM.NE.0)
k WRITE (6,*) ' Pressure limiting in',IPLIM,
& 'Stages, Iter. ',Iter
C
C Save the residuals and iteration number for later write
C to files. IHCOUNT has the number of saved iteration/residual
C pairs to be output to the history file
C
IF (ITER.GE.IHNEXT) THEN
IHCOUNT - IHCOUNT + 1
AITER(IHCOUNT) - ITER
ARES(IHCOUNT) = AMAXR
CALL TIMEIT (ENDTIME)
ACPU(IHCOUNT) - END_TIME - START_TIME
WRITE (8,6003) ITER,AMAXR,AMAXRI,X(1,NRESM),
& X(2.NRESM) X(3,NRESM)
C WRITE (6,6003) ITER,AMAXR,AMAXRI
IHNEXT - IHNEXT + IHINC
ENDIF
IF (ITER.GE.IONEXT) THEN
CALL DUMPDATA
IONEXT - IONEXT + IOINC
CALL HWRITE (AITER,ARES ACPU, IHCOUNT)
ENDIF
IF (ITER.GE.IADNEXT .AND. MAX_ADAPT.GT.NUM_ADAPT
& .AND. AMAXR.LT.ADAPTTHRESHOLD.AND. IPLIM.EQ.0) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' ADAPTING MESH'
CALL ADAPT
WRITE (6,6010) NN,NE
IADNEXT - ITER + ADAPTFREQUENCY
ENDIF
6010 FORMAT (' New mesh has' .17,' nodes and',17,' elements.')
C6003 FORMAT (' Iteration',I5,' , RMS -',G11.3,"' MAX -',G11.3)
6003 FORMAT (' Iter.',I5,', RMS-',G11.3,' MAX -',
& G11.3,' at (',F7.3,',',F7.3,',',F7.3.')',:' Eq.',i2)
C
C check for convergence
C
IF (AMAXR.LE.CONVERG .AND. ITER.GT.25) THEN
WRITE (6,6002) ITER
GOTO 200
ENDIF
6002 FORMAT(' Convergence in',I5,' iterations.')
IF (ITER.LT.MAXITER) GOTO 100
C
C note that no convergence
C
WRITE (6,6001) MAXITER
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6001 FORMAT (' *** FE2D no convergence in'I5, ' iterations.")
C
C write things to the output file
C
200 CONTINUE
C
CALL DUMPDATA
CALL HWRITE (AITER,ARES,ACPU,IHCOUNT)
C
C If we are in interactive mode, return to prompt
C
IF (IINTER.EQ.0) THEN
IPROMPT - 0
GOTO 100
ENDIF
CALL SHOWTIMES (STARTTIME)
C all done
STOP ' Run completed.*
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE HWRITE (AITER.ARES,ACPU, ICOUNT)
INCLUDE 'IOCOMMON.INC'
DIMENSION AITER(*).ARES(*),ACPU(*)
CALL HISTOPEN ('APPEND','OLD')
DO 10 I - I,ICOUNT
WRITE (11) AITER(I),ARES(I),ACPU(I)
10 CONTINUE
CLOSE (11)
ICOUNT - 0
RETURN
END
Program GRIDGEN3
This is the 3-D grid generator.
C 3-d block grid generator
C Richard Shapiro 11 February 1988
C
C This program is a block grid generator for FE3D. The user
C creates a file which describes the blocks, and assigns the
C file to unit 1.
C
C Format of the input file
C
C The input file is a free-format file with the following rules:
C 1) Each field must be separated by a space, comma or tab
C 2) Any line beginning with a * is a comment line
C 3) Only the first 12 characters of <name> are significant
C 4) Case is not important
C
C The following keywords are available:
C
C GRID file-name (64 characters)
C The the grid file name.
C
C TYPE <name> <boundary condition number>
C Assigns type keywords to boundary conditions.
C
C DIVISION <name> <number>
C Assigns name to number for use in division statements
C
C SURFACE <name> <number>
C Assigns surface names to surface numbers. A surface number
C =0 is a non-plottable boundary surface, a surface
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C number >0 is a non-boundary surface, and a surface number
C <0 is a plottable boundary surface.
C
C KEYPOINTS / ENDKEYPOINTS
C
C Valid keywords are LINEX, LINEY, LINEZ, LINE for now. All require
C two keypoint names following, and then a real number.
C Also, one can say POLAR r, theta <origin key point>
C
C Begin/End keypoint definitions. A keypoint consists
C of the a name followed by its X and Y coordinates.
C Ex:
C KEYPOINTS
C 1 1. 1. (make keypoint "1" have coordinates (1,1))
C FOO 3. 0. (make keypoint "FOG" have coordinates (3,0))
C ENDKEYPOINTS
C
C BLOCK <name> <x division name> <y division name> <z division name)
C 8 <corner names>
C Generate a block. The following modifiers apply to a the
C preceding BLOCK:
C
C FACE <6 surface names> <6 type names>
C CORNER 8 <type name>
C Makes a corner node be of type <type name>.
C EDGE <edgenum> <edgetype>
C Makes an edge of a particular type
C END (optional)
C End of the file.
C
C************
C
C The program first scans the input file and does all SURFACE, TYPE,
C DIVISION, GRID and KEYPOINTS processing. It then reads through
C the file a second time, generating internal arrays for the blocks.
C The blocks are then generated, and the grid is plotted to
C allow interactive modification.
C
PROGRAM GRIDGEN
INCLUDE 'GENCOM.INC'
C
C Arrays for making the blocks
C
CHARACTER*80 INLINE,GRIDFILE,TEMPLINE,PLT1, IL, INFILE
CHARACTER*1 ANSWER
CHARACTER*12 WORD1,WORD2 ,BLOCKNAME,WORD3,WORD4 ,WORD5
C
C Initialize everything that needs it
C
IDIVFL - 0
NUMSURF - 0
NUMKEY - 0
NUMTYPE - 0
NUMDIV - 0
NBLOCKS - 0
C
C Open the input file
C
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter input file name:'
READ (5,'(A)') INFILE
OPEN (I,STATUS-'OLD',FILE-INFILE)
C
C Scan the input file once through, doing any type definitions we
C need to do.
C
REWIND(1)
1001 FORMAT (A)
10 CONTINUE
READ (1,1001,END-100) ILl
C
C Check for comment, echo if found
C
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INLINE - IL1
IF (INLINE(1:1) .EQ. '*') THEN
WRITE (6,1001) INLINE
GOTO 10
ENDIF
C
C Check for name definitions like SURFACE, TYPE, DIVISION, or
C GRID
C
CALL STRPREP (INLINE)
C write (6,*) inline
CALL STRWORD (WORD1,INLINE)
TEMPLINE - INLINE
C
IF (WORD1.EQ.'GRID') THEN
I1-5
DO WHILE (ILI(I:I).EQ.' ' .AND. I.LT.LEN(IL1))
II + 1
ENDDO
GRIDFILE - ILI(I:)
GOTO 10
ELSE IF (WORD1.EQ.'SURFACE') THEN
CALL ASSIGNNAMES (TEMPLINE,SURFNAME, ISURFNUM, NUMSURF, 612)
GOTO 10
ELSE IF (WORD1.EQ. 'BLOCK') THEN
NBLOCKS - NBLOCKS + 1
NUMSURF - NUMSURF + 1
CALL STRWORD(WORD2,TEMPLINE)
SURFNAME(NUMSURF) - WORD2
ISURFNUM(NUMSURF) - NBLOCKS
GOTO 10
ELSE IF (WORD1.EQ.'TYPE') THEN
CALL ASSIGNNAMES (TEMPLINE,TYPENAME, ITYPENUM,NUMTYPE, 25)
GOTO 10
ELSE IF (WORD1.EQ. 'DIVISION') THEN
CALL ASSIGNNAMES (TEMPLINE,DIVNAME, IDIVNUM,NUMDIV,MAXBLOCK)
GOTO 10
C
C Check for and do the keypoint definitions
C
ELSE IF (WORDI.EQ. 'KEYPOINTS') THEN
20 READ (1,1001) INLINE
IF (INLINE(1:1) .EQ. '*') THEN
WRITE (6,*) INLINE
GOTO 20
ENDIF
CALL STRPREP (INLINE)
TEMPLINE - INLINE
CALL STRWORD (WORDI,INLINE)
IF (WORD1.EQ.'ENDKEYPOINTS') GOTO 10
C
C Check for number or keyword
C
XC - STRREAL (INLINE,IERRX)
IF (IERRX.NE.0) CALL STRWORD (WORD2,INLINE)
IF (IERRX.EQ.0) THEN
YC - STRREAL (INLINE,IERRY)
IF (IERRY.NE.0) GOTO 22
ZC - STRREAL (INLINE,IERRY)
IF (IERRY.NE.0) GOTO 22
C
C Valid keywords are LINEX, LINEY. LINEZ, LINE for now. All require
C two keypoint names following, and then a real number.
C
ELSE IF (WORD2(1:4).EQ.'LINE') THEN
CALL STRWORD (WORD3,INLINE)
CALL STRWORD (WORD4,INLINE)
FRAC - STRREAL (INLINE,IERR)
CALL MATCH_NAME (WORD3,KPNAME,KEYPOINT,
& NUMKEY,KPI,IFOUNDI)
CALL MATCHNAME (WORD4,KPNAME,KEYPOINT,& NUMKEY, KP2IFOUND2)
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IF (IFOUND2.NE.O.OR.IFOUND1.NE.O.OR.IERR.NE.0) GOTO 22
C
C Generate the x and y coordinates
C
IF (WORD2(5:6).EQ.'X') THEN
XC - FRAC
YFRAC - (XC - XKEYPOINT(KP1)) /
& (XKEYPOINT(KP2) - XKEYPOINT(KP1))
YC - (YKEYPOINT(KP2) - YKEYPOINT(KPI))*YFRAC
& + YKEYPOINT(KP1)
ZC - (ZKEYPOINT(KP2) - ZKEYPOINT(KP1))*YFRAC
k + ZKEYPOINT(KPI)
ELSE IF (WORD2(5:5).EQ. 'Y') THEN
YC - FRAC
XFRAC - (YC - YKEYPOINT(KP2)) /
k (YKEYPOINT(KP2) - YKEYPOINT(KPI))
XC - (XKEYPOINT(KP2) - XKEYPOINT(KP1))*XFRAC
& + XKEYPOINT(KP1)
ZC - (ZKEYPOINT(KP2) - ZKEYPOINT(KP1))*XFRAC
& + ZKEYPOINT(KP1)
ELSE IF (WORD2(5:5).EQ.'Z') THEN
ZC - FRAC
XFRAC - (ZC - ZKEYPOINT(KP2)) /
& (ZKEYPOINT(KP2) - ZKEYPOINT(KP1))
XC - (XKEYPOINT(KP2) - XKEYPOINT(KP1))*XFRAC
& + XKEYPOINT(KPI)
YC - (YKEYPOINT(KP2) - YKEYPOINT(KP1))*XFRAC
k + YKEYPOINT(KPI)
ELSE
XC - (XKEYPOINT(KP2) - XKEYPOINT(KPI))*FRAC
k + XKEYPOINT(KP1)
YC - (YKEYPOINT(KP2) - YKEYPOINT(KP1))*FRAC
& + YKEYPOINT(KPI)
ZC - (ZKEYPOINT(KP2) - ZKEYPOINT(KP1))*FRAC
k + ZKEYPOINT(KP1)
ENDIF
C ELSE IF (WORD2(1:5) .EQ. 'POLAR') THEN
C R - STRREAL (INLINE,IERR1)
C THETA - STRREAL (INLINE,IERR2)
C CALL STRWORD (WORD3,INLINE)
C CALL MATCHNAME (WORD3,KPNAME,KEYPOINT,
C & NUMKEY,KPI,IFOUND1)
C IF (IFOUND1.NE.O.OR.IERR2.NE.O.OR.IERR1.NE.O) GOTO 22
C XC - XKEYPOINT(KP1) + R*COSD(THETA)
C YC - YKEYPOINT(KP1) + R*SIND(THETA)
ENDIF
CALL MATCH_NAME (WORDI,KPNAME, KEYPOINT.NUMKEY,IVALUE, IFOUND)
IF (IFOUND.EQ.O) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Warning: attempted redefinition of
& 'keypoint ',WORD1,' ignored'
GOTO 20
ENDIF
NUMKEY - NUMKEY + 1
KPNAME(NUMKEY) - WORDI
KEYPOINT(NUMKEY) - NUMKEY
XKEYPOINT(NUMKEY) - XC
YKEYPOINT(NUNKEY) - YC
ZKEYPOINT(NUMKEY) I ZC
GOTO 20
C
C Keypoint error
C
22 WRITE (6,*) ' Error reading keypoint values'
WRITE (6,*) TEMPLINE
GOTO 20
ELSE IF (WORD1.EQ.'END') THEN
GOTO 100
ENDIF
GOTO 10
C
C Start the second pass, looking for BLOCK keywords
C
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100 CONTINUE
NE - 0
NN - 0
NBLOCKS - 0
ICUM - 1
DO J - 1,MAXINF
DO I - 1,MAXN
NINFO(JI) - 0
ENDDO
ENDDO
REWIND (1)
200 CONTINUE
READ (1,1001 , END-300) INLINE
IF (INLINE(1:1) .EQ. '*') GOTO 200
C
C The following interesting stuff at lines 200 - 201
C allows re-processing of a line without re-reading it,
C since BACKSPACE is a horribly slow operation.C
CALL STRPREP(INLINE)
CALL STRWORD(WORD1,INLINE)
201 CONTINUE
C
C BLOCK and END are the only keywords I care about hereC
IF (WORD1.EQ.'END') GOTO 300
IF (WORDI.NE.'BLOCK') GOTO 200
C
C Begin processing of the BLOCK keyword.
C First, get the divisions and the 4 corner points
C
NBLOCKS - NBLOCKS + 1
C
C Initialize edge types
C
DO I - 1.12
IETYPE (I,NBLOCKS) - -1
ENDDO
CALL STRWORD (BLOCKNAME(NBLOCKS),INLINE)
CALL STRWORD (WORDI,INLINE)
CALL STRWORD (WORD2,INLINE)
CALL STRWORD (WORD3,INLINE)
CALL MATCH-NAME (WORDI,DIVNAME, IDIVNUM, NUMDIV,NUMX, IFOUND1)
CALL MATCH-NAME (WORD2,DIVNAME, IDIVNUM, NUMDIV,NUMY, IFOUND2)
CALL MATCHNAME (WORD3,DIVNAME, IDIVNUM, NUMDIV,NUMZ, IFOUND3)
IF (IFOUNDI.EQ.1.OR.IFOUND2.EQ.1.OR.IFOUND3.Eq.1) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Error: DIVISION name not valid in block ',
& BLOCKNAME(NBLOCKS),' Block not generated.'
NBLOCKS - NBLOCKS - 1
GOTO 200
ENDIF
C
C Put the divisions in the blocks arrays and set up the element
C stuff
C
IF (IDIVFL.EQ.1) THEN
NEB - 1
IXDIV(NBLOCKS) - 1
IYDIV(NBLOCKS) - 1
IZDIV(NBLOCKS) - 1
ELSE
NEB - NUMX*NUMY*NUMZ
IXDIV(NBLOCKS) - NUMX
IYDIV(NBLOCKS) - NUMY
IZDIV(NBLOCKS) - NUMZ
ENDIF
IELBASE(NBLOCKS) - ICUM
ICUM - ICUM + NEB
C
C Get the 8 corner points
C
DO ICORN - 1.8
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CALL STRWORD (WORDI,INLINE)
CALL MATCHNAME (WORDI.KPNAME. KEYPOINT,NUMKEY, KPNUM,IFOUND)
IF (IFOUND.NE.0) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Error: Missing corner keypoint in block ',
a BLOCKNAME(NBLOCK),' Block not generated.'
NBLOCKS - NBLOCKS-1
GOTO 200
ENDIF
XKEY (ICORN,NBLOCKS) - XKEYPOINT (KPNUM)
YKEY (ICORN,NBLOCKS) - YKEYPOINT (KPNUM)
ZKEY (ICORN,NBLOCKS) - ZKEYPOINT (KPNUM)
ICJTYPE(ICORN,NBLOCKS) - 0
ENDDO
C
C Now look for special cases
C
250 READ (1,1001,END=270) INLINE
IF (INLINE(1:1) .EQ. '*') GOTO 250
CALL STRPREP (INLINE)
CALL STRWORD (WORD1,INLINE)
C
C If we find a BLOCK or END keyword, generate the current block
C and continue on.
C
IF (WORD1.EQ.'BLOCK' .OR. WORD1.EQ.'END') GOTO 270
C
C Check for the FACE or CORNER keywords
C
IF (WORDI.EQ.'FACE') THEN
C
C Read the 6 faces
C
DO IFACE = 1,6
CALL STRWORD (WORD2,INLINE)
CALL MATCH-NAME (WORD2,SURFNAME, ISURFNUM,& NUMSURF,ISF,IFOUND)
IF (IFOUND.EQ.1) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Warning: Missing face name in block ',
& BLOCKNAME(NBLOCKS)
GOTO 250
ENDIF
ISNUM (IFACE,NBLOCKS) = ISF
ENDDO
C
C Get the 6 types following (0 is plain face)
C
DO IFACE - 1,6
CALL STRWORD (WORD2.INLINE)
CALL MATCHNAME (WORD2,TYPENAME, ITYPENUM,
& NUMTYPE,IST,IFOUND)
IF (IFOUND.EQ.1) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Warning: Missing type name in block ,
& BLOCKNAME(NBLOCKS)
GOTO 250
ENDIF
ISTYPE(IFACE,NBLOCKS) - IST
ENDDO
GOTO 250
C
C do the corner / type pairs
C
ELSE IF (WORD1.EQ. 'CORNER') THEN
ISN - 0
DO 253 ISN - 1.8
C
C Get the type number following
C
CALL STRWORD (WORD2,INLINE)
CALL MATCH-NAME (WORD2,TYPENAME. ITYPENUM,NUMTYPE,
& IST,IFOUND)
IF (IFOUND.EQ.1) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Warning: Missing type name in block
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BLOCKNAME(NBLOCKS)
GOTO 250
ENDIF
ICTYPE (ISN,NBLOCKS) - IST
CONTINUE
ELSE IF (WORD1.EQ.'EDGE') THEN
ISN - 0
CONTINUE
Get the edge number
ISN - ISTRINT (INLINE,IERR)
IF (IERR.EQ.1) GOTO 250
IF (IERR.EQ.2) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Bad EDGE card.'
GOTO 250
ENDIF
CALL STRWORD (WORD2,INLINE)
CALL MATCH-NAME (WORD2,TYPENAMEITYPENUM,NUMTYPE,
& IST,IFOUND)
IF (IFOUND.EQ.1) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Warning: Missing type name in block ,
& BLOCKNAME(NBLOCKS)
GOTO 250
ENDIF
IETYPE (ISN,NBLOCKS) = IST
GOTO 254
ENDIF
GOTO 250
CONTINUE
Done with this block
GOTO 201
CONTINUE
CLOSE (1)
Generate the blocks
254
C
C
C
270
C
C
C
300
C
C
C
C
',BLOCKNAME(IBL)
DO 303 J - 1,NNE
DO 303 I = 1,NE
303 IC (J,I) - NDCOR(IC(J,I))
DO 304 I - I,NN
IF (NDCOR(I).NE.I) NDTYP(I) - 100
304 CONTINUE
CALL GEFIX
CALL GNFIX
WRITE (6,6006) NE,NN
6006 FORMAT(' Grid has ',I6,' elements,',I7.' nodes.')
C CALL GRINIT (5,6,' 2-D GRID GENERATOR')
999 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,*) ' Main Menu'
WRITE (6,.*) '----
WRITE (6,*) ' 1 - Write grid'
WRITE (6,*) ' 2 - Generate blocks only'
C WRITE (6,*) ' 3 - Alter divisions'
WRITE (6,*) ' 4 - Regenerate grid'
C WRITE (6,*) ' 5 - Plot grid'
WRITE (6,*) ' 0 - Quit'
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter number:'
READ (5,*) MENU
IF (MENU.EQ.0) STOP ' Terminated by user'
IF (MENU.EQ.1) THEN
C Renumber nodes end elements suitably and write it
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253
DO IBL - 1, NBLOCKS
WRITE (6,*) ' Generating block
CALL GENBLOCK (IBL)
ENDDO
Grid generated, now post process
CALL GNFIX
CALL GEFIX
CALL WGRID(GRIDFILE)
ELSEIF (MENU.EQ.2) THEN
IDIVFL - I
OPEN (I,STATUS-'OLD',FILE=INFILE)
GOTO 100
ELSEIF (MENU.EQ.3) THEN
C995 WRITE (6,*) ' Enter division name (null to end)'
C READ (5,1001) WORD1
C IF (WORD1.EQ.' ') GOTO 999
C CALL STRPREP (WORD1)
C DO I - 1,NUMDIV
C IF (DIVNAME(I).EQ.WORD1) THEN
C WRITE (6,*) ' Old value:',IDIVNUM(I)
C WRITE (6,*) ' Enter new value:'
C READ (5.*,ERR-995) NEWVAL
C IDIVNUM(I) - NEWVAL
C GOTO 995
C ENDIF
C ENDDO
C WRITE (6,*) ' Name not found'
GOTO 999
ELSEIF (MENU.EQ.4) THEN
IDIVFL - 0
OPEN (1.STATUS-'OLD',FILE-INFILE)
GOTO 100
C ELSEIF (MENU.EQ.5) THEN
C CALL GRIDGRAF
ELSE
GOTO 999
ENDIF
GOTO 999
END
C Subroutine to generate a grid in a keypointed block.
C
SUBROUTINE GENBLOCK (IBL)
DIMENSION IET(12),IFN(4,6),IFNF(4,6)
C
C IFN and IFNF are the nodes on each face, and the corresponding
C nodes on facing elements
C
DATA IFN /1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,1,5,6,2,6,7,3,2,4,3,7,8,1,4,8,5/
DATA IFNF/6,6,7,8,1,2,3,4,4,8,7,3,6,8,4,1,1,2,6,5,2,3,7,6/
C
INCLUDE 'GENCOM.INC'
C
C generate the points
C
IX - IXDIV(IBL)
IY - IYDIV(IBL)
IZ - IZDIV(IBL)
C
INX - 1 + IX
INY - 1 + IY
INZ - 1 + IZ
NNEW = INX*INY*INZ
C
C Initialize correspondence
C
DO 5 I - NN+1,NN+NNEW
5 NDCOR(I) - I
C
C Generate the coordinates
C
DO 10 I - O,IX
R - -1. + 2.*FLOAT(I)/FLOAT(IX)
DO 10 J - 0,IY
S - -1. + 2.*FLOAT(J)/FLOAT(IY)
DO 10 K - 0,IZ
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10 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE
NODE - I + INX*J + INX*INY*K + 1 + NN
T - -1. + 2.*FLOAT(K)/FLOAT(IZ)
CALL GENCOORD(R,,ST.XKEY(1,IBL) .YKEY(1,IBL),
ZKEY(1,.IBL).X(1 NODE),X(2.NODE),X(3,NODE))
Generate the connectivity and face information
DO 20 I -
DO 20
DO
1,IX
J - 1.IY
I 20 K - 1,IZ
IEL - IELBASE(IBL) + (I-1) + IX*(J-1) + IX'
IDEPTH(IEL) = 1
ICREATE(IEL) = 1
IPARENT(IEL) = 0
IETYP(IEL) - 1
IBASE = I + INX*(J-1) + INX*INY*(K-1) + NN
IBASE1 = IBASE + INX*INY
IC (1,IEL) - IBASE
IC (2,IEL) - IBASE + 1
IC (3.IEL) - IBASE + INX + I
IC (4,IEL) - IBASE + INX
IC (5,IEL) - IBASE1
IC (6.IEL) - IBASEI + 1
IC (7,IEL) - IBASE1 + INX + 1
IC (8,IEL) - IBASE1 + INX
Face information
IFINFO(1,IEL)
IFINFO(2,IEL)
IFINFO(3.IEL)
IFINFO(4,IEL)
IFINFO(5,IEL)
IFINFO(6.IEL)
CONTINUE
IEL
IEL
IEL
IEL
IEL
IEL
IX*IY
IX*IY
IX
1
IX
1
C Generate node types.
C
DO 40 I = 1.NNEW
NDTYP(NN+I) = 0
C Faces 1 and 2
DO 41 I - 1,INX
DO 41 J - 1,INY
NDTYP(NN + I
NDTYP(NN + I
41 CONTINUE
+ INX*(J-1)) = ISTYPE(1,IBL)
+ INX*(J-1) + INX*INY*IZ) - IS_TYPE(2,IBL)
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DO 43 I - 1,INX
DO 43 K - 1,INZ
NDTYP(NN + I
NDTYP(NN + I
CONTINUE
+ INX*INY*(K-1)) - ISTYPE(3,IBL)
+ INX*IY + INX*INY*(K-1)) - ISTYPE(6,IBL)
4 and 6
DO 42 J - 1,INY
DO 42 K - 1,INZ
NDTYP(NN+ 1 + INX*(J-1) + INX*INY*(K-i)) =
ISTYPE(6,IBL)
NDTYP(NN+ INX + INX*(J-1) + INX*INY*(K-1)) =
ISTYPE(4,IBL)
CONTINUE
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*IY*(K-1)
C...... Do the edges
C
CALL EDGETYPE (IET,ICTYPE(I, IBL),IETYPE(1,. IBL))
C
C Edges 1.3.5.7
C
DO 61 I = 1,INX
N1 = NN + I
N2 = N1 + INX*IY
N3 = N1 + INX*INY*IZ
N4 = N3 + INX*IY
NDTYP(NI) - IET(1)
NDTYP(N2) - IET(3)
NDTYP(N3) - IET(5)
NDTYP(N4) - IET(7)
51 CONTINUE
C
C Edges 2,4,6,8
C
DO 52 I = 1,INY
N1 = NN + I*INX
N2 = Ni - IX
N3 = Ni + INX*INY*IZ
N4 = N2 + INX*INY*IZ
NDTYP(N1) - IET(2)
NDTYP(N2) - IET(4)
NDTYP(N3) - IET(6)
NDTYP(N4) - IET(8)
52 CONTINUE
C
C Edges 9,10,11,12
C
DO 53 I = 0,IZ
N1 = NN + I*INX*INY + I
N2 = Ni + IX
N3 = Ni + INX*INY - 1
N4 = N3 - IX
NDTYP(N1) - IET(9)
NDTYP(N2) - IET(IO)
NDTYP(N3) - IET(11)
NDTYP(N4) - IET(12)
53 CONTINUE
C
C Do the corners
C
NDTYP(NN+I) - ICTYPE(1,IBL)
NDTYP(NN+INX) - ICTYPE(2,IBL)
NDTYP(NN+INX*INY) - ICTYPE(3,IBL)
NDTYP(NN+INX*INY-IX) - ICTYPE(4,IBL)
NDTYP(NN+INX*INY*IZ+I) - ICTYPE(5,IBL)
NDTYP(NN+INX*INY*IZ+INX) = ICTYPE(6,IBL)
NDTYP(NN+INX*INY*INZ) - IC_TYPE(7.IBL)
NDTYP(NN+INX*INY*INZ-IX) - ICTYPE(8,IBL)
C
C Finally, fix up the surfaces and eliminate unneeded nodes.
C
C..... FACE 1
C
C Get the adjacent block, if <- 0, its a boundary, so set the
C faces for a boundary.
C
8881 IBLA - ISNUM(I,IBL)
DO I - O.IX-I
DO J - O,IY-I
IEL - IELBASE(IBL) + I + J*IX
IF (IBLA.LE.0) THEN
IFINFO(1,IEL) - IBLA
ELSE
IEL1 - IELBASE(IBLA) + I + J*IX +
& IX*IY*(IZDIV(IBLA)-1)
IFINFO(I.IEL) - IELI
IF (IBLA.LT.IBL) THEN
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Correct the nodes, making sure we get the correct type
DO II = 1,4
Ni - IC(IFN(II,I),IEL)
N2 - IC(IFNF(II,1),IEL1)
NODE - MIN(NI,N2)
NDCOR (Ni) = NODE
NDCOR (N2) - NODE
IC(IFN(II,I),IEL) = NODE
IC(IFNF(II,1),IEL1) = NODE
ENDDO
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDDO
ENDDO
FACE 2
Get the adjacent block, if <= 0, its a boundary, so set the
faces for a boundary.
8882 IBLA -
DO I -
DO
C
C
C
C...
C
ISNUM(2,IBL)
O,IX-1
J - O,IY-1
IEL = IELBASE(IBL) + I +
IF (IBLA.LE.O) THEN
IFINFO(2,IEL) = IBLA
ELSE
J*Ix + IX*IY*(IZ-1)
IELI = IELBASE(IBLA) + I + J*IX
IFINFO(2,IEL) = IELI
IF (IBLA.LT.IBL) THEN
Correct the nodes, making sure we get the correct type
DO II = 1,4
Ni = IC(IFN(II,2),IEL)
N2 = IC(IFNF(II,2),IELI)
NODE - MIN(N1,N2)
NDCOR (Ni) - NODE
NDCOR (N2) - NODE
IC(IFN(II,2),IEL) - NODE
IC(IFNF(II,2),IELi) = NODE
ENDDO
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDDO
ENDDO
FACE 3
C Get the adjacent block, if <= 0, its a boundary, so set the
C faces for a boundary.
8883 IBLA -
DO I =
DO
ISNUM(3,IBL)
O,IX-1
K = O,IZ-1
IEL - IELBASE(IBL) + I + K*IX*IY
IF (IBLA.LE.0) THEN
IFINFO(3,IEL) - IBLA
ELSE
IEL1 - IELBASE(IBLA) + I +
IX*(IYDIV(IBLA)-1)
IFINFO(3,IEL) - IEL1
IF (IBLA.LT.IBL) THEN
K*IX*IYDIV(IBLA) +
Correct the nodes, making sure we get the correct type
DO II = 1.4
N1 = IC(IFN(II,3),IEL)
N2 = IC(IFNF(II,3),IEL1)
NODE - MIN(NI,N2)
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C....
NDCOR (Ni) -NODE
NDCOR (N2) -NODE
IC(IFN(II,3),IEL) = NODE
IC(IFNF(II,3),IELI) - NODE
ENDDO
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDDO
ENDDO
C
C..... FACE 5
C
C Get the adjacent block, if <- 0, its a boundary, so set the
C faces for a boundary.
8885 IBLA -
DO I -
DO
ISNUM(.6,IBL)
O,IX-I
K - O,IZ-1
IEL - IELBASE(IBL) + I +
IF (IBLA.LE.O) THEN
IFINFO(5,IEL) - IBLA
ELSE
IEL1 - IELBASE(IBLA)
IFINFO(5.IEL) - IELI
IF (IBLA.LT.IBL) THEN
K*IX*IY + IX*(IY-I)
+ I + K*IX*IYDIV(IBLA)
Correct the nodes, making sure we get the correct type
DO II - 1,4
Ni - IC(IFN(II.5),IEL)
N2 - IC(IFNF(II,5),IELI)
NODE - MIN(NI,N2)
NDCOR (NI) - NODE
NDCOR (N2) - NODE
IC(IFN(II,5),IEL) = NODE
IC(IFNF(II.5),IELi) = NODE
ENDDO
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDDO
ENDDO
FACE 4
C Get the adjacent block, it <- 0. its a boundary, so set the
C faces for a boundary.
8884 IBLA =
DO J -
DO
ISNUM(4,IBL)
O,IY-1
K - O,IZ-1
IEL - IELBASE(IBL) + J*IX + K*IX*IY + IX - 1
IF (IBLA.LE.0) THEN
IFINFO(4,IEL) - IBLA
ELSE
IELI - IELBASE(IBLA) + J*IXDIV(IBLA)
+ K*IXDIV(IBLA)*IY
IFINFO(4,IEL) - IELI
IF (IBLA.LT.IBL) THEN
Correct the nodes, making sure we get the correct type
DO II - 1.4
Ni - IC(IFN(II,4),IEL)
N2 - IC(IFNF(II,4),IELI)
NODE - MIN(NI,N2)
NDCOR (Ni) - NODE
NDCOR (N2) = NODE
IC(IFN(II,4).IEL) - NODE
IC(IFNF(II,4),IELI) - NODE
ENDDO
ENDIF
ENDIF
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C
C....C
ENDDO
ENDDO
C
C..... FACE 6
C
C Get the adjacent block, if <- 0, its a boundary, so set the
C faces for a boundary.
C
8886 IBLA - ISNUM(6,IBL)
DO J - O,IY-1
DO K - O,IZ-1
IEL - IELBASE(IBL) + J*IX + K*IX*IY
IF (IBLA.LE.O) THEN
IFINFO(6,IEL) - IBLA
ELSE
IEL1 = IELBASE(IBLA) + J*IXDIV(IBLA) +
& K*IXDIV(IBLA)*IY + IXDIV(IBLA) - I
IFINFO(6,IEL) - IELI
IF (IBLA.LT.IBL) THENC
C Correct the nodes, making sure we get the correct typeC
DO II = 1.4
Ni - IC(IFN(II,6),IEL)
N2 - IC(IFNF(II.6),IEL1)
NODE - MIN(N1,N2)
NDCOR (Ni) - NODE
NDCOR (N2) - NODE
IC(IFN(II.6),IEL) - NODE
IC(IFNF(II,6),IEL1) = NODE
ENDDO
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDDO
ENDDO
C
C Finally, increment the number of nodes
C
NN - NN + NNEW
NE - NE + IX*IY*IZ
RETURN
END
C
C Generate edge types, with the provision that
C - an edge with a FAR and a SOLID is a SOLID
C - an edge with a FAR and a PLAIN is a PLAIN
C - an edge with a SOLID and a PLAIN is a PLAIN
C
SUBROUTINE EDGETYPE (IET,ICTYPE, IETYPE)
DIMENSION ICTYPE(8),IET(12),IETYPE(12)
INTEGER EINDEX(2,12)
DATA EINDEX /1,2,2,3,3,4,4,1,5,6,6,7,7,8,8,5,1,5,2,6,3,7,4,8/
DO I = 1,12
IF (IE_TYPE(I).EQ.-I) THEN
ITI = ICTYPE(EINDEX(1,I))
IT2 = ICTYPE(EINDEX(2,I))
IF (ITI.GT.IT2) THEN
ITEMP = IT1
IT1 = IT2
IT2 - ITEMP
ENDIF
C
C Figure out the type
C
IF (IT1.EQ.IT2.0R.IT1.EQ.O) THEN
IET(I) - IT1
ELSE IF (IT1.EQ.1.AND.IT2.EQ.2) THEN
IET(I) = IT2
ENDIF
ELSE
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IET(I) - IETYPE(I)
ENDIF
ENDDO
RETURN
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE GENCOORD(R. ST,XKEY,YKEY, ZKEY,XNEW,YNEW, ZNEW)
C generate coordinates of point (R,S,T) in the block
DIMENSION XKEY(*),YKEY(*),ZKEY(*),SH(8)
C
XNEW - 0.
YNEW - 0.
ZNEW - 0.
C
C Compute some useful quantities
C
OMR - .5*(1 - R)OMS - .6*(1 - 8)
OMT - .5*(1 - T)
OPR - .5*(1 + R)
OPS - .5(1 + 8)
OPT - .6*(1 + T)
C
SH(1) - OMR*OMS*OMT
SH(2) = OPR*OMS*OMT
SH(3) - OPR*OPS*OMT
SH(4) - OMR*OPS*OMT
SH(5) - OMR*OMS*OPT
SH(6) - OPR*OMS*OPT
SH(7) - OPR*OPS*OPT
SH(8) - OMR*OPS*OPT
C
DO 20 K - 1,8
XNEW - XNEW + SH(K)*XKEY(K)
YNEW - YNEW + SH(K)*YKEY(K)
ZNEW = ZNEW + SH(K)*ZKEY(K)
20 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
Subroutines
This section contains all the subroutines used by the above programs.
C Subroutine to do adaptation on the mesh after an iteration
C
C The following procedure is used to do the adaptation:
C 1) Form an error estimate on the mesh.
C When the elemental value is
C greater then ADAPTHIGH, the element will be refined.
C When it is less than ADAPT_LOW, it will be coarsened.
C 2) Determine all elements to be adapted. This is done by starting with
C the initial list of adapted elements and adding on elements
C that are adjacent to the refined ones. This adjacency addition
C is performed a user-specified number of times.
C 3) Do all refinings, starting with elements at the coarsest level.
C 4) Do all coarsening, starting with elements at the finest level.C 5) Remove all holes by refining elements as necessary.
C 6) Write the grid and regenerate the geometry.
C
SUBROUTINE ADAPT
INCLUDE "COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE IOCOMMON.INC'
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INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
LOGICAL PSWTEMP,TEST
CHARACTER*7 NAME
C
C Minimum value of pressure switch by which to scale.
C Space for the error indicator
C
DIMENSION ADSWITCH(MAXE)
EQUIVALENCE (ADSWITCH,A)
C
C Generate the adaptation switch
C
CALL CADAPTSW (ADSWITCH)
C
C Regenerate element and node types
C
CALL GENETYP
CALL GENNTYP
CALL NDHASH
C
C Initialize some things.
C
MAXDEPTH = 0
DO 6 I - 1,NE
IADAPT(I) - 0
MAXDEPTH - MAX(MAXDEPTH, IDEPTH(I))
6 CONTINUE
C
C Loop through all the elements and determine what we should do to
C them. If an element should be changed, put its depth in IADAPT
C
if (ismooth(1) .eq. 1) goto 12
DO 10 I - I.NE
IF (ADSWITCH(I).GT.ADAPTHIGH) IADAPT(I) - IDEPTH(I)
IF (ADSWITCH(I).LT.ADAPTLOW) IADAPT(I) - -IDEPTH(I)
10 CONTINUE
if (ismooth(1) .ne. 1) goto 11
12 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter the Element number, 1-ref. 2-unref'
READ (5,*,ERR=12) I,IDO
IF (I.EQ.O) GOTO 11
IF (IDO.EQ.1) IADAPT(I) - IDEPTH(I)
IF (IDO.EQ.2) IADAPT(I) - -IDEPTH(I)
GOTO 12
11 CONTINUE
C
C Do the grid refinements
C
IOLDNE - NE
ITRY - 0
IPROHIB - 0
DO 30 ID - I,MIN(MAXDEPTH,ADAPTDEPTH-1)
C
C Generate children, then scan for elements to adapt
C
CALL GENCHILD (ID+1)
C
C Flag the adjacent elements according to ADAPT-ADJACENT
C
DO 20 I - 1,ADAPTADJACENT
20 CALL SET-ADAPT (IOLDNE,ID,NEIGHBOR)
C
DO 40 IEL - 1,IOLDNE
IF (IADAPT(IEL).EQ.ID) THEN
ITRY - ITRY + 1
CALL EDIVID (IEL,IERROR)
IF (IERROR.GT.1) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' **** ADAPT - error refining grid,'
WRITE (6,*) " return code',IERROR
ENDIF
IF (IERROR.GE.1) IPROHIB - IPROHIB + I
ENDIF
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40 CONTINUE
C
C Fix up virtual nodes
C
CALL VIRFIX
CALL NDHASH
30 CONTINUE
C
C Tell about refinements
C
WRITE (6,*) ITRY-IPROHIB,' Elements refined out of',
& ITRY,' Elements attempted.'
C
C Do the grid coarsenings
C
IPROHIB - 0
ITRY - 0
DO 60 ID - MAXDEPTH,2,-1
CALL GENCHILD(ID)
DO 70 I - 1,NE
C
C Make sure we are coarsening the parent element.
C
IF (IADAPT(I).NE.-ID) GOTO 70
IEL - I
IF (ICHILD(I.I) .EQ. 0) IEL = IPARENT(I)
IF (IDEPTH(IEL).NE.ID) GOTO 70
C
C Coarsen the element
C
ITRY - ITRY + I
CALL ERESTOR (IEL,IERROR)
IF (IERROR.GT.1) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' **** ADAPT - error coarsening grid,'
WRITE (6,*) ' return code',IERROR
ENDIF
IF (IERROR.EQ.1) IPROHIB = IPROHIB + 1
70 CONTINUE
C
C Get rid of deleted elements and nodes
C
CALL GEFIX
CALL GNFIX
CALL NDHASH
60 CONTINUE
C
C Tell about prohibited coarsenings
C
WRITE (6,*) ITRY-IPROHIB,' Elements unrefined out of',
k ITRY,' Elements attempted.'
C
C
C Eliminate all holes
C
CALL ELIMINATEHOLES
C write (6.*) ' elimholes done',nn,ne
CALL VIRFIX
C write (6,*) ' Virfix done',nn,ne
CALL GNFIX
C write (6,*) ' gnfix done',nn,ne
CALL GEFIX
C write (6,*) ' gefix done',nn,ne
C
C All adaptation is done, recalculate geometry and write the grid.
C
NUMADAPT - NUMADAPT + 1
WRITE (NAME. '(6H. grid.I2.2)') NUMADAPT
CALL GRIDDEFNAME (NAME)
CALL WGRID(GRIDFILE)
C write (6,*) ' grid written',nn,ne
C
CALL GEOMETRY
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C write (6,*) ' geometry done',nn,ne
CALL GENDIFFS
C write (6,*) ' differences done',nn,ne
C
C
RETURN
END
C
C Set all elements adjacent to currently adapted ones to be adapted
C
SUBROUTINE SETADAPT (IOLDNE,MYDEPTH,NEIGHBOR)
C
C MYDEPTH is the depth of elements to check for adaptation
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
DIMENSION NEIGHBOR(*)
C
DO 10 I = 1,IOLDNE
10 IADJAC(I) = 0
C
DO 20 I - 1,IOLDNE
IF (IADAPT(I).EQ.MYDEPTH) THEN
DO 30 J - 1,6
IELADJ = IFINFO(J,I)
IF (IELADJ.GT.O) THEN
IF (IDEPTH(IELADJ).EQ.MYDEPTH)
& IADJAC(IELADJ) = MYDEPTH
ENDIF
30 CONTINUE
ENDIF
20 CONTINUE
C
C Set the adjacent elements into IADAPT
C
DO 40 I - 1,IOLDNE
IF (IADAPT(I).EQ.0) IADAPT(I) - IADJAC(I)
40 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
c BFLUXES (stvec)
c This subroutine calculates the fluxes at the boundaries of
c embedded regions and at the inflow/outflow boundaries. The
c solid wall boundary conditions are calculated from here also.
c
c Richard Shapiro 13 March 1986
c
SUBROUTINE BFLUXES (STVEC)
C
C Calculate the fluxes on the inflow/outflow boundaries
C
CALL FFLUXES (STVEC)
C
C Calculate the fluxes on the walls
C
CALL WFLUXES (STVEC)
C
C Do the fluxes for the "virtual" nodes
C
CALL VFLUXES (STVEC)
C
C All nodes now have the correct flux.
C
RETURN
END
C This subroutine calculates the switch for adaptation
C of the mesh.
C
C There are several switch types calculated by the program.
C If ADAPTSWITCH - 0 an elemental switch based on the
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C first difference of density is calculated.
C
C If ADAPTSWITCH has the bit for 64 set, above switch is scaled
C like a normal distribution
C If ADAPTSWITCH has the bit for 128 set, above switch is shifted
C by the median
C If ADAPT-SWITCH has the bit for 256 set, above switch is scaled
C by the switch range.
C
C If ADAPT-SWITCH >= 10000 the following presets are used:
C 10000 - Element first diff, normalized, shifted
C 10001 - Element first diff, normalized, shifted,scaled
C 10002 - Nodal second diff scaled by nodal first diff.
C 10003 - Nodal first diff scaled by nodal density
c
SUBROUTINE CADAPTSW (SWITCH)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
PARAMETER (MAXBINS-100)
DIMENSION SWITCH(*),IBIN(MAXBINS)
LOGICAL NORMALIZE,SHIFT,RESCALE
C
C Loop over all elements, calculating the average
C density and the max difference between the nodal value and
C the average.
C
IADSW - ADAPTSWITCH
IF (ADAPTSWITCH .LT. 10000) THEN
NORMALIZE - MOD(ADAPTSWITCH / 64,2) .EQ. 1
SHIFT = MOD(ADAPTSWITCH / 128,2) .EQ. 1
RESCALE - MOD(ADAPT_SWITCH / 256,2) .EQ. 1
IADSWITCH - MOD(ADAPTSWITCH,32)
ELSE IF (IADSW .GE. 10000 .AND. IADSW.LE.10001) THEN
NORMALIZE - .TRUE.
SHIFT - .TRUE.
RESCALE - MOD(ADAPT_SWITCH,2) .EQ. I
IADSWITCH - 0
ENDIF
IF (ADAPT_SWITCH .EQ. 10002) GOTO 1000
IF (ADAPT-SWITCH .EQ. 10003) GOTO 2000
IF (IADSWITCH.NE.0) THEN
WRITE (6.*) ' ***** CADAPTSW - bad switch type.'
RETURN
ENDIF
C
SUM - 0.
SUMSQ - 0.
C
C Calculate the first difference of density and put in in SWITCH
C
DO 10 IEL - 1,NE
C
C Compute the density difference at all the edges
C the density difference
C
D1 - ABS(U(IC(1,IEL).1) - U(IC(2,IEL),1))
D2 - ABS(U(IC(2,IEL),1) - U(IC(3,IEL),1))
D3 - ABS(U(IC(3,IEL),I) - U(IC(4,IEL),1))
D4 - ABS(U(IC(4,IEL),1) - U(IC(1,IEL),1))
S1 - MAX(D1D,2.D3,D4)
DI - ABS(U(IC(6,IEL).1) - U(IC(6,IEL),1))
D2 - ABS(U(IC(6,IEL),1) - U(IC(7,IEL),1))
D3 - ABS(U(IC(7.IEL),1I) - U(IC(8,IEL),1))
D4 - ABS(U(IC(8,IEL),1) - U(IC(5,IEL),1))
Si - MAX(S1,D1,D2.D3,D4)
D1 - ABS(U(IC(1,IEL),1) - U(IC(5,IEL),1))
D2 - ABS(U(IC(2,IEL),I) - U(IC(6,IEL),I))
D3 - ABS(U(IC(3,IEL),1) - U(IC(7,IEL),1))
D4 - ABS(U(IC(4,IEL).I) - U(IC(8,IEL),I))
SWITCH(IEL) - MAX(S1,D1,D2,D3,D4)
SUM - SUM + SWITCH(IEL)
SUMSQ - SUMSQ + SWITCH(IEL)**2
10 CONTINUE
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C Ignore the fact that the standard deviation should be N-1 weighted,
C since N is large. The Max is in to keep SDEV from being too small.
C
IF (NORMALIZE) THEN
XBAR - SUM / NE
SDEV - MAX(SQRT (SUMSQ / NE - XBAR**2),.05*XBAR,.0005)
DO I=1,NE
SWITCH(I) - (SWITCH(I) - XBAR) / SDEV
ENDDO
ENDIF
C
C Should we find the median?
C
IF (SHIFT) THEN
SWMAX - SWITCH(1)
SWMIN = SWITCH(1)
DO I = 2,NE
SWMAX - MAX(SWMAX,SWITCH(I))
SWMIN - MIN(SWMIN,SWITCH(I))
ENDDO
IF (SWMAX .EQ. SWMIN) RETURN
C
C Figure out how many bins we should use
c
NUMBINS - MIN(MAXBINS,NE/15)
DO I - 1,NUMBINS
IBIN(I) = 0
ENDDO
DO I = 1,NE
BINNO = .9999*(SWITCH(I) - SWMIN) / (SWMAX-SWMIN)
IBINNUM = IFIX(NUMBINS*BINNO) + 1
IBIN(IBINNUM) = IBIN(IBINNUM) + 1
ENDDO
C
C Find the median
C
ITOT - 0
MEDBIN = i
DO WHILE (ITOT .LT. NE/2)
ITOT = ITOT + IBIN(MEDBIN)
MEDBIN - MEDBIN + i
ENDDO
C
C Find the center of the bin and shift the switch
C
CENTER - (FLOAT(MEDBIN) - .5)*(SWMAX - SWMIN)/NUMBINS
CENTER - CENTER + SWMINSCALER - i.
IF (RE-SCALE) SCALER - SWMAX - SWMIN
DO I = 1,NE
SWITCH(I) - (SWITCH(I) - CENTER) / SCALER
ENDDO
ENDIF
RETURN
C
C Second difference scaled by first
C
1000 CONTINUE
C
C Get a second difference of density at the nodes, and an
C "average" at the nodes.
C
CALL SECDIF (RESID(1.2),U(1,.)..TRUE.)
CALL CPAVG (RESID(1,),U(1,1). .TRUE.)
C
C Get the first difference as well
C
CALL FIRSTDIF (RESID(I.3),U(I.,))
C
C Scale things
C
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C write (6,*) * Enter epsilon'
C read (6,*) eps
EPS - .06
DO 1001 I - 1.NN
RESID(I.2) = ABS(RESID(I,2)/(RESID(I,3) + EPS*RESID(I,1)))
1001 CONTINUE
C
C Distribute to elements
C
CALL NODETOELEM (RESID(1,2),SWITCH)
C
C Do auto thresholding
C
IF (AUTOTHRESH) THEN
RMS = 0
DO 1002 I - 1,NE
RMS - RMS + SWITCH(I)**2
1002 CONTINUE
RMS - SQRT(RMS/NE)
ADAPTHIGH = REFTHRESH * RMS
ADAPTLOW = UREFTHRESH * RMS
ENDIF
RETURN
2000 CONTINUE
C
C Switch based on first diff of density, scaled by density
C Get the first difference
C
CALL FIRSTDIF (PGRADN,U(1,1))
C
C Scale things (factor of 7 is needed to normalize to 1)
C
DO I - 1,NN
PGRADN(I) - .1428571*ABS(PGRADN(I)/U(I,1))
ENDDO
C
C Distribute to elements
C
CALL NODETO_ELEM (PGRADN,SWITCH)
RETURN
END
C
C**************************************************************
C**************************************************************
C
C This subroutine calculates a first difference-like
C quantity at each node.
C
SUBROUTINE FIRSTDIF (DIFF,VECT)
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION DIFF(*),VECT(*)
C
C Initialize the vector
C
DO 10 I - 1,NN
10 DIFF (I) = 0.
C
C Go over all elements
C
DO J - 1,NNE
CVD$ NODEPCHK
DO I - ICINVP(J-1)+1.ICINVP(J)
IEL = ICINV(I)
Ti = ABS(VECT(IC(1,IEL)) - VECT(IC(J,IEL)))
T2 = ABS(VECT(IC(2,IEL)) - VECT(IC(J,IEL)))
T3 - ABS(VECT(IC(3.IEL)) - VECT(IC(J,IEL)))
T4 - ABS(VECT(IC(4,IEL)) - VECT(IC(J,IEL)))
T5 - ABS(VECT(IC(5,IEL)) - VECT(IC(J,IEL)))
T6 - ABS(VECT(IC(6,IEL)) - VECT(IC(J.IEL)))
T7 - ABS(VECT(IC(7,IEL)) - VECT(IC(J,IEL)))
T8 - ABS(VECT(IC(8,IEL)) - VECT(IC(J,IEL)))
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DIFF(IC(J,IEL)) - DIFF(IC(J,IEL))
& +Ti+T2+T3+T4+T5+TO+T7+T8
ENDDO
ENDDO
C
C Exceptions
C
CVD$ novector
DO I - 1.NUMVEXCEPT
IEL - IVEXE(I)
INN - IVEXN(I)
NODE - IC(INN,IEL)
Ti = ABS(VECT(IC(I,IEL)) - VECT(NODE))
T2 = ABS(VECT(IC(2,IEL)) - VECT(NODE))
T3 - ABS(VECT(IC(3.IEL)) - VECT(NODE))
T4 - ABS(VECT(IC(4,IEL)) - VECT(NODE))
T5 - ABS(VECT(IC(6,IEL)) - VECT(NODE))
T6O ABS(VECT(IC(6,IEL)) - VECT(NODE))
T7 - ABS(VECT(IC(7,IEL)) - VECT(NODE))
T8 - ABS(VECT(IC(8,IEL)) - VECT(NODE))
DIFF(NODE) - DIFF(NODE)
& +T1+T2+T3+T4+T5+T6+T7+T8
ENDDO
C
C Do the final re-scale
C
DO I - 1.NN
DIFF(I) - DIFF(I) / NODEINEL(I)
ENDDO
RETURN
END
C
C C
C Calculate INWARD normal vector at the boundary nodes
C C
C
SUBROUTINE CCNVECT
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
DIMENSION N(4)
LOGICAL ISSOL
C
C This routine calculates the inward normal vector at the boundaries.
C This is done by taking the product of the cross product of the face
C diagonals and distributing it out to the nodes on that face.
C Only the boundary faces have anything done to them, and a node
C only gets a contribution from the face of the same type.
C Any face with a wall node in it is considered a wall face, so a face
C must be completely far-field in order to count as a far-field node.
C
C In the case of a normal boundary node (i.e.
C one not on an edge) this will give a kind of area-weighted average
C normal vector. This will be normalized to give the actual normal.
C At edge nodes, the normal will not be normal to the surfaces, but
C will be in between them. Hopefully, this will not create too much
C of a problem.
C
C The node types are needed in this routine
C
CALL GENNTYP
C
C****** X-Direction ********
C
DO 100 I - 1.NNE
DO 100 J - 1,NE
100 WKARAY(J,I) - 0.
C
DO 101 IFACE - 1,6
C
C Get the internal nodes for that face
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C
CALL CFNIND(N,IFACE)
C
DO 101 I - 1,NE
C
C See if it's a boundary face
C
IF (IFINFO(IFACE,I).GT.0) GOTO 101
C
C Get the real nodes for the face
C
N1 - IC(N(1),I)
N2 - IC(N(2),I)
N3 = IC(N(3),I)
N4 - IC(N(4),I)
C
C Make up the vectors
C
V13Y - X(2,N3) -X(2,N1)V13Z - X(3,N3) - X(3,N1)
V24Y - X(2,N4) - X(2,N2)
V24Z - X(3,N4) - X(3,N2)
XCROSS - V13Y*V24Z - V13Z*V24Y
c
C Accumulate element contribution
C See if the surface is a solid surface or a far surface
C
ISSOL - NDTYP(N1) .EQ. NTSOL
ISSOL = ISSOL .OR. NDTYP(N2) .EQ. NTSOL
ISSOL - ISSOL .OR. NDTYP(N3) .EQ. NTSOL
ISSOL - ISSOL .OR. NDTYP(N4) .EQ. NTSOL
IF (ISSOL) THEN
ISURFT - NTSOL
ELSE
ISURFT = NTFAR
ENDIF
IF (NDTYP(N1).EQ.0 .OR. NDTYP(N2).EQ.0 .OR.
& NDTYP(N3).EQ.0 .OR.NDTYP(N4).EQ.O)
& ISURFT - 0
IF (ISURFT.EQ.NDTYP(N1))
& WKARAY(I,N(1)) = WKARAY(I,N(1)) + XCROSS
IF (ISURFT.Eq.NDTYP(N2))
& WKARAY(I.N(2)) = WKARAY(I,N(2)) + XCROSS
IF (ISURFT.EQ.NDTYP(N3))
& WKARAY(I,N(3)) - WKARAY(I,N(3)) + XCROSS
IF (ISURFT.EQ.NDTYP(N4))
& WKARAY(I,N(4)) - WKARAY(I,N(4)) + XCROSS
C
101 CONTINUE
C
C Distibute to nodes, and put in place (speed of sound is temp storage)
C
CALL ENDISTRIBUTE (8,A,WKARAY)
DO 102 I - 1,NN
102 ANVECT(1,I) - A(I)
C
C****** Y Direction ********
DO 200 I = 1,NNE
DO 200 J - 1,NE
200 WKARAY(J,I) - 0.
C
DO 201 IFACE - 1,6
C
C Get the internal nodes for that face
C
CALL CFNIND(N,IFACE)
C
DO 201 I - 1,NE
IF (IFINFO(IFACE,I).GT.0) GOTO 201
C
C Get the real nodes for the face
C
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N1 - IC(N(1),I)
N2 - IC(N(2),I)
N3 - IC(N(3),I)
N4 - IC(N(4),I)
C
C Make up the vectors
C
V13X = X(1,N3) - X(1.N1)
V13Z - X(3.N3) - X(3,N1)
V24X = X(I,N4) - X(1,N2)
V24Z - X(3,N4) - X(3,N2)
YCROSS - V13Z*V24X - V13X*V24Z
C
C Accumulate element contribution
C See if the surface is a solid surface or a far surface
C
ISSOL - NDTYP(NI) .EQ. NTSOL
ISSOL - ISSOL .OR. NDTYP(N2) .EQ. NTSOL
ISSOL - ISSOL .OR. NDTYP(N3) .EQ. NT_SOL
ISSOL - ISSOL .OR. NDTYP(N4) .EQ. NTSOL
IF (ISSOL) THEN
ISURFT - NTSOL
ELSE
ISURFT - NTFAR
ENDIF
IF (NDTYP(N1).EQ.0 .OR. NDTYP(N2).EQ.0 .OR.
& NDTYP(N3).EQ.0 .OR.NDTYP(N4).EQ.0)
k ISURFT = 0
IF (ISURFT.EQ.NDTYP(N1))
& WKARAY(I.N(1)) = WKARAY(I.N(1)) + YCROSS
IF (ISURFT.EQ.NDTYP(N2))
k WKARAY(I,N(2)) - WKARAY(I,N(2)) + YCROSS
IF (ISURFT.EQ.NDTYP(N3))
k WKARAY(I,N(3)) = WKARAY(I,N(3)) + YCROSS
IF (ISURFT.EQ.NDTYP(N4))
& WKARAY(I.N(4)) = WKARAY(I,N(4)) + YCROSS
C
201 CONTINUE
C
C Distibute to nodes, and put in place (speed of sound is temp storage)
C
CALL ENDISTRIBUTE (8,A,WKARAY)
DO 202 I - 1,NN
202 ANVECT(2,I) = A(I)
C
C****** Z-Direction ********
DO 300 I = 1,NNE
DO 300 J = 1,NE
300 WKARAY(J,I) - 0.
C
DO 301 IFACE - 1,6
C
C Get the internal nodes for that face
C
CALL CFNIND(N,IFACE)
C
DO 301 I - 1,NE
IF (IFINFO(IFACE,I).GT.0) GOTO 301
C
C Get the real nodes for the face
C
N1 - IC(N(1),I)
N2 - IC(N(2),I)
N3 - IC(N(3),I)
N4 - IC(N(4),I)
C
C Make up the vectors
c
V13X - X(1,N3) - X(1,N1)
V13Y - X(2.N3) - X(2,N1)
V24X - X(1,N4) - X(1,N2)
V24Y - X(2,N4) - X(2,N2)
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ZCROSS - V13X*V24Y - V13Y*V24X
C
C Accumulate element contribution
C See if the surface is a solid surface or a far surface
ISSOL = NDTYP(NI) .EQ. NTSOL
ISSOL - ISSOL .OR. NDTYP(N2)
ISSOL - ISSOL .OR. NDTYP(N3)
ISSOL - ISSOL .OR. NDTYP(N4)
IF (ISSOL) THEN
ISURFT - NTSOL
ELSE
ISURFT - NTFAR
ENDIF
IF
EQ. NTSOL
EQ. NTSOL
EQ. NT_SOL
(NDTYP(NI).EQ.0 .OR. NDTYP(N2).EQ.0 .OR.
NDTYP(N3).EQ.0 .OR.NDTYP(N4).EQ.O)
ISURFT - 0
(ISURFT.EQ.NDTYP(N1))
WKARAY(I,N(1)) = WKARAY(I,N(i)) + ZCROSS
(ISURFT.EQ.NDTYP(N2))
WKARAY(I,N(2)) = WKARAY(I,N(2)) + ZCROSS
(ISURFT.EQ.NDTYP(N3))
WKARAY(I,N(3)) - WKARAY(I,N(3)) + ZCROSS
(ISURFT.EQ.NDTYP(N4))
WKARAY(I,N(4)) - WKARAY(I,N(4)) + ZCROSS
301 CONTINUE
C Distibute to nodes, and put in place (speed of sound is temp storage)
C
CALL ENDISTRIBUTE (8,A,WKARAY)
DO 302 I - 1.NN
302 ANVECT(3,I) - A(I)
C
C************ Normalize the vectors ***************
C (do only the boundary nodes)
C
DO 400 I = IGINFC1),IGINF(NT_VIR)-i
AMAG - SQRT(ANVECT(i,I)**2 +
k ANVECT(2,I)**2 + ANVECT(3,I)**2)
IF (AMAG.GT.0) THEN
ANVECT(1,I) - ANVECT(1,I) / AMAG
ANVECT(2.I) - ANVECT(2,I) / AMAG
ANVECT(3,I) - ANVECT(3,I) / AMAG
ELSE
WRITE (6,*) ' Bad normal vector at node',I
CALL NODEINFO(I)
ENDIF
400 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CCSMOO (STVEC,PGRAD,PGRADS)
This subroutine calculate the fully conservative second and
fourth difference smoothings.
ISMOOTH(2) - Selects type of fourth difference
= 0 - Always on (linear)
- 1 - Switched off near shocks (non-linear)
ISMOOTH(3) - Selects normalization for presure switch
- 0 - Normalize by local pressures
- 1 - Normalize by max value of switch
= 2 - Normalize by 1 and 2 in that order
STVEC(NODE.NEQUA) - state vector to be smoothed
VIS1(NODE.NEQUA) - the fourth differences
VIS (NODE,NEQUA) - the combined second and 4th difference
VISCO2 - coefficient of fourth difference
VISCO1 - coefficient of second difference
PGRAD (ELEM) - pressure gradient switch for each element
PGRADS (NODE) - elemental switch for non-linear fourth difference
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INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION STVEC(MAXN,NEQUA)
DIMENSION PGRAD(MAXE),PGRADS(MAXN)
C
C Calculate the pressure switch
C
CALL CPGRAD (P,PGRAD,PGRADS)
C
C Multiply by viscosities here
C
DO 50 I - 1,NE
PGRAD(I) = PGRAD(I) * VISCOl
50 CONTINUE
C
C
DO 1000 IEQUA - 1,NEQUA
C
C Calculate the second differences of the state vectors
C
CALL SECDIF (VIS1(1,IEqUA),STVEC(1,IEQUA))
C
C multiply VIS1 by VISCO2 to take care of the 4th difference
C and clear out VIS
C
DO 10 I - 1,NN
VIS1(I.IEQUA) - VISI(IIEQUA) * VISCO2
10 CONTINUE
C
C Calculate the combined second/fourth difference smoothing
C
CALL SLIN24 (PGRAD,VIS(I,IEQUA) ,VISI(1,IEQUA).
& STVEC(1,IEQUA))
1000 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE SLIN24 (PGRAD,V,Vi,ST)
C
C Calculate the linear combined 2nd/4th differences conservatively
C PGRAD - pressure switch
C V - Place to put the answer
C V1 - Previously calculated second difference
C ST - State vector
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION PGRAD(*),V(*) ,V(*),ST(*)
C
C Take the second difference of VI and combine it with
C the weighted second difference of ST
C
C First distribute the Pressure switch to the nodes
C
CALL ELEMTONODE (PGRAD.V)
C
C Now finish initializing V. This is done by restoring
C the PGRAD nodal quantity to its summed magnitude, then adding
C in the state vector and the second difference
C
DO 10 I = I.NN
V(I) = NODEINEL(I)*(Vi(I) - V(I)*ST(I))
10 CONTINUE
C
C Calculate the working vector EWORK
C
DO 101 I - 1.NE
EWORK (I) =.125*(V1(IC(I.I)) + VI(IC(2,I)) + VI(IC(3,I)) +
& V1(IC(4.I))+VI(IC(5,I)) + Vi(IC(6,I)) + VI(IC(7,I)) +
k VI(IC(8,I)) -
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& PGRAD(I)* (ST(IC(1,I)) + ST(IC(2,I)) + ST(IC(3,I)) +
& ST(IC(4,I)) + ST(IC(5,I)) + ST(IC(6,I)) +
& ST(IC(7,I)) + ST(IC(8,I))))
101 CONTINUE
C
C Distribute to nodes
C
C
DO 201 J - 1,NNE
CVD$ NODEPCHK
DO 202 I - ICINVP(J-I)+I,ICINVP(J)
V(ICINV1(I)) - V(ICINVI(I))
& - EWORK(ICINV(I))
202 CONTINUE
201 CONTINUE
C
C Exceptions
C
CVD$ novector
CVD$ noconcur
DO I = 1,NUMVEXCEPT
IEL - IVEXE(I)
INN - IVEXN(I)
NODE - IC(INN,IEL)
V(NODE) - V(NODE) - EWORK(IEL)
ENDDO
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CONVPL (XP,YP,SP,NP,XV,SS,NPR)
C
C Create the convex hull of the series of points
C
C XP - X coordinates of points
C YP - Y coordinates of points
C SP - Function values at points
C NP - Total number of points
C
C XV,SS are the corresponding things converted
C
DIMENSION SP(*),XP(*),YP(*)
DIMENSION SS(*),XV(2,*)
C
C
XMAX - XP(1)
IO =
DO IP = 2, NP
IF (XP(IP) .GT. XMAX) THEN
XMAX - XP(IP)
IO - IP
END IF
END DO
C
XXI = XP(IO)
YY1 - YP(IO)
C
XV(1,1) - XxiXV(2.1) = YY1
SS(1) - SP(IO)
C
Ii - 1
TLAST - 0.
C
400 TMIN - 360.
C
DO IP - 1, NP
C
XX2 - XP(IP)
YY2 - YP(IP)
C
DX - XX2 - XX1
DY - YY2 - YY1
C
360
IF (DX .NE. 0. .OR. DY .NE. 0.) THEN
C
THETA - MOD(360. + ATAN2D(DY,DX),360.)
DT - MOD(360. + THETA - TLAST, 360.)
IF (DT .LT. TMIN) THEN
TMIN - DT
I2 - IP
END IF
END IF
END DO
C
XX1 - XP(I2)
YY1 - YP(I2)
C
II = I1 + 1
XV(1,Il) - XX1
XV(2,II) - YY1
SS(I1) - SP(I2)
C
TLAST = MOD(TLAST + TMIN, 360.)
C
IF (12 .NE. IO) GOTO 400
C
NPR - Il - 1
RETURN
END
C Contour a polygon
C
SUBROUTINE CPLOT(XV,FF,NPR,CONT, NCONT)
DIMENSION XV(2,*),FF(*),CONT(*)
IF (NPR.LT.3) RETURN
C
C Special for triangles, call CTRI directly
C
IF (NPR.EQ.3) THEN
CALL CTRI (XV(1,1).XV(2,1),XV(1,2),XV(2,2),XV(1,3),XV(2,3),
& FF(1),FF(2),FF(3),CONTNCONT)
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C Calculate centroid values
C
XC - 0.
YC - 0.
FC - 0.
DO I - 1,NPR
XC - XC + XV(1,I)
YC - YC + XV(2,I)
FC - FC + FF(I)
ENDDO
XC - XC / NPR
YC - YC / NPR
FC - FC / NPR
C
C Do the contouring
C
DO ITRI - 1,NPR
Ii - ITRI
12 - ITRI + 1
IF (IQ.EQ.NPR) I2 = 1
CALL CTRI (XV(1,Il).XV(2,I1),XV(1,I2).XV(2,I2),XC,YC,
& FF(II).FF(I2),FC,CONT,NCONT)
ENDDO
RETURN
END
C
C CTRI - contour a triangle
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C
C X1,X2,X3 - X vertices
C Y1,Y2,Y3 - Y vertices
C Fi,F2,F3 - Function values
C CONT - the contours to draw
C NCONT - how many to draw
C
SUBROUTINE CTRI (X1,Y1,X2,Y2,X3,Y3,FI,F2,F3,CONT,NCONT)
LOGICAL MOVE
DIMENSION CONT(*)
C
C Check for all vertices the same, if so, don't draw any contours
C
IF (FI.EQ.F2 .AND. FI.EQ.F3) RETURN
C
C Loop over the contours
C
DO 100 I - 1,NCONT
FC - CONT(I)
C
C Check for edge contours
C
IF (F1.EQ.F2 .AND. F1.EQ.FC) THEN
CALL GRMOVE(X1,Y1,0)
CALL GRDRAW(X2,Y2,O)
GOTO 100
ELSE IF (FI.EQ.F3 .AND. Fi.Eq.FC) THEN
CALL GRMOVE(XI,YI,O)
CALL GRDRAW(X3,Y3,0)
GOTO 100
ELSE IF (F2.EQ.F3 .AND. F2.EQ.FC) THEN
CALL GRMOVE(X3,Y3,0)
CALL GRDRAW(X2,Y2,0)
GOTO 100
ENDIF
C
C Check for a side I intersection
C
MOVE = .FALSE.
IF (F1.NE.F2) THEN
A - (FC - F1) / (F2 - Fl)
IF (A.GT.0 .AND. A.LT.1) THEN
CALL GRMOVE (X1+(X2-X1)*A,Y1+(Y2-YI)*A,0)
MOVE - .TRUE.
ENDIF
ENDIF
C
C Check for a side 2 intersection
C
IF (F3.NE.F1) THEN
A - (FC - Fl) / (F3 - Fi)
IF (A.GT.0 .AND. A.LT.1) THEN
IF (MOVE) THEN
CALL GRDRAW (X1+(X3-X1)*A,Y1+(Y3-Y1)*A,0)
GOTO 100
ELSE
CALL GRMOVE (XI+(X3-X1)*A,Yi+(Y3-Y1)*A,0)
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
C
C Check for a side 3 intersection
C
IF (F2.NE.F3) THEN
A - (FC - F2) / (F3 - F2)
IF (A.GT.0 .AND. A.LT.1) THEN
CALL GRDRAW (X2+(X3-X2)*A,Y2+(Y3-Y2)*A,0)
ENDIF
ENDIF
100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE CVALUE (XC,F,NP,X,Y,VALUE)
DIMENSION XC(2,*),F(*),XT(2,3)
C
C Return the value of the function F at the point
C X,Y in a polygon with corners listed
C in the array XC
C
IF (NP.LT.3) RETURN
C
C Calculate the centroid and the value there
C
XX - 0.
YY = 0.
FF = 0.
DO I = 1.NP
XX = XX + XC(1,I)
YY - YY + XC(2,I)
FF - FF + F(I)
ENDDO
xx - xx / NPYY YY / NP
FF = FF / NP
C
C Find out which triangle the point is in and
C Determine the value
C
XT(1,1) - XX
XT(2,1) - YY
DO I = 1,NP
J=I+1
IF (I.EQ.NP) J = 1
VALUE - 0.
C
C Get the correct points and things into the right arrays.
C
XT(1,2) = XC(1,I)
XT(2,2) - XC(2,I)
XT(1,3) = XC(1,J)
XT(2,3) - XC(2,J)
c
C See if the point is in this triangle
C
CALL GRINSIDE (IIN,XT,3,X,Y)
IF (IIN.NE.0) THEN
C
C get the areas of the three triangles formed
C
A3 - ATRIANGLE (XT(1,1),XT(2,1),XT(C,2),XT(2,2),X,Y)
A2 - ATRIANGLE (XT(1,1),XT(2.1),XT(1,3),XT(2,3),X,Y)
Ai - ATRIANGLE (XT(2)XT T(,2),XT(.).XT 3),XT(2,3),XY)
A - ATRIANGLE (XT(1,1),XT(2.1).XT(I1,2)XT(2.2),
& XT(1,3),XT(2,3))
IF (A.EQ.O) THEN
VALUE - (FF + F(I) + F(J))/3.
ELSE
VALUE - (AI*FF + A2*F(I) + A3*F(J)) / A
ENDIF
RETURN
ENDIF
ENDDO
RETURN
END
C
C This subroutine finds the area of a triangle using Heron's formula
C AREA - SQRT (S(S-A)(S-B)(S-C))
C where S is the semiperimeter
C
FUNCTION ATRIANGLE (X1,Y1,X2,Y2,X3,Y3)
DOUBLE PRECISION DISTANCE.A.B.CS
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C
C Statement function to get a distance
C
DISTANCE (XA,YA,XB,YB) - DSQRT ( DBLE(XA-XB)**2
& + DBLE(YA-YB)**2 )
C
C Find the side lengths
C
A - DISTANCE (XI,Y1,X2,Y2)
B - DISTANCE (X3,Y3,X2,Y2)
C - DISTANCE (X1,Y1,X3,Y3)
S - .5*(A + B + C)
A - DSQRT ( S*(S-A)*(S-B)*(S-C) )
ATRIANGLE - A
RETURN
END
CVD$G NOLSTVAL
C
C CRESID - calculate residuals based on flux vectors
C currently stored in F vector
C
C
C / T
C I dNi dNi
C RESID - - IN (---Ei + ---Fi) JJI dr ds (in 2 d)
C I dx dy
C /
C
C Note that the IJI in the
C integral cancels the IJI in the denominator of the calculation
C of the derivatives in physical space, so that the calculation
C is always well-defined. Also, in a well-constructed grid, the
C Jacobian will never be 0 inside an element (it may be zero at
C a node, however).
C
C In this implementation, exact integration is used for all
C elements.
C
SUBROUTINE CRESID
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
C
CALL TIMEIT (START-TIME)
C
C Clear out the residual array
C
DO J = 1,NEQUA
DO I - 1,NN
RESID (I,J) - 0
ENDDO
ENDDO
C
C Loop over the elements and the equations
C
C
DO 101 IEQUA - 1,NEQUA
C
C Calculate the element fluxes
C
CALL CCVRESID (IEQUA)
C
C Distribute out to nodes
C
CALL ELEMTO_NODE (WKARAY,RESID(,1IEQUA))
101 CONTINUE
C
C All the residuals are now calculated, return now to do the update
C
CALL TIMEIT(ENDTIME)
DRESIDUALTIME - END-TIME - STARTTIME
RESIDUALJTIME - RESIDUALTIME + DRESIDUAL_TIME
RETURN
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END
C
C This file contains subroutines for calculating
C elemental flux residuals. These residuals are put in
C the temporary variable WKARAY(NE,NNE) where WKARAY (*,I)
C is the contribution from an element to it's Ith node.
C
C CCV_RESID - Cell-Vertex
C
CVD$G NOLSTVAL
C
C
SUBROUTINE C_CV_RESID (IEQUA)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
C
Cvd$ nodepchk
DO 100 IEL - 1,NE
C
C Get the fluxes for each element, multiply by the weight for
C each element and accumulate.
C
INODE = IC(1,IEL)
TEMP - FX(IEQUA.INODE)*XDIFF(1,IEL) +
a FY(IEQUA.INODE)*YDIFF(1.IEL) +
k FZ(IEQUA.INODE)*ZDIFF(1,IEL)
C
INODE - IC(2,IEL)
TEMP = TEMP + FX(IEQUA,INODE)*XDIFF(2,IEL) +
& FY(IEQUA.INODE)*YDIFF(2,IEL) +
& FZ(IEQUA.INODE) *ZDIFF(2,IEL)
C
INODE - IC(3,IEL)
TEMP - TEMP + FX(IEqUA,INODE)*XDIFF(3,IEL) +
& FY(IEQUA.INODE)*YDIFF(3.IEL) +
SFZ (IEQUA.INODE) *ZDIFF(3 IEL)
C
INODE - IC(4.IEL)
TEMP - TEMP + FX(IEQUA,INODE)*XDIFF(4.IEL) +
k FY(IEQUAINODE)*YDIFF(4.IEL) +
a FZ(IEQUA.INODE) *ZDIFF(4. IEL)
C
INODE = IC(5,IEL)
TEMP = TEMP + FX(IEQUA,INODE)*XDIFF(5,IEL) +
a FY(IEQUAINODE)*YDIFF(56,IEL) +
k FZ (IEQUAINODE) *ZDIFF(5 IEL)
C
INODE - IC(6,IEL)
TEMP - TEMP + FX(IEQUA.INODE)*XDIFF(6,IEL) +
a FY(IEQUA,INODE)*YDIFF(6.IEL) +
a FZ(IEQUA.INODE) *ZDIFF(6 IEL)
C
INODE - IC(7,IEL)
TEMP - TEMP + FX(IEQUA,INODE)*XDIFF(7,IEL) +
a FY(IEQUA,INODE)*YDIFF(7.IEL) +
a FZ(IEQUA. INODE) *ZDIFF (7IEL)
C
INODE - IC(8,IEL)
TEMP - TEMP + FX(IEQUA,INODE)*XDIFF(8.IEL) +
a FY(IEQUA.INODE)*YDIFF(8,IEL) +
a FZ(IEQUAINODE)*ZDIFF(8 IEL)
C
WKARAY(IEL,1) = TEMP
100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CRMS (ITEM,THING)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
CHARACTER*20 PLTITLE(7)
DATA PLTITLE /'PRESSURE','DENSITY' 'MACH NUMBER',
a 'ENTROPY','TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS','PRESSURE SWITCH',
k 'ADAPTATION SWITCH'/
DIMENSION ALIMITS(4),THING(*)
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IF (ITEM.EQ.100) THEN
RETURN
ENDIF
WRITE (6.*) ' Information about ',PLTITLE(ITEM)
CALL GRGETLIMITS (THING,THING,NN,ALIMITS)
WRITE (6,*) ' Range is',ALIMITS(1),' to',ALIMITS(2)
RMS - 0.
RMSINT - 0.
DO I - 1,IGINF(1)-1
RMSINT - RMSINT + THING(I)**2
RMS - RMS + THING(I)**2
ENDDO
DO I - IGINF(1),NN
RMS - RMS + THING(I)**2
ENDDO
RMS - SQRT(RMS/NN)
RMSINT = SQRT(RMSINT/(IGINF(1)-I))
WRITE (6,*) ' RMS value is',RMS,' (all nodes)'
WRITE (6,*) ' ',RMSINT,' (interior nodes)'
9999 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DPRIMV (FILENAME)
C
C Write the primitive variables RHO, U, V, W and P to a formatted
C output file
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'IOCOMMON.INC'
CHARACTER*64 FILENAME
C
CALL FLUXES(U)
OPEN (UNIT-10,FILE=FILE_NAME,STATUS= 'UNKNOWN')
npage - 80
WRITE (10,*) ' Primitive variables'
do 11 ipage - O,nn-1,npage
WRITE (10,*) ' Iteration:',ITER
WRITE (10,1001) 'X','Y','Z','R','U','V','W','P '
DO 10 I - ipage+l,min(nn,ipage+npage)
UL - U(I,2) / U(I,1)
VL - U(I,3) / U(I,1)
WL = U(I,4) / U(I,1)
WRITE (10,1000) I,X(1,I),X(2,I),x(3,I),& U(I,1),UL,VL,WL,P(I)
10 CONTINUE
WRITE(10,'(A2)') ' ' II// char(12)
11 continue
1000 format(i5,3f8.3,5g10.3)
1001 format(' NODE' ,3(' ',Al." '),5(' ',Al' '))
C
CLOSE (10)
RETURN
END
C Subroutines to divide elements
C***********************************************************************
C Subroutine to divide an element into 8 elements.
C
C The following algorithm is used:
C
C 1) Check to make sure element is refinable by making sure
C that none of its nodes are virtual nodes.
C 2) Generate the new nodes. If the facing element is of the same
C depth, the node created is virtual. If the facing element
C is on the surface, an appropriate boundary node is created.
C If the facing element is of greater
C depth, the node is re-used and its type is changed.
C Edge nodes are reused if they are found, otherwise they
C are created. Since this can result in multiple nodes,
C a final mesh check is done to eliminate them.
C
C 3) Generate element connectivities and update IDEPTH, IPARENT,
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C ICHILD and ICREATE arrays.
C 4) Generate IFINFO codes. If a facing element is of same depth,
C no special work is needed. If it is of a greater depth,
C search through the neighbor to find which surfaces point
C at the element. Update these to the new values, and
C create IFINFO for the element.
C
C IEL - element to divide
C IERROR - return code, 0 for succesful division
C 1 - for division failure due to bad neighbors
C 2 - lack of space
C
SUBROUTINE EDIVID (IEL,IERROR)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE "EMBED.INC'
C
LOGICAL TEST,EDIVCK
C
C These arrays are used to store element information
C
DIMENSION NEWN(27),NEWE(2**NCN),ICF(4),ND(5),NF(4)
C
C This array stores the list of the nodes used to make up each new element
C
DIMENSION NINDEX(8,8)
DATA NINDEX /20,1,13,4,9,15,19,18,
& 1,21.2,13,15,10,16,19,
& 13,2,22,3,19,16.11,17,
k 4.13,3,23,18,19,17,12,
& 9,15,19,18,24,5,14,8,
& 15,10,16,19,5,25,6,14,
& 19,18,11,17,14,6,26,7,
k 18,19,17,12.8,14,7,27 /
C
C EINDEX stores the edge nodes on a particular face
C
INTEGER EINDEX(4,6)
DATA EINDEX /1,2,3.4,
& 7,6,5,8,
& 9,5,10,1,
& 6,11,2,10,
& 3,11,7,12,
& 4,12,8,9/
C
C FACE1UP contains the 3 internal faces for each element, and
C FACE2UP contains the internal numbers for the new faces.
C
INTEGER FACE1UP(3,8), FACE2UP(3,8)
DATA FACE1UP /2,4,5,2,6.6,2,3,6,2,3,4,
& 1,4,5,1,5,6,1,3,6,1,3,41
DATA FACE2UP /5,2,4,6,3,1,7,2,4,8,1,3,& 1,6,8,2,7,6,3,6,8,4,5,7/
IERROR - 0
C
C Make sure there is room for new elements/nodes
C
IF (NE+7.GT.MAXE .OR. NN+19 .GT. MAXN) THEN
IERROR - 2
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C Make sure the division is allowable by checking the
C neighbors; initialize some things to keep track of faces.
C
IF (.NOT.EDIVCK(IEL)) THEN
IERROR - I
RETURN
ENDIF
C
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C Create the new element numbers, and store the old node numbers
C
DO 11 I - 1,8
NEWE(I) - NE + I - I
NEWN(I+19) - IC(IIEL)
11 CONTINUE
NEWE(1) - IEL
C
DO 12 I = 1,18
12 NEWN(I) - 0
C
C Now create the new nodes. First, do the center node. This will
C always be of type 0 (ordinary)
C
NN - NN + 1
NEWN(19) - NNX(1,NN) - 0X(2.NN) O0X(3,NN) - 0
DO 20 I - 1,NEQUA
20 U(NN,I) - 0
DO 22 II - 1,8
X(1,NN) - X(1,NN) + .125*X(1,IC(II,IEL))
X(2,NN) - X(2,NN) + .125*X(2,IC(II,IEL))
X(3,NN) - X(3,NN) + .125*X(3,IC(II,IEL))
DO 24 III - 1,NEQUA
24 U(NN,III) = U(NN,III) + .125*U(IC(II,IEL),III)
22 CONTINUE
NDTYP(NN) - 0
C
C Now see what edge nodes we need to generate
C First, look for boundary faces and create the edge nodes on them.
C
DO 200 IFACE - 1,6
IF (IFINFO(IFACE,IEL).LE.0) THEN
CALL CFNODE (IEL,ICF,IFACE)
DO 202 I - 1,4
IF (NEWN(EINDEX(I,IFACE)).EQ.0) THEN
NLEFT - ICF(I)
II - I + 1
IF (II.EQ.5) II = 1
NRIGHT = ICF(II)
CALL NEWBNODE(NEWNODE,NLEFT,NRIGHT)
NEWN(EINDEX(I.IFACE)) = NEWNODE
ENDIF
202 CONTINUE
ENDIF
200 CONTINUE
C
C Now do the 6 faces again, updating IFINFO and finding the
C edge/face nodes if they exist.
C
DO 100 IFACE - 1,6
C
C Get the element(s) on the face, and nodes if they exist.
C
CALL ELFACE (IEL,IFACE,NF,JFACE,ND)
CALL CFNIND (ICF,IFACE)
C
C Do the case where we don't have to create any nodes
C
IF (ND(5).NE.0) THEN
C Use the face node
NEWN(IFACE+12) - ND(5)
NDTYP(ND(6)) - 0
DO 101 I - 1,4
C Update the face information
IFINFO(IFACE.NEWE(ICF(I))) - NF(I)
IFINFO(JFACE,NF(I)) - NEWE(ICF(I))
C
C Store away the edge nodes
C
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IF (NEWN(EINDEX(I,IFACE)).EQ.0)
NEWN(EINDEX(I.IFACE)) - ND(I)
CONTINUE
Do the case where the face is newly divided
ELSE
Create the midface node, and upgrade
CALL NEWFNODE(IEL,IFACE)
NEWN(IFACE+12) = NN
NEWFACE - IFINFO(IFACE,IEL)
ENDIF
IFINFO(IFACE,NEWE(ICF(1)))
IFINFO(IFACE.NEWE(ICF(2)))
IFINFO(IFACE,NEWE(ICF(3)))
IFINFO(IFACENEWE(ICF(4)))
the face information
NEWFACE
NEWFACE
NEWFACE
NEWFACE
Do the next face
CONTINUE
Next look for any remaining uncreated edge nodes, and create them
This is done most easily outside any loops.
C
C
C
C
100
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
400
C
C
C
C
300
C
C
C
220
C
C
C
All the nodes and face codes are set up, now generate the elements
DO 400 I - 1.8
DO 400 J - 1,8
IC(J,NEWE(I)) - NEWN(NINDEX(J,I))
NE - NE + 7
Generate the internal face codes for the new elements
DO 300 J - 1,8
DO 300 I - 1,3
IFINFO(FACE1UP(I,J),NEWE(J)) - NEWE(FACE2UP(I,J))
CONTINUE
Update IDEPTH, IPARENT, ICREATE and ICHILD arrays
MYDEPTH - IDEPTH(IEL) + 1
IDEPTH(IEL) - MYDEPTH
ICHILD(1,IEL) - IEL
DO 220 I - 2,8
IETYP(NEWE(I)) - IETYP(IEL)
IADAPT(NEWE(I)) - 0
IPARENT(NEWE(I)) - IEL
IDEPTH(NEWE(I)) - MYDEPTH
ICREATE(NEWE(I)) - MYDEPTH
ICHILD(IIEL) - NEWE(I)
CONTINUE
MAXDEPTH - MAX (MAXDEPTH,MYDEPTH)
The division is complete.
RETURN
END
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101
C
(NEWN(1).EQ.0) CALL NEWENODE(NEWN(1),IC(1,IEL),IC(2,IEL))(NEWN(2).EQ.0) CALL NEWENODE(NEWN(2),IC(2,IEL),IC(3,IEL))
(NEWN(3).EQ.0) CALL NEWENODE(NEWN(3),IC(3,IEL),IC(4,IEL))
(NEWN(4).EQ.0) CALL NEWENODE(NEWN(4),IC(4,IEL),IC(I,IEL))
(NEWN(5).EQ.0) CALL NEWENODE(NEWN(5),IC(5,IEL),IC(6,IEL))(NEWN(6).EQ.0) CALL NEWENODE(NEWN(6),IC(6,IEL),IC(7,IEL))(NEWN(7).EQ.0) CALL NEWENODE(NEWN(7),IC(7,IEL),IC(8,IEL))(NEWN(8).EQ.0) CALL NEWENODE(NEWN(8),IC(8,IEL),IC(5,IEL))(NEWN(9).Eq.0) CALL NEWENODE(NEWN(9),IC(1,IEL),IC(5.IEL))(NEWN(IO).EQ.0) CALL NEWENODE(NEWN(IO),IC(2,IEL),IC(6,IEL))(NEWN(II).EQ.0) CALL NEWENODE(NEWN(II11),IC(3,IEL),IC(7,IEL))(NEWN(12).EQ.0) CALL NEWENODE(NEWN(12),IC(4,IEL),IC(8,IEL))
C Here are some utility routines for mesh division.
C**********************************************************************
C NEWFNODE - Create a new node on element IEL, face IFACE
C
SUBROUTINE NEWFNODE (IEL,IFACE)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
DIMENSION ICF(4)
C
C Calculate the new coordinates and state vectors
C
CALL CFNODE (IEL.ICF,IFACE)
NN - NN + 1
X(1,NN) - 0.
X(2,NN) - 0.
X(3,NN) - 0.
DO 1 I = 1,NEQUA
U(NN,I) = 0.
1 CONTINUE
C
NT - 0
C
DO 10 I - 1.4
NINFO(I,NN) - ICF(I)
X(I,NN) - X(1,NN)+ .25*X(I,ICF(I))
X(2,NN) - X(2,NN)+ .25*X(2,ICF(I))
X(3,NN) - X(3,NN)+ .25*X(3,ICF(I))
DO 11 J - I,NEQUA
11 U(NN,J) - U(NN,J) + .25*U(ICF(I),J)
C
C Check the node typing. If there is a solid, the node is
C a solid.
C
IF (NDTYP(ICF(I)).EQ.NTSOL) NT = NT_SOL
IF (NDTYP(ICF(I)).EQ.NTFAR .AND. NT.NE.NT_SOL)
& NT - NTFAR
10 CONTINUE
C
C If the face is not a boundary face, the thing is not a boundary node
C
IF (IFINFO(IFACE,IEL).GT.0) NT = NTVIRF
NDTYP(NN) - NT
RETURN
END
C NEWENODE - Create a new edge node midway between
C nodes NLEFT and NRIGHT.
C
SUBROUTINE NEWENODE (NEWN,NLEFT,NRIGHT)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
C
C See if there is a virtual node that has Ni1 and N2 in common
C
CALL NDFIND(NEWNODE, NLEFT, NRIGHT)
IF (NEWNODE.NE.0) THEN
NEWN - NEWNODE
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C We have to make a new node.
C Calculate the new coordinates
C
NN - NN + 1
NEWN - NN
X(I,NN) - .5*(X(1,NLEFT) + X(1,.NRIGHT))
X(2,NN) - .5*(X(2,NLEFT) + X(2,NRIGHT))
X(3,NN) - .5*(X(3,NLEFT) + X(3,NRIGHT))
DO 10 I - 1,NEQUA
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10 U(NN,I) = .5*(U(NLEFT,I) + U(NRIGHT,I))
C
NDTYP(NN) - NTVIR
NINFO(1,NEWN) - NLEFT
NINFO(2,NEWN) - NRIGHT
C
C Insert the nodes into the hash tables
C
CALL NDINS(NN.NLEFT,NRIGHT)
RETURN
END
C NEWBNODE - Create a new boundary node of a type determined
C by nodes NLEFT and NRIGHT. NLEFT and NRIGHT are the nodes near this
C node.
C
SUBROUTINE NEWBNODE (NEWN,NLEFT,NRIGHT)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
C
CALL NDFIND (NEWNODE,NLEFTNRIGHT)
C
C See what type the node will eventually become
C
C ITI = NDTYP (NRIGHT)
C IT2 = NDTYP (NLEFT)
C NT = NTFAR
C IF (IT1.Eq.NTSOL.OR.IT2.EQ.NTSOL) NT = NTSOL
IF (NEWNODE.NE.0) THEN
NEWN - NEWNODE
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C New node, calculate the new coordinates
C
NN - NN + 1
C CALL BDINTERP(NLEFT,NRIGHT,X(1,NN),X(2,NN))
X(1,NN) - .5*(X(1,NLEFT) + X(1,NRIGHT))
X(2,NN) - .5*(X(2.NLEFT) + X(2,NRIGHT))
X(3,NN) - .5*(X(3,NLEFT) + X(3,NRIGHT))
DO 10 I - 1,NEQUA
10 U(NN,I) - .5*(U(NLEFT,I) + U(NRIGHT,I))
C
NINFO(1,NN) - NLEFT
NINFO(2,NN) = NRIGHT
NDTYP(NN) - NTVIR
NEWN - NN
CALL NDINS (NN,NLEFT,NRIGHT)
RETURN
END
C
C Function to see if it's O.K. to divide an element by checking to
C see if there are any virtual nodes in the element.
C
LOGICAL FUNCTION EDIVCK (IEL)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
LOGICAL TEST
TEST - .FALSE.
DO I - 1,8
TEST - TEST .OR. (NDTYP(IC(I,IEL)).EQ.NTVIR)
TEST - TEST .OR. (NDTYP(IC(I,IEL)).EQ.NTVIRF)
ENDDO
EDIVCK - .NOT. TEST
END
C
C
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C This series of subroutines maintains a nodal hash table for the virtual
C nodes. The hash algorithm is to take the sum of the left and right nodes
C modulo HASHPR, where HASHPR determines the number of hash tables
C available.
C
C The hash list consists of the following data structures:
C HASHSTART(I:HASHPR) - The starting place in the data array for
C The nodal hash table. If it is 0, there is no entry yet.
C HASHEND(I:HASHPR) - The last entry in the table. This makes
C inserting fast.
C HASHLEN - The total number of entries in the hash table
C HASHTAB(4,MAXHASH) - The hash table itself
C (1,I) - The node itself
C (2,I) - The left number, must be less than
C (3,I) - The right number
C (4,I) - The next entry in the list, or 0 if there are
C no more entries.
C
C NDFIND(NODE,N1,N2) searches the table for a node
C NDINS (NODE,N1,N2) inserts a node into the table
C NDHASH Generates the hash tables.
C
SUBROUTINE NDHASH
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
INTEGER HASHPR,HASHLEN, HASHSTART,HASHEND
PARAMETER (HASHPR-1009)
COMMON /HASHES/ HASHEND(HASHPR),HASHSTART(HASHPR),HASHLEN
C
C Clear out hashstart
C
DO 1 I = 1,HASHPR
HASHSTART(I) = 0
HASHEND(I) = 0
1 CONTINUE
HASHLEN - 0
C
C Insert all the virtual nodes into the hash table
C
DO 10 I - 1,NN
IF (NDTYP(I).EQ.NT_VIR) CALL NDINS(I,NINFO(1,I),NINFO(2,I))
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE NDINS(NODE,N1,N2)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
INTEGER HASHPR,HASHLEN, HASHSTART,HASHEND
PARAMETER (HASHPR=1009)
COMMON /HASHES/ HASHEND(HASHPR), HASHSTART(HASHPR) , HASHLEN
C
C Get the hash function
C
IHASH - MOD(NI+N2,HASHPR) + 1
HASHLEN - HASHLEN + 1
NNI - Ni
NN2 - N2
IF (N2.LT.N1) THEN
NN1 - N2
NN2 - Ni
ENDIF
C
C See if we have any entries in the bucket IHASH
C
IF (HASHEND(IHASH).EQ.0) THEN
HASHSTART(IHASH) - HASHLEN
HASHEND(IHASH) - HASHLEN
HASHTAB(1,HASHLEN) - NODE
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HASHTAB(2,HASHLEN) = NNI
HASHTAB(3,HASHLEN) = NN2
HASHTAB(4,HASHLEN) - 0
ELSE
HASHTAB(4,HASHEND(IHASH)) = HASHLEN
HASHTAB(1,HASHLEN) - NODE
HASHTAB(2,HASHLEN) = NN1
HASHTAB(3,HASHLEN) - NN2
HASHTAB(4,HASHLEN) - 0
HASHEND(IHASH) = HASHLEN
ENDIF
RETURN
C
C This entry finds an element in a hash table if it exists.
C
ENTRY NDFIND (NODE,N1,N2)
C
C Figure out where the thing is
C
IHASH = MOD(NI+N2,HASHPR) + 1
NODE = 0
IF (HASHSTART(IHASH).EQ.0) RETURN
NNI = Ni
NN2 = N2
IF (N2.LT.NI) THEN
NN1 = N2
NN2 = Ni
ENDIF
C
C Start looking through the table
C
IIND = HASHSTART(IHASH)
10 CONTINUE
IF (NN1.EQ.HASHTAB(2,IIND) .AND. NN2.Eq.HASHTAB(3,IIND)) THEN
NODE = HASHTAB(1,IIND)
RETURN
ENDIF
IF (IIND.EQ.HASHEND(IHASH)) RETURN
IIND = HASHTAB(4,IIND)
IF (IIND.NE.0) GOTO 10
C
C If we get here, we made an error in generating the table
C
WRITE (6,*) **** NDFIND - error in hash tables'
RETURN
END
C***********************************************************************
C This little subroutine returns all the elements on a face.
C If JFACE - 0
C if NF(1) - 0 an error occurred, otherwise
C if NF(1) <> 0, then NF(1) is the adjacent element, and it is
C coarser then IEL
C
SUBROUTINE ELFACE (IEL,IFACE,NF,JFACE, ND)
C
C IEL - the element about which we want the neighbor into
C IFACE - the face of the element
C NF(1)-NF(4) - the neighboring elements, such that N1 shares the first
C node on IFACE, etc.
C JFACE - the face of NF(1)-NF(4) that borders IEL
C If this is zero, then the adjacent element is coarser.
C ND - the nodes on the face if the face has been previously divided,
C such that ND(1)-ND(4) are the nodes on edges 1-4 of the face
C in IEL, and ND(5) is the node on the face center. ND is
C 0 if the adjacent element has not been subdivided.
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
DIMENSION NF(4),ICF(4),ND(5),ICF1(4),ICF2(4)
C
DO I = 1,4
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NF(I) - 0
ND(I) - 0
ENDDO
ND(5) - 0
JFACE - 0
C
C Get the "adjacent" element
C
IELADJ - IFINFO(IFACE,IEL)
IF (IELADJ.LE.0) RETURN
NF(1) - IELADJ
C
C See how the depths compare
C Adjacent element is coarser, return the element and we are done.
C
IF (IDEPTH(IEL).GT.IDEPTH(IELADJ)) RETURN
C
C Same or deeper, search for a face pointing at IEL
C
IF (IDEPTH(IEL).EQ.IDEPTH(IELADJ)) THEN
DO 10 JFACE - 1,6
IF (IFINFO(JFACE,IELADJ).EQ.IEL) RETURN
10 CONTINUE
C error if we get here
GOTO 1000
ENDIF
C
C We have only the tricky case left. We will just do a brute-force
C search through all the child elements until we find which face points
C back, then we will brute-force search until we get the elements lined
C up right. Note that we can do this since we are making some assumptions
C that we did not make in the 2-d code--that is, ICHILD must be valid.
C
C Search for the face
C
DO 20 I - 1,8
DO 20 J - 1,6
IF (IFINFO(J,ICHILD(I,IELADJ)).EQ.IEL) GOTO 21
20 CONTINUE
C Error if we get here
GOTO 1010
C
21 CONTINUE
JFACE = J
C
C We now look through all the elements to find the one that shares
C the appropriate face node.
C
CALL CFNODE(IEL,ICF, IFACE)
CALL CFNIND(ICF1,JFACE)
DO 30 I = 1,4
DO 31 J - 1,8
DO 32 K - 1,4
IF (ICF(I).EQ.IC(ICF1(K),ICHILD(J,IELADJ))) THEN
NF(I) - ICHILD(J,IELADJ)
IF (IFINFO(JFACE,NF(I)) .NE. IEL) GOTO 1020
GOTO 30
ENDIF
32 CONTINUE
31 CONTINUE
C
C Error if we get here
GOTO 1020
30 CONTINUE
C
C We now have the four elements, such that NF(I) has the the element
C sharing node I on the face. Now we need to find the 5 nodes on that
C face. ND(O) is the face center node, and ND(1)-ND(4) are the nodes
C on the IFACE entry of IEL.
C
C Find the node shared by 1 and 3. This will be the center node.
C
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CALL CFNODE(NF(1),ICF1,JFACE)
CALL CFNODE(NF(3),ICF2,JFACE)
DO 40 I - 1,4
DO 40 J - 1,4
IF (ICFI(I).EQ.ICF2(J)) GOTO 41
40 CONTINUE
GOTO 1030
41 ND(5) - ICF1(I)
C
C Find the nodes shared between 1 and 2. These should be ND(5) and
C ND(1)
C
CALL CFNODE(NF(2),ICF2,JFACE)
DO 42 I - 1,4
DO 42 J = 1,4
IF (ICFI(I).EQ.ICF2(J) .AND. ICFI(I).NE.ND(5)) GOTO 43
42 CONTINUE
GOTO 1030
43 ND(1) - ICFI(I)
C
C Find the nodes shared between 2 and 3. These should be ND(S) and
C ND(2)
C
CALL CFNODE(NF(3),ICF1,JFACE)
DO 44 I - 1,4
DO 44 J = 1,4
IF (ICF1(I).EQ.ICF2(J) .AND. ICFI(I).NE.ND(5)) GOTO 45
44 CONTINUE
GOTO 1030
45 ND(2) - ICF1(I)
C
C Find the nodes shared between 3 and 4. These should be ND(6) and
C ND(3)
C
CALL CFNODE(NF(4),ICF2,JFACE)
DO 46 I = 1,4
DO 46 J - 1,4
IF (ICF1(I).EQ.ICF2(J) .AND. ICFL(I).NE.ND(5)) GOTO 47
46 CONTINUE
GOTO 1030
47 ND(3) = ICF1(I)
C
C Find the nodes shared between 4 and 1. These should be ND(5) and
C ND(4)
C
CALL CFNODE(NF(1),ICF1 ,JFACE)
DO 48 I - 1,4
DO 48 J = 1,4
IF (ICF1(I).EQ.ICF2(J) .AND. ICF1(I).NE.ND(5)) GOTO 49
48 CONTINUE
GOTO 1030
49 ND(4) - ICFL(I)
C
C Everything has now been found, we are ready to return
C
RETURN
C
C Error in the faces calculation. There are 3 types caught here.
C Line 1000 is for bad reciprocity, same depth
C Line 1010 is for bad reciprocity, finer depth
C Line 1020 is for confused reciprocity, finer depth
C Line 1030 is for elements missing shared nodes
C
1030 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,*) ' **** ELFACE - failed to find some shared nodes.'
GOTO 2000
1020 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,*) ' **** ELFACE - confused reciprocity, finer depth.'
GOTO 2000
1010 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,*)
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& * **** ELFACE - missing reciprocal face, finer depth.
GOTO 2000
1000 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,*)
& **** ELFACE - missing reciprocal face, same depth.'
GOTO 2000
2000 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,*) ' IEL/IFACE =',IEL,IFACE
C
NF(1) = 0
JFACE - 0
RETURN
END
C
C This subroutine returns the four nodes on a the face of a
C particular element.
C
C IEL - the element of interest
C IFACE - the face of interest
C ICF - the 4 nodes on the face, in the correct order as determined
C by the element definition
C
SUBROUTINE CFNODE (IEL,ICF,IFACE)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION ICF(4),IFACES(4,6)
C
C IFACES contains the nodes that make up each face
C
DATA IFACES /1,2,3,4,
& 8,7,6,5,
& 1,5,6,2,
& 6,7,3,2,
& 4,3,7,8,
k 1,4,8,5 /
C
DO 10 I = 1,4
ICF(I) - IC(IFACES(I,IFACE),IEL)
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
C***********************************************************************
C***********************************************************************
C This entry point just returns the nodes making up the face
C
ENTRY CFNIND (ICF,IFACE)
DO 20 I = 1,4
ICF(I) = IFACES(I,IFACE)
20 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C ELIMINATEHOLES searches the mesh for holes and gets rid of them
C
SUBROUTINE ELIMINATEHOLES
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
LOGICAL DIVIDE
C
C To eliminate holes, we search through the mesh starting at the
C coarsest levels and running to the finest. If an element has
C more than 3 faces divided, it is considered to be a hole.
C
C write (6,*) ' Eholes?'
C10101 read (5,*,err-10O01) ians
C if (ians.eq.0) return
IPASS = 0
1 IHOLES - 0
C
C Loop over all levels
C
DO ILEVEL - 1,MAXDEPTH-1
CALL GENCHILD (ILEVEL+I)
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IOLDNE - NE
DO I - 1,IOLDNE
IF (IDEPTH(I).EQ.ILEVEL) THEN
IF (ISHOLE(I).EQ.1) THEN
CALL EDIVID(I,IERROR)
IF (IERROR.EQ.O) IHOLES = 1
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDDO
ENDDO
IF (IHOLES.NE.O) THEN
IPASS - IPASS + I
GOTO 1
ENDIF
WRITE (6,*) ' Hole elimination required',IPASS,' passes.'
RETURN
END
C********************************************************************
C********************************************************************
C ISHOLE (IEL) - return 1 if the element is a hole, 0
C otherwise.
C
INTEGER FUNCTION ISHOLE (IEL)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
ISHOLE - 0
IFINE = 0
MYDEPTH - IDEPTH(IEL)
C
C Loop through the faces
C
DO I - 1,2*NCN
IELADJ - IFINFO(I,IEL)
IF (IELADJ.LE.O) THEN
IFINE - IFINE + 1
ELSE IF (IDEPTH(IELADJ).GT.MYDEPTH) THEN
IFINE - IFINE + I
ENDIF
ENDDO
C
C Figure out what to do based on this info
C
IF (IFINE.GE.4) IS_HOLE - 1
RETURN
END
C these two subroutines turn nodal quantities into elemental
C quantities and vice versa
SUBROUTINE NODETO_ELEM (QNODE,QELEM)
C
C QNODE - nodal quantity (input)
C QELEM - elemental values of that quantity (output)
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION QNODE(*),QELEM(*)
C
C Loop over all the elements, accumulating from the nodes
C
DO J - 1,NE
QELEM(J) - O.125*(QNODE(IC(I,J)) + QNODE(IC(2,J)) +
& QNODE(IC(3,J)) + QNODE(IC(4,J)) +
& QNODE(IC(6,J)) + QNODE(IC(6,J)) +
& QNODE(IC(7,J)) + QNODE(IC(8,J)))
ENDDO
RETURN
END
C
C
C Go from elements to nodes.
C
SUBROUTINE ELEMTO_NODE (QELEM,QNODE)
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C
C QNODE - nodal quantity (Output)
C QELEM - elemental values of that quantity (Input)
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION QNODE(*),QELEM(*)
DO 10 I - 1,NN
10 QNODE(I) = 0
C
C Distribute to nodes
C
DO I J = 1,NNE
CVD$ NODEPCHK
DO 2 I - ICINVP(J-I)+I,ICINVP(J)
QNODE(ICINV1(I)) - QNODE(ICINVI(I)) + QELEM(ICINV(I))
2 CONTINUE
1 CONTINUE
C
C Exceptions
C
CVD$ novector
CVD$ noconcur
DO I 1 ,NUMVEXCEPT
IEL = IVEXE(I)
INN - IVEXN(I)
NODE - IC(INN,IEL)
QNODE(NODE) - QNODE(NODE) + QELEM(IEL)
ENDDO
DO 30 I - 1,NN
30 QNODE(I) = QNODE(I) / NODEINEL(I)
RETURN
END
C
C
C This subroutine distributes the elemental residuals out
C to the nodes in a way SIMILAR to ELEMTONODE except that
C the quantity distributed is different for each node in the element.
C For example, in residual calculation, an element will distribute
C a different quantity to each of its nodes.
C
C QNODE - nodal quantity
C QELEM(ELEM,TO_NODE) - quantity to be added to the node
C NUM_NODES - Number of nodes to distribute to.
C
SUBROUTINE ENDISTRIBUTE (NUMNODES,QNODE,QELEM)
INCLUDE. 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION QELEM (MAXN,*),QNODE(*)
C
C Clear things out
C
DO 10 I - 1,NN
10 QNODE(I) - 0
C
DO 2 J - 1,NUM_NODES
CVD$ nodepchk
DO 1 I - ICINVP(J-I)+1,ICINVP(J)
QNODE(ICINV1(I)) =
& QNODE(ICINVI(I)) + QELEM(ICINV(I).J)
1 CONTINUE
2 CONTINUE
C
C Do the exceptions in scalar mode.
C
CVD$ novector
DO I - 1,NUMVEXCEPT
IEL - IVEXE(I)
INN - IVEXN(I)
NODE - IC(INN,IEL)
QNODE(NODE) - QNODE(NODE) + QELEM(IEL,INN)
ENDDO
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RETURN
END
C Subroutine to restore an element from its 4 children
C
C The following algorithm is used:
C
C 1) Check to make sure element is restorable by making sure
C the surrounding elements are at same or 1 less depth.
C 2) Correct all NINFO codes pointing to any of the children
C by resetting them to the parent element.
C 3) Delete the center node. Check the mid-side nodes. If they are
C virtual nodes, delete them. Otherwise, make them
C virtual nodes.
C 4) Regenerate connectivity for the old element. Delete children.
C Regenerate face codes for element.
C
C IEL - element to restore
C IERROR - return code, 0 for succesful restore
C 1 - for restore failure due to bad neighbors
C 2 - for failure due to lack of children
C
SUBROUTINE ERESTOR (IEL,IERROR)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
C
C ISORTEL(I) contains the element with node I at the common center
C
DIMENSION ISORTEL(8)
DATA ISORTEL /7,8,5,6,3,4,1,2/
C
C FINDEX(I) contains the node number of the mid-face node
C in the first element on the face.
C
INTEGER FINDEX(6)
DATA FINDEX /3,6,6,3,7,8/
C
C EINDEX(J,I) contains the node number of the edge node in
C element J on face I. These are set up so that each edge node is
C different.
C
INTEGER EINDEX(4,6)
DATA EINDEX /2,3,4,1,
& 7,6,5,8,
& 2,1,5,6,
& 2,6,7,3,
& 3,7,8,4,
& 4,8,5,1/
C
C These arrays are used to store element information
C
DIMENSION NEWFACE(6),NEDGE(4)
DIMENSION IELSi(8),NODES(64),IELS(8),ICF(4),IELF(4)
C
C IELS and IELS1 contain the smaller elements, with IELS sorted.
C
C Get IELS1
C
IERROR - 0
DO 5 I - 1,8
IELSI(I) - ICHILD(I,IEL)
5 CONTINUE
C
C Check for restorability, part 1:
C All elements being restored must be of identical depth
C
DO 10 I - 2,8
IF (IDEPTH(IELSI(I)).NE.IDEPTH(IELSI(I))) THEN
IERROR - I
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RETURN
ENDIF
10 CONTINUE
C
C See if we are working with a 2 element case or a 4 element case.
C
C Now order the children so we
C know what we are working with. This is done by identifying
C the center node.
C
DO 20 I = 1,8
DO 20 J = 1.8
K - J + 8*(I-1)
NODES(K) - IC(J,IELS1(I))
20 CONTINUE
C
C Count the nodes
C
DO 30 I = 1,64
IF (NODES(I) .NE. 0) THEN
ICOUNT = I
DO 40 J = I+1,64
IF (NODES(I) .EQ.NODES(J)) THEN
NODES(J) = 0
ICOUNT - ICOUNT + 1
ENDIF
40 CONTINUE
IF (ICOUNT.EQ.8) GOTO 31
ENDIF
30 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,*) ' **** ERESTOR - Bad ICHILD array'
WRITE (6,*) ' IEL =',IEL,' ICHILD = ',(ICHILD(II,IEL),II=1,8).
& ' iels,ielsl', IELS,IELS1
IERROR - 3
RETURN
31 CONTINUE
ICENTER = NODES(I)
C
C Identify elements by searching for the common node.
C
DO 50 I = 1,8
DO 48 J = 1,8
IF (ICENTER.EQ.IC(J,IELS1(I))) THEN
IELS(ISORTEL(J)) - IELS1(I)
GOTO 50
ENDIF
48 CONTINUE
50 CONTINUE
C
C Check for restorability, part 2.
C Make sure we have no interface problems.
C This is done by making sure that none of the edges has
C a virtual node on it.
C
DO 60 J - 1,8
DO 60 II - 1,4
III - II + I
IF (III.EQ.6) III - I
CALL NDFIND(NA,IC(II,IELS(J)).IC(III,IELS(J)))
CALL NDFIND(NB,IC(II+4,IELS(J)),IC(III+4,IELS(J)))
CALL NDFIND(NC.IC(II,IELS(J)), IC(II+4,IELS(J)))
IF (NA.NE.0 .OR. NB.NE.0 .OR. NC.NE.O) THEN
IERROR - 1
RETURN
ENDIF
60 CONTINUE
C
C Now loop through each face and do what needs to be done
C to the midface and edge nodes. Also fix up the faces of adjacent
C elements
C
DO 70 IFACE - 1,6
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CALL CFNIND(ICF,IFACE)
IELF(1) - IELS(ICF(1))
IELF(2) - IELS(ICF(2))
IELF(3) - IELS(ICF(3))
IELF(4) - IELS(ICF(4))
NFACE - IC(FINDEX(IFACE),IELS(ICF(1)))
NEDGE(1) - IC(EINDEX(1,IFACE),IELS(ICF(1)))
NEDGE(2) - IC(EINDEX(2,IFACE),IELS(ICF(2)))
NEDGE(3) - IC(EINDEX(3,IFACE),IELS(ICF(3)))
NEDGE(4) - IC(EINDEX(4,IFACE),IELS(ICF(4)))
CALL ERESTFACE (IEL,IELF,IFACE,NEWFACE(IFACE),NEDGE,NFACE)
70 CONTINUE
C
C Re-generate the element
c
IOLDCREATE - ICREATE(IEL)
DO 80 I - 1,8
IC(I,IEL) - IC(I,IELS(I))
ICHILD(I,IEL) = 0
IETYP(IELS(I)) = 100
ICREATE(IELS(I)) - 100
80 CONTINUE
DO 81 I - 1.6
IFINFO(I,IEL) - NEWFACE(I)
81 CONTINUE
IDEPTH(IEL) - IDEPTH(IEL) - 1
IETYP(IEL) - 1
ICREATE(IEL) - IOLDCREATE
C
C Delete the center node
c
NDTYP(ICENTER) - 100
RETURN
END
C
C This subroutine restores a face from a pair of elements
C
SUBROUTINE ERESTFACE (IEL,IELF,IFACE, NEWFACE,NEDGE, NFACE)
C
C IEL - The element being restored
C IELF(4) - The old elements along each face
C IFACE - The face being restored
C NEWFACE - The IFINFO to be applied to the face
C NEDGE - The 4 edge nodes on the face
C NFACE - The face node in the center of the face
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
DIMENSION IELF(4),NEDGE(4),IELA(4)
C
C Find the adjacent things
C
DO 10 I - 1,4
IELA(I) - IFINFO(IFACE.IELF(I))
10 CONTINUE
C
NEWFACE - IELA(1)
C
C Check for boundary face. If it is a boundary face,
C eliminate face node and check edge nodes.
C
IF (NEWFACE.LE.0) THEN
NDTYP(NFACE) - 100
DO 40 I - 1,4
NDTYP(NEDGE(I)) - NTVIR
40 CONTINUE
RETURN
C
C Adjacent elements are of same depth, figure out which face points back
C
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ELSE IF (NEWFACE .NE. IELA(2)) THEN
DO 20 I = 1.6
IF (IFINFO(I,IELA(1)).EQ.IELF(1)) GOTO 21
20 CONTINUE
C error
WRITE (6,*) ' **** ERESTFACE - Back pointers not found.
21 CONTINUE
JFACE = I
C
C Figure out the parent of the adjacent element.
C
IF (ICHILD(1,IELA(1)).NE.IELA(1)) NEWFACE - IPARENT(IELA(1))
C
C Restore the adjacent element face codes, and make the edge nodes
C virtual.
C
DO 22 I - 1,4
IFINFO(JFACE,IELA(I)) = IEL
NDTYP(NEDGE(I)) - NTVIR
22 CONTINUE
C
C Make the face node virtual
C
NDTYP(NFACE) - NTVIRF
RETURN
C
C The adjacent element is coarser, eliminate the face nodes and check the
C edge nodes.
C
ELSE
NDTYP(NFACE) = 100
DO 30 I - 1,4
NDTYP(NEDGE(I)) = NT.VIR
30 CONTINUE
RETURN
ENDIF
END
C This contains the routines to do all of the file
C I/O for the Finite Element Program
C
C Richard Shapiro 6 Feb 1986
C
C
SUBROUTINE LOADDATA
C
C Get all data from an output file.
C
PARAMETER (IVERSION - 1)
C
C IVERSION - Indicates which version of LOAD/DUMPDATA is running
C (to make sure that everything is read the same way it was
C written)
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE *IOCOMMON.INC'
CHARACTER*7 GRIDEXTENT
C
OPEN (UNIT-10.FILE-OUTFILE,DEFAULTFILE= .dsav',
& FORM-"UNFORMATTED, STATUS-'OLD',ERR=1000)
READ (10) IVERS,ITER
IF (IVERS.GT.IVERSION) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Version numbers incompatible'
STOP
ENDIF
C
C Read in everything again, starting with the file names
C
READ (10) HISTFILE,GRIDFILE
READ (10) NUMADAPT,NNDUM
IF (NUMADAPT.NE.O) THEN
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WRITE (GRIDEXTENT '(5H.grid, I2.2) ') NUM_ADAPT
CALL GRIDDEFNAME (GRIDEXTENT)
ENDIF
CALL RGRID(GRIDFILE)
C
C Continue reading everything else
C
READ (10) VISCO1,VISCO2,CFL,MAXITER,CONVERG,AMACH
READ (10) IHINC,IOINC,ALPHA,ISMOOTH,FARUP,WALLUP
READ (10) ADAPTLOW,ADAPTHIGH, ADAPTFREQUENCY, MAXADAPT,
& ADAPTADJACENT,ADAPTDEPTH,ADAPTTHRESHOLD,ADAPTSWITCH,
& UREFTHRESH,REFTHRESH,AUTOTHRESH
READ (10) ((U(I,J),I=1,NN),J-1,NEQUA)
C
CLOSE (10)
RETURN
C
C Error opening output file
C
1000 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,*) ' Restart file not found.'
RETURN
C
C
ENTRY DUMPDATA
C
C Write all data to the output file.
C
OPEN (UNIT-10,FILE-OUTFILE,DEFAULTFILE=".DSAV",
& FORM-"UNFORMATTED',STATUS-'UNKNOWN')
WRITE (10) IVERSION,ITER
WRITE (10) HISTFILE,GRIDFILE
WRITE (10) NUM_ADAPT.NN
WRITE (10) VISCO1.VISCO2,CFLMAXITER,CONVERCONVERG,AMACH
WRITE (10) IHINC.IOINC,ALPHA,ISMOOTH,FARUP.WALLUP
WRITE (10) ADAPTLOW, ADAPTHIGH,ADAPTFREQUENCY,MAX_ADAPT,
& ADAPT_ADJACENT,ADAPTDEPTH,ADAPT_THRESHOLD,ADAPT_SWITCH,
& UREFTHRESH,REFTHRESH,AUTOTHRESH
WRITE (10) ((U(I.J),I=1,NN),J-1,NEQUA)
C
CLOSE (10)
RETURN
END
C This file contains the routines that get the initial
C parameters for the run.
C
C Richard Shapiro 7 July 1986
C
SUBROUTINE READNML (IUNIT)
C
C This subroutine gets all of the basic parameters for starting
C a test case.
C
C The following should be in a file assigned to unit 1
C
C amach ;the free stream mach number
C viscol ;viscosity coefficients for 2nd diff
C visco2 ;viscosity coefficients for 4th diff
C converg cfl ;acceptable convergence level, cfl #
C OUTFILE - place to dump all the data
C HISTFILE - place to write convergence history
C GRIDFILE - input file for the grid
C
C IRUNT - type of run
C 0 - normal interactive run
C 1 - non-interactive start from scratch
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C 2 - interactive start from output file
C 3 - non-interactive start from output file
C
C MAXITER - maximum number of iterations to go before stopping
C IHINC - increment between writes to history file
C IOINC - increment between writes to output file
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'IOCOMMON.INC'
NAMELIST /INPUTDATA/ AMACH,VISCOI ,VISCO2,CFL,MAXITER,
& OUTFILE,HISTFILE,GRIDFILE,& CONVERG,IHINC,IOINC,IRUNT,ALPHA,ISMOOTH,
& SMLIN4,SMPRESSURE,FARUP,WALLUP,AUTOTHRESH ,UNREFTHRESH,
& ADAPTLOW,ADAPTHIGH,ADAPTFREQUENCY,MAXADAPT,REFTHRESH,
& ADAPTADJACENT,ADAPTDEPTH,BDLINFLAG,ADAPTTHRESHOLD,
& ADAPTSWITCH
C
LOGICAL FILEEXIST
CHARACTER*1 ANSWER,SMLIN4,SMCONSERVE
CHARACTER*1 SMPRESSURE,CAPS
INTEGER ADAPTFREQUENCY,ADAPTADJACENT,ADAPTSWITCH
INTEGER ADAPTDEPTH
EXTERNAL CAPS
C
C Set the defaults
C
DATA SMCONSERVE,SMLIN4,SMPRESSURE /3*' '/
DATA MAXADAPT,ADAPTLOW, ADAPTHIGH /5,-1.,1 /
DATA ADAPTFREQUENCY,NUMADAPT,.ADAPTADJACENT /-1,0,1/
DATA ADAPTSWITCH /0/
DATA ADAPTDEPTH /4/
C
C Read the data
C
READ (IUNIT. INPUTDATA)
IF (IRUNT.EQ.1 .OR. IRUNT.EQ.3) WRITE (6,INPUT_DATA)
c
C Set the smoothing types. If the string type is set, then change the
C numeric parameter. Otherwise use the numeric parameter.
C
C SMLIN4 - 'L' linear, 'N' non-linear
C
IF (CAPS(SMLIN4) .EQ. 'L') ISMOOTH(2) - 0
IF (CAPS(SMLIN4) .EQ. 'N') ISMOOTH(2) - 1
C
C SMPRESSURE - 'L' local, 'M' maximum, 'B' both
C
IF (CAPS(SMPRESSURE) .EQ. 'L') ISMOOTH(3) = 0
IF (CAPS(SMPRESSURE) .EQ. 'M') ISMOOTH(3) = 1
IF (CAPS(SMPRESSURE) .EQ. "B') ISMOOTH(3) = 2
IF (CAPS(SMPRESSURE) .EQ. '0') ISMOOTH(3) = 3
C
C Copy a bunch of names without underscores to
C a bunch with underscores.
C
ADAPT-LOW - ADAPTLOW
ADAPTHIGH - ADAPTHIGH
ADAPTFREQUENCY - ADAPTFREQUENCY
MAX_ADAPT - MAXADAPT
ADAPT-ADJACENT - ADAPTADJACENT
ADAPT_DEPTH - ADAPTDEPTH
ADAPTDIRDEPTH - ADAPTDIRDEPTH
ADAPT-THRESHOLD - ADAPTTHRESHOLD
ADAPTSWITCH - ADAPTSWITCH
RETURN
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE GETPARMS
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE *IOCOMMON.INC'
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LOGICAL FILE-EXIST
CHARACTER* 1 ANSWER
CHARACTER*1 CAPS
EXTERNAL CAPS
C
C Read the initial data
C
CALL READNML (1)
CLOSE (1)
C
C Check if IRUNT was set. If not, terminate
C
IF (IRUNT.EQ.1000) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' IRUNT must be set in order to begin.'
STOP
ENDIF
C
C Check some parameters for acceptable values
C and set to acceptable values
C
IOINC = MIN(IOINC,MAXIOINC)
C
C Read in all the data from OUTFILE
C
NEWHIST - 1
IF (IRUNT.GE.2 .AND. IRUNT.LE.4) THEN
NEWHIST - 0
CALL LOADDATA
ELSE
CALL RGRID(GRIDFILE)
ENDIF
C
C Input parameters read in, now take appropriate action
C based on IRUNT.
C
IF (IRUNT.EQ.O) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Re-initialize history file?"
READ (5,'(al)') ANSWER
IF (CAPS(ANSWER).EQ.'N') NEWHIST = 0
ENDIF
C
IF (NEWHIST.Eq.1) THEN
CALL HISTOPEN ('SEQUENTIAL','NEW')
ELSE
CALL HISTOPEN ('SEqUENTIAL','UNKNOWN')
ENDIF
CLOSE (11)
C
C Calculate adaptation frequency if isn't specified.
C Also, calculate the adaptation threshold and fix default
C for ADAPTDIRDEPTH.
C
IF (ADAPTFREQUENCY.LT.O) ADAPT-FREQUENCY = 2*SQRT(FLOAT(NN))
IF (ADAPTTHRESHOLD.LT.0) ADAPT-THRESHOLD - SqRT(ABS(CONVERG))
CALL SHOPARMS
RETURN
END
C******************************************************************
C*******************************************************************
C This subroutine allows interactive alteration of various
C parameters for the run
C
SUBROUTINE CHANGEPARMS
C
CALL SHOPARMS
1 WRITE (6,*) ' Use NAMELIST input to change the values of'
WRITE (6,*) ' any parameters needed. The format of the input'
WRITE (6,*) ' is "_$INPUTDATA <para = value>$" where the'
WRITE (6,*) -' is a space (required). Each succeding line'
WRITE (6,*) ' must also begin with a space.'
CALL READNML(5)
END
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C SHOPARMS outputs a list of the run time parameters to
C the terminal
C
SUBROUTINE SHOPARMS
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'IOCOMMON.INC'
CHARACTER*20 DIFFTYPE(3)
DATA DIFFTYPE /'Finite Element','Cell-Vertex',
& 'Central Difference'/
WRITE (6,6000) ITER
WRITE (6,6009) OUTFILE,HISTFILE
WRITE (6,6001) GRIDFILE,NE,NN,NNE
WRITE (6,6003) MAXITER,CONVERG
WRITE (6,6006) IHINC,IOINC
IF (AUTOTHRESH) THEN
WRITE(6, 5999) REFTHRESH,UREFTHRESH,ADAPTDEPTH,ADAPTSWITCH
else
WRITE(6.6050) ADAPTLOW,ADAPTHIGH,ADAPTDEPTH,ADAPTSWITCH
ENDIF
WRITE (6,6051) ADAPTFREQUENCY,ADAPT_THRESHOLD,NUM_ADAPT
WRITE (6,6004) AMACH,ALPHA,CFL
WRITE (6,6005) VISCO1,VISCO2
C
C Translate smoothing types into plain English
C
IF (ISMOOTH(2).EQ.O) THEN
WRITE (6,6011) 'L'
ELSE
WRITE (6,6011) 'Non-l'
ENDIF
IF (ISMOOTH(3).EQ.O) THEN
WRITE (6.6012) 'local pressure.'
ELSE IF (ISMOOTH(3).EQ.1) THEN
WRITE (6,6012) 'max. switch value.'
ELSE IF (ISMOOTH(3).EQ.2) THEN
WRITE (6,6012) 'local pressure and max. switch value.'
ELSE
WRITE (6,6012) ' to make it one everywhere.'
ENDIF
C
IF (WALLUP) WRITE(6,*)
& * Wall state vectors corrected each iteration'
IF (FARUP) WRITE(6,*)
& ' Far-field state vectors corrected each iteration'
C
6000 FORMAT(/' Current parameters at iteration',I5,':'/)
6001 FORMAT(' Grid from file ',A64,/,I6,' elements,',I6,' nodes,',
& 13,' nodes/element')
6003 FORMAT (/17,' iterations allowed, convergence at',G11.3)
6004 FORMAT (/' Free stream mach number',F8.4,' Angle of attack',
& F7.2,' CFL number',F5.2)
6005 FORMAT (' Second difference viscosity: ',F8.5,
& ' Fourth difference viscosity: ',F8.5)
6006 FORMAT (' Write to history file every'.,I3,' iterations.',/,
& ' Write to restart file every',IS,' iterations.'/)
C6007 FORMAT(/,1X,A,' characteristic BC used in far field')
C6008 FORMAT(IX,A,' boundary condition used at solid wall')
6009 FORMAT(' Output data to ',A64/,' History to ',A64)
6011 FORMAT(1X,A,'inear fourth difference.')
6012 FORMAT(1X,'Pressure normalized by ',A/)
6050 FORMAT(1X,'Adaptation limits: Low -',F8.4,' High =',F8.4,
& ', maximum depth allowed:',I3,'.',/,
& Adaptation switch number:',I6)
6999 FORMAT(1X,'Auto thresholding at',F7.3,' and',F7.3,
k ', maximum depth allowed:',I3,'.',/,
& ' Adaptation switch number:',I6)
6051 FORMAT(1X,'Adaptation every',I6,
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k ' iterations and at residual of,',
& G11.3,/,13,' adaptations performed.')
RETURN
END
C**************************************************************
C**************************************************************
C CAPS (L) - returns the capitalization of L
FUNCTION CAPS (L)
CHARACTER*1 CAPS,L
CAPS - L
IF (LLE(L,'z') .AND. LGE(L,'a'))
& CAPS - CHAR(ICHAR(L) + ICHAR('A') - ICHAR('a'))
RETURN
END
C**************************************************************
C HISTOPEN - Open the history file on unit 11
C ACCESS - variable denoting the access type used, either
C 'SEQUENTIAL' or 'APPEND'
C STATUS - File status, new, old or unknown
C
SUBROUTINE HISTOPEN (ACCESS,STATUS)
INCLUDE 'IOCOMMON.INC'
CHARACTER*(*) ACCESS,STATUS
OPEN (UNIT=I1,FILE-HISTFILE,
& ACCESS-ACCESS,STATUS-STATUS,FORM- 'UNFORMATTED')
RETURN
END
C
C
C Initialize things
C
SUBROUTINE INITDATA
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'IOCOMMON.INC'
ALPHA - 0
AMACH - 1.5
CFL = 2.7
ISMOOTH(1) - 0
ISMOOTH(2) - 0
ISMOOTH(3) = 2
WALLUP - .TRUE.
FARUP - .TRUE.
MAXITER - 1000
IHINC -=
IOINC - 25
IRUNT - 1000
VISCO1 - .04
VISCO2 - .04
OUTFILE = 'STVEC.DSAV'
HISTFILE - 'HISTORY.HIST'
GRIDFILE - 'GRID'
CONVERG -= .E-5
MAX_ADAPT - 5
ADAPT-LOW - -1
ADAPT-HIGH - 1.
ADAPT-FREQUENCY - -1
NUMADAPT - 0
ADAPTADJACENT -=
ADAPTSWITCH - 10002
ADAPTDEPTH - 4
BDLINFLAG - .TRUE.
IDIFFTYPE - 2
AUTOTHRESH - .FALSE.
REFTHRESH - 1.25
UREFTHRESH - .2
END
SUBROUTINE FFLUXES (STVEC)
C
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FFLUXES - calculate the fluxes at the far field boundaries
using Riemann invariant characteristic boundary conditions for
a 1-D Euler equation model. The complete 5-equation
charcteristics are used because they are easier to calculate
The normal vector has been pre-calculated and is in the
/GEOM/ common block.
C Richard Shapiro 13 MARCH 1986
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION STVEC(MAXN.NEQUA)
From free stream P - 1/gamma, RHO = 1
GPOWER - 1/(GAMMA-1)
PFREE - 1/GAMMA
RHOFREE - 1.
FCHAR3 - PFREE/RHOFREE**GAMMA
C loop over inflow and outflow nodes
DO 100 I - IGINF(NTFAR),IGINF(NT_FAR+1) - 1
C Calculate the primitive variables
RHO = STVEC(I.1)
UV = STVEC(I,2) / RHO
W = STVEC(I,3) / RHO
WV = STVEC(I,4) / RHO
Calculate normal and tangential velocities.
direction of the tangential velocity at the
(ST1,ST2,ST3) is the appropriate direction.
UTANI is in the
point, and
UNORM = UV*ANVECT(1,.I) + VV*ANVECT(2,I) + WV*ANVECT(3,I)
UTi = UV - UNORM*ANVECT(1.I)
VT1 - VV - UNORM*ANVECT(2,I)
WT1 - WV - UNORM*ANVECT(3,I)
UTANI = SQRT(UT1**2 + VTI**2 + WTi**2)
C Check for 0 tangential velocity, and calculate the vector
C differently (just pick an arbitrary tangential vector).
IF (UTAN1.EQ.0) THEN
ST1 - ANVECT(2,I)
ST2 - -ANVECT(I.I)
ST3 - 0.
ELSE
STI = UTI/UTANI
ST2 - VT1/UTAN1
ST3 - WTi/UTAN1
ENDIF
CALCULATE THE THIRD DIRECTION, NORMAL TO ST AND ANVECT,
by taking the cross product of the two.
TTI - ANVECT(2,I)*ST3 - ANVECT(3,I)*ST2
TT2 - ANVECT(3,I)*ST1 - ANVECT(1,I)*ST3
TT3 - ANVECT(I,I)*ST2 - ANVECT(2,I)*STI
Calculate the actual characteristics (CHAR4 is
just the tangential velocity), CHARS is in the direction
perpendicular to the tangential velocity and normal velocity
(it is always 0 in the interior).
CHAR1
CHAR2
CHAR3
CHAR4
CHARS
- UNORM + 2*A(I)*GPOWER
- -UNORM + 2*A(I)*GPOWER
- P(I)/RHO**GAMMA
- UTAN1
- 0.
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f
C Calculate the free stream characteristic variables
C
UFNORM - UVFREE*ANVECT(1. I) + WFREE*ANVECT(2,I)
& + WVFREE*ANVECT(3.I)
FCHAR4 - UVFREE*ST1 + VVFREE*ST2 + WVFREE*ST3
FCHARS - UVFREE*TT1 + VVFREE*TT2 + WVFREE*TT3
FCHAR1 - UFNORM + 2*GPOWER
FCHAR2 - -UFNORM + 2*GPOWER
C
C Now we must decide which to use
C First characteristic has direction UNORM - C
C
IF (UNORM + A(I) .GT. 0) THEN
CHARI - FCHAR1
ENDIF
C
C Second characteristic has direction UNORM + C
C
IF (UNORM - A(I) .GT. 0) THEN
CHAR2 - FCHAR2
ENDIF
C
C 3rd - 5th characteristics have direction UNORM
C
IF (UNORM .GT. 0) THEN
CHAR3 - FCHAR3
CHAR4 - FCHAR4
CHAR5 - FCHAR5
ENDIF
C
UNORM - .5*(CHAR1 - CHAR2)
AA - .25*(GAMMA-1)*(CHARI + CHAR2)
RHONEW - ( AA**2/(GAMMA*CHAR3) )**GPOWER
PP = AA**2*RHONEW/GAMMA
UV - UNORM*ANVECT(1,I) + CHAR4*ST1 + CHARS*TTi
W - UNORM*ANVECT(2,I) + CHAR4*ST2 + CHAR5*TT2
WV = UNORM*ANVECT(3,I) + CHAR4*ST3 + CHAR5*TT3
HNEW - GAMMA*PP/(GAMMA-1) +
& .5*RHONEW*(UV**2 + VV**2 + WV**2)
C
C
RR - RHONEW * UV
RS = RHONEW * VV
RT - RHONEW * WV
F(1.I,1) - RR
F(2,I.1) - RR * UV + PP
F(3,I,1) - RR * VV
F(4,I,1) - RR * WV
F(5,I,1) - UV*HNEW
C
F(1,I,2) - RS
F(2,I.2) - RR * VV
F(3,I.2) - RS * VV + PP
F(4.I,2) - RS * WV
F(5.I,2) - VV*HNEW
C
F(1,.I,3) - RT
F(2,I,3) - RR * WV
F(3,I,3) - RS * WV
F(4,I.3) - RT * WV + PP
F(5,I,3) - WV*HNEW
C
100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C*********************************************************************
C*****************t****************************************************
C
C FARSST - Reset the state vectors at the far field boundaries
C using Riemann invariant characteristic boundary conditions for
C a 1-D Euler equation model. The complete 5-equation
C charcteristics are used because they are easier to calculate'
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C The normal vector has been pre-calculated and is in the
C /GEOM/ common block.
C
C Richard Shapiro 18 JAN 1988
C
SUBROUTINE FARBST (STVEC)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION STVEC(MAXN,NEQUA)
C
C From free stream P - 1/gamma, RHO - 1
C
GPOWER - 1/(GAMMA-I)
PFREE - 1/GAMMA
RHOFREE - 1.
FCHAR3 - PFREE/RHOFREE**GAMMA
C
C loop over inflow and outflow nodes
C
DO 100 I - IGINF(NTFAR),IGINF(NT_FAR+1) 
- 1C
C Calculate the primitive variables
C
RHO - STVEC(I,I)
UV = STVEC(I,2) / RHO
VV = STVEC(I,3) / RHO
WV = STVEC(I,4) / RHO
C
C Calculate normal and tangential velocities. UTANI is in the
C direction of the tangential velocity at the point, and
C (ST1,ST2,ST3) is the appropriate direction.C
UNORM = UV*ANVECT(I,I) + VV*ANVECT(2,I) + WV*ANVECT(3,I)
C IF (ABS(UNORM).LT.A(I))write (6,*) ' Subsonic'
UT1 - UV - UNORM*ANVECT(1,I)
VTI - VV - UNORM*ANVECT(2,I)
WTi - WV - UNORM*ANVECT(3,I)
UTAN1 - SQRT(UT1**2 + VT1**2 + WTI**2)
C Check for 0 tangential velocity, and calculate the vector
C differently (just pick an arbitrary tangential vector).
IF (UTAN1.EQ.O) THEN
ST1 = ANVECT(2,I)
ST2 = -ANVECT(1,I)
ST3 = 0.
ELSE
STi - UTI/UTANI
ST2 - VT1/UTAN1
ST3 - WT1/UTAN1
ENDIF
C
C Calculate the third direction, normal to ST and ANVECT,
C by taking the cross product of the two.
C
TT1 - ANVECT(2,I)*ST3 - ANVECT(3,I)*ST2
TT2 - ANVECT(3,I)*STI - ANVECT(1,I)*ST3
TT3 - ANVECT(1,I)*ST2 - ANVECT(2,I)*STI
C
C Calculate the actual characteristics (CHAR4 is
C just the tangential velocity), CHAR5 is in the direction
C perpendicular to the tangential velocity and normal velocity
C (it is always 0 in the interior).
C
CHARI = UNORM + 2*A(I)*GPOWER
CHAR2 - -UNORM + 2*A(I)*GPOWER
CHAR3 - P(I)/RHO**GAMMA
CHAR4 - UTAN1
CHAR5 - 0.
C
C Calculate the free stream characteristic variables
C
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UFNORM - UVFREE*ANVECT(1,I) + VVFREE*ANVECT(2, I)
& + WVFREE*ANVECT(3,I)
FCHAR4 - UVFREE*ST1 + VVFREE*ST2 + WVFREE*ST3
FCHAR5 - UVFREE*TT1 + WFREE*TT2 + WVFREE*TT3
FCHAR1 - UFNORM + 2*GPOWER
FCHAR2 - -UFNORM + 2*GPOWER
C
C Now we must decide which to use
C First characteristic has direction UNORM - C
C
IF (UNORM + A(I) .GT. 0) THEN
CHAR1 - FCHAR1
ENDIF
C
C Second characteristic has direction UNORM + C
C
IF (UNORM - A(I) .GT. 0) THEN
CHAR2 - FCHAR2
ENDIF
C
C 3rd - 5th characteristics have direction UNORM
C
IF (UNORM .GT. 0) THEN
CHAR3 - FCHAR3
CHAR4 - FCHAR4
CHAR5 - FCHAR5
ENDIF
C
UNORM - .5*(CHARI - CHAR2)
AA - .25*(GAMMA-1)*(CHAR1 + CHAR2)
RHONEW - ( AA**2/(GAMMA*CHAR3) )**GPOWER
PP - AA**2*RHONEW/GAMMA
UV - UNORM*ANVECT(1,I) + CHAR4*ST1 + CHAR5*TTi
VV - UNORM*ANVECT(2,I) + CHAR4*ST2 + CHAR5*TT2
WV - UNORM*ANVECT(3,I) + CHAR4*ST3 + CHAR5*TT3
ENEW - PP/(GAMMA-1) + .5*RHONEW*(UV**2 + VV**2 + WV**2)
C
STVEC(I,1) - RHONEW
STVEC(I,2) - RHONEW * UV
STVEC(I,3) - RHONEW * VV
STVEC(I,4) - RHONEW * WV
STVEC(I,6) - ENEW
P(I) - PP
A(I) - AA
C
100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C FLUXES (stvec)
C This subroutine calculates the fluxes
C at the node points.
C It also calculates the pressure and speed of sound at each point
C
C Richard Shapiro 18 Jan 1988
C
SUBROUTINE FLUXES (STVEC)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
COMMON /IPL/ IPLIM
C dimension ilims (man)
C
C releveant variables:
C stvec (node,nequa) - state vectors at the node
C f - flux vector
C a - local speed of sound
C p - local pressure
C
DIMENSION STVEC(MAXN,NEQUA)
C
C Start timing
C
CALL TIMEIT (START-TIME)
C
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C Calculate the free stream velocities
c
UVFREE - AMACH * COSD(ALPHA)
WVFREE - AMACH * SIND(ALPHA)
WFREE - 0.
C
C Calculate state vectors at virtual nodes
C
Cvd$1 nodepchk
DO 5 I = IGINF(NTVIR),IGINF(NTVIR+1)-1
NODE1 - NINFO(1.I)
NODE2 - NINFO(2,I)
STVEC(I,I) - .5*(STVEC(NODEI,1) +
& STVEC(NODE2,1))
STVEC(I,2) - .6*(STVEC(NODE1,2) +
& STVEC(NODE2,2))
STVEC(I,3) - .5*(STVEC(NODE1,3) +
& STVEC(NODE2,3))
STVEC(I,4) - .5*(STVEC(NODE1,4) +
k STVEC(NODE2,4))
STVEC(I,5) - .5*(STVEC(NODEI,5) +
& STVEC(NODE2,5))
5 CONTINUE
Cvd*l$1 nodepchk
DO 8 I - IGINF(NTVIRF),IGINF(NT_VIRF+I)-1
NODE1 - NINFO(1,I)
NODE2 - NINFO(2,I)
NODE3 - NINFO(3,I)
NODE4 - NINFO(4,I)
STVEC(I,1) - .25*(STVEC(NODE1,I) + STVEC(NODE2.1)
k + STVEC(NODE3,1) + STVEC(NODE4,1))
STVEC(I,2) - .25*(STVEC(NODE1,2) + STVEC(NODE2,2)
k + STVEC(NODE3,2) + STVEC(NODE4.2))
STVEC(I,3) - .25*(STVEC(NODE1,3) + STVEC(NODE2,3)
k + STVEC(NODE3,3) + STVEC(NODE4,3))
STVEC(I,4) - .25*(STVEC(NODE1,4) + STVEC(NODE2,4)
& + STVEC(NODE3,4) + STVEC(NODE4,4))
STVEC(I,5) - .25*(STVEC(NODE1.5) + STVEC(NODE2,5)
k + STVEC(NODE3,5) + STVEC(NODE4.5))
6 CONTINUE
C
C loop over all nodes and calculate pressure, speed of sound
C and fluxes. Fluxes for boundary and virtual
C nodes will later be overwritten.
C
IPRESLIM - 0
DO 10 I = 1,NN
C
C ul, vl - local velocity in x and y directions
C
UL = STVEC(I,2) / STVEC(I.1)
VL = STVEC(I,3) / STVEC(I,1)
WL = STVEC(I,4) / STVEC(I,1)
C
C calculate a and p
C
C 5 equation model
PRESS - (GAMMA - 1)*(STVEC(I,5) -
a .5*STVEC(I,1)*(UL**2 + VL**2 + WL**2))
C
IF (PRESS.GE.0) THEN
P(I) - PRESS
c ilims(i) = 0
ELSE
IPRESLIM = 1
c ilils(i) = 1
ENDIF
A(I) - SQRT(GAMMA*P(I)/STVEC(I.1))
C
C calculate X flux
C
F(I,I,1) - STVEC(I,2)
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F(2,I,1) - STVEC(I,2) * UL + P(I)
F(3,I,1) - STVEC(I,3) * UL
F(4,I,1) - STVEC(I,4) * UL
F(5,I,I) - (STVEC(I,5) + P(I)) * UL
C
C calculate Y flux
C
F(1,I,2) - STVEC(I,3)
F(2,I,2) - STVEC(I,2) * VL
F(3,I,2) - STVEC(I,3) * VL + P(I)
F(4,I,2) - STVEC(I,4) * VL
F(5,I,2) - (STVEC(I,5) + P(I)) * VL
C
C calculate Z flux
C
F(1,I.3) = STVEC(I,4)
F(2.I,3) - STVEC(I.2) * WL
F(3,I,3) - STVEC(I,3) * WL
F(4,I,3) - STVEC(I,4) * WL + P(I)
F(5,I,3) - (STVEC(I.5) + P(I)) * WL
C
10 CONTINUE
6001 FORMAT (' Neg. press. at node',I7,' (',F7.3,',',
& F7.3 ,',' F7.3,')')
C IF (IPRESLIM.NE.0) WRITE (6,*) ' Pressure limiting occurred'
IF (IPRESLIM.NE.0) IPLIM - IPLIM + 1
c do i = 1,nn
c if (ilims(i).eq.1) write(6,6001) i,(x(j,i),J=1,3)
c enddo
C
C calculate the boundary fluxes
C
CALL BFLUXES (STVEC)
C
CALL TIMEIT (END_TIME)
DOFLUXTIME = END-TIME - STARTTIME - DWFLUXTIME -
& DVFLUX_TIME - DFFLUXTIME
OFLUXTIME = OFLUXTIME + DOFLUX_TIME
FLUXTIME - FLUX-TIME + END_TIME - STARTTIME
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GEFIX
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
C
C This subroutine takes the mesh and reorders the elements
C according to type. If IETYP - 100, the element is deleted.
C Currently, the only type recognized is type 1.
C
C Initialize ICORRI
C
DO 70 I - 1,NE
70 ICORRI(I) - I
C
C Now sort the elements by type
C
IPLACE - 1
DO 90 ITYPE - 1,1
DO 80 I - 1,NE
IF (IETYP(I).EQ.ITYPE) THEN
C
C Switch node I and node IPLACE
C
CALL ELEMSW (I.IPLACE)
IPLACE - IPLACE + 1
ENDIF
80 CONTINUE
90 CONTINUE
C
C Invert the correspondence table
C
DO 200 I - 1,NE
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200 ICORR(ICORRI(I)) - I
ICORR(O) - 0
c
C Determine new number of elements
C
NEWNE - NE
DO 100 I - I,NE
IF (IETYP(I).GE.IO) THEN
NEWNE - I - 1
GOTO 101
ENDIF
100 CONTINUE
101 NE - NEWNE
C
C Fix up IFINFO and IPARENT
C
DO 300 IEL - 1,NE
IPARENT(IEL) - ICORR(IPARENT(IEL))
DO 300 IFACE - 1,2*NCN
IF (IFINFO(IFACE,IEL).GT.O)
& IFINFO(IFACE,IEL) = ICORR(IFINFO(IFACE,IEL))
300 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C C
C Switch a pair of elements and all associated things
C
C C
SUBROUTINE ELEMSW (IEL1,IEL2)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
C
C IELI, IEL2 - The two elements to be switchedC
IF (IEL1.EQ.IEL2) RETURN
DO 10 I - 1,NNE
ICTEMP = IC(I,IELI)
IC(I,IEL1) = IC(I,IEL2)
IC(I,IEL2) = ICTEMP
10 CONTINUE
DO 20 I - 1,2*NCN
ITEMP - IFINFO(I,IEL1)
IFINFO(I,IEL1) - IFINFO(I,IEL2)
IFINFO(I,IEL2) - ITEMP
20 CONTINUE
ITEMP - IETYP(IEL1)
IETYP(IEL1) - IETYP(IEL2)
IETYP(IEL2) - ITEMP
C
ITEMP = IDEPTH(IELI)
IDEPTH(IEL1) - IDEPTH(IEL2)
IDEPTH(IEL2) - ITEMP
C
ITEMP - IPARENT(IELI)
IPARENT(IELI) = IPARENT(IEL2)
IPARENT(IEL2) = ITEMP
C
ITEMP - ICREATE(IELI)
ICREATE(IELl) = ICREATE(IEL2)
ICREATE(IEL2) - ITEMP
C
ITEMP - ICORRI(IELI)
ICORRI(IELI) - ICORRI(IEL2)
ICORRI(IEL2) - ITEMP
C
ITEMP - IADAPT(IELI)
IADAPT(IELI) - IADAPT(IEL2)
IADAPT(IEL2) - ITEMP
RETURN
END
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C This subroutine generates the difference matrices for each element
C and sets up the lumped mass matrix.
C
SUBROUTINE GENDIFFS
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION ALUMP(8),XX(8),YY(8),ZZ(8)
DO 10 I - 1,NE
C
C Get the coordinates
C
DO I K - 1,8
XX(K) - X(I,IC(K,I))
YY(K) - X(2,IC(K,I))
ZZ(K) - X(3,IC(K,I))
1 CONTINUE
C
C Calculate the residual matrix entries
C
CALL ELDIFF (XX,YY,ZZ,ALUMP,
& XDIFF(1,I).YDIFF(I,I),ZDIFF(1,I))
C
C Put lumped mass matrix entries in WKARAY
C
DO 2 K - 1,8
WKARAY(I,K) - ALUMP(K)
2 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE
C
C Calculate the lumped mass matrix entries
C
CALL ENDISTRIBUTE(8,CWGHT,WKARAY)
DO 30 I - 1,NN
CWGHT(I) - 1. / CWGHT(I)
30 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C This subroutine calculates the element "stiffnesses"
C and lumped mass matrix entries for a particular element.
C
C SUBROUTINE ELDIFF (X,Y,Z,ALM,XDIFF,YDIFF, ZDIFF)C
C X,Y,Z - Coordinates of the nodes
C ALM - Contribution to the lumped mass matrix from each the element
C XDIFF,YDIFF,ZDIFF - Weights for calculating residual contributions.C
C Most of the ugly code was generated by MACSYMA, since hand generation
C is prone to mistakes. The exact analytic is probably not much
C superior to numerical integration in this case, though.
C
SUBROUTINE ELDIFF (X,Y,Z,ALM,XDIFF,YDIFF,ZDIFF)
DIMENSION X(8),Y(8),Z(8).XDIFF(8),YDIFF(8) 
.ZDIFF(8).ALM(8)
PARAMETER (08=.126)
PARAMETER (03=1./3.)
PARAMETER (09=1./9.)
PARAMETER (027-1./27.)
C
C Ai - A8 through C1 - C8 are calculated from X,Y,Z. They represent
C various powers of r,s,t in the trilinear expansion. Note that
C A1,BICI are not used.
C
A2 - (-X(1)+X(2)+X(3)-X(4)-X(5).X()+X(6 7)-X(8))*08AS - (-X(1)-X(2)+X(3)+X(4)-X(5)-X(6)+X(7)+X(8))*08
A4 - (-X(1)-X(2)-X(3)-X(4)+X(5)+X(6)+X(7)+X(8))*08
AS - (+X(1)-X(2)+X(3)-X(4)+X(s)-X(6)+X(7)-X(8))*08
AS - (+X(1)+X(2)-X(3)-X(4)-X(4)-X( (6)+X(7)+X(8))*08
A7 - (+X(1)-X(2)-X(3)+X(4)-X(5)+X(6)+X(7)-X(8))*08
AS - (-X(1)+X(2)-X(3)+X(4)+X(5)-x(s)+X(7)-X(8))*08
C
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B2 - (-Y(1)+Y(2)+Y(3)-Y(4)-Y(5)+Y(6)+Y(7)-Y(8))*08
ss - (-Y(1)-Y(2)+Y(3)+Y(4)-Y(6)-Y(6)+Y(7)+Y(8))*08
B4 - (-Y(1)-Y(2)-Y(3)-Y(4)+Y(5)+Y(6)+Y(7)+Y(8))*08
B5 - (+Y(1)-Y(2)+Y(3)-Y(4)+Y(5)-Y(C6)+Y(7)-Y(8))*08
B6 - (+Y(1)+(-Y(3)-Y(4)-Y(5)-Y(6)+Y(7)+Y(8))*08
B7 - (+Y(1)-Y(2)-Y(3)+Y(4)-Y(5)+Y(6)+Y(7)-Y(8))*08
B8 - (-Y(1)+Y(2)-Y(3)+Y(4)+Y(5)-Y(6)+Y(7)-Y(8))*08
C
C2 - (-Z(1)+Z(2)+Z(3)-Z(4)-z(5)+Z(6)+Z(7)-z(8))*08
C3 - (-Z(1)-Z(2)+Z(3)+Z(4)-Z(5)-Z(6)+Z(7)+Z(8))*08
C4 - (-Z(1)-Z(2)-Z(3)-Z(4)+Z(5)+Z(6)+Z(7)+Z(8))*08
C5 - (+Z(1)-Z(2)+Z(3)-Z(4)+Z(S)-Z(6)+Z(7)-Z(8))*08
C =- (+Z(1)+Z(2)-Z(3)-Z(4)-Z(5)-Z(6)+Z(7)+Z(8))*08C7 - (+Z(1)-Z(2)-z(3).z(4)-Z(s)+z(6)+Z(7)-Z(8))*08C8 - (-z(1)+z(2)-z(3).z(4)+Z(5)-Z(6)+z(7)-z(8))*08
C
C Generate the important stuff.
C
C.................. ......................................................
C............................................. ........................ ..
C The following code was generated by MACSYMA
C
C XDIFF. YDIFF and ZDIFF are the nodal contributions to a first
C difference from an element in the Cell-Vertex scheme.
C
XDIFF(I) = ((B6-Bs+B4-B2)*C7+(-B7+B5-B4+B3)*C6+(B7-B6-B3
& +B2)*C5+(-B7+B6-3*B3+3*B2)*C4+(-B6+B5+3*B4-3*B2)*C3+
& (B7-B5-3*B4+3*B3)*C2)*03
XDIFF(2) - ((B6+BS+B4+B2)*C7+(-B7+B5+B4-B3)*C6+(-B7-B6-B
& 3-B2) *C5+ (-B7-B6+3*B3+3*B2)*C4+(B6+B5-3*B4-3*B2)*C3+
& (-B7+B5-3*B4+3*B3)*C2)*03
XDIFF(3) - ((B8+B5-B4-B2)*C7+.(-7--B4+B4+B3)*C+(-B7+B6+B
& 3-B2)*C5+(B7-B6+3*B3-3*B2)*C4+(-B6-B5-3*B4-3*B2)*C3+
k (B7+B6+3*B4+3*B3)*C2)*03
XDIFF(4) = ((B6-BS-B4+B2)*C7+ (-B7-B8-B4-B3)*C6+ (B7+B6+B3
a +B2)*C5+(B7+B6-3*B3-3*3-3B2)*C4+(B6-B5+3*B4-3*B2)*C3+(-
& B7-B5+3*B4+3*B3)*C2)*03
XDIFF(5) - -((86+BS+84+B2)*C7+(-B7-B6-B4-B3)*C6+(-B7+B6-
k B3+B2)*C5+(-B7+B6+3*B3-3*B2)*C4+(B6+B-3*B4-3*B2)*C3
a +(-B7-B5+3*B4+3*B3)*C2)*03
XDIFF(6) - -((B6-BS+B4-B2)*C7+(-B7-BS+B4+B3)*C6+(B7+B6-B
k 3-B2)*C5+(-B7-B6-3*B3-3*B2) *C4+(-B6+B+3*B4-3*B2)*C3
& +(B7+B5+3*B4+3*B3)*C2)*03
XDIFF(7) - -((B6-B5-B4+B2) *C7+(-B7+B6+B4-B3) *C6+(B7-B+B
& 3-B2)*C5+(B7-B6-3*B3+3*B2)*C4+(B6-B5+3*B4-3*B2)*C3+(
& -B7+B6-3*B4+3*B3)*C2)*03
XDIFF(8) - -((B6+BS-B4-B2) *C7+(-B7+Bs-B4+B3) *C6+(-B7-B6+
k B3+B2)*C5+(B7+B6+3*B3+3*B2)*C4+(-B6-BS-3*B4-3*B2)*C3
a +(B7-BS-3*B4+3*B3)*C2)*03
C
C
YDIFF(I) - -((A6-A5+A4-A2)*C7+(-A7+AS-A4+A3)*C6+(A7-Ae-A
a 3+A2)*C5+(-A7+A6-3*A3+3*A2)*C4+(-A6+AS+3*A4-3*A2)*C3
k +(A7-As-3*A4+3*A3) *C2)*03
YDIFF(2) -((A6+AS+A4+A2) *C7+(-A7+A5+A4-A3) *C6+(-A7-A6-
& A3-A2)*C5+(-A7-A6+3*A3+3*A2)*C4+(A6+AS-3*A4-3*A2)*C3
k +(-A7+AS-3*A4+3*A3)*C2)*03
YDIFF(3) - -((A6+AS-A4-A2) *C7+(-A7-AS+A4+A3) *C6+(-A7+A6+
a A3-A2)*C5+(A7-A6+3*A3-3*A2)*C4+(-A-A6-A-3*A4-3*A2)*C3
a +(A7+AS+3*A4+3*A3)*C2)*03
YDIFF(4) - -((A6-AS-A4+A2) *C7+(-A7-A5-A4-A3) *C6+(A7+A6+A
a 3+A2)*C5+(A7+A6-3*A3-3*A2)*C4+(A6-A5+3*A4-3*A2)*C3+(
k -A7-AS+3*A4+3*A3)*C2)*03
YDIFF(5) = ((A6+A54+4A2)*C7+ (-A7-A5-A4-A3) *C6+ (-A7+A6-A
a 3+A2)*C5+(-A7+A6+3*A3-3*A2)*C4+(A6+AS-3*A4-3*A2)*C3+
a (-A7-A5+3*A4+3*A3)*C2)*03
YDIFF(6) = ((A6-A6+A4-A2)*C7+ (-A7-AS+A4+A3) *C6+ (A7+A6-A3
a -A2)*C5+(-A7-A6-3*A3-3*A2)*C4+ (-A6+A+3*A4-3*A2)*C3+
& (A7+AS6+3*A4+3*A3)*C2)*03
YDIFF(7) - ((A6-A-A4+A2)*C7+ (-A7+AS+A4-A3)*C6+(A7-A6+A3
a -A2)*C5+(A7-AG-3A3*A3+3A2)*C4+(A6-A5+3*A4-3*A2)*C3+(-
a A7+A5-3*A4+3*A3)*C2)*03
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YDIFF(8) = ((A6+AS-A4-A2)*C7+(-A7+A5-A4+A3)*C6+(-A7-A6+A
& 3+A2)*C6+(A7+A6+3*A3+3*A2)*C4+(-A6-AS-3*A4-3*A2)*C3+
a (A7-AS-3*A4+3*A3)*C2)*03
C
C
ZDIFF(1) - ((A6-AS+A4-A2)*B7+(-A7+A5-A4+A3)*B6+(A7-A6-A3+A
k 2)*B5+(-A7+A6-3*A3+3*A2)*B4+(-A6+AS+3*A4-3*A2)*B3+(A7-A
k 6-3*A4+3*A3)*B2)*03
ZDIFF(2) - ((A6+A5+A4+A2)*B7+(-A7+A5+A4-A3)*B6+(-A7-A6-A3-
& A2)*B5+(-A7-A6+3*A3+3*A2)*B4+(A6+A5-3*A4-3*A2)*B3+(-A7+
a AS-3*A4+3*A3)*B2)*03
ZDIFF(3) - ((A6+AS-A4-A2)*B7+(-A7-AS+A4+A3)*B6+(-A7+A6+A3-
a A2)*B5+(A7-A6+3*A3-3*A2)*B4+(-A6-A5-3*A4-3*A2)*B3+(A7+A
& 5+3*A4+3*A3)*B2)*03
ZDIFF(4) - ((A6-AS-A4+A2)*B7+(-A7-AS-A4-A3)*B6+(A7+A6+A3+A
k 2)*BS+(A7+A6-3*A3-3*A2)*B4+(A6-AS+3*A4-3*A2)*B3+(-A7-AS
k +3*A4+3*A3)*B2)*03
ZDIFF(6) - -((A6+A6+A4+A2)*B7+(-A7-A5-A4-A3)*B6+(-A7+A6-A3
a +A2)*BS+(-A7+A6+3*A3-3*A2)*B4+(A6+A5-3*A4-3*A2)*B3+(-A7
a -A5+3*A4+3*A3)*B2)*03
ZDIFF(6) - -((A6-AS+A4-A2)*B7+(-A7-A5+A4+A3)*B6+(A7+A6-A3-
k A2)*BS+(-A7-A6-3*A3-3*A2)*B4+(-A6+A5+3*A4-3*A2)*B3+(A7+
k A5+3*A4+3*A3)*B2)*03
ZDIFF(7) - -((A6-AS-A4+A2)*B7+(-A7+A5+A4-A3)*B6+(A7-A6+A3-
k A2)*B5+(A7-A6-3*A3+3*A2)*B4+(Ab-A5+3*A4-3*A2)*B3+(-A7+A
k 5-3*A4+3*A3)*B2)*03
ZDIFF(8) - -((A6+AS-A4-A2)*B7+(-A7+A5-A4+A3)*B6+(-A7-A6+A3
k +A2)*B5+(A7+A6+3*A3+3*A2)*B4+(-A6-AS-3*A4-3*A2)*B3+(A7-
k AS-3*A4+3*A3)*B2)*03
C
C .......
C ALM(I) contains the lumped mass matrix
C elemental contribution to node I.
C FI-F8 are coeeficients in the expansion of the polynomial
C from integrating NtN dV
C
F1 - -((A4*B6-A2*BS-A6*B4+A6*B2)*C7+(-A4*B7+A3+*B+A7*
k B4-A6*B3)*C6+(A2*B7-A3*B8+A6*B3-A7*B2)*C5+(A6*B7-A7*B
a 6-3*A2*B3+3*A3*B2)*C4+(A5*B6-A6*B5+3*A2*B4-3*A4*B2)*C
& 3+(-A5*B7+A7*Bs-3*A3*B4+3*A4*B3)*C2)*03
F2 - ((A4*B7-A3*B5-A7*B4+A5*B3)*C8+(-A4*B8+A8*B4+3*A2
k *B3-3*A3*B2)*C7+(A3*B8-3*A2*B4-A8*B3+3*A4*B2)*C5+(A7*
k B8-A8*B7+3*A2*B5-3*A5*B2)*C4+(-AS*B8-3*A2*B7+A8*B5+3*A
k 7*B2)*C3+(3*A3*B7-3*A4*B5+3*AS*B4-3*A7*B3)*C2)*09
F3 - -((A4*B6-A2*B5-A6*B4+A6*B2)*C8+(-A4*B8+A8*B4-3*A
a 2*B3+3*A3*B2)*C6+(A2*B8-3*A3* B4+3* A4*B3-A8*B2)*C5+(A6
a *B8-A8*B6+3*A3*BS-3*A5*B3)*C4+(3*A2*B6-3*A4*B5+3*A5*B4
k -3*A6*B2)*C3+(-AS*B8-3*A3*B6+A8*BS+3*A6*B3)*C2)*09
F4 - -((A2*B7-A3*B6+A6*B3-A7*B2)*C8+(-A2*B8-3*A3*B4+3
k *A4*B3+A8*B2)*C7+(A3*B8+3*A2*B4-A8*B3-3*A4*B2)*C6+(3*
& A3*B7-3*A2*B6-3*A7*B3+3*A6*B2)*C4+(-A6*B8-3*A4*B7+A8*B
k 6+3*A7*B4)*C3+(A7*B8-A8*B7+3*A4*B6-3*A6*B4)*C2)*09
F5 - ((A6*B7-A7*B6+3*A2*B3-3*A3*B2)*C8+(-A6*B8+A8*B6-
k 3*A3*B5+3*A5*B3)*C7+(A7*B8-A8*B7+3*A2*BS-3*A5*B2)*C6+
k (3*A3*B7-3*A2*B6-3*A7*B3+3*AO*B2)*C5+(-3*A2*B8-3*A5*B7
k +3*A7*BS+3*A8*B2)*C3+(3*A3*B8+3*A5*B6-3*A6*B5-3*A8*B3)
k *C2)*027
F6 = -((A5*B7-A7*B5-3*A3*B4+3*A4*B3)*C8+(-AS*B8-3*A3*
k B6+A8*B5+3*A6*B3)*C7+(3*A3*B7-3*A4*B5+3*AS*B4-3*A7*B3)
k *C6+(A7*B8-A8*B7+3*A4*B6-3*Ab*B4)*C5+(3*A3*88-3*A5*B6
k +3*A6*B5-3*A8*B3)*C4+(-3*A4*B8-3*A6*B7+3*A7*B6+3*A8*B4
k )*C3)*027
F7 - ((A5*B6-A6*B5-3*A2*B4+3*A4*B2)*C8+(3*A2*B6-3*A4*
k B6+3*AS*B4-3*A6*B2)*C7+(-AS*B8-3*A2*B7+A8*B5+3*A7*B2)*
k C6+(A6*B8+3*A4*B7-A8*B6-3*A7*B4)*CS+(3*A2*B8-3*A5*B7+
a 3*A7*BS-3*A8*B2)*C4+(-3*A4*B8+3*A6*B7-3*A7*B6+3*AS*B4)
k *C2)*027
F8 - ((2*A6*B6-2*A6*B6)*C7+(2*A7*B6-2*AS*B7)*C6+(2*A
k 6*B7-2*A7*B6)*c)* *027
C
C............. End of MACSYMA-generated code .......................
C
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C Turn the F's into ALM's
C
ALM(1) - Fi - F2 - F3 - F4 + F5 + F6 + F7 - F8
ALM(2) - Fi + F2 - F3 - F4 - F5 + FO - F7 + F8
ALM(3) - Fi + F2 + F3 - F4 + F5 - F6 - F7 - F8
ALM(4) - Fi - F2 + F3 - F4 - F5 - F6 + F7 + F8
ALM(5) - Fl - F2 - F3 + F4 + F5 - F6 - F7 + F8
ALM(6) - F1 + F2 - F3 + F4 - F5 - F6 + F7 - F8
ALM(7) - F1 + F2 + F3 + F4 + F5 + F6 + F7 + F8
ALM(8) - F1 - F2 + F3 + F4 - F5 + F6 - F7 - F8
RETURN
END
C
C This file contains the routines to generate the NDTYP,
C IETYP, and ICHILD tables for a grid.
C
SUBROUTINE GENETYP
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
C
C Generate the IETYP array. This is a trivial routine to
C set IETYP to 1 for all elements.
C
DO 10 I - 1,NE
10 IETYP(I) - 1
RETURN
END
C This subroutine generates the initial NODE types.
SUBROUTINE GENNTYP
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
C
DO 10 I - 1,NN
10 NDTYP(I) - 0
DO 20 ITYPE - I.MAXGIN-1
DO 20 I I IGINF(ITYPE).IGINF(ITYPE+1)-I
20 NDTYP(I) - ITYPE
DO 30 I - IGINF(MAXGIN).NN
30 NDTYP(I) - MAXGIN
RETURN
END
C*******************************************************************
C Generate the ICHILD array. If an element has no children,
C ICHILD (*,IEL) will be 0
C LEVEL indicates the level that all children should be
c
SUBROUTINE GENCHILD (LEVEL)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
COMMON /CHILDDEPTH/ MD
C
C Save the depth at which this call was made
C
MD - LEVEL
C
DO 10 I - 1,NE
DO 10 J - 1,2**NCN
10 ICHILD(J,I) - 0
C
C Scan the elements for elements created at level LEVEL
C
DO 100 I - 1,NE
IF (ICREATE(I).EQ.LEVEL) THEN
C
C Check its parent to see if its been used yet
C
IDAD - IPARENT(I)
IPLACE - ICHILD(I,IDAD)
IF (IPLACE.GE.0) THEN
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C This is really a child of IDAD
C
ICHILD(IPLACE+2,IDAD) - I
ICHILD(1,IDAD) - ICHILD(IIDAD) + I
ENDIF
ENDIF
100 CONTINUE
C
C Put in the parents
C
DO 200 I - 1,NE
IF (ICHILD(I,I).NE.O) ICHILD(1,I) - I
200 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C
C
C This program generates complete surface codes from minimal grid
C information. The follwing is needed in the IFINFO: IFINFO <- 0 for
C all boundary surfaces, IFINFO >0 for any surfaces to be found.
C It is important that the grid be of one level only for this
C algorithm to work.
C
SUBROUTINE GENSURF
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
DIMENSION NSCOUNT(MAXN),NSHASH(8,MAXN)
DIMENSION ISURFF(MAXE),NSSURF(8,MAXN),ISURFE(MAXE)
EQUIVALENCE (NSSURF,VISC), (NSCOUNT,A5),(NSHASH,F)
EQUIVALENCE (ISURFE,U1),(ISURFF,U1(1,3))
DIMENSION NEXT(4)
DATA NEXT /2,3,4,1/
PARAMETER (IBIGNUM - MAXE + 1)
C
C Initialize tables
C
DO 10 I - 1,NN
NSCOUNT(I) - 0
10 CONTINUE
DO 12 I - 1,2*NE
ISURFF(I) - 0
ISURFE(I) - 0
12 CONTINUE
C
C Flag all surface numbers with positive IFINFO to IBIGNUM
C this is so I can tell when surfaces are generated by
C the program and eliminate the "hanging surface" problem for
C uninitialized boundary surfaces
C
DO I - 1,NE
DO J - 1,4
IF (IFINFO (J,I) .GT.0) IFINFO(J,I) - IBIGNUM
ENDDO
ENDDO
C
C Generate the surface numbers
C
NSURF - 0
DO 100 IEL - I,NE
DO 100 IFACE - 1,4
C
C Find the two nodes on the face
C
NODE1 - IC(IFACE,IEL)
NODE2 - IC(NEXT(IFACE),IEL)
IF (IFINFO(IFACE,IEL).LE.0) GOTO 100
C
C Sort the two nodes
C
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IF (NODE1.GT.NODE2) THEN
ITEMP - NODE1
NODEI - NODE2
NODE2 - ITEMP
ENDIF
ISN - 0
C
C Loop over all previously discovered surfaces to see if it's a
C duplicate.
C
DO 120 I - 1,NSCOUNT(NODE1)
IF (NSHASH(I,NODE1).EQ.NODE2) THEN
ISN - NSSURF(I,NODE1)
GOTO 121
ENDIF
120 CONTINUE
C
C New surface
C
NSURF - NSURF + 1
IF (NSURF.GT.2*MAXE) STOP ' Grid too big'
ISN - NSURF
NSCOUNT(NODE1) - NSCOUNT(NODE1) + 1
NSSURF(NSCOUNT(NODE1),NODEI) = NSURF
NSHASH(NSCOUNT(NODE1),NODE1) - NODE2
C
121 CONTINUE
C
C Get the surface number and add the element to its list (if new)
C
IF (ISURFE(ISN).EQ.0) THEN
ISURFE(ISN) - IEL
ISURFF(ISN) - IFACE
ELSE
C
C Generate IFINFO for the two elements (if old)
C
IELI - ISURFE(ISN)
IFACE1 - ISURFF(ISN)
IFINFO(IFACE,IEL) - IEL1
IFINFO(IFACEI,IELI) - IEL
ENDIF
C
C Go on and do more surfaces
C
100 CONTINUE
C
C Change all uninitialized surfaces to type 0
C
DO I - I,NE
DO J - 1,4
IF (IFINFO (J,I).EQ.IBIGNUM) IFINFO(J,I) , 0
ENDDO
ENDDO
RETURN
END
C
C This routine calculates some grid geometry parameters
C
C A characteristic length for each node is calculated as
C the minimum of all values of EDIM pertaining to that
C element. This is used to calculate the time step for that
C element.
C
C Richard Shapiro 9 JUL 1987
C
SUBROUTINE GEOMETRY
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION XX(8),YY(8),ZZ(8)
C
C relevant variables:
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C x(ncn,node) - nodal coordinates
C ic(nne,element) - node list making up an element
C cwght(node) - calculated weight
C
C Set number of real nodes
C
NRN - IGINF(NT_VIR) - 1
C
C Calculate the values of deltax for each node. First set to
C dummy values.
C
DO 400 I - 1,NN
400 DELTAX(I) - 1.E20
C
C For all elements, calculate the element dimensions and other
C metrics.
C
DO 300 IEL - I,NE
DO 1 K - 1.8
XX(K) - X(1,IC(K,IEL))
YY(K) - X(2,IC(K,IEL))
ZZ(K) - X(3,IC(K,IEL))
1 CONTINUE
CALL CEDIM (XX,YY,ZZ,AMDIM)
DO 310 I - 1,NNE
310 DELTAX(IC(I,IEL)) - MIN(AMDIM,DELTAX(IC(I,IEL)))
300 CONTINUE
C write (6,*) ' deltax complete'
C
C Calculate vectorization quantities
C
CALL CVECTPTR
C write (6,*) ' vectorization complete'
C
C Calculate normal vectors
C
CALL CCNVECT
C write (6,*) * normal vectors complete'
C
RETURN
END
C
C C
C Calculate element dimensions and metrics
C C
C
SUBROUTINE CEDIM (XX,YY,ZZ,AMDIM)
DIMENSION XX(8),YY(8),ZZ(8)
C
C Statement function to calculate the length of an edge
C
ELEN(I,J) - SQRT((XX(I)-XX(J))**2 + (YY(I)-YY(J))**2 +
k (ZZ(I) - ZZ(J))**2)
C
C XX,YY,ZZ - nodal coordinates
C AMDIM - Minimum dimension
C
C This routine calculates the side lengths of the elements
C and returns the min of the averages of opposite sides in AMDIM
C
AMDIM - .5*(ELEN(I,2) + ELEN(7,8))
AMDIM - MIN(AMDIM, .5*(ELEN(2,3) + ELEN(5,8)))
AMDIM - MIN(AMDIM,.5*(ELEN(3,4) + ELEN(5,6)))
AMDIM - MIN(AMDIM, .5*(ELEN(1,4) + ELEN(6.7)))
AMDIM - MIN(AMDIM, .5*(ELEN(I,5) + ELEN(3,7)))
AMDIM - MIN(AMDIM,.5*(ELEN(2,6) + ELEN(4,8)))
RETURN
END
C
C
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C This subroutine calculates the pointers for vectorization
C These are the ICINV, ICINV1,
C ICINVP and NODEINEL arrays. The
C Exception array is also calculated here.
C
C ICINVP(J) contains the last index in ICINV and ICINVI
C that are grouped together. That is, ICINVP(J-I)+1 to ICINVP(J)
C are all the internal node J's that can be dealt with in vector
C fashion.
C
C ICINV is an array containing the elements it's OK to vectorize
C over.
C
C ICINV1 is an array containing the nodes for the element. It is
C generated only to save memory traffic. ICINV1(I) - IC(J,ICINV(I))
C
C NODEINEL is an array indicating how many elements a node is in.
C
SUBROUTINE CVECTPTR
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
C
C Zero the arrays
C
DO 3 I = 1,NN
NODEINEL(I) = 0
NODEFLAG(I) - 0
DO 3 J - 1,NNE
3 ICINV (NNE*(I-1)+J) - 0
DO 4 I - O,NNE
4 ICINVP(I) - 0
NUMVEXCEPT - 0
DO 6 I - I,MAXVEXCEPT
5 IVEXE(I) = 0
C
C Calculate the array by scanning the whole grid.
C
DO 10 J = 1,NNE
ICINVP(J) - ICINVP(J-1)
DO 20 I = 1,NE
NODEINEL(IC(J,I)) - NODEINEL(IC(J,I)) + 1
IF(.NOT.BTEST(NODEFLAG(I),J)) THEN
ICINVP(J) - ICINVP(J) + 1
ICINV(ICINVP(J)) - I
NODEFLAG(I) = IBSET(NODEFLAG(I),J)
ELSE
NUMVEXCEPT = NUMVEXCEPT + I
IF (NUMVEXCEPT .GT. MAXVEXCEPT) THEN
WRITE (6,*)
& Too many grid exceptions, cannot run.'
STOP
ENDIF
IVEXE(NUMVEXCEPT) - I
IVEXN(NUMVEXCEPT) - J
ENDIF
20 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE
C
C Now generate ICINV1, such that ICINVI(I) = IC(J,ICINV(I,J))
C
DO 50 J - 1,NNE
DO 60 I - ICINVP(J-I)+1,ICINVP(J)
60 ICINV1(I) - IC(JICINV(I))
50 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GNFIX
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE "EMBED.INC'
DIMENSION IGT(MAXGIN+I)
C
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C This subroutine takes the mesh and reorders the nodes so
C that all nodes of type N precede all nodes of type N+1
C
C ICORRI(NODE) - generated inverse correspondence table
C ICORR(NODE) - actual correspondence table. ICORR(I) is
C the new node number for node I
C
C Eliminate unreferenced nodes, using ICORRI as temp. storage
C
DO 5 I = 1,NN
5 ICORRI(I) - 0
DO 6 J = 1,NNE
DO 6 IEL - 1,NE
NODE = IC(J,IEL)
6 ICORRI(NODE) = ICORRI(NODE) + 1
DO 7 I - 1,NN
IF (ICORRI(I).EQ.0) NDTYP(I) = 100
7 CONTINUE
C
C Initialize ICORRI array
C
DO 10 I - 1,NN
10 ICORRI(I) - I
c
C Sort the nodes into order by type. MAXGIN is tha largest type
C number sorted. Any node with type > MAXGIN is eleminated
C
IPLACE = 1
DO 90 ITYPE = O,MAXGIN
DO 80 I - IPLACE,NN
IF (NDTYP(I).EQ.ITYPE) THEN
c
C Switch node I and node IPLACE
c
CALL NODESW (I,IPLACE)
IPLACE = IPLACE + I
ENDIF
80 CONTINUE
IGT (ITYPE + 1) = IPLACE
90 CONTINUE
C
C Generate IGINF
C
DO 200 I - 1,MAXGIN
200 IGINF(I) - IGT(I)
C
C Invert the correspondence table and update things based on new node
C numberings.
C
CVD$ NODEPCHK
DO 101 I = 1,NN
101 ICORR(ICORRI(I)) = I
ICORR(O) - 0
C
C Determine new number of nodes
C
INN - NN
DO 300 I - INN,1,-1
IF (NDTYP(I).LE.MAXGIN) THEN
NN - I
GOTO 301
ENDIF
300 CONTINUE
301 CONTINUE
C
C All the information in the coordinate arrays is now sorted, now
C go through and change the node numbers in the NINFO and IC
C arrays using the ICORR array.
C
DO 100 I - 1,NNE
DO 100 IEL - 1,NE
100 IC(I,IEL) - ICORR(IC(I,IEL))
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C
C
C Change things only if we are dealing with nodal types that
C have further information of nodal nature associated with them.
C
DO 110 J - 1,MAXINF
DO 110 I - 1,NN
NINFO(J,I) - ICORR(NINFO(J,I))
110 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C
C********************************************************************
C NODESW (I1,I2) switch nodes Ii and 12
C
SUBROUTINE NODESW(I,I 2)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
IF (II.EQ.I2) RETURN
C
ITEMP - NDTYP(II)
NDTYP(I1) - NDTYP(I2)
NDTYP(I2) - ITEMP
DO 94 II - 1,NCN
TEMP - X(II,I1)
X(III1) = X(II,I2)
X(II,I2) = TEMP
TEMP - ANVECT(II,I1)
ANVECT(II,Il) - ANVECT(III2)
ANVECT(II,I2) - TEMP
94 CONTINUE
DO 96 II - 1,MAXINF
ITEMP - NINFO(IIIl)
NINFO(II,I1) = NINFO(II,I2)
96 NINFO(II,I2) - ITEMP
C
C Switch state vectors. This is here so that this routine
C can be used for adaptive meshing.
C
DO 98 I - I,NEQUA
TEMP - U(I1,I)
U(I1,I) = U(I2,I)
U(I2,I) = TEMP
98 CONTINUE
c
ITEMP = ICORRI(Il)
ICORRI(Il) - ICORRI(I2)
ICORRI(I2) = ITEMP
RETURN
END
C
C****************************************** *******
C
SUBROUTINE VIRFIX
C
C See if there are any virtual nodes that shouldn't be virtual
C anymore.
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
INTEGER EINDEX(2,12),IFN(4)
DATA EINDEX /1,2,2,3,3.4,4,1,5,6,6,7,7,8,8,5,1,5,2,6,3,7,4,8/
C
DO 10 I - 1,NN
IVIRCK(I) - 0
10 CONTINUE
C
C Sweep through all the edges, looking for a node on them
C
DO 20 IEDGE - 1,12
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Ni - EINDEX(I,IEDGE)
N2 - EINDEX(2,IEDGE)
DO 20 IEL - 1,NE
CALL NDFIND(NODE,IC(NI, IEL) ,IC(N2,IEL))
IF (NODE.NE.0) IVIRCK(NODE) - 1
20 CONTINUE
C
C Sweep through all the faces, flagging all virtual nodes
C on them.
C
DO 21 IFACE - 1,6
CALL CFNIND (IFN,IFACE)
DO 21 IEL - 1,NE
IF (IFINFO(IFACE,IEL).GT.0) GOTO 21C
C Mark all soon-to-be non-virtual nodes on the face
C If all faces containing the node have no 0 nodes
C on them, IVIRCK will be -1, meaning that we don't
C allow the node to be of type 0. Otherwise, the type
C is forced to the node type in the usual way,
C with 0 dominating over 2 dominating over 1.
C
NI = IC(IFN(1),IEL)
N2 = IC(IFN(1),IEL)
N3 - IC(IFN(1),IEL)
N4 - IC(IFN(1),IEL)
IF (NDTYP(N1).EQ.O .OR. NDTYP(N2).EQ.0 .OR.
& NDTYP(N3).EQ.0 .OR. NDTYP(N4).Eq.0) GOTO 21
IF (NDTYP(N1).EQ.NT_VIR .AND.IVIRCK(N1).NE.1)
& IVIRCK(N1) = -1
IF (NDTYP(N2).EQ.NTVIR .AND.IVIRCK(N2).NE.1)
& IVIRCK(N2) = -1
IF (NDTYP(N3).EQ.NTVIR .AND.IVIRCK(N3).NE.1)
& IVIRCK(N3) = -1
IF (NDTYP(N4).EQ.NT_VIR .AND.IVIRCK(N4).NE.1)
& IVIRCK(N4) = -1
21 CONTINUE
C
C Now go through all the virtual nodes, and check them outC
DO 30 I = I,NN
IF (NDTYP(I).NE.NT_VIR .OR. IVIRCK(I).EQ.1) GOTO 30C
C Found a node that's not really virtual
C
NT1 - NDTYP(NINFO(1,I))
NT2 - NDTYP(NINFO(2,I))
NT - NTFAR
IF (NTI.EQ.NTSOL .OR. NT2.EQ.NT_SOL) NT = NTSOL
IF ((NTI.EQ.0 .OR. NT2.EQ.0) .AND. IVIRCK(I).EQ.0) NT = 0
IF (NT1.EQ.O .AND. NT2.EQ.0) NT - 0
NDTYP(I) - NT
C IF (NTI.GT.NTSOL .OR. NT2.GT.NT_SOL) THEN
C WRITE (6,*) ' Error in node typing, node',I
C ENDIF
30 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C This file just contains a couple of routines to print out
C some grid information in a nice format.
c
SUBROUTINE ELEMINFO1 (IU,IEL)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
C
C Write element information on unit IU
C
WRITE (IU,100) IEL,(IC(I,IEL),I=1,8),IDEPTH(IEL)
100 format (' Element',iO,', connectivity',8i7,', depth ',i2)
WRITE (IU,101) (IFINFO(I,IEL),I=1,6),IPARENT(IEL) ,ICREATE(IEL)
101 format (' Face info',617,', parent',i6,', created',i2)
XX - 0
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YY - 0
ZZ - 0
DO I - 1,8
XX - XX + X(i.IC(I,IEL))
YY - YY + X(2,IC(I,IEL))
ZZ - ZZ + X(3,IC(I,IEL))
ENDDO
WRITE (IU,102) XX/S,YY/8,ZZ/8
102 FORMAT (' Element center at (',g12.4,',',gl2.4,'.',gl2.4,')')
DO I - 1,NNE
CALL NODEINFOL (IU,IC(I,IEL))
ENDDO
return
END
C
C Node information
C
SUBROUTINE NODEINFOI (IU,NODE)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INCLUDE 'EMBED.INC'
IF (NDTYP(NODE).NE.0) THEN
IF (NDTYP(NODE).GE. NTVIR) THEN
WRITE (IU,200) NODE,X(I.NODE),X(2.NODE),X(3,NODE),NDTYP(NODE),
k (NINFO(J.NODE),J-1,4)
ELSE
WRITE (IU,200) NODE,X(1,NODE),X(2,NODE).X(3.NODE),NDTYP(NODE)
ENDIF
ELSE
WRITE (IU,200) NODE,X(1,NODE),X(2, NODE),X(3,NODE)
ENDIF
200 FORMAT (' Node'.i7,' at (',gl2.4,'.',gl2.4.,',',g2.4.')'
k :' type',i2.: /,.
& ' Info',417)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ELEMINFO(IEL)
CALL ELEMINFO1 (6,IEL)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE NODEINFO(NODE)
CALL NODEINFO1 (6,NODE)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE RGRID(GRIDFILE)
C
C Read in the grid for the problem. This is in an unformatted file
C on file GRIDFILE
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
CHARACTER*(*) GRIDFILE
CHARACTER*64 GRIDFL1
CHARACTER*7 GRIDDEFAULT
CHARACTER*7 NAME
DATA GRIDDEFAULT /'.grid '/
C
C Generate the file name
C
CALL MAKEFILENAME (GRIDFL1, GRIDFILE,GRIDDEFAULT)
C
C Get the initial sizing parameters
C
OPEN (UNIT2 ,FILE-GRIDFL1, FORM-'UNFORMATTED',STATUS='OLD')
READ (2) NE,NN,NNE1,MAXINFGR,MAXGINGR,MAXDEPTH
C
C Make sure that NNE for the grid matches NNE for the program
C
IF (NNE1.GT.NNE) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Nodes/element in the grid does not'
WRITE (6,*) ' match program. Cannot continue.'
STOP
ENDIF
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IF (NN.GT.MAXN .OR. NE.GT.MAXE) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Grid too big for program. Recompile'
WRITE (6,*) ' program or fix grid.'
WRITE (6,6001) NE,MAXE.NN,MAXN
STOP
ENDIF
6001 FORMAT (16,' elements out of a maximum of',I6,/,I6,
C& 'nodes out of a maximum of',I6,' used.')
C
C Read in all tha data, starting with the connectivity matrix
C and continuing with everything else
C
READ (2) (IGINF(I).I-1,MAXGINGR).IEINF
READ (2) ((IC(I.J).I-1.NNE),J=1,NE)
READ (2) ((X(I,J) ,I-1NCN),J=1,NN)
READ (2) ((NINFO(I,J),I-1,MAXINFGR).J=1,NN)
READ (2) ((IFINFO(IJ).I=1.2*NCN),J=1.NE)
READ (2) (IDEPTH(I),I-1,NE)
READ (2) (IPARENT(I),I=1,NE)
READ (2) (ICREATE(I),I-I,NE)
C
CLOSE (2)
RETURN
C
C
ENTRY WGRID(GRIDFILE)
C
C Write the grid for the problem. This is in an unformatted file
C on file GRIDFILE
C
C Get the initial sizing parameters
C
CALL MAKEFILENAME (GRIDFL1,GRIDFILE,GRIDDEFAULT)
OPEN (UNIT-2,FILE-GRIDFL1,FORM= "UNFORMATTED' STATUS-=NEW')
WRITE (2) NE.NN.NNE,MAXINF,MAXGIN,MAXDEPTH
C
C Write out all tha data, starting with the connectivity matrix
C and continuing with everything else
C
WRITE (2) (IGINF(I),I=1,MAXGIN) ,IEINF
WRITE (2) ((IC(I,J),I-i,NNE),J=i,NE)
WRITE (2) ((X(I,J).I=1,NCN),J=1,NN)
WRITE (2) ((NINFO(I,J),I=1.MAXINF),J=1,NN)
WRITE (2) ((IFINFO(I,J),I1.2*NCN),J=1,NE)
WRITE (2) (IDEPTH(I),I-I.NE)
WRITE (2) (IPARENT(I),I=1,NE)
WRITE (2) (ICREATE(I),I=1,NE)
C
CLOSE (2)
RETURN
C Set the file type for a grid file. This is for use in adaptation.C
ENTRY GRIDDEFNAME (NAME)
GRIDDEFAULT - NAME
RETURN
END
C
C
C This subroutine makes a grid file name out of two partsC
SUBROUTINE MAKEFILENAME (OUTNAME,INNAME, INEXT)
CHARACTER*(*) OUTNAME,INNAME,INEXT
OUTNAME - INNAME
I - INDEX(INNAME,' ')
IF (I.NE.0) OUTNAME- INNAME(1:I-1) // INEXT
RETURN
END
C*******************************nesesssssseseeesesesese
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C Initialize the flow field for the Finite Element Code. This is
C done to a uniform stream of speed AMACH*UNIFLW
SUBROUTINE INIFLW (UNIFL)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
UNIFL - parameter to give velocity scale factor
Calculate the free stream velocities
VVFREE = 0.
UVFREE - AMACH * COSD(ALPHA)
WVFREE - AMACH * SIND(ALPHA)
DO 10 I - 1.NN
U(I,1) - 1.
U(I,2) = UVFREE
U(I,3) - VVFREE
U(I.4) = WVFREE
U(I.5) = .5*AMACH**2 + 1/(GAMMA*(GAMMA-1))
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE MYSLICE (F,CONT,NCONT,PDEF,XDEF,
& WKSPACE,ISIZE.PLTITL.INDGR,IGRID)
THIS SUBROUTINE CONTROLS SLICE CONTOUR PLOTTING.
IS DEFINED ON THE GRID GIVEN BY X AND IC
THE FUNCTION F
IF(NCONT.LT.O) THE CONTOURS ARE DEFINED BY:
CONTOUR(I)=CONT(1)+(I-1)*CONT(2)
IF(NCONT.GT.1000) NCONT-1000 CONTOUR LEVELS ARE PICKED BY THE
AUTOMATIC SCALING ROUTINE
WKSPACE is the space used for storing polygons.
ISIZE is the size of the workspace
DIMENSION WKSPACE(ISIZE).F(*),CONT(*)
CHARACTER*(*) PLTITL
EXTERNAL SLICE1
C Do the allocation of space in the WKSPACE array
IS - ISIZE / 28
IFV - 16*IS + 1
INV - 24*IS + I
IFLV - 25*IS + 1
CALL GRCONTROL (SLICEI,INDGRPLTITL,WKSPACE(1),
& WKSPACE(IFV),WKSPACE(INV).F,CCONT,NCONTPDEF,XDEF,
& IGRIDWKSPACE(IFLV))
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SLICEI (IFUN,INDGR.PLTITLE,ALIMITS.INFOSTRING,
& XV,FV.NVERT.THING,CONT.NCONT,PDEF,XDEF,IGRIDXBORD)
Plots a slice thru the grid at the plane given by the
Equation AX + BY + CZ - D = 0
where A.B.C and D are in PDEF
XDEF is the direction that will appear as X on the plot.
It is forced orthofonal to PDEF.
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION THING(*).PDEF(4),ALIMITS(4).XDEF(3)
CHARACTER*(*) PLTITLE
CHARACTER*80 INFOSTRING,PTEMP
CHARACTER*14 INC-STRING
DIMENSION XV(2.8.*).FV(8,*).NVERT(*).CONT(*).XBORD(4.*)
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DIMENSION XX(8),YY(8).FF(8) .CONTOUR(256), IFN(4)
SAVE NPOLY,S1,S2,S3.T1.T2,T3,AP,BP.CP,ZFRONT,FMIN,FMAX
SAVE EINDEX,NBORD
LOGICAL INPLANE(8),ISEN,ISTR
The internal nodes on an edge
INTEGER EINDEX(2,12)
DATA EINDEX /1,o22,3,3,4.4.1,5,6.6,.7,7.8,8.5.1,5,2,6.3,7,4,8/
GOTO (1,.23.4).IFUN + 1
Pre-compute all the intersections
CONTINUE
C Compute the rotations
ANORM - SQRT(PDEF(1)**2
AP - PDEF(1)/ANORM
BP - PDEF(2)/ANORM
CP - PDEF(3)/ANORM
ZFRONT - PDEF(4)/ANORM
generate si-s3 and tl-t3
ANORM = SqRT(XDEF(1)**2 +
S1 = XDEF(1)/ANORM
S2 - XDEF(2)/ANORM
S3 = XDEF(3)/ANORM
PROJ - SI*AP + S2*BP + S3ý
Si = Si - PROJ*AP
S2 - S2 - PROJ*BP
S3 = S3 - PROJ*CP
+ PDEF(2)**2 + PDEF(3)**2)
XDEF(2)**2 + XDEF(3)**2)
C Generate Y direction, Y = Z x X
C
Ti = BP*S3 - CP*S2
T2 = CP*S1 - AP*S3
T3 - AP*S2 - BP*S1
C
PTEMP - PLTITLE
WRITE (PLTITLE,OO01) Si,S2,S3,T1,T2,T3,PTEMP(I:40)
1001 FORMAT ('(',F5.2,2('.',F5.2),')-C(,F5.2,2(R',,F5.2),')-',A)
C
C Generate the polygons
NPOLY = 0
NBORD = 0
NEDGE = 12
DO 100 IEL = 1., NE
NP = 0
C
C Initialize flag indicating that no nodes are in-plane
C
DO 102 I - 1,NNE
INPLANE(I) = .FALSE.
102 CONTINUE
DO 101 IEDGE - 1, NEDGE
N1 = EINDEX(1,IEDGE)
N2 - EINDEX(2,IEDGE)
IPI - IC(NI,IEL)
IP2 - IC(N2,IEL)
XX1 -
XX2 -
YY1 -
YY2 -
ZZ1 -
ZZ2 -
X(1.,IP1)
X(1,IP2)
X(2,IP1)
X(2,IP2)
X(3,IPI)
X(3,IP2)
Rotate into plane
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C
C
X1 XTXI*S1 + YY1*S2
X2 - XX2*S1 + YY2*S2
Y1i - XX1*T1 + YY1*T2
Y2 - XX2*T1 + YY2*T2
+ ZZ1*S3
+ ZZ2*S3
+ ZZ1*T3
+ ZZ2*T3
F1 - THING(IPl)
F2 = THING(IP2)
Conpute projection onto plane
ABC1 - AP*XX1 + BP*YY1 + CP*ZZ1 - ZFRONT
ABC2 - AP*XX2 + BP*YY2 + CP*ZZ2 - ZFRONT
Does the edge cross the plane?
IF ( ABCI*ABC2 .LT. 0.) THEN
C Yes, it does, add its interpolant to the polygon being drawn
NP - NP + 1
D =ABC1 / (ABC1-ABC2)
XX(NP) - X1 + (X2-X1)*D
YY(NP) - Y1 + (Y2-Y1)*D
FF(NP) = Fl + (F2-Fl)*D
ELSE IF (ABC1.EQ.O .AND. (.NOT. INPLANE(N1))) THEN
NP = NP + 1
INPLANE(N1) = .TRUE.
XX(NP) -= X
YY(NP) = Y1i
FF(NP) = Fi
ELSE IF (ABC2.Eq.0 .AND. (.NOT. INPLANE(N2))) THEN
NP - NP + I
INPLANE(N2) - .TRUE.
XX(NP) - X2
YY(NP) = Y2
FF(NP) - F2
END IF
CONTINUE
IF (NP.GE.3) THEN
NPOLY - NPOLY + I
CALL CONVPL(XX,YY,FF,NP,
XV(11, NPOLY) ,FV(1,NPOLY) ,NPR)
NVERT(NPOLY) - NPR
ENDIF
C Check for border faces
DO 200 IFACE - 1,6
IF (IFINFO(IFACE,IEL).GT.O) GOTO 200
CALL CFNODE (IEL,IFN,IFACE)
NP - 0
DO 201 IEDGE - 1.4
IEl - IEDGE
IE2 - IEDGE + 1
IF (IE2.EQ.5) IE2 = 1
XXI =
XX2 =
YY1 =
YY2 =
ZZi =
ZZ2 =
X(I,IFN(IEI))
X(1,IFN(IE2))
X(2.IFN(IE1))
X(2.IFN(IE2))
X(3, IFN(IE1))
X(3,IFN(IE2))
Rotate into plane
X1 - XX1*S1
X2 - XX2*S1
Y1 - XX*T1T
Y2 - XX2*T1
YY1*S2
YY2*S2
YYI*T2
YY2*T2
ZZI*S3
ZZ2*S3
ZZ1*T3
ZZ2*T3
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C Conpute projection onto plane
C
ABC1 - AP*XX1 + BP*YY1 + CP*ZZ1 - ZFRONT
ABC2 - AP*XX2 + BP*YY2 + CP*ZZ2 - ZFRONT
C
C Does the edge cross the plane?
C
IF ( ABC1*ABC2 .LT. 0.) THEN
c
C Yes, it does, add its interpolant to the edge list.
C
D - ABC1 / (ABC1-ABC2)
NP - NP + I
XX(NP) - X1 + (X2-X1)*D
YY(NP) - Y1 + (Y2-Y1)*D
ELSE IF (ABC1.EQ.0 .AND. ABC2.EQ.0) THEN
NBORD - NBORD + 1
XBORD(1,NBORD) - X1
XBORD(2,NBORD) = Y1
XBORD(3,NBORD) - X2
XBORD(4,NBORD) - Y2
GOTO 200
ENDIF
201 CONTINUE
IF (NP.EQ.2) THEN
NBORD - NBORD + 1
XBORD(1,NBORD) - XX(1)
XBORD(2,NBORD) - YY(1)
XBORD(3,NBORD) - XX(2)
XBORD(4,NBORD) - YY(2)
ENDIF
200 CONTINUE
100 CONTINUE
RETURN
C
C Compute data extent
C
2 CONTINUE
XMIN - XV(1,1.1)
XMAX = XV(1,1.1)
YMIN - XV(2,1,1)
YMAX XV(2.1,.1)
FMIN - FV(I,1)
FMAX = FV(1,1)
DO 300 I = 1,NPOLY
DO 300 J - I,NVERT(I)
XMIN - MIN(XMIN,XV(I,J,I))
YMIN - MIN(YMIN,XV(2,J,I))
XMAX = MAX(XMAX,XV(I,J,I))
YMAX - MAX(YMAX,XV(2,J,I))
FMIN - MIN(FMIN,FV(J,I))
FMAX - MAX(FMAX,FV(J,I))
300 CONTINUE
ALIMITS(1) - XMIN
ALIMITS(2) - XMAX
ALIMITS(3) - YMIN
ALIMITS(4) - YMAX
RETURN
C
C Determine value
C
3 CONTINUE
INFOSTRING = ' '
XC - ALIMITS(1)
YC - ALIMITS(2)
DO I - 1,NPOLY
CALL GR_INSIDE(IIN,XV(I,1,I) ,NVERT(I) ,XC.YC)
IF (IIN.EQ.1) GOTO 30
ENDDO
RETURN
30 CONTINUE
IPOLY - I
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C
C We know the polygon it's in, get the value
C
CALL CVALUE (XV(1.1,IPOLY),FV(1, IPOLY),
k NVERT(IPOLY).XC,YC,VALUE)
WRITE (INFOSTRING,300) VALUE
300 FORMAT(' Function value - ',G15.6)
RETURN
C
C Plot
C
4 CONTINUE
C
C Generate the contours
C
NCI - ABS (NCONT)
NCONTS - MIN(MOD (NC1,1000), 256)
NC2 - NC1 / 1000
C
C INITIAL CONTOUR AND INCREMENT GIVEN
C
IF (NCONT.LT.0) THEN
CBASE-CONT(1)
CSTEP-CONT(2)
ELSE IF (NC2.EQ.1) THEN
C
C CONTOURS ARE CALCULATED BY SCALING ROUTINE
C
CALL GR_SCALE (FMIN,FMAX,NCONTS,CBASE,CSTEP)
ELSE
DO 501 I - 1,NCONTS
501 CONTOUR(I) = CONT(I)
CSTEP - -999.
GOTO 500
ENDIF
C
C CALCULATE THE CONTOUR LEVELS
C
DO 510 I-1,NCONTS
CONTOUR(I)=CBASE+(I-I) *CSTEP
510 CONTINUE
C
C Do the actual plot
C
500 CONTINUE
C
C Plot the border
C
DO 521 I - 1,NBORD
CALL GRMOVE(XBORD(1.I).XBORD(2,I),O)
CALL GRDRAW(XBORD(3.I).XBORD(4,I),O)
521 CONTINUE
C
DO I = 1,NPOLY
CALL GRCHECKC(ISEN, ISTR)
IF (ISEN .AND. ISTR) RETURN
CALL CPLOT(XV(1.1,I).FV(I,I),NVERT(I),
k CONTOUR,NCONTS)
ENDDO
C
C Put the increment notation on the plot
C
CALL GRGETSCALE (X1,X2Y,Y 2)
YANN - .95*Y2 + .05*Y1
XANN - .03*X2 + .97*X1
IF (CSTEP.GT.-990.) THEN
WRITE (INCSTRING,400) CSTEP
CALL GRMOVE(XANN,YANN,O)
CALL GRANNOTATE(INCSTRING)
ENDIF
400 FORMAT ('INC-",1PGIO.3)
IF (IGRID.EQ.0) RETURN
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C
C Plot the grid boundaries if requested
C
CALL GRLINETYPE (0,1)
DO I = 1,NPOLY
CALL GRMOVE(XV(1,1,I) ,XV(2,1,I) ,0)
DO J - NVERT(I),1,-1
CALL GRDRAW(XV(1,J,I).XV(2,J,I),0)
ENDDO
ENDDO
CALL GRLINETYPE (0.0)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PLOTBINS(ADAPTSW, NE)
DIMENSION ADAPTSW(*) ,BINS(400). BINSX(400), BINSI(400)
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter the number of bins:'
READ (5,*,err-100,end-1000) NUMBINS
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter lower and upper limits:'
READ (5,*,err=1000,end-1000) BINLOW,BINHI
IF (BINLOW.GT.BINHI) GOTO 1000
NUMBINS = MIN(NUMBINS.400)
NUMBINS - MAX(NUMBINS,5)
C
C Put things in the bins
C
BINSCALE - (BINHI - BINLOW) / (NUMBINS-1)
DO I = 1,NUMBINS
BINS(I) = 0
BINSX(I) = BINLOW + (I-1)*BINSCALE
ENDDO
DO I = 1.NE
IBIN = (ADAPTSW(I) - BINLOW)/BINSCALE + I
IBIN - MIN(IBIN,NUMBINS)
IBIN - MAX(1,IBIN)
BINS(IBIN) - BINS(IBIN) + I
ENDDO
C
C Smooth things out using a simple averaging trick
C
C DO I - 2,NUMBINS-1
C BINSI(I) - .25*(BINS(I-1) + 2*BINS(I) + BINS(I-1))
C ENDDO
CALL GRLINE (12,1,
& 'SWITCH VALUE'PTS.'ADAPTATION SWITCH DISTRIBUTION',
& 21,BINSX.BINS,NUMBINS)
1000 RETURN
END
C Finite Element plotting package
C
C Richard Shapiro 8 Feb 1988
C
SUBROUTINE PLOTP
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
C
CHARACTER*80 TITLE,PTITLE
C
C Here are some equivalences to save space. We don't
C need viscosity here, so its place will be taken by
C something else. We also don't need the intermediate
C state vectors.
C
DIMENSION PLOSS(MAXN),CMACH(MAXN),UV(MAXN).WVV(MAXN)
DIMENSION AITER(MAXN). RES(MAXN),ENTROPY(MAXN)
DIMENSION ADAPTSW(MAXN) ,ADAPTSW1(MAXE),ACPU(MAXE)
EQUIVALENCE (PLOSS(1),VIS(1,1)).(CMACH(1).VIS(1,2))
EQUIVALENCE (UV(1),VIS(1,.3)),(VV(1),VIS1(1,1))
EQUIVALENCE (AITER(1).VIS1(1.2)),(RES(I),VIS1(1,3))
EQUIVALENCE (ENTROPY(1),Ul(1,1)),(ADAPTSW,VIS1(1,4))
EQUIVALENCE (ADAPTSW1.VIS(1.4)),(ACPU,U1(1,5))
EXTERNAL PLOTSLICE.C•RMS
LOGICAL SCALESSET
COMMON /FESCALES/ SCALESSET
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C
C PLOSS - Total pressure loss
C CMACH - Mach number
C UV,VV - velocities
C
C Calculate pressure, speed of sound and pressure switch
C switch is calculated and scaled for nodal values
C
CALL FLUXES(U)
PTOT - 0
DO I = 1,NN
ptot = ptot + p(i)
ENDDO
PTOT - PTOT / NN
DO I - 1,NN
IF (P(I).LE.O.) THEN
P(I) = PTOT
A(I) - 1.
ENDIF
ENDDO
IOLDSM - ISMOOTH(1)
ISMOOTH(1) - 1
CALL CPGRAD (P,VIS1,VIS)
ISMOOTH(1) = IOLDSM
C
C Calculate adaptation switch
C
CALL CADAPTSW (ADAPTSW1)
CALL ELEM_TO_NODE (ADAPTSW1,ADAPTSW)
C
C Calculate UV, VV, PLOSS and CMACH and ENTROPY
C
GPAR - GAMMA/(GAMMA - 1)
TEMPC - (1 + .5*(GAMMA-1)*AMACH**2)
PFREE - (TEMPC**GPAR)/GAMMA
FENTROPY = LOG(1/GAMMA)
ALOSSM = 0
CVD$ NODEPCHK
DO 300 I - 1,NN
UV(I) = U(I,2)/U(I.1)
VV(I) = U(I,3)/U(I.1)
C
CMACH(I) - SQRT(UV(I)**2 + VV(I)**2) / A(I)
PLOSS(I) = (PFREE - P(I)*(i + .5*(GAMMA-1)
& *CMACH(I)**2)**GPAR) / PFREE
ALOSSM - MAX (ABS(PLOSS(I)),ALOSSM)
ENTROPY(I) - LOG (P(I)/U(I,1)**GAMMA) - FENTROPY
300 CONTINUE
C
C Get the convergence history
C
CALL HISTOPEN ('SEqUENTIAL'.'OLD')
ITERSKIP - 0
306 REWIND (11)
DO 310 I - 1,MAXN
READ (11,END-320) AITER(I),RES(I),ACPU(I)
DO 308 J - 1,ITERSKIP
READ (11,END=320) DUMMYI,DUMMY2,DUMMY3
308 CONTINUE
310 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,*) ' Overflow reading convergence history.'
ITERSKIP - ITERSKIP + 1
GOTO 306
320 ITERP = I - 1
CLOSE (11)
DO 330 I - 1,ITERP
330 RES(I) - LOGIO(RES(I))
C
C now everything is calculated, do the plots
C
7070 FORMAT ('3-D CODE,',I6,' ELEM., M -',F5.2)
C
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Initialize
WRITE (TITLE,7070) NE.AMACH
CALL GRINIT(5,6,TITLE)
CALL GR_ENABLEC
CONTINUE
main plot menu
WRITE (6,*) '
WRITE (6,*) *
WRITE (6,*) '
WRITE (6,*) '
WRITE (6,*) *
WRITE (6,*) "
WRITE (6,*)
WRITE (6,*) *
WRITE (6,*) *
WRITE (6,*) *
WRITE (6.*) '
WRITE (6,*) '
PLOTTING MAIN MENU'
------------------
- Exit'
- Change plot parameters'
- Convergence history'
- Contour plots'
- Surface plots'
- RMS Calculation'
- Grid plots'
- Show parameters'
- Plot adaptation switch distribution'
- Slice plots'
C
1000
C
C
C
C
C
1001
C
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WRITE (6,*) ' Enter number:'
READ (5,*,END=9999,ERR=1000) MENU
IF (MENU.EQ.0) THEN
CALL GKCLOS (1,1)
CALL SETASTC
RETURN
ENDIF
Change parameters
IF (MENU.EQ.1) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' PARAMETER CHANGE MENU'
WRITE (6,*) ------------------
WRITE (6,*) ' 0 - Exit'
WRITE (6,*) ' 1 - Change main title'
WRITE (6,*) ' 2 - Change axis ticks'
WRITE (6,*) ' 3 - Enter scales'
WRITE (6,*) ' 4 - Auto scale'
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter number:'
READ (5,*,END=9999,ERR=1001) MENU
IF (MENU.EQ.0) GOTO 1000
IF (MENU.EQ.1) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter title (60 char max.):'
READ (5.'(A60)') TITLE
CALL GR, SET-TITLE (TITLE)
GOTO 1001
ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.2) THEN
WRITE (6.*) ' Enter X ticks, Y ticks'
READ (5,*.END=9999,ERR=1001) IXTICK,IYTICK
CALL GRSETTICKS(IXTICK,IYTICK)
GOTO 1001
ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.3) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX'
READ (6,*,END-g9999.ERR=1001) XMIN.XMAX,YMIN,YMAX
CALL GRSETSCALE (XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX)
SCALES-SET - .TRUE.
GOTO 1001
ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.4) THEN
SCALES-SET - .FALSE.
GOTO 1001
ENDIF
GOTO 1001
plot convergence history
ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.2) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter I for vs. iterations, 2 for vs. CPU'
READ (65,*,ERR-1000,END-9999) ITY
IF (ITY.EQ.1) THEN
PTITLE - 'ITERATIONS-LOG RES.-CONVERGENCE HISTORY'
CALL GRLINE (101.,PTITLE,21,AITER,RES,ITERP)
ELSE
PTITLE - 'CPU TIME'LOG RES.'CONVERGENCE HISTORY'
CALL GRLINE (10,1,PTITLE,21 ,ACPU,RES,ITERP)
ENDIF
C
C Do contour plots
C
C ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.3) THEN
C CALL SELECTANDPLOT (PLOTCONTOUR,
C & ' Contour plot menu',' -----------------')
C
C Do surface plots
C
C ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.4) THEN
C CALL SELECTANDPLOT (PLOTSURFACE,
C & ' Surface plot menu',' ---------------- )
C
C Do slice plots
C
ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.9) THEN
CALL SELECT_AND_PLOT (PLOT_Slice,
k ' Slice plot menu'," ----------------
C
C velocity vectors
C
C ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.5) THEN
C PTITLE - 'X-Y'VELOCITY VECTORS'
C CALL MYVECT(X.NN,UV,WV.NE, IC,MAXNE,PTITLE. 23)
C
C RMS Calculation
C
ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.5) THEN
CALL SELECTANDPLOT (CRMS,
& ' RMS menu',' -------- ')
C
C grid plots
C
C ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.6) THEN
C PTITLE(9:16) = 'Y'
C PTITLE(1:8) - 'X'
C PTITLE(17:80) - 'BASE GRID'
C CALL MYGRID(X,IC,NE,NN,MAXNE,PTITLE,23)
ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.7) THEN
CALL SHOPARMS
ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.8) THEN
C
C Distribution for the refinement parameter
C
CALL PLOTBINS(ADAPTSW,NE)
ENDIF
GOTO 1000
9999 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,*) ' Emergency stop!'
STOP
END
C
C SELECTITEM prints out a menu, selects an item and calls the plotting
C routine PLOT-ROUTINE
C
SUBROUTINE SELECTANDYPLOT (PLOTROUTINE,TS1,TS2)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION PLOSS(MAXN),CMACH(MAXN),UV(MAXN),WVV(MAXN)
DIMENSION AITER(MAXN) ,RES(MAXN) ,ENTROPY(MAXN)
DIMENSION ADAPTSW(MAXN) ,ADAPTSW1(MAXE)
EQUIVALENCE (PLOSS(1),VIS(I.1)) (CMACH(1).VIS(1,2))
EQUIVALENCE (UV(1),VIS(1,3)),(W(1),VISI(I,1))
EQUIVALENCE (AITER(1),VIS1(I,2)).(RES(I),VIS1(1,3))
EQUIVALENCE (ENTROPY(I),Ul(I,1)),(ADAPTSW.VIS1(1.4))
EQUIVALENCE (ADAPTSWI,VIS(I.4))
CHARACTER*(*) TS1,TS2
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100 CONTINUE
WRITE (6.*) TS1
WRITE (6,*) TS2
WRITE (6,*) * 0 - Exit'
WRITE (6,*) ' I - Pressure'
WRITE (6,*) ' 2 - Density'
WRITE (6,*) ' 3 - Mach number'
WRITE (6,*) ' 4 - Entropy'
WRITE (6,*) ' 5 - Total pressure loss'
WRITE (6,*) ' 6 - Pressure switch'
WRITE (6,*) ' 7 - Adaptation switch'
WRITE (6.*) ' 8 - Change plot options'
WRITE (6,*) ' 9 - Change slice plane'
99 WRITE (6,*) * Enter number:'
READ (5,*,END=9999,ERR=99) ITEM
IF (ITEM.LT.0 .OR. ITEM.GT.9) GOTO 99
IF (ITEM.EQ.0) RETURN
GOTO (1,2,3.4,5,6,7,8,9),ITEM
RETURN
C
C call plot-routine appropriately.
c
1 CALL PLOTROUTINE(ITEM,P)
GOTO 100
2 CALL PLOTROUTINE(ITEM,U(I,1))
GOTO 100
3 CALL PLOTROUTINE(ITEM,CMACH)
GOTO 100
4 CALL PLOTROUTINE(ITEM,ENTROPY)
GOTO 100
5 CALL PLOTROUTINE(ITEM,PLOSS)
GOTO 100
6 CALL PLOTROUTINE(ITEM,PGRADN)
GOTO 100
7 CALL PLOTROUTINE(ITEM,ADAPTSW)
GOTO 100
8 CALL PLOTROUTINE(100,DUMMY)
GOTO 100
9 CALL PLOTROUTINE(101,DUMMY)
GOTO 100
9999 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,*) ' Emergency stop!'
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE PLOTSLICE (ITEM,THING)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
CHARACTER*20 PLTITLE(7)
CHARACTER*80 SUBTITLE
DATA PLTITLE /'PRESSURE' ,'DENSITY', 'MACH NUMBER',
& 'ENTROPY','TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS','PRESSURE SWITCH',
& 'ADAPTATION SWITCH'/
INTEGER CONTGR
DIMENSION CONT(256),ALIMITS(4),THING(*),PDEF(4),XDEF(3)
DATA CONTGR/23/, NCONT/1030/
SAVE CONTGR,NCONT,PDEF,XDEF,DIRDEF, IGRID
LOGICAL SCALESSET,DIRDEF
COMMON /FESCALES/ SCALESSET
DATA DIRDEF /.FALSE./
DATA IGRID /0/
C
C Do the contour subuenu if requested
C
IF (ITEM.EQ.100) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter number of contours'
READ (5,*,END9999, ERR-9999) NCONT
IF (NCONT.LE.0) RETURN
NCONT - MIN(NCONT,256)
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter contouring type:'
WRITE (6,*) ' 1 - Specify contour and increment'
WRITE (6,*) ' 3 - Auto contour without symbols'
WRITE (6,*) ' 5 - Specify contours without symbols'
READ (5,*, END-9999. ERR-9999) MENU
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IF (MENU.LT.1.OR.MENU.GT.6) GOTO 9999
IF (MENU.EQ.1.OR.MENU.EQ.2) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter first contour and increment:'
READ (5,*,END-9999,ERR=9999) CONT(1),CONT(2)
NCONT - - NCONT
IF (MENU.EQ.2) NCONT - NCONT - 2000
ELSE IF (MENU.EQ.3.0R.MENU.EQ.4) THEN
NCONT = NCONT + (MENU-2)*1000
ELSE
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter contour levels:'
DO I - 1,NCONT
READ (5,*,END=9999,ERR-9999) CONT(I)
ENDDO
IF (MENU.EQ.5) NCONT - NCONT + 3000
ENDIF
CONTGR - 21
WRITE (6,*) ' Same X and Y scales (1) or different (0)'
READ (5,*, END=9999, ERR--9999) MENU
IF (MENU.EQ.1) CONTGR - CONTGR + 2
WRITE (6,*) ' Plot grid (1) or not (0)'
READ (5,*,END=9999,ERR=9999) IGRID
ENDIF
IF (ITEM.GE.100 .OR. (.NOT. DIRDEF)) THEN
DIRDEF - .TRUE.
WRITE (6,*) ' Current plane is',PDEF
WRITE (6,*) ' Current X direction is',XDEF
WRITE (6,*) ' Enter new plane, X direction'
READ (5,*,END=9999,ERR=9999) PDEF,XDEF
IF (ITEM.GE.100) RETURN
ENDIF
CONTGR - 2*(CONTGR / 2) + I
IF (SCALES-SET) CONT_GR - 2*(CONTGR / 2)
SUBTITLE - PLTITLE(ITEM)
ISIZE - 15*MAXN
CALL MYSLICE (THING,CONT,NCONT,PDEF,XDEF,
& F,ISIZE,SUBTITLE,CONT_GR,IGRID)
CALL GRGETLIMITS (THING,THING,NN,ALIMITS)
WRITE (6,*) ' Range is',ALIMITS(1),' to',ALIMITS(2)
9999 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SMOOTH (STVEC)
This subroutine directs the smoothing operation to the
appropriate subroutine based on the setting
of the smoothing flags ISMOOTH()
ISMOOTH(2) - Selects type of fourth difference
= 0 - Always on (linear)
= 1 - Switched off near shocks (non-linear)
ISMOOTH(3) - Selects normalization for presure switch
= 0 - Normalize by local pressures
= 1 - Normalize by max value of switch
= 2 - Normalize by 1 and 2 in that order
STVEC(NODENEQUA) - state vector to be smoothed
VIS1(NODE,NEQUA) - the fourth differences
VIS (NODE,NEQUA) - the combined second and 4th difference
VISCO2 - coefficient of fourth difference
VISCO1 - coefficient of second difference
PGRAD (ELEM) - pressure gradient switch for each element
PGRADS (NODE) - working array for pressure
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION STVEC(MAXN,NEQUA)
DIMENSION PGRAD(MAXE),PGRADS(MAXN)
CALL TIMEIT (START-TIME)
See where we should go to calculate the smoothing
CALL CCSMOO(STVEC,PGRAD,PGRADS)
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C The smoothing has now been generated, return to add it in
C
CALL TIMEIT(ENDTIME)
DSNOOTHTIME - ENDTIME - STARTTIME
SMOOTHTIME - SMOOTH-TIME + DSMOOTHTIME
RETURN
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE SECDIF (DIFF,VECT)
C
C Calculate the second difference of VECT over the mesh,
C putting the result in DIFF.
C BCFLAG determines if the second difference should be
C conservative or not at the boundary. If it is true.
C the second difference will be conservative. If it is
C false, the second difference on the boundary will be calculated
C in the tangential direction only.
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION DIFF(*),VECT(*)
C
C The algorithm used is as follows:
C Each smoothed value is the sum of the difference between
C the value of VECT at each node in the element and the
C value of VECT at the node. A final division by the nodes/
C element is used to scale things properly.
C
C Initialize the vector
C
DO 10 I - 1,NN
10 DIFF (I) = -NODEINEL(I) * VECT(I)
C
C Total element quantities
C
CALL NODETOELEM (VECT,EWORK)
C
C Distribute to nodes
C
DO01 J - 1,NNE
CVD* NODEPCHK
DO 2 I = ICINVP(J-1)+I,ICINVP(J)
DIFF(ICINV1(I)) - DIFF(ICINV1(I))
& + EWORK(ICINV(I))
2 CONTINUE
1 CONTINUE
C
C Exceptions
C
CVD$ novector
do i - 1,NUMVEXCEPT
iel - ivexe(i)
inn - ivexn(i)
node - ic(inn,iel)
DIFF(node) - DIFF(NODE) + EWORK(iel)
enddo
RETURN
END
C
C
C
SUBROUTINE CPGRAD (QTY,PGRADE,PGRADS)
C
C Calculate the second difference switch by taking a second difference
C of QTY optionally scaled by QTY over the mesh. PGRADE
C is the elemental switch, PGRADS is a nodal or elemental switch
C used as a working vector and other things.
C
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C ISMOOTH(2) - 0, PGRADS is ignored
C ISMOOTH(2) - 1, PGRADS is a nodal or elemental switch for the
C fourth difference.
C
C ISMOOTH(3) - 0 , normalize by local pressure
C ISMOOTH(3) - 1 , normalize by max value of switch
C ISMOOTH(3) - 2 , normalize by both
C ISMOOTH(3) = 3 , set all values of the switch to 1
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION PGRADE(MAXE),PGRADS(MAXN),QTY(MAXN)
C
C IF ISMOOTH(3) is set to 3, then we don't need to calculate
C second differences here.
C
IF (ISMOOTH(3) .EQ. 3) THEN
DO I - 1,NE
PGRADE(I) - 1.0
ENDDO
DO I = 1,NN
PGRADN(I) - 1.0
ENDDO
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C Calculate the second difference
C
CALL SECDIF (PGRADN,QTY)
C
C Normalize the pressure switch by local pressure if needed
C
DO 100 I = 1,NN
PGRADN(I) = ABS(PGRADN(I))
100 CONTINUE
C
IF (ISMOOTH(3).EQ.0 .OR. ISMOOTH(3).Eq.2) THEN
CALL CPAVG (PGRADS,QTY,PSWCON)
DO 200 I - I,NN
PGRADN(I) = PGRADN(I) / PGRADS(I)
200 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C
C Generate the elemental values of the switch and smooth
C
CALL PSSMOO (PGRADE)
C
C Scale switch if needed and generate the fourth difference
C switch if we have to. (ISMOOTH(2) = 1)
C
ISCALE - 0
IF (ISMOOTH(3).EQ.1 .OR. ISMOOTH(3).EQ.2) ISCALE = 1
CALL PSNORM (PGRADE,PGRADS,NE,ISMOOTH(2),ISCALE)
RETURN
END
C
C***********************************************************************
C
SUBROUTINE CPAVG (DIFF,VECT)
C
C Calculate a weighted 'average' of VECT for use in
C scaling the pressure switch.
C The result goes in DIFF
C BCFLAG determines how the boundary terms are handled (see SECDIF)
C be done by analogy with the ative or not at the boundary. If it is true,
C the second difference will be conservative. If it is
C false, the second difference on the boundary will be calculated
C in the tangential direction only.
C
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION DIFF(*),VECT(*)
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C
C Clear out the vector
C
DSCALE = FLOAT(NNE-2)/NNE
DO 10 I = 1,NN
10 DIFF (I) - NODEINEL(I) * VECT(I) * DSCALE
C
C Total element quantities
C
CALL NODE_TO_ELEM (VECT,EWORK)
C
C Distribute to nodes
C
DO 1 J - 1,NNE
CVD* NODEPCHK
DO 2 I = ICINVP(J-1)+1,ICINVP(J)
DIFF(ICINV1(I)) - DIFF(ICINV1(I))
& + EWORK(ICINV(I))
2 CONTINUE
1 CONTINUE
C
C Exceptions
C
CVD$ novector
do i = I.NUMVEXCEPT
iel = ivexe(i)
inn - ivexn(i)
node - ic(inn,iel)
DIFF(node) - DIFF(NODE) + EWORK(iel)
enddo
C
C Re-scale everything properly
C
DSCALE - FLOAT(NNE) / (2*NNE - 2)
DO I - 1,NN
DIFF(I) - DIFF(I) * DSCALE / NODEINEL(I)
ENDDO
RETURN
END
C
C PSSMOO - smooth out the pressure switch with an averaging
C over the elements. As a side effect, generate an elemental
C switch.
C
C PGRAD - elemental switch generated.
C
SUBROUTINE PSSMOO (PGRAD)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION PGRAD(*)
PARAMETER (NUMSMOOTH = 1)
C
C Smooth by converting elem-->node and back again
C Loop over the smoothing routine NUMSMOOTH times
C
DO 1000 I - 1,NUMSMOOTH
CALL NODETOELEM (PGRADN,PGRAD)
CALL ELEMTONODE (PGRAD.PGRADN)
1000 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C
C*********************************************************************
C PSNORM - Normalize the pressure switch as requested and
C the fourth difference switch if needed.
C
C NPOINTS - Number of points to do this to (either NN or NE)
C PSWITCH - The pressure switch vector
C PSW4 - The pressure switch vector for the fourth difference
C IFOURTH - 0 it we do not calculate PSW4
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C 1 it we do calculate PSW4
C ISCALE - 0 it we do not normalize switch to 1
C I it we do normalize switch to 1
C
SUBROUTINE PSNORM (PSWITCH,PSW4, NPOINTS, IFOURTH, ISCALE)
DIMENSION PSW4(*),PSWITCH(*)
C
C Calculate the maximum of the switch
C
AMAXPG - .001
DO 100 I = 1,NPOINTS
AMAXPG - MAX(AMAXPG.PSWITCH(I))
100 CONTINUE
C
C If we want the switch normalized to 1. do that here
C
IF (ISCALE.EQ.1) THEN
DO 200 I = 1,NPOINTS
PSWITCH(I) = PSWITCH(I)/AMAXPG
200 CONTINUE
AMAXPG - 1.
ENDIF
C
C Calculate the fourth difference switch if needed
C
IF (IFOURTH.EQ.1) THEN
DO 300 I - 1,NPOINTS
PSW4(I) = MAX(O.,1 - 2*PSWITCH(I)/AMAXPG)
300 CONTINUE
ENDIF
RETURN
END
C This subroutine initializes all cumulative cpu times to 0
C
SUBROUTINE INITIALIZETIMERS
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
RESIDUALTIME - 0
FLUX-TIME = 0
SMOOTHTIME = 0
UPDATE-TIME = 0
RETURN
END
C This subroutine is responsible for printing out cpu statistics
SUBROUTINE SHOWTIMES(STARTTIME)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
INTEGER HOURS
IPERC (T) - IFIX(100*T/TOTAL_TIME + .5)
CALL TIMEIT(ENDTIME)
TOTAL-TIME = END-TIME - STARTTIME
C
MINUTES - TOTALTIME / 60
SECONDS - TOTALTIME - 60*MINUTES
HOURS - MINUTES / 60
MINUTES - MINUTES - 60*HOURS
IFLUXP - IPERC(FLUXTIME)
IRESP - IPERC(RESIDUALTIME)
ISMOOTHP - IPERC(SMOOTH_TIME)
UPDATETOOK - UPDATETIME - RESIDUALTIME - SMOOTH-TIME
& - FLUXTIME
IUPDP - IPERC (UPDATETOOK)
C
WRITE (6,6001) TOTALTIME,HOURS,MINUTES ,SECONDS
WRITE (6,6002) FLUXTIME, IFLUXP
WRITE (6,6004) RESIDUALTIME,IRESP
WRITE (6,6005) SMOOTHTIME,ISMOOTHP
WRITE (6,6006) UPDATE_TOOK, IUPD_P
RETURN
6001 FORMAT (' Total CPU time so far:',F9.2,3X,'(',2(I2.2,':'),
& F5.2.')')
6002 FORMAT (6X,'Flux calculations used:',F9.2,5X,'(',i2,'%)')
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6004 FORMAT(6X,'Residual calculation used:',T34,F9.2,5X,'(',i2,'X)')
6005 FORMAT(6X,'Smoothing calculation used:',T34,F9.2,5X,'(',i2,'%)')
6006 FORMAT(6X,'Update calculation used:',T34,F9.2,5X, '(',i2,'%)')
END
C
C
c
SUBROUTINE TIMEIT (TIME)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE LOOKS UP THE CURRENT CPU TIME IN SECONDS
C
C
DIMENSION UTIME(2)
TTIME - ETIME(UTIME)
TIME - UTIME(1)
RETURN
END
C
C Do the multistage time integration for the FE euler scheme
C This is the routine which calls the subsidiary routines to
C calculate fluxes, etc.
C
C Richard Shapiro 20 January 1988
C
SUBROUTINE UPDATE (AMAXR,AMAXR1, NEQUAMAX, NRESMAX)
COMMON /IPL/ IPLIM
C
C AMAXR - Rams of all residuals
C AMAXR1 - Actual maximum residual
C NRESMAX - Node at which AMAXR1 occurs
C NEQUAMAX - Equation at which max occurs
C
C Note: if FARUP is true, the far-field boundaries get their
C state vectors reset after the update. RMS for convergence is
C based on interior nodes only.
C
C Note: if WALLUP is true, the wall boundaries get their
C state vectors reset after the update. RMS for convergence is
C based on interior nodes only.
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION WEIGHT(4),SFLAG(4)
LOGICAL*1 SFLAG
DATA WEIGHT /.25,.333333333,.5,1./
DATA SFLAG /.TRUE.,.FALSE.,.FALSE.,.FALSE./
C DATA SFLAG /4*.TRUE./
PARAMETER (NSTEPS=4)
C
C WEIGHT - weights to be use din time stepping
C SFLAG - true if smoothing is to be recalculated at each step
C NSTEPS - number of time integration steps
C
CALL TIMEIT (START-TIME)
ITER - ITER + 1
IPLIM - 0
C
C First, calculate the fluxes based on the current state vector U
C
CALL FLUXES(U)
C
C Next calculate the residuals and smoothing
C
IF (SFLAG(1)) CALL SMOOTH (U)
CALL CRESID
C
C Calculate the appropriate time step for all steps
C
CALL CTIME
C
C Weight the residuals with appropriate time step etc.
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C
CALL STEPIT (WEIGHT(I))
C
C Continue for the next time steps
C
DO 10 I - 2,NSTEPS
CALL FLUXES(U1)
IF (SFLAG(I)) CALL SMOOTH(U1)
CALL CRESID
CALL STEPIT (WEIGHT(I))
10 CONTINUE
C
C Correct the boundary points
C
CALL FARBST (Ui)
C IF (FARUP) CALL FARST (Ui)
C IF (WALLUP) CALL WALLST (Ul)
CALL WALLST (Ul)
C
C U is now ready to be updated as the next time step.
C
AMAXR = 0
AMAXR1 = 0
ATOTRMS - 0
DO 102 I - 1,NEQUA
C DO 100 NODE - 1,IGINF(1)-1
DO 100 NODE - 1,NRN
DELTA - Ul(NODE,I) - U(NODE,I)
AMAXR - AMAXR + DELTA**2
ATOTRMS = ATOTRMS + UI(NODE,I)**2
C AMAXR1 = MAX (AMAXR1,DELTA)
IF (ABS(DELTA).GT.ABS(AMAXR1)) THEN
AMAXR1 = DELTA
NRESMAX - NODE
NEQUAMAX - I
ENDIF
U(NODE,I) - U1(NODE,I)
100 CONTINUE
C
C DO 101 NODE = IGINF(1),NRN
C101 U(NODE,I) - U1(NODE,I)
102 CONTINUE
C AMAXR = SQRT(AMAXR / ((IGINF(1)-1)*NEQUA))
C AMAXR - SQRT(AMAXR / (NRN*NEQUA))
AMAXR = SQRT(AMAXR / ATOTRMS)
C
C AMAXR has the RMS residual from the previous steps,
C so we are done.
C
CALL TIMEIT (END-TIME)
UPDATETIME - UPDATETIME + END-TIME - STARTTIME
RETURN
END
C
C****************************************
C
SUBROUTINE STEPIT (WEIGHT)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
C
C Advance one stage in the multistage scheme.
C
C WEIGHT - the total weight to be given the time step
C
TWI = CFL*WEIGHT
IBADFLAG - 0
DO 10 I - 1,NRN
C
C For each equation, add the contribution of the flux residual
C to the contribution from the smoothing.
C
TW - DELTAT(I) * CWGHT(I)
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DELU1 - TWI * (VIS(I.1) - RESID(I,1) * TW)
DELU2 - TW1 * (VIS(I,2) - RESID(I.2) * TW)
DELU3 - TWi * (VIS(I,3) - RESID(I,3) * TW)
DELU4 - TW1 * (VIS(I.4) - RESID(I,4) * TW)
DELU5 - TWI * (VIS(I,5) - RESID(I,5) * TW)
C
C Update the vector Ul using initial information from U
C
UI(I.2) = U(I.2) + DELU2
Ul(I.3) - U(I,3) + DELU3
Ul(I,4) = U(I.4) + DELU4
Ul(I.5) = U(I,5) + DELUS
RHONEW - U(I,1) + DELU1
C
C Update the vector U1 using initial information from U
C
IF (RHONEW.GT.O) THEN
U1(I,1) - RHONEW
ELSE
IBADFLAG - I
UI(I,1) - U(I.1)
ENDIF
C
10 CONTINUE
IF (IBADFLAG.NE.0)
k WRITE (6,*) ' Density limiting occurred'
RETURN
END
C
C*************************************** ***********************
C
SUBROUTINE CTIME
C
C Calculate the local time steps.
C
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
C
C This routine assumes that the speed of sound etc. have
C already been calculated by the call to FLUXES.
C
DO 20 I - 1,NRN
UTOT = (U(I.2)**2 + U(I,3)**2 + U(I,4)**2) / U(I,1)**2
EIGM - SQRT(UTOT) + A(I)
DELTAT(I) - DELTAX(I) / EIGM
20 CONTINUE
C dtmin - deltat(l)
C dtmax -.deltat(1)
C DO 30 i - 2,nrn
C dtmin - min(dtaindeltat(i))
C dtmax - max(dtmax,deltat(i))
C30 continue
C do 40 i = 1,nrn
C40 deltat(i) - dtain
C write (6,*) ' Min/Max Delta t -'.,dtmin,dtmax
RETURN
END
C This set of subroutines is VMS specific, and alows the code
C to be interrupted by an AST (Control-C or Control-Y)
C
C The AST handler is initialized with INITASTC and/or
C INITASTY which set the AST handlers for CTRL-C and CTRL-Y
C
C After a trap is received, the appropriate flag in the
C common block AST$$* is set to true. It is up to the
C main program to reset these flags and reinitialize the AST
C
SUBROUTINE SETASTC
INCLUDE '/usr/include/fortran/signal.h'
COMMON /AST$$$/ ASTC$*,ASTY$$
LOGICAL ASTC$$,ASTY$$
EXTERNAL DO$_ASTC
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ASTC$$ - .FALSE.
CALL SIGVEC (sigint,sigcall, do$_ASTC,idumia,idum2)
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE DO$_ASTC(I,J)
COMMON /AST$$$/ ASTC$$,ASTY$$
LOGICAL ASTC$$.ASTY$$
ASTC$$ - .TRUE.
RETURN
END
C
C VFLUXES calculates the fluxes at the embedded nodes, by
C averaging the fluxes at the neighboring nodes.
C Richard Shapiro 7 May 1986
C
SUBROUTINE VFLUXES (STVEC)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION STVEC (MAXN,NEQUA)
CALL TIMEIT (8STARTTIME)
C
Cvd$g nodepchk
DO 210 IEQUA - 1,NEQUA
DO 200 I - IGINF(NTVIR),IGINF(NT_VIR+I)-1
C
C Get the nodes bordering the virtual node
C
C Average the fluxes
C
FX(IEQUA,I) = .5*(FX(IEQUA,NINFO(1,I)) +
& FX(IEQUA,NINFO(2,I)) )
FY(IEQUA,I) - .6*(FY(IEQUA,NINFO(1,I)) +
& FY(IEQUA,NINFO(2,I)) )
FZ(IEQUA,I) - .5*(FZ(IEQUA,NINFO(1,I)) +k FZ(IEQUA,NINFO(2,I)) )
200 CONTINUE
C
DO 205 I - IGINF(NTVIRF),IGINF(NTVIRF+I)-1
C
C Get the nodes bordering the virtual node
C
C Average the fluxes
C
FX(IEQUA,I) = .25*(FX(IEQUA,NINFO(1,I)) +
k FX(IEQUA,NINFO(2,I)) +k FX(IEQUA,NINFO(3,I)) +
k FX(IEQUA,NINFO(4,I)) )
FY(IEQUA,I) - .25*(FY(IEQUA,NINFO(1,I)) +
& FY(IEQUA,NINFO(2,I)) +
& FY(IEQUA,NINFO(3,I)) +
& FY(IEQUA,NINFO(4,I)) )
FZ(IEQUA,I) - .25*(FZ(IEQUA,NINFO(1,I)) +
& FZ(IEQUA.NINFO(2,I)) +
& FZ(IEQUA,NINFO(3,I)) +
& FZ(IEQUA,NINFO(4,I)) )
205 CONTINUE
210 CONTINUE
C
C Average Pressure and Speed of sound as wellC
DO 1200 I - IGINF(NTVIR),IGINF(NT_VIR+1)-1
C
P(I) - .5*(P(NINFO(1.I)) + P(NINFO(2,I)))
A(I) - .5*(A(NINFO(I,I)) + A(NINFO(2.I)))
1200 CONTINUE
C
DO 1205 I - IGINF(NTVIRF).IGINF(NT_VIRF+1)-I
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P(I) - .25*(P(NINFO(1,I)) +
k P(NINFO(2,I)) +
& P(NINFO(3,I)) +
& P(NINFO(4,I)))
A(I) - .25*(A(NINFO(I,I)) +
& A(NINFO(2,I)) +
& A(NINFO(3,I)) +
& A(NINFO(4,I)))
1205 CONTINUE
CALL TIMEIT(ENDTIME)
DVFLUXTIME - END-TIME - START_TIME
VFLUXTIME - VFLUXTIME + DVFLUXTIME
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE WFLUXES (STVEC)
C*******************************************************************
C*******************************************************************
C
C WFLUXES - calculate the fluxes at the solid boundaries
C by setting convetive flux terms through the solid surface
C to zero.
C
C The normal vector has been pre-calculated and is in the
C /GEOM/ common block.
C
C Richard Shapiro 18 Jan 1988
C
C******************************************************************
C*******************************************************************
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION STVEC(MAXN,NEQUA)
C
DO 200 I - IGINF(NTSOL),IGINF(NTSOL+I) - 1
C
C Calculate the primitive variables
C
RHO = STVEC(I,1)
UV = STVEC(I,2) / RHO
VV STVEC(I,3) / RHO
WV - STVEC(I,4) / RHO
C
C Calculate the 'convective multipliers' i.e., the corrections
C to the convective velocity to make sure that the combined
C normal convective flux is 0. (In other words, the tangential
C velocity).
C
UNORM - UV*ANVECT(I.I) + VV*ANVECT(2,I) + WV*ANVECT(3,I)
UM = UV - UNORM*ANVECT(1.I)
VM = VV - UNORM*ANVECT(2,I)
WM = WV - UNORM*ANVECT(3,I)
C
C Calculate the fluxes
C
H - STVEC(I,5) + P(I)
F(1,I,1) - UM * RHO
F(2,,I.) - UM * STVEC(I,2) + P(I)
F(3,I,.) - UM * STVEC(I,3)
F(4,I,1) - UM * STVEC(I,4)
F(5,,I1) - UM * H
C
F(I,I,2) - VM * RHO
F(2,I,2) - VM * STVEC(I,2)
F(3,I,2) - VM * STVEC(I,3) + P(I)
F(4,I.2) = VM * STVEC(I,4)
F(5.I,2) = VM * H
C
F(1,I.3) - WM * RHO
F(2,I.3) - WM * STVEC(I,2)
F(3,I,3) - WM * STVEC(I,3)
F(4,I,3) - WM * STVEC(I,4) + P(I)
F(5,I,3) - WM * H
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200 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C*********************************************************************
C
C WALLST - Enforce the tangency condition on solid surfaces.
C
C The normal vector has been pre-calculated and is in the
C /GEOM/ common block.
C
C Richard Shapiro 18 Jan 1988
C
SUBROUTINE WALLST (STVEC)
INCLUDE 'COMMONS.INC'
DIMENSION STVEC(MAXN,NEQUA)
C
DO 200 I - IGINF(NTSOL),IGINF(NT_SOL+1) 
- 1C
C Calculate the primitive variables
C
RHO = STVEC(I,1)
UV = STVEC(I,2) / RHO
VV STVEC(I,3) / RHO
WV - STVEC(I,4) / RHO
C
C Calculate the tangential velocity.
C
UNORM - UV*ANVECT(1,I) + W*ANVECT(2,I) + WV*ANVECT(3,I)
UM - UV - UNORM*ANVECT(I,I)
VM - VV - UNORM*ANVECT(2,I)
WM - WV - UNORM*ANVECT(3,I)
C
C Calculate the new state vectors
C
STVEC (1,2) - RHO*UM
STVEC (1,3) = RHO*VM
STVEC (1,4) = RHO*WM
200 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C
C This is a set of utility routines to extract things
C from strings.
C
SUBROUTINE STRPREP (STRING)
CHARACTER*(*) STRING
C
C Capitalize and de-tab string
C First capitalize and de-tab
C
DO 10 I - 1,LEN(STRING)
IF (ICHAR(STRING(I:I)) .EQ. 9.OR.STRING(I:I).EQ.',')
& STRING(I:I) - '
IF (LLE(STRING(I:I),'z') .AND. LGE(STRING(I:I),'a'))
& STRING(I:I) - CHAR(ICHAR(STRING(I:I)) - 32)
10 CONTINUE
C
C Strip leading spaces
C
DO 20 I - I,LEN(STRING)
IF (STRING(I:I).NE.' ') GOTO 30
20 CONTINUE
30 STRING - STRING(I:)
C
C Turn all mutiple spaces into single spaces
C
J-1
I-I
LENS - LEN(STRING)
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40 CONTINUE
DO WHILE (STRING(I:I).NE.' ' .AND. I.LE.LENS)
STRING(J:J) - STRING(I:I)
I-I+1
J J+ 1
END DO
C
C Copy one space
C
STRING (J:J) = '
J J +1
I I + 1
DO WHILE (STRING(I:I).EQ.' ' .AND. I.LE.LENS)
I I+1
END DO
C
C Go back and continue
C
IF (I.LE.LENS) GOTO 40
60 CONTINUE
C
C Clear out to the end of the line
C
STRING(J:) = '
RETURN
END
C
C
C STRWORD (WORD,STRING) removes the first WORD from STRING
C where a word is defined to be everything up to the first space.
C
SUBROUTINE STRWORD (WORD,STRING)
CHARACTER*(*) WORD,STRING
LASTC - INDEX (STRING,' ')
IF (LASTC.EQ.O) THEN
WORD - STRING
STRING =
RETURN
ELSE
WORD = STRING(1:LASTC)
STRING = STRING(LASTC+I:)
RETURN
ENDIF
END
C
C
FUNCTION ISTRINT (STRING,IERR)
C
C strip off an integer from the string
C IERR - 0 if everything is OK
C IERR - 1 if there are no more integers
C IERR - 2 if the first thing is not an integer
C
CHARACTER*(*) STRING
CHARACTER*12 TEMPWORD
IERR - 0
ISTRINT - 0
IF (STRING(1:1).EQ.' ') THEN
IERR - I
RETURN
ENDIF
II - INDEX(STRING,' ')
if (ii.eq.0) ii - 12
TEMPWORD - STRING(1:II)
READ (TEMPWORD,101,ERO10) ISTRINT
C strip off the number
CALL STRWORD(TEMPWORD,STRING)
RETURN
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10 IERR - 2
RETURN
101 format (bn.i)
END
C
C
FUNCTION STRREAL (STRING,IERR)
C
C strip off a real number from the string
C IERR - 0 if everything is OK
C IERR - 1 if there are no more numbers
C IERR - 2 if the first thing is not an real number
C
CHARACTER*(*) STRING
CHARACTER*24 TEMPWORD
IERR - 0
STRREAL - 0
IF (STRING(1:1).Eq.' ') THEN
IERR = I
RETURN
ENDIF
II - INDEX(STRING.' ')
if (ii.eq.0) ii - 24
TEMPWORD - STRING(I:II)
READ (TEMPWORD,101,ERR=10) STRREAL
C strip off the number
CALL STRWORD(TEMPWORD,STRING)
RETURN
10 IERR - 2
RETURN
101 FORMAT (BN,F24.0)
END
C
C
C
C********************************************************************
C*******************************************************************
C Here are some utilities for dealing with the name arrays.
C
C ASSIGNNAMES takes a line of name / number pairs and matches
C enters them into the array.
C
C MATCH_NAME takes a name and produces its matching number,
C or if the name is undefined, produces an equivalent
C integer if the name is a valid integer, otherwise
C produce an error.
C
SUBROUTINE ASSIGNNAMES (LINE.ARRAY.NARRAYNUMNAME.MAXNAME)
CHARACTER*(*) LINE
CHARACTER*12 ARRAY(MAXNAME),WORD1
INTEGER NARRAY(MAXNAME)
C
C LINE - the input line to be scanned
C ARRAY - CHARACTER*12 array of names to be added too
C NARRAY - array of integers matching the names
C NUMNAME - total number of matches assigned so far
C MAXNAME - total number of names allowed
C
C Begin chopping up the line
C
10 CONTINUE
IF (LINE(1:1).EQ.' ') RETURN
CALL STRWORD (WORD1,LINE)
NUMBER - ISTRINT (LINE,IERR)
IF (IERR.NE.O) THEN
WRITE (6,*) " Missing number in number / name pair,',
& ' name - ',WORD1
RETURN
ENDIF
C
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C Now NUMBER has the number, WORD1 has the name. See if WORDI
C was already defined.
C
CALL MATCHNAME (WORDI,ARRAY,NARRAY,NUMNAME, IVALUE,IFOUND)
IF (IFOUND.EQ.O) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Warning: attempted redefinition of
& 'name ',WORD1,' ignored'
GOTO 10
ENDIF
IF (NUMNAME.GE.MAXNAME) THEN
WRITE (6,*) ' Error: Name storage exceeded, sorry.'
RETURN
ENDIF
C
C Things survived all the error checking, do the assignment
C
NUMNAME - NUMNAME + 1
ARRAY(NUMNAME) - WORDI
NARRAY(NUMNAME) - NUMBER
GOTO 10
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE MATCH_NAME (WORD,ARRAY,IARRAY, NUMNAME, IVALUE, IFOUND)
C
C Match things up (translate a name into a number)
C
C WORD - the thing to be matched
C ARRAY - list of names to match against
C IARRAY - list of numbers to match against
C NUMNAME - number of names
C IVALUE - the matched value (or the number in WORD if IFOUND=-1)
C IFOUND - -1 if WORD not found and WORD not a number
C =-- if WORD not found and WORD a valid number
C =0 if WORD is matched
C
C
CHARACTER*12 WORD,WORDI,ARRAY(*)
DIMENSION IARRAY(*)
C
C First check for a perfect match
C
IFOUND = 0
IVALUE = 0
DO 10 I - 1,NUMNAME
IF (WORD.EQ.ARRAY(I)) THENIVALUE - IARRAY(I)
RETURN
ENDIF
10 CONTINUE
C
C Check for a valid number
C
WORD1 - WORD
IFOUND - -1
IVALUE - ISTRINT(WORD1,IERR)
IF (IERR.EQ.0) RETURN
C
C Nothing at all found
C
IFOUND - I
RETURN
END
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